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THE SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 

OF 

JUSTICE K.N. SAIKIA COMMISSION OF INQUIRY 

ON THE THIRD GROUP OF TEN CASES 
(Submitted to Government of Assam on 20.2.2007) 

By Notification No.PLA 33112005/2 dated 3rd. September 1005 in 
continuation ofthe earlierNotificationNo.331/2005 dated 22.8.2005, the Governor of Assam 
was pleas:ed to to order that this Ccomjmission of Inquiry shall inquire into any oth•er 
incidents of killings under similar circumstances which occurred during the period from 
January 1998 to 2001. This third group of fifteen cases are squarely covered by the said 
Notification, these having been cases of secret killings which occurred during the pe:riod 
prescribed thereby. The Commission has, therefore, decided to inquire into these cases; with 
intimation to the State Government, and submitg this Continuing Report for consideration 
and necessary action .. By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire 
into, in each case, the following terms of reference, and any other matters with 
recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Ci1rcumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of the victims of these cas:es. 

(b) Jd,entity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c ) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victims and the motive 
behind such killings. 

(d ) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indiretCtly in the 
commission of such killings · 

(e) To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings; and . 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

The Commission was ably assisted by Dr. Y .K.Phukan Sr. Advocate and Shri Diganta 
Gogoi, Advocate, as Senior and Junior counsel, for the Commission, respectively; and Shri 
P.K. Mm1sahari, Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and Shri Dhanesh Das, Junior Govt. 
Advocate and Additional Public Prosecutor, Assam .. 

PART. I. INTRODUCTORY. 
( To be read in continuation of the Part I of tbe Report on the First G1roup ) 

25. ~Confirmation of the earlier fmdings; All the findings arrivded at on the basis of 
the earlie:r First and Second Groups of cases have been fully confirmed by th4~ evidence 
in this Tl!lird Group of fifteen cases. Almost all of the common characteristics in this 
Third Gr·oup of fifteen cases are almost the same u those of the First Grou11• of Seven 
cases, Bllid, the Second Group of eight cases. considered with their evidence.Tbe 
additionatl characteristics found in this Third Group of fd'teen cases are: t.Tibe parties 
boldly na.ming of some individual Sulfas as p~rpetnton in some of these cases; 2. The 
then Police authorities openly constituting some of the Sulfu an cJtra-Conntitutional 
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audaoriries for killings, iu the process of Ulfocide, that is, deliberate killing ot: Ulfas ~nd 
thei1r families and relatives, thus executing them for their "status offences" ot belongang 
to ULFA and ULF A-related families, without their committing any crime or olrfence, aod 
pun,uant to remote-orcbestratioo from State Home Minister and using the concerned 
Salfias as political policemen; and returning some of the cases in F.R.(Fioal Report) 
witbtout finding any clues, and 3. Fake Encounters, partly because thelre was no 
encounter at all, or because the Police-SULFA nexus could not have exerciised Police 
powers. It may also be noted that this Third Group of teo cases also rc:veal some 
individual Salfas being boldly named by respective parties in course of evideo•~e, thereby 
fully confirming the unholy nexus between the then concerned Police authoritiies and the 
conc:erned Sulfas, in secrecy, by the Home Minister, in flagrant violation of their 
Constitutional, Legal and Human Rights. There is enough evidence to sho'w that the 
the111 Home Minister was at the helm of these extra-Constitutional killings. In all the 
cases where the then Home Minister's name have been directly mentioned, Shri Prafulla 
KaJJaar Mahaata bas been evading opportunities to cross--examine the witnesses by 
various pretexts and untenable pleas of this Commission being without jurisdiction, a 
plea which bas been rejected by this Commission on numerous occasioos. Shri Prafulla 
Ku1111ar Mahants made statements before the Assam Legislative Assembly to' the effect 
that the case ofShri Anaota Kalita ofHajo (First Group) without even going t lhrougb his 
medical reports and his statement before tbe Magistrate o/s. 164 Cr.P.C •. In Tezpur 
Rajc~b Misra and Rajib Koch' s case Shri Prafulla Kumar Mabaata made a statement 
in tl~e Assam Legislative Assembly to the effect that it was a mere land di!1pute case, 
thoutgh all the supposed parties denied before this Commission that they were in any 
manner involved in any land dispvte. Jo the evidence of Shri Dimba Rajkonw11r's case of 
Dibrugarh, there was a news item saying tbat Shri Prafulla Kumar M.ahanta sent a 
Secr·et Killer's squad to Lakbimpur,but on complaint from his party colle:agues that 
oper·atioo of the secret killer's squad would affect the political prospects of' A,G~, in 
Laklhimpur, be ordered the squad to cross over to Dibrugarb where sev4~raJ secret 
killiuags took place immediately thereafter. Sbri P.K.Mabanta denied the truth of the 
aewt!i item and said that be sent a contradiction which was not published by the newss 
paJM!r 'Agradoot', and was asked to produce a copy, and a copy was produced, but no 
contradiction was published even then. Shri Prafulla Kumar Mabaota said tl~at be bad 
ootb.ing to do with the Unified Command Structure and could not do anything in secret 
killiuag cues where Police-Sulfa onus were alleged to have been invoa,ved. The 
numerous (secret) killing instances in the State of Assam during l991J...20101 period 
sbo~Yed, u if, the Ulfocide was tbe dictat of tbe Home Minister of the State, a1ad as if all 
the IUlfas, memben of their families, aud even their relatives have already forf'eited their 
rigbtt to life and liberty hitherto conferred on them by the Constitution of Jndilt. 

26. The Unified Command Structure. In paras 14 and 15 some aspects ofthc !Unified 
Command Structure. were discussed. In individual cases under term (e) it was recommended 
that: the Unified Command Structure be gradually dismantled on restoration of nol'1malcy in 
Ass;am. Mr. Prafulla Kumar Mahanta has submitted elsewhere that this Commission has no 
j urisdiction to dieal with the Unified Command Structure. Be that as it may, it is considered 
appropriate to suggest some reasons for the recommendation. The attitudinal and 
oric:ntational differences between the Police and the Army are patent. the former to maintain 
law and order and contro l crimes. while the Iauer is to combat in war against enemies .. For 
the~;e differences the two together may not always suit the same purpose. The Anny is 
orie:nted for combat against the enemy and its success is in the unrestrained killing .and 
des1truction of the enemy. The law ofwar. and not that of peace time is the rule.At best they 
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claim to fight with iron fists in velvet gloves. The Army is normally confined to loa':acks in 
cantonments. It is said that the Anny of the Great Czengiz Khan was the _mo~t eflfica.ent as 
they were never allowed to mix with the civilians, so that they could not tmbtbe t~e·~ 
softness .. Comnared to that the Police has to control crimes and criminals and mam~m J~w 
and order within the four comers ofthe Constitution and the laws of the country.Pohce IS to 
d•:::al with the citizens of the country and protect their life and property .. To make the police 
and the Army work together in a civil situation may result in policisation of the a.nny, on the 
ome hand, and the militarisation of the police, on the other. The result will be that we have a 
mtilitarised police, and the policised military. Indeed in almost all the cases under reference 
we found evidence of frequent visits of annymen to the Ulfa families, and durin:g some of 
the so called "encounters." There has also been allegation of Constitutional violation of 
e;~Cposing the civil population, women and children, to the harassment of the mililtary with 
consequent reign of terror to the civil populace. Either way it may be undesirable: to continue 
it for long and to tum it into a pattern of civil administration. This is not the view of this 
Commission alone. 

In tbe Assam Tribune of Thursday, December 21, 2006, Mr.S.KabilatD, tbe Cbief 
Secretary, Assam, and e-s-officio Head of tbe Strategy Group of tbe Unified Command 
Structure for 26 months, a day before his retirement, upressed tbe "tmeed for an 
orientation programme" for tbe Army personnel before they are deployed for couater
illsurgeocy operations. He said that"using tbe Army for internal security iis a difficult 
tusk and it is also unfair to the Army" aod that "the maio job of tbe Artmy is to act 
a;gainst tbe enemies of tbe country, but here they are forced to operate! aganst tbe 
people of tbe country" He said ~e are forced to use tbe Army because of shortage of 
force to deal witb tbe situation, but the Armymen are trained to operate against tbe 
etDemy aod not against its own people." 

r :It is appropriate to mention here that the application ofthe Unified Command Strructure in 
l Assam is not at all in consonance with the Constitution of lndia inasmuch as the insurgents 

in Kashmit are foreign aggressors, while the Ulfa men in Assam are our own 
clnildren/citizens; misguided may they be, but they have not forfeited their Fundamental right 
to life and liberty.given to every citizen by the Constitution of India. Using the Army to 
shoot them down at sight, as have, in effect, been seen, is violative of their fund1unental right 
tc) life and liberty, given them by the Constitution of India. To kill them in fake 'encounters is 
a fraud on the Constitution of India. Such cases may be liable to be treated as 'cold-blooded 
murders. The numerous attrocities on the innocent population of the areas, as 1rcponed, can 
hardly be defended as acts of necessity on the part of the Anny. operating under the Unified 
Command Structure. The civil population of the disturbed area cannot be treatc~d as to have 
l>een at war with the Government, and to treat them as if they have been at wa1r, is palpably 
olbj~ctionable. The recent taking over of the Chainnanship of the Strategy Group uf the 
Umfied Command Structure, by the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Assam himself; is bound to 
improve things considerably, but the system woven into the fabric of civil administration 
may still_ result in violations of human rights in operating the Structure. For elUUTiple, 
re:cently, 1t has been reported that the Army has been assisted by some Sulfam~:n in its anti
il1lsurgency operations, and this may lead to complications. Already there: have been 
sllegations .of some Sulfas. actively an_d openly moving with the armymen and police, in the 
h~t>pe of~mg endowed .wtth favours ts rampant.Therefore, ultimate dismantling may be the 
b.:::st solut1on on restoratton of nonnaJcy and ending of the disturbance. This recommendation 
is given, as sought, to prevent recurrence of such killings~ 
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27. The Anny Districts. In para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the 
!Unified Command Structure. ln course of the Commission's hearing sessions in the Upper 
Assam clistrict of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts of Tinsukia, lDibrugarfl, 
IDhemaji, North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Army districts and that, as .a 
result, Army bas been operaing in those districts. In so far as the declaration is concerned, tbts 
Commission has nothing to do. As the Commission has to enquire into some crimi.Jlial cases of 
some of those Upper Assam districts, the Commission has to see whether this declantion had 
nny impact on those cases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that dming tbe penod from 
11998 to 2001 also similar declaration could have been there in those districts, and tltle Unified 
Command Structure and the Anned Forces Special Power;s Act were necessarily in1 operation 
in those districts. (f that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Army !thereunder 
would be relevant in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, 
including the leading case, in para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers 
Act, 1958 was amended by the Anned Forces (Assam and Manipur) Speci11l Powers 
(Amendment) Act, 1972; and it is now The Armed Forces in the State of Assam, Manipur. 
Meghalaya, Nagaland,.Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act. and it is 
c:xtended to all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, section 3 
of the principal Act stands substituted, namely • 

.. 3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act exhmds. the 
Govemment of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or ttne Central 
Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
1rerritory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the use of 
a1tmed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of that State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case may be,, , may, by 
r.~otification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or Union 
Territory to be a disturbed area." 

The Armed Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to supp,Jant or act 
a.s substitute for civil power after a declaration bas been made under section 3 of the: Act. The 
p10wer conferred under Clause (a) of se<:tion 4 of the Act can be exercised only where any 
p-erson is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in the' disturbed 
area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapons or of lh.ings 
capable of being used as weapons or fireanns; ammunitions or explosive subst.anceli. ln other 
words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order issued under a 
l1tW, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Anns Act. 1959. Such prohibitory orders can be i!~ued only 
by the civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of such a prohibitory order, t:he power 
conferred under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly, under section S of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is anested and taken into custody exercise of 
the power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in-charge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay. together with a report of 
the circumstances occasioning the BnTst . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences. search, seizure and arrests 
followed by registration of repons of offences (F.l,R.s). investigation. prosecution. triiaJ. and in 
the ~ent of con~!ction execution of sentences . Tbe power conferred under the Act only 
p;rovrde for cogrutron of offence. saut:h, seizure and arrest and deSO'UCtion of anns dumps and 
shel~ and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for anned pngs. 'The other 
~an.ctiOns have to be attended to by the criminaJ justice mnachinary. Thus. the ftmctions in aid of 
CIIVrl power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of lbe AmM:Id forces 
olf the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the people of the dishJrt)ed area of the State 
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of their fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any violation of such rights under such provisions 
would not countenance violation of Constitutional and human rights of the people by the Forces 
deployed in aid of civil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a 
crime from being a crime, punishable under the law. 

lbroughout eidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boy~ in self defence. The 
idea varies and some seem to be of the view that Ulflls are to be shot at stght. Fake encounters 
are often ~ported in news papers. Almost always some obsolete weaponslam~uni~ins ~d/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem JU!Sttficatton of 
the killings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

28. Right of Private Defence and Encounter .. The English law excuses a person who has 
been forced to commit an offence by fear of death or of grievous bodily harm, excejpt in cases of 
treason or homicide. In India sections 96 &. 97 pfthe Indian Penal Code provide: S .. 96 'Things 
done in private defence. Nothing is an offence which is done in exercise of the right of private 
~~ » 

S. 97. "The right of private defence.ofthe body and property.Every person has a right, subject 
to the restrictions contained in sedtion 99, to defend- fust, his own body and body of any other 
person against any offence affecting the human body; Scoondly, the property whelther movable 
or immovable of himself or of any other person, against any act which is an offence falling 
under the defmitio of theft. robbery, mischief or criminal trespass, or which is aln attempt to 
commit .theft, robbery, mischief, or criminal trespas" 

S.99 . Acts against which there is no right of private defence.-"There is no right of priV&lte defence 
against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of grievous hurt , if done 
or attempted to be done by a public servant. .. There is no right of private defence against an act which 
does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of grievous hurt, if done attempted to be done 
by the direction of a public servant.There is no right of private defence in cases in whicb there is time 
to have recourse to to the protection of the public alrthorities Extent to which the right of private 
defence my be extended.The right of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflictiJllg of more 
harm that it is necessary to inflict for the purpose of defence.".The two Ex.planatiotlS are not 
applicable to this case. 

More than two centuries ago, Blackstone, the best known of the expositors of the English 
common law, taught that "all homicide is malicious, and of course, amounts to murder, unletss justified 
by the command or permission of the law; excused on the account of accident or self-preservation; or 
alleviated into manslaughter, by being either the involuntary consequence of some act not strictly 
lawful, or (if voiWltary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation".B;y the early 
common law, justification for homicide extended only to acts done in execution of the la•.v. such as 
homicides in effecting arreS1S and preventing forcible felonies, and homicides committe~ in self
defense were only excusable. The distinction between justifiable and excusable bomicide was 
important because in the latter case the slayer, considered to be not wholly free from blame, suffered a 
forfeiture of his goods. (F. Wharton, Homicide § 3 at 211) However, with the passage of 24 Henry 
VIII, ch. 5 (1532), the basis of justification was enlarged, and the distinction has largely di1;appeared. 
More usually the tenns are used interchangeably, eacb denoting a legally non-punishable act, entitling 
the accused to an acquittal Self-defense, as a doctrine legally exonerating the taking of hur:nan life, is 
as viable now as it was in Blackstone's [n. 36] time, and in the case before us the doctrine is iinvoked in 
its purest fonn. But "[t}he law of self defense is a law of necessity;" the right of self-defc:nse arises 
only when the necessity begins, and equally ends with the necessity; and never must the ne:cessity be 
greater than when the fore~ employed defensively is deadly. (n. 40) The "necessity mu:u bear all 
semblance of reality, and appear to admit of no other alternative, before taking life wiJI be jw;tift.able as 
excusable." Hinged on the exigencies of self· pieServation, the doctrine of homicidal sc:lf-defense 
emerges from the body of the criminal law as a limited though important exception to legal outlawry of 
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the arena of self-help in the settlement of potentially fatal persona:! . conflicts. 
So it is that necessity is the pervasive theme of the wen defmed conditions which the law IDlposes on 

the 1rightto kill or maim in self-defense. There must have been a threat, actual or apparent, ofthe use of 
deadly force against the defender. The threat must have been unlawful ~d immc:<liatc. ~p. 1230] ~e 
defe:nder must hwe believed that be was in imminent peril of death or senous bodily hann, and that hts 
response was necessary to save himself therefrom. These beliefs must ~ot only have be~ honestly 
eote:rtained, but also objectively reasonable in light of the sunounding cucumstances. It ts clear that 
no l•ess than a concurrence of these elements will suffice. 

Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable apprc::hension of 
death or grievous hun.and not otherwise. The imminence of the danger, and n:as.oba~l~ness 
of 1the apprehentioo, and the proof thereof have to be considered. Glanv•llc: Wtlhams 
disc:ussing how imminent must be the danger says: "It is sometimes thought that defence is 
allo·wed only against immediately threatened violence.Clearly force may not be used to meet 
a threat of violence in the future. because it cannot be said that the force is nece~;sary at the 
pre~;ent moment. But if there is a present hostile demonstration that violence is nbout to be 
used the defender need not wait till bjs assailant comes within striking dfistance , or put his 
fmger on the trigger. To this extent the "pre~mptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a 
caS~:: where the attacker is going off to summon reinforcements and the defender realises that 
if he does not shoot him now, he will be lost ; in such circumstances shooting should be 
justified." Imminence is implied. It is not reasonable to use force until the occasion 
arises.Discussing the question whether a mistaken belief would be enough, the author 
say:;: 'Nearly all the authorities require it to be reasonable They take the 44 objective" view 
that the defendant's honest nelief is no defence. to the charge if it was unreasonably arrived 
at. 'The right of private defence or self defence has to be exercised reasonably and even 
circumspectively. panicularly when its result is the death of a person. In fact, the right is, in a 
sen!s,e, denied whem it results in death of the person against whom it has been exercised. 
Glanville Williams. in his Textbook ofCriominaJ Law, asks. "lftwo men figh~ and one says 
he was acting in self-defence, is not there a fonnidable problem of proof? Y·es. and. in 
particular, a person kills in what he conceives to appear to be self defence is subject to the 
seri·ous risk that the emergency will not appear to the jury in the same light that it uppcared to 
him. When looking back at the incident. the fact likely to make the situation impre!s.sion that a 
man has been killed. the transitory fear felt by the accused person has left no rnemorial to 
compare with the tragic reality of the corpse. If there is a survivor ofthe incident o•n the other 
side:, his account of what has happened is likely to differ essentially from that of dle accused. 
Even impanial spectators are unreliable witnesses to a sudden affray that is ovc~ in a few 
minutes or seconds. When the issue is one of self-defence, everything depends on which side 
was the aggressor, and the temporal order of events is therefore of high importance. 
But,.experience indicate that it is difficult to establish by oral evidence. Jn panicular. 
witrtesses have been shown to have been unable to recall words with accuracy. Hence, there 
ari~! two dangers in the administration of the law, unjust conviction and unwarTented acquiaal 
aftetr ~concocted defence. Of the two risks.. the fonner has to be taken the more seriously, and 
for tthts reason the law casts the burden of negativing the defence of self-defence upon the 
prosecution, only the evidential burden being rested on the defendant. If the co: is clearly 
one of self defence, the Judge will not even allow the case to go to the jury.''(P. 449) .. 

In the context of the (secret) killing cases it would be necessary to ascertain the correct 
attiliudinaVl~gal approach to the killing of the victim on the pan of the annymen/policemen 
To be prectse, sccmg one person, whether he was to kill him or to capture him, which he 
could do even by chasing and if required maiming and disabking him. In other woeods, did the 
victiim already has reached the end to his right to life and liberty. so that he could be kill.ed or 
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sho1t at sight?. lfthe person was already known for certain to have been an .Uifa, c~ul~ he be 
sholt and killed, and if it was not certain whether he was an Ulfa or not, was 1t the ktller s duty 
first to ascertain and then deal with him accordingly? Usually, in this part of thle co~nh?', 
whatt is being seen is that the annymen,and the militarised policemen, perhaps for ~mg m 
the same Unified Copmmand Structure, assume themselves to have been r•~qurred .or 
authorised to kiill the suspected Ulfas/extrremists straightway .. Very often ~oi?e make-behef 
pos1thumous evidence is laid near the dead body to show or prove that the v1ct~m was ~ Ulfa 
or i:n Ulfa mission. This perhaps shows in what casual manner the human ngbt to hfe and 
liberty is being dealt with/ defrauded by these some State agencies personnel. sometimes. 
There is evidence to show that (credit) of killing of boys who are (suspected)UIIfas and/or 
who are garbed as Ulfas is often related to the officer's prospect of promotion or favourable 
positing, or Sulfa's encounter specialist' s expected favour from the army or police hierarchy. 
These quesrions have to be considered in the prevailing background situations, namely~ the 
stat4! of Assam has been declared a disturbed area under the Assam Disturbed Areas Act/ The 
Arkmed Forces(Assam & Manipur) Speciak Powers Act, l958., and the position that once a 
distlurbed area, always a disturbed area. in the State of Assam .. 
The right of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflicting of more hann. than it is 
nee4:ssary to inflict for the purpose of defence .. The two Explanations are not applicable to 
this case Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable apJprehension 
of death or grievous hurt.and not otherwise. The imminence of thedanger,and reasQbableness 
of the apprehensio~ and the proof thereof have to be considered.. Glanville Williams 
discussing how imminent must be the danger says " It is sometimes thought that defence is 
allowed only against immediately threatened violence.Clearly force may not be usc:d to meet 
a threat of violence in the rfuture, because it cannot be said that that the force is necessary 
at the present moment. But if there is a present hostile demonstration that violence is about to 
be utsed thre defender need not wait till his assailant comes within striking dfistal.ltce , or put 
his finger on t5he trigger. To this extent the "pre-emptive strike" is lawful. One can 
imagine a case where the attacker is going off to summon reinforcements and tbe defender 
realiises that if he does not sl'loot him now, he will be lost ; in such circumstances shooting 
should be justified." lmminence is implied. It is not reasonable to use force: until the 
occatsion arises.Discussing the question whether a mistaken belief would be enough, the 
author says: ' Nearly all the authorities require it to be reasonable They take the 
f'objective" view that the defendant ' s honest nelief is no defence. to the charg:e if it was 

unre:asonably arrived at,. seems to have played some part in some of the killings under 
enquiry. There has been indication in some of the cases that the victims failed to satisfy 
monetary demands rightly or wrongly made 

29 Judicial Analysis .. On judicial analysis,.I really shudder in finding that th1e series of 
Ulfocidal open/secret kiHings, that have been enquired into, throughout the Sta.te, during 
1998 to 200 I, h~ve been consistent with a then wreckful Home Ministry's State police, in 
unholy nexus w1th selected, armed, and protected groups of Sulfas, despite the deployed 
armt:d forces and other para military forces of the Union, in the arrangement of the Unified 
Command Structure, in its three fonnations, and political administration, in the lthen State 
Home Miniry and, militarisation of the State police and the policisation of the deployed 
arm)nnen, and para military forces. acclimatised by Gubernatorial militarisatiom to have 
conittributed immensely towards the killings, resulting in utter degradation of the dr~mocratic 
valw~s and total oblivjon of t.he republican ideals.in the State at that time. It: imay be 
blasfamous to say that the creatiOn of a group of encounter specialists with exhuberance of 
you!h ~nd J>?litical patronage, pro~iferated fake encounters which have proved to be the 
vanwhmg pomt of human, Const1tut1onal, and fundamental rights of Indian citizens in Assam, 
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to life and liberties, and ending in the disaster of Republicanism in this part of tb~ country· 
Indeed, exposing the iMocent population of the State, including .the women ~d c~aedren. to 
the ruthless military operations, in the name of insurgency, m flagrant vaol:at1?" o~ the 
Oonstitutional protection, and the brutaJ killings of mnocent men and women, pl~ymg tncks~ 
31lld garbing them as ULfas, or other extremists, is at the height of State Ulfocade through 
remote orchaestration. All these have to be avoided for usburing in freedom, peace, progress 
arnd prosperity in the State of Assam. to prevent recurrence of such killings ... 

PART. l. INDIVIDUAL CASES 

(16) 
SHRI NRIPEN DOW ARAB AND SHRI DEEP BORAH KILLING CA.SE 

Simalugari P.S.Case Nos. 107 & 108/1'98 

Date of Occurrence 6.10.98 

By this Commission's order dated 13.11.2006 by virtue of the authority conferred on 
ill by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.331f2005/2 dated 3rd 
September 2005, in continuation ofthe earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331!2005/1 dated 
2:2.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Cotnunission 
and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken 
Utp this case for inquiry. By vinue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commis:sion is to 
iutquire into, in each case. the following terms of reference, and any other n:larcd and 
l'lelevant matters with recommendations. if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances , in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity ofthe killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c ) To fmd out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s:) and the 
motive behind such killing(s) 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commission of such killings 

(' e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;'' 

(A) Ctnum.staans leadlag to tile ldltiag of Sbrt Nripea Dowanb atad Deep 
Blonb 

In his affidavit dated 25.9.1006 Shri Bhupen Dowarah. son of Shri Giridhar 
Dlowarah of No~l Khanarnukh Maut Gaon, District Sibsagar. stated that deceasc:d Nripcn 
Dlowarah was _has elder brother and at the time of his death he was aged about 27 years. 
F:rom ~e co-v•llagers they .could know that on 6 .10.98 some unknown miscreants forcibly 
tc~k . h1m awa~ from ~8Jgaon Chapori Shuba area. They reported the matter to the 
Gaunsagar Pohce ~tat1on, but could not make any enquiry. Next day on 7.110.98 they 
le:amt _from the co-v1llagers that at Geleki area two dead bodies wen: found: and •enquiring 
tl!tere 1t was learnt that the two dead bodies were sent to the Sibsagar Civil Hospital at 
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Joysagar for post mortem examination; and coming there and after close examin~ation one 
o1f the dead bodies was identified as that of my elder brother Shri Nripen Dowar1ah. How, 
where and under what circumstances his brother was killed were not known to lhim, The 
dc:ad body was in half naked condition and on his neck a cut injury with sharp cutting 
weapon was f\Oticed. On 8.10.98 some police officials with an Executive Magistrate 
handed over the dead body at our house and the body was cremated according to our 
religion .. It may be noted that the dead body ofNripen was supposed to have been found 
at Lakwa Chariali and not at Geleki.Another dead body was found at Salapath;u on the 
same day. Whether that dead body was the other one or not that can be ascertained only 
from Simaluguri P.S. Case No. I 08/98. From the records of that other case it appears that 
the investigation proceeded on the possibility of the two dead bodies having bl:en from 
the same incident. However, the post-monem report of that case being not Jpresently 
available, the similarity of their modus operandjj could not be ascertained. 

The post mortem report of Shri Nripen Duwarah records: 

Fair built young man with rigor mortis present. Blood stain seen over face and 1neck and 
chest and scalp (Occipital region.) 

A ,cut injury is seen over the upper neck right side extends below the right ear (behind) to 
the upper trachea in front. The size of the injury 6' 'x4"x4" Right extreme andl internal 
ca1rdial vessels are along the muscle over the right side of the neck are completely severed 
along the injury.muscles are blood stained. Trachea is opened in its upper part. 

The injury is ante mortem in nature caused by sharp weapon. (From the injuries there is 
no doubt that the killers used sharp cutting weapon aimed at the easiest part of the: body) 

1t may be recalled that the dead body that was dumped by the other Tatamobile at 
Chalapathar was ullimately recognised to have been that of Shri Deep Borah. so1n of Shri 
Jogeswar Borah of No. 1 Hatiamora Sivasagaria village P,S, Dolhat, North Lakhimpur, 
Diistrict Lakhimpur, in the Simaluguri P.S. Case No.108/98. In fact the nidentilied dead 
b01dy was disposed of, preserving the clothes and taking photographs. The relativ•es could 
no1t identify by the clothes but could identify by the photographs.The post mortem report 
ofShri Deep Borah is not available in the Case diary. The Inquest report ofsubnnitted by 
Shri Dipak Bhuyan, Executive Magistrate. Nazira. to the S.D.O., Nazira on 7.10.98, 
around 10 A.M. says: 

.. The unidentified dead body whose whose height was about 5 feet 5 inches nnd aged 
about 24 years lying upwaedly in the diirection of East-West by the side ofChnlapathar 
road near Chalapathar Reserve. The deceased has short black hairs • thin mustach. The 
nose of the deceased was sharp and the mouth was half opened. The colour of the skin 
W~Ls white. The deceased was wearing a black coloured shirt and and trouser TI1e whole 
fa,:e was covered by blood The eyes of the deceased was completely closed~lhen the 
shiirt and trousers of the deceased were put off, no injury was found No shoes were worn 
by the deceased.when the dead body was turned around, no injury was found.on hia head 
and neck. But three burning black spots were found on the left of his back s,ide One 
severe injury strip was found on the back side. No other injury spot was found on his 
foot.The deceased succumbed to serious external and internal injuries made bv hard 
m<nttel on his back side and on his face." • 

(B)Tbe identity oftbe killen, aad tbeir ac:c:ompliea, if any 
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11ne killing of Shri Nripen Dowarah and Shri Deep Borah was secret both as .to pl~c of 
killing and as to the identity of the killers and their accompleces if any. The tdi~ntlty of 
the killers and their accomplices have to be determined on basis of the evidence on record. 
Tt is a developed principle of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime:. On the 
basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into perpetr:ators and 
ac:cessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the 
sx:rpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law performs the crinl'le. More 
precisely, the perpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the criminal 
prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, 
w::complishes include, while accessories exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, 
often they are used as synonymous. We discussed the meaning ot "secret".in para 7 of the 
Introductory Part l.(First Report) . 

P.W. I Shri Bhupen Dowarah repeated what he said in his affidavit dated 22 .. 9.06. 
Shri Nripen Dowarah at the time of his death was aged 27 years; and on 6.10.98 they 
carne to know from some of their co-villagers that some unknown youths forciibly took 
hi:m away from Majgaon Chapori Chuk. Though they reported the matter to the 
G.aurisagar P.S. nothing was known from them .. On 7,10.98 they learnt from the villagers 
that at Geleki area two dead bodies were foundi .Enquiring at Geleki they leam1t that the 
two dead bodies were sent to the Sibsagar em Hospital for post mortem examination. 
Immediately they came to the Civil Hospital and identified one of them to be: of their 
elder brother. How, where and under what circumstances he died was not knowm to him. 
The dead body was in almost naked condition.and on his neck a deep cut injury was seen. 
Nt~xt day on 8.10.98 certain police officials, with one Magistrate brought and handed over 
thle dead body to them at their house; and its cremation was completed according to 
reHgious custom. In his deposition the deponent added that Majgaon Chaporichuk would 
be: about 5 k.m.s from their house and they had to pass through that place to go to the 
m;uket, the nationaJ highway.and other places. He was told by some villagers that his 
br10ther Nripen was forcibly taken away by the miscreants in a white Maruti Gypsy.; and 
thliil the assailants covered their faces with black cloths.On 7.10. 98 his brother Nilamani 
Dowarah went and met one Addl, Dy Commissioner at Sibsagar and enquired ubout his 
brother Nripen and that the Addl Dy Commissioner telephoned to several persons., and yet 
he could not say anything to him about his brother Nripen Dowarah, However, when his 
br4Dtber was coming from the Sibsagar Court. one of their co-villagers informed his 
brother Sabin Dowarah that Nripen ' s dead body was found lying in Lakwa area. Someone 
brought the dead body to the Sibsagar Civil Hospital at Joysagar where it was identified 
by his brother Nilamani . It was not known which version was to be accepted. It might be 
that very night the two dead bodies were shifted to l.akwa and Salapathar and thence to 
the~ Civil Hospital. At post mortem rigor mortis was present in the body. 

The original case records of Simaluguri P.S. Case No. J 0898 uls. 302 l,P,C .. , being t 
Shri Deep Borah Killing case shows , the deceased was that the dedd body of rgw 
de4::eased Deep Bora @ Padmeswar Borah S/0 Shri Jogeswar Borah of No. J llatiiyamora , 
Sivasagaria Gaon P.S. Dolohat , North Lakbimpur, District Lakhimpur .. The Case Diarv 
frotm pages I to 37 shows as many C.D.s. The concerned officers were the same as tho~ 
of the SimaJuguri P.S. Case No. 107/98. On examination ofthe papers, it appears that on 
some enquiry conducted by the Garisagar P.S. and on the signal circulayed b" 
Sirnaluguri P.S. to all poice stations and outposts of the State diving details of 1lhe dead 
body, . At page '3 of the case diary is a statement of one Noin Moni Saikia S/o. Late Sarat 
Chandra Saikia of GandhaJipar , P.O. Naoboisa , P.S. Naoboisa, district North LaJkhimpur, 
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who was a peon of the Madhya Naoboisa Panchayat , on 18., 10.98 said that o~ the 
pre•vious day his brother-in-law Shri Jogeswar Borah came and said that .someone: k1~le_d 
his nephew Shri Deep Bora and kept the dead body at some place of Stbsagar and 1t ts 
novv in Sibsagar Hospital and he should go bring it. Accordingly I came and s;aw the 
clothes but could not identify .. Then, coming to Lakwa outpost he saw the photographs 
frorn which he could and he identified his nephew.Deep Borah. He said that he did not 
sus1~ anyone, and that from his(Deep's) father he heard that Deep was an Ulfa .. 

It may be observed that the statement that Deep was an Ulfa appears to be suspicious, 
as it was not likely to have been made at identification.otherwise than in answer to a 
question put to him by someone at the outpost. However, no clue was found in the case; 
and it is intimated by the S .P. Sivasagar district that case has already been returned in 
F .R. No. 51 dated 30.1 1 .2002.Due to paucity of time no witness could separa.tely be 
examined in this case., but they were examined in Case N. 107/98 on the same incident 
resulting in the two deaths. 

Acoording to the witness Nripen Duwarah was a simple agriculturist having no enemies; 
and it was not known why the miscreants killed him that way and threw his dead lbody at 
Lakwa was a mystery. The witness said that as such killings were committed by Sulfas at 
that time, they also suspectred that the death of his brother was also caused by secret 
kill•ers who were the Sulfas. People said that this killing was caused under the leadership 
of Jfayanta Hazarika as all the people talked about him at that time; and that from news 
papers he had learnt that he (Jayanta ) had by then Became an M.L.A .. ln cross, the 
witness said that Nripen left his studies and was not a college student He heard fi·om the 
public around that as the atrocities and killings were done by Sulfas, at the instancr of the 
then State Govt. to suppress those Ulfas who were demanding Sovereignty of Ass:am and 
also• other people who were helping their cause. He also thought that the then Stalte Govt 
was: using Sulfas to suppress the Ulfas, and the police cooperated with them, od1erwise 
how such killings could be possible. Witness added that as in a family the head is taken 
to lnave known the activity of the family, similarly the then Chief Minist•~r Shri 
P.K.Mahanta must have had knowledge and suopport to the killings and without his 
knowledge this oould not have been done. He added that about a year after the ~ncident 
Shrii Pradeep Hazarika the then Transport Minister came to their house to pay 
oondolences, as their relationship with him was not bad,he came after a lontg time, 
his(Bhupen's) father did not talk to him, . 

P.W. 2 Shri Nilamani Dowarah, another brother of the deceased, corrobora.ted his 
brother Bhupen Dowarah in all respects. Asked as to why no Ejahar was lodged in this 
case:, he said:"as they believed that the police administration itself was behind the killing, 
therefore, it was futile to lodge any ejahar with the police. We lost all faith in the 
administration, more so, inspite of large number of secret killing cases., not a single 
culprit has been brought to book. He believed that had the Govt. and the police n1ot been 
behiind the killings, at least some Sulfas should have been caught. 

N. W .. 1 Shri Puna Gogoi was the O.C. of Simaluguri P.S. on 6.1.98. On 7.1.98 at 
abolUt 7 a.m. he received an infonnation from 1/C Lakwa outpost to the effect that a dead 
body with its neck cut was lying near the gate of Shri Uma Rajkonwar near the station 
cha.Jiali at Lakwa.; and immediately he talked to the C.I.(Circle Inspector) at his office at 
Nazira who said he would be ooming and asked the O.C. to infonn higher auth,orities: 
and so he infonned the S.D .P.O and S.D.O.(Civil) Nazira.requesting the latter to deput a 
Magistrate, as also the Addl S.P. Sibsagar who asked the O.C. to keep everything ready 
unti:l his anival to proceed to the place of occurrence.Immediately on arrival of the 
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oflicers, including Shri Rajib Bhuyan, Executive Magistrate, with them the O.C. 
proceeded to Lakwa outpost, and taking staff, to Stat.ion Chariali.~d found the ~ead body 
lyi1ng near the gate of Shrl Uma Rajkonwar to the left ?f the Station road cross~~· They 
examined the place and the body thoroughly. Meanwh1le the Addl. S.P. (H.Q,) ,,Jbsagar 
arrived. The Executive Magistrate Shri Rajib Bhuyan perfonned the inquest over the dead 
body and found and recorded the neck cut injury, but found no other injlllf·:The d~ad 
body was then escorted by two constables ofLakwa outpost to the Sibsagar CJVtl Hospttal 
at Joysagar .. 

The dead body was lying in front of one Prasanta Gogoi's gate, but neithetr he nor 
any ofthe neighbouring villagers could say wherefrom the deadbody was brough1t and by 
whom it was dropped there. Prasanta Kumar Gogoi lodged an ejhar at about 12.201 p.m on 
the same day at the place of occurrence.of the incident as the body was in front of his 
gat:e. The evidence showed that at the nearby Shri Uma Rajkonwar's house, there was a 
nig;ht guard party, and at that time two of them were on duty and one of them, when 
examined, said that at about 3.30 a.m. two Tatamobiles came one after another a111d while 
one: went towards the ONGC, the other stopped near the gate where the dead body was 
fmnnd and looked like unloading something which he could not see because the spot was 
about 250 metres from the sentry post near Shri Uma Rajkonwar's gate and the light was 
insufficient. The Tatamobile proceeded towards the ONGC. colony. After abo\Jtt 10/15 
minutes he saw one Tatamobile coming from ONGC side and proceeding towards 
Simaluguri side, but he could not say whether it was one of the two that went to OMGC 
sid'e earlier. Meanwhile information came of another dead body having been found ahead 
of the road at Manumara Reserve, SaJapathar, and the police officers had to !Proceed 
thereto, but that case (108/98) has not been before this Commission and hc::nce no 
refi~rence is made thereto. 

After the case was registered, Shri Rajib Saikia, 1/C Lakwa outpost being o•n leave 
thart day, the investigation was entrusted to A.S.J. Shri Jawahar Lal Barua., but same day 
it was taken over by the 1/C Shri Rajib Saikia. The rest of the evidence, no doubt, showed 
promptness on the part of the O.C. and the 1.0. in taking investigative steps. but a:re in no 
way helpful; in fmding out any particulars of the Tatamobiles and the killing and of the 
cul1prits.The O.C. examined the dead body thoroughly, and checked the pockets of shirt 
and! pant in the wearing of the dead body, but did not find anything, and his impression 
w~; that the killing was done elsewhere and the dead body was brought and dumpc:d there 
by 1the Tatamobile.On enquiry he was told by Gaurisagar police that they enquired of the 
ant4~ents of the deceased and that the relatives told them that he left their hou1se four 
years back and that there was no incident there. This, we shall instantly find, is c:ontrary 
to what the relatives maintain on oath There is also doubt as to the procedure followed in 
sending an officer to Khanamukh, Bhagamukh and again to Khanamukh No, 1 Maut 
Gaon and getting the story. There was no missing report earlier. This also throws d.oubt as 
to the sincerity of Gaurisagar P.S. in investigating the case, and its failure to reJgister a 
cast~ even after knowing that the boy's house was under their jurisdiction. Alii these 
appear to have been done to show that the boy Nripen was an ULF A and could be· killed 
as hie was killed. The story of the two dead bodies having been found at Geleki &J-ea w~ 
not investigated at all. AlJ these go to show some knowledge of police in tlhe two 
killings .. The then Addl S.P.(HQ) could throw some light in this regard . . 

N. W. 2 Shti Jawaharlal Barua, A.S.I. of Lalcwa outpost was functioning as VC 
Lakwa on 7.1 0, 98 and he corroborates the O.C. in material particulars. The Constlsble on 
duty at Shri Uma Rajkonwar's gate Shri Krishna Gogoi saw two Tatamobiles (;oming 
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from Simaluguri Side one after another, trbe first one stopping and in front of Shri 
Pr.asanta Kumar Gogoi's gate, alittle ahead of the Lakwa Station Chariali, about 250 
mc~ters from the centry post and so he did not see properly in insufficient light. The place 
where the other dead body was found would be about 4/5 k.m.s ahead by tllte same 
R~ygarh road. Me did not remember the particulars of the other dead body. It was the 
evidence in Dimba Rajkonwar;s case that a dead body was laid at the gate of Shri Uma 
IU\ikonwar. Might be this was also planned to be put there, but because of the presence of 
the~ sentry it could not be placed there and had to be placed a little ahead, There: was no 
reason shown in evidence why it should have been placed near Shri Prasan~l Kumar 
Gogoi's gate The particulars of the other dead body in respect of which the Simaluguri 
P.S. Case No. 108/98 was registered may throw some more light. The possibili1ty ofthe 
two dead bodies alleged to have been found in the Gelek.i area having been brought by the 
two Tatamobiles could not be ruled out,.both the Tatamobiles having been seen coming 
from Simaluguri side. 

N .W. 3 Sbri Rajiv Kumar Saikia,IIC Lakwa outpost returned and resumed his 
Charge and investigation of the case between II and 12 noon on the date of occ:urrence. 
He: found that there were two cases and the dead body of the first was a little ahead ofthe 
Lakwa Chariali towards the ONGC and the other dead body was found a little: later at 
Salapathar in Manumara Reserve area which alsofeJJ under Lakwa outpost. and the C.I, 
S.D.O. and a Magistrate had already gone there. He sent the FIR lodged by IPrasanta 
Kumar Gogoi to Simaluguri P.S. and examined some of Prasanta's neighbour.;~ as the 
de1ad body was already sent. One of the escorting constable returned from Joysagar Civil 
ho:spital and informed that the dead body was already identified by relativ~es from 
Khanamukb under Gaurisagar P.S. The 1.0. consulted his higher officers namely, O.C 
Simaluguti P.S., the C.J., Nazira. the S.D.P.O. and the AddJ S,P (HQ) Sibsagar.He 
ex:amined the Constable on guard duty at Shri Uma Rajkonwar' s gate who said that two 
Ta·ta Mobiles came, one after another, one stopped near Prasanta Gogoi's gate for· about 5 
minutes, while the other proceeded straight towards ONGC, He said vehicles used to stop 
thc:re for the drivers to satisfy call of nature. Thereafter the 1/C went on leave for 15 days, 
lat1~r extended to 3 months and thereafter left the outpost on transfer. In cross it was said 
tha1t there was no record to show that Shri Nripen Dowarah (the identified body)1 was an 
UIJfa and no step was taken to locate and apprehend the Tatamobile.These were not traced. 
No, finger prints were preserved, no checking records maintained, Police circulated an 
inc:redible W,T, message that the boy belonged to Khanamukh and was missintg for3 /4 
yeurs without proper authentication, as that was cuntrary to what was stated on oath by 
his relatives .. Witness denied the suggestion that police itself in collaboration with Sulfa 
kil lled the boy and dumped it near Shri Uma Rajkonwar's gate to annoy him and made an 
ey(: wash of the invewstigation of the case, no supervisoru npte was issued by allly high 
officers of police. 

N. W. 6 Shri Prabhat Phukan was entrusted with the investigation of the ~e by the 
O.C. on 1 0.3.99 .. Going through it he found that the case was without any clue. He 
therefore, engaged sources. The C.l Nazira also issued some instructions of routine nature 

' It was accepted that the boy was killed elsewhere and the body was dumped at Lak:wa 
chatri.ali.Eve.n after carrying out all the instruction. the position did not improve and the 
clu~e was st11J not there .. However, the D.T .O.was not consulted about the vehicle .. The 
witness also investigated the Simaluguri P.S. case No. I 08/98, and, according to him, the 
two cases are similar, but it was not clear whether both the bodies were of the same 
killing case. as the two Tatamobiles came one after another, one stopped at La.kwa 
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cr10ssing and the other proceeded towards ONGC side and after about 15 minutes one 
Tntamobile was seen going from ONGC side to Sinaluguri side. The witnesses avoided 
th1e question saying without records they would not venture a reply.Witness did not 
suspect any Sulfa and did not think of amalgamating the two cases He denied the 
suggestion that the killing was by Police~Sulfa nexus at the instance of high authorities 
antd the investigation was for hushing it up. 

N.W. 4 Shri Gopal Bora was Second Officer of Gaurisagar P.S. on 6.6.W.98 and 
came to know about this case from the W.T. message circulated by the Gaurisngar P.S. 
wf~ich he was entrusted to investigate. He went to Khanamukh, maut Ga:onburha, 
in1terrogated some people there, but none knew that name. Next he went to Bhagamukh 
Mising Gaon on 2.8.98 and carried on the same enquiry in vain. Then he enquif'led in the 
Ja:muguri area with no result. On 7.12.98 with A.SJ. S. Chutia and A.P.B.N. personnel he 
ag;ain went to Khanamukh No. t Mout Gaon and there Shri Giridhar Dowarah said that 
hi:s son Nripen Dowara left his house 4 years back and he did not know his whe:reabouts 
and what happened to him, and that from news papers he learnt that his son w:as killed 
and his body was found at Lakwa. Then the witness informed him that the de:ad body 
found at Lakwa had been brought to the Sibsagar Civil Hospital at Joysagar and he could 
g01 and identifY his son there and coming back from Bhagamukh the witness reported to 
th•~ Gaurisagar P.S. With respect to the police authority of Gaurisagar P.S. this story is 
unrealisticand is at variance with what was stated by Bhupen Dowarah in his affidavit and 
evidence. that Nripen was forcibly taken away by the killers from Majgaon Chafporichuk 
the! previous day; and it is incongruous with what was said by Simaluguri Police 
constahle This was clearly an attempt to garb Nripen as ULF A There was no l'lecord of 
Nripen being ULF A at the Gaurisagar P.S. Shri Giridhar Dowara, or for that matter the 
Gaurisagar P.S. did not send any missing news for publication. No case was registered at 
the~ Gaurisagar P.S. on the missing report. No enquiry was made of the Ta1tamobile 
vehicle that dropped the dead body at Lakwa. 

N.W, 5 Shri Ashim Bora joined police service on 10.7.2000 and had to d.eal with 
this case No. 107/98 as an Attached Officer of Simaluguri P.S on 5.9.2004 after its first 
F .R. was rejected and had to be reinvestigated .. He repeated the investigation and re
examined the same witnesses, but there was mere repetation and did ot find any c:lue; and 
ac•;ordingly he consulted the O.C. and the C.l. and he submitted the F.R. on 30.9.2004 
an1d the same was accepted by SDJM, Sibsagar on 2.1.12.2004 A notice dated 30.9.2004 
walS issued to the complainant Shri Prasanta Gogoi. From the report of the boy being 
missing for 3 I 4 years police concluded that be .ijoined the Ul~F A, but there was no 
rec;ord at the P.S. showing him as ULFA. Contemporary ULFA-SlJLFA conflict was 
known, yet no SULFA was suspected or examined. 

From the modus operandii of the case, namely forcibly lifting of the boy firom one 
place and dead body thrown at another place, and the nature and position of the dc:ep neck 
cut injury, it belongs to the same category of other cases in Sibsagar district. This is 
indi,cative of an organised group of secret killers expert in killing by sword/ dao or any 
othe!r sharp cutting weapon, though in some of them shooting by sophisticated :firearms 
were! also there. It was also to be noted that forcible lifting of unsuspecting boys into 
Maruti Gypsy vehicles taking them to a place and cuttting and shooting them d~:ad, and 
then carrying the dead bodies by road in motor vehicles to a distance and drop those at 
places would not be possible unless the police were conniving or even being in lefli!:Ue with 
the ~olice protected killers.Th.e identity of the k.ill.ers have, therefore, to be rea:SOnably 
conhned to the protected Pohce-Sulfa nexus of S1bsagar Town and their accornplices/ 
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facil.itators almost giving an idea of State sponsomg. the killing of Nripen Dowarah, 
garbing him as ULF A; 

Regarding the victim in Simaluguri P.S. case No. 108/98 the investigation was. mainly 
dire1::ted towards finding out the identity of the dead body. AlJ the witnesses of l,akowa 
and Salapathar 'Could not bring any clue. Persons from the Khanamukh and Bhagamukh 
areas did not establish ay identity. The inhabitants of the No. t Hatiamora Sivasagaria 
village must have originallu migrated from Sibsagar district, as the name of the village 
itself signifies. Might be in that relationship Deep Borah might have come to Sibsagar 
Kha~namukh Bhagamukh area and unfortunately involved in the incident. 

from the above evidence, particularly the nature of kidnapping, injuries on tihe dead 
bodies and the carrying to and throwing the dead bodies at two different places by the two 
Tatamobiles, as seen by the witnesses examined, the identity of the killers may reasonably 
be c·onfined to the then Sivasagar District Police administration and the organiJ;ed and 
poli(:e protected Sui fa group of Sivasagar The recorded supposed statements of the: fathers 
of the two victim boys may be indicative of the efforts of the police administration to garb 
the boys as Ulfas. Unless the killings were claimed to have been by the police, thte boys' 
bein:g Ulfas or not was immaterial, because others have no right to kill any boy even if one 
was an Ulfa. 

( C)Wbetber there was any conspiracy in targeting Nripen Dowerah and Deep 
Boruh aod the motive behind such killing. 

This term is replied in two parts, namely, l.Conspiracy in targeting, and 2. Motive behind 
killing. 

J.Conspirac:y in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context ofthe instant inquliry, will 
mean crimina I conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of fPC as follows: . 
"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done-

( I) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a c:riminal 
conS!Piracy: 

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 
crimiinal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties 
to such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Expl:anation.- Jt is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agrec:ment or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defmed in Section 107 ofthe Indian Penal Code (lPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secon1dly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that 
con!!lpiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing; or 

Thirdlly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Explution -l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 

malAerial fact whicsibsagar districth he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or p1rocures. 
or. attempts to ca~se or ~rocure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that 
thm;g; or (lllustrataon omrtted) ... ... . 
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Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of ~ _act. does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facllt'tates the 
commission thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 1 0 of the Inmoductory 
Part I of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question whether there was any 
conspiracy or not in the killing of Nripen Dowarah has to be decided on the basiis of the 
law, and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, 1hcn also 
the~ question will be as to who were the conspirators? The evidence of forciblle taking 
away and the fincing of the dead body at Lakwa after he was killed elsewhere during the 
ni1~t and the dead body being carried in the Tatamobile is on record.The persons who 
participated in the act of actual killing on the fateful night. must have been the same or 
thc~ir agents and accomplices and as such. there could be no other answer than tlhat there 
wus criminal conspiracy in the killing.of Nripen Dowerah. There is evidence in cases 
from Sibsagar to show that some SULF As in Sibsagar were enjoying protection from the 
po·lice. This may have disabled the police from taking the right action agninst the 
SULF As involved in this case. Similar situation was found in case of Nalba:ri police 
sh•eltering SULF As. Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in argwnents by 
the~ learned counsel for the Commission, the Government, and the parties. This moeans that 
some SULF As emerged as an extra~onstitutional authority. In case some of the :SULF As 
W(:re such a body of persons and were used by police either as an auxiliary. or as the 
striking ann, they would also be part of the conspiracy . . We have already discu:ssed that 
as conspiracies are o~n hatched in srcrecy, these circumstantial evidence will be relevant 
and admissible. In the killing of Nripen Dowarah there were some persons in the acts of 
forcibly taking away and killing.But there was a course of conduct involving the deciders 
of the course of action culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this case in 
light of definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long drawn course 
of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and execution of the act of 
killing show that there must also have been some authoritative institutional assutrance of 
salfety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore. it is held that there was 
co1rtspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors against the victims they were 
borund to protect. under the law, in this case. 

II. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the 
ultimate. Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P. W I that Nripc:n w&S a 
simple cultivator having no enemies, and it was not known why he should tunvc been 
kidnapped and killed as found in evidence. This statement was not challenged lin cross
c~unination. Ther is also an attempt on the part of Gaurrisagar police to garb Nripen 
[)o,warah as an UlFA, as if to justify his killing. Therefore, there could be no doubt that 
Gaurisagar police having been a part of the conspiracy ,The then Chief Minisaer p·ublishcd 
pre~ss appeals to the members of Ulf A families to persuade their ULF A member.s to give 
up path of violence and sunender. The fact that there was a request made to the~ literary 
Ofl:aoizations and Sahitya Sabhas of the Swe to persuade the ULF As to surrender is in 
the deposition of the then Chief Minister Mahanta in other cases .. A course of conduct by 
dif,Ferent agencies towards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in case offailure to 

effiect SW'T'ender consequences would not be good for the family of Nripen Dowarah 
thereafter fmaUy culminating in Nripen Dowarah's killing support such a co1nclusion 
beyond reasonable doubt..Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence ofllhis case 
also showed that it was lhe consistent pal1em to follow. One may queslion why. in face of 
the constitutional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief. 
troc:dom of association, the relatives need be presswed to bring their wards back to 
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pc:ace talks and why relatives who failed to do so should be mentally tortured amd reign 
olf terfror l~t loose and when even then they failed. they should be secretly killled? The 
way in which, and with which Nripen Dowarah and Deep Borah have been killed leaves 
no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of killing, Tiae way in 
which in this case, as in all other Sibsagar cases, the investigations were made to fazzle 
out and the F.R.s (Final Reports) were submitted shows that the police has. been in 
collaboration with the k.illers. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remote
OI'Chestrated from the top of the department .. Those in helm of the Deparment: must be 
hdd accountable and need be brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature 
proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common 
characteristics leads to such a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt.The pers;ons who 
purticipated in the act of actual killing on the fateful night, must have been the: same or 
th.eir agents and accomplices and as such, there could be no other answer than 1that there 
was criminal conspiracy in the killing.of Shri Nripen Dowarah and Shri Deep Borah in 
thia case. 

(II) Motive The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction 
ernanating from those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The 
dc~sire of a consequence is the motive for an action. Garbing him as UlF A, Shlri Nripen 
Dowarah and Deep Borah have been executed brutally, for no fault of the~ and only for 
their being garbed as ULF A., that was, for a status offence without any sanction of law 
ar:ad in blatant vioJation of the victim's Legal, Constitutional and Human rights. Intention 
aiJtd motive are often used synonymously. The motive was the perpetuation of the AGP 
rule in the State of Assam by villainy. treachery and monsterous cruelry and the 
dllmgerous propensiry. In CriminaJ law the question of motive is not material where there 
is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are suflficient to 
disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is 
material.. In the Explanation to section 161 lPC "a motive or rewald for doing is 
illustrated as -a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing wha1t he does 
not intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense. 11notive of 
thtc killing wiiJ mean that for which the killer has committed the killing, and! without 
wlilich he would not have done it. We have to ascertain from the circumstances, anterior, 
pF1escnt and posterior to the incident.of killing, The anterior circumstances were that 
Na:ipem Dowarah and Deep Borah were suspected to have been members of the banned 
ourtfit ULF A 

This reminds one of the Vaishnavitc concept of "Kshatriyaka katila P&JllSU kare 
dhari, nik.hatriya karila samaste basundhari" (You have cut the Ksha.triyas holding the 
para.su axe and made the entire earth Kshatriyaless. " 
Questioned on the two cases, namely, that of killing ofDimba Rajkonwar and that of Dr. 

Dharanidbar Das and family, Shri G.M. Srovastava said (A, 88) "Nonnally police 
compares the cases on the basis of modus operandii and circumstances" . Those ttave been 
~nsidered in this case. From the evidence there is no doubt that there was conSJl)iracy in 
th1s case. 

(D) Plapoiati•g respoaslbility oa persona i11volved directly or iadirectly I• 
co1mmissioa of killiag . 

.. lbis is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of cffectin direct 
evudencc •. w~ have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That. of CIJutSC. is 
forthcommg an such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibiliry on the persons 
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involved.Fortunately the tenn of reference mentions"involved directly or indiirectly in 
commission of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence nnther thsn 
on isolated ones. We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a 
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibiJity.Besides what are 
fo1und in relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each_ iln~ividual 
c~use also throw some light. We have, of course, to follow the general prm,clples of 
e'•idence enunciated by the authorities on evidence, in pinpointing the respc:msibility 
tK;yond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rrule."Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51 under caption : "The 
Best Evidence Rule. Strict Proor' Says: "The maxim that .. the best evidence must be given 
of which the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing th€: greimes 
Roman Nonnalat fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. 
Although, however, it played a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the 
ma:Kim at the present day affords but little practical guidance. The applicabHity of the rule 
dep1ends on the nature of the subject to be proved. In the complicated nature 10f things 
tod1ay the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson,."ln the: ,present 
day, then, it is not true that the best evidence must, or even may, always be given, though 
its non·production may be matter for comment or affect the weight of that which is 
produced.AII admissible evidence is in general equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial 
evidence is no longer excluded by direct, and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti 
may generally be established by either species, or, indeed, by the defendant's mere 
admissions out of Court". 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that 
cil'(;:umstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the: cases in 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (9th ed) in its lntroduction (pp.4·5) 
saidl 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. I. By "knowledge" strictly speaking, 
is meant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas; and it is 
only to such a perception that the tenn "cenainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is 
intuitive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
the ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
coruraection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind hns taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to OV4~rlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are certain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

. 7. 2. :•Judgment'', ~'the other ~ulty o~the mind though inferior to knowledge: in respect 
of mtens1ty of persuahon, plays qu1te as 1mportant a part in human speculation nmd action 
an~, as conn~ted with_jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty b; 
wh1<~~ our.rnmds ~e. Ideas to agree or di~gre~, facts or propositions to be true or false, by 
the 4:nd of mtervenmg 1deas whose connection With them is either not constant and immutable 
or is; not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that· 
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agnx:ment or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
con:fonnity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgem~:mt is often 
base~ on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch 
of tl~e fonner, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy and veracity 
of the narrators.". 

The observation, accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, 
important. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police:: Shri K.C. 
Dek:a has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence.Few other officers also indicated such interference. 

Tbe following common characteristics of tbe first group of seven cases and the 
Second Group of eight cases are found ih this case while answering its tenns of n:ference so 
as til justify a fmding of a general plan ot'Ulfocide'·i.e.,deliberate killing of ULF As and 
thei1r families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

1 . That this killings involved garbed ULF A families., being those of the garbed Ulfas 
Shri Nripen Dowarah and Shri Deep Borah. As these killingsis are not claimed by police. the 
question of the victims being Ulfas or not is immaterial, as others carmot kill Ulfas as in this 
case: ... . 

2 . Unlike in other cases, this killings of Shri Nripen Dowarah and Deep Das were 
committed after they were forcibly kidnapped in the broad day light from Majorgaon Shapori 
Chuk. killed them somewhere, and carried onr of the dead bodies to Lakwa Station Chari ali, 
and the other to Chalapathar Reserve eoad and dumped there one by one ... 

3 .. The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers and. to avoid being i~lentified. 
4 . The weapons used in killing were sharp cutting weapons like swords, daos, gandasas, 

fLrarms of prohibited bore being .32/.38 bores, and heavy heavy materials generally found in 
polic;e-military situations. 

5. The fireanns being of prohibited bores., forensic examination of the material exhibits 
empty cartridges of A.K. 47 rifles was avoided. Investigation fiuled out, case returned in 
F,R .. 

6. The vehicles used were reportedly Maruti Gypsy and two Tatamobiles, which were 
neve:r seized or taken into custody, . 

7. There were no ftxed police patrolling in the crime areas prior, posterior or during the 
killings. 

U. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in 
the ldlling,s some of the latter being constituted into an exua-ConstitutionaJ autlhority and 
used as the executioners.the modus operandii being to kidnap the victimsby maskc~ persons 
take them to pre-arranged places and secretly cut, pound or shoot them dead, and then cany 
the dead bodies to different places by same Manrti or other vehicle and dump theos there ... In 
this ~~ kidnapping was in the evening., killing at night and and dumping 1next early 
morrung ... 

91 . There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure the 
Chief/ Home Minister and the local M.L.A.. ' 

10. There was cormivance of SULFA; and omission to examine and make any SULFA an 
accused, despite clues pointing at them ... 

1 1. The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime pc:rpetrated· 
and ~he clueless case was returned in F .R. · 
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12. That modem scientific methods of investigation, fmger/foot prints. dog-sq:uads were 
nevc:r used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the thn Govt. of Assam to the victim families. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 

Assam.in this case. 
15 In this case death penalty hasd been imposed for "status offences," on Shri Nripen 

Dowarah and Shri Deep Borah garbing them as Ulfas. without producing sufficiient proof. 
there~ f. 

16 That in all the cases, including this case there is remote orchestrated Ulfodde, death 
penalty having been imposed on the victims for "status offences," garbing them as Ulfas. 
without producing adequate proof thereof. This conclusion is based on faclts and the 
similarities of all the cases in almost all repects, which could not be so, unless there was 
remote orchestration from higher authorities. The remote was then supposed to have been 
at Home.Minister .. 

On the basis of evidence, the responsibility of persons involved directly or 
indirectly ia IdDings of Shri Nrlpeo Dowarah and Shri Deep Borah may f'leasooably 
be pinpointed oo tbe police protected Salfu of Sibsagar Towa, aader leadenhip of 
Shri Kushal Daori @ Jayaata Hazarika, u aamed by the witnesses, ia this case; a ad 
the thea Sivasagar District Police admini5tratioa.U is recorded that Shtri Kushal 
J)uori denied his involvement and said that the people do not remember oltber Sulfa 
names and so they mention his name. 

(E) Reeommeadatioas to prevent rec:urreace of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrent::e of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (I) the 
immediate, and (2) the long tenn. 

('I) The immediate measure is., first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually 
dlismantJe the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a 
statutory order, but only an 8JT8Jlgement agreed to by the Ce·ntre and the State Govt. 
r·egarding deployment and operation of the armed forces and other forces of the Union 
dleployed by the Central Govt, .. in aid of civil power" of the State of Assamt 010 request/ 
l'lequisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its review after every three 
months, and there is no limit to the review and may even envisage its disman1tling. The 
p1arties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The 
constitutional position as to deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union 
i111 a State has already been discussed in para 14 of 

••Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this context. 

The deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union.in the SLate of 
Assam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State."In case of the civil power of the 
S.tate being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, e~ hypothesi, tl~ere is no 
need of armed forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed 1~rces and 
other forces of the Union were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance 1thought to 
have been caused by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area lea.~ing to its 
declaration as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However. the diisturbance 
has to a great extent been under control. The life in the State has become normal. The last 
Assembly election could be held without any disturbance. thanks to the co~pcration of 
the local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local 
outfits to observe cease fire. first for a short period, say six months, and for gradually 
longer and longer periods, and for restoration of monnalcy and confinement of the armed 
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forces and other forces of the Union to the barracks, and on continuation and assurance of 
normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the banned ou~ts 
amd ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To ach.ie~e this, strenuous, b\ltt cordtaJ, 
tlltlks between the outfits, the State Government and the Central Govt would be mecessary; 
atnd there is nb reason why such talks should not succeed. Restoration of normalcy· 
Dtisturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command Structure. l1t is in the 
h•ands of the people to assure that peace will be maintained and insurgent activities will be 
CllJrbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this restoration of 
n~ormalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be brought: about by 
mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be workc~ out in 
c.:>nsultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parties, student 
01rganizations, the outfits and the general public. Restoration of nonnalcy will a~so effect 
e•::onomy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch 
blUnting. Constututionally speaking. restoration of nonnalcy is the tenninus of internal 
diisturbances and anny deployment in tbe State . 

. The Anny Districts. In para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the 
Unified Command Structure. In course of the Commission's hearing sessions in the 
Upper Assam district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts of Tinsu.k..ia, 
Dibrugarb, Dhemaji, North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Anny districts 
and that, as a result, Anny bas been operaing in those districts. In so far as the djeclaration 
is, concerned, this Commission has nothing to do. As the Commission has to en,quire into 
some criminal cases of some of those Upper Assam districts, the Commission has to see 
whether this declaration bad any impact on those cases. The Commission procec:ds on the 
~lSis that during the period from 1998 to 2001 also similar declaration could have been 
there in those districts, and the Unified Command Structure and the Annc~d Forces 
S1~ial Power;s Act were necessarily in operation in those districts. If that was; so, what 
were the functions and powers of the Army thereunder would be relevant in the (:Ontext of 
prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, including the leadi:ng case, in 
para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act. 1958 was 
amended by the Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Amendment) Act, 
1972; and it is now The Armed Forces in the State of Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya. 
Nagaland,.Tripu~ Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, 1and it is 
e>~tended to all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, 
se:ction 3 ofthe principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

.. 3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends. the 
Gov,emment of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or th~= Centnll 
Gov,ernment, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or 
Union Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the 
use ofanned forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor ofthat State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case may be, may, 
by notification in the Oflkial Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or 
Union Territory to be a disturbed area.'' 

The Armed Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Armed forces to supplant 
or a<:t as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the 
Act. The power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exerciiscd only 
where any person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in 
the disturbed area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the caJrrying of 
weaJK>ns or of things capable of being used as weapons or fireanns; arnunitions or c:xplosive 
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sulbstances. ln other words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a [proh~b~tory 
order issued under a law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Anns Act, 1959. Such Jprohtbttory 
orders can be issued only by the civil authorities of the State.In the ~sence of such a 
prohibitory order, the power conferred under c1ause (a) of sectton 4 caMot be 
ex,ercised .. Sirnil'arly, under section 5 of the Act, there is a requirement that any person who 
is arrested and taken into custody exercise of the power conferred by the cLa~se (c). of 
se.:tion 4 ofthe Act shall be made over to the Officer-in--charge of the nearest pollee station 
with the least possible delay, together with a report of the circumstances occasioning the 
an:est . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seizure and 
an-ests followed by registration of reports of offences (F.I,R.s), investigation, prosecution. 
tri.al, a:nd in the event of conviction, execution of sentences . The power conferred under the 
Act only provide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of 
anns dumps and shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for a:rmed 
gangs. The other functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachi.Jnary. Thus, 
the~ functions in aid of civil power have been ruled by law and not by disc1retion. The 
deployment of the Anned forces of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the 
people of the disturbed area of the State of their fundamental rights to life and liiberty. Any 
violation of such rights under such provisions would amount to violation of Constitutional 
and human rights of the people by the Forces deployed in aid of civil power, n1or would it 
pncvent fake encounters from being murders, or a crime from being a crime, punishable 
under the law. 

Throughout evidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in sc:lf defence. 
Th1e idea varies, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake 
encounters are often reported in news papers. Almost always some: obsolete 
w<:aponslammunitions and/or some Ulfa related papers a:re posthumously put near the dead 
bodies.obviously for post mortem justification of the killings This will not stand on the way 
of the spade being caJled a spade ... 

(2) The long tenn measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the 
Constitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the govemrn,ent. All the 
departments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory 
provisions ofthe Constitution oflndia. In other words, the loog term measures may include, 
in tlhe long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the 
law:s of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the 
mandates ofthe Constitution. Guidance ofthe famous Sa:rkaria Commission's report will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII, 351. "By killing an assassin the slayer 
incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury." 
386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no rnaJil guilty of 
violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sak.ra {lndra)";420. "A king who 
thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and removes all sin, 
reac:hes the highest state (of bliss)" Sokracbarya's Dandaniti is based oo donda, meaning, 
p~ishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail and' the strong 
w11l devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajruJ will be swooped at by crows. 
Daftlda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness i1o them, but 
some do not. ln the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The 
nonns and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to denial of all 
~e ICOnsti~t~on~l, legal an.d human. r.igh~ to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the 
ktllc:r. If ktlhng ts by publlc authonttes, tl also means trampling over the oaths tak1en by them 
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on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such 
dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fu.ry ~~enerates fury 
and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the evc~n keel of the 
society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be checked ~y equ~IY. h~ 
measures, but th;lt would not justify the lawfully established Government 1~ :abd1cattng 1ts 
powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional organs zeopanbzm~ the leg~l. 
fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign, socialist and democranc Repub~1c 
of India .. Those who ll.re entrusted by the people to govern them, ought to be we.ll versed wtth 
the provisions of the Constitution of India and the relevant laws. rules, and a:dmin.ist~tive 
instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be aware of the •constttuttonal 
limitations as also the rights ofthe citizens of the State against their State itself. fundamental 
rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, freedoms, non-discrimination etc. must not 
be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govem, secretly or 
OJpenly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, 
communal. racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they 
should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in aJIIY fonn and 
manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, considering their exalted position and 
p1restige, periodical 

p::riodicaJ seminars and discussions at government levels may refresh thejr knowledge.and 
eJ<perience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their life, liberty. 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
hc:lp police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, 
some officers. by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
tnsining College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that bc:cause of the 
position in which the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their 
erstwhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of sunender, they desen•ed adequate 
pc:otection, but using their services as "guides, .. spotters". trouble-shooters and (:CIJaborators 
in police functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As. far 
le:s.s their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
be:reft of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least fbllowing the 
in:solvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh swt in ti fe . How the 
er.stwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a diffe·rent matter 
alttogether.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings. agencies, and authorities, both official and political, the 
pninciple of --respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for aJI the lapses and misdeeds at 
the: lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjcct•:d to proper 
punis~ents. So f~ .~ political and minister level authorities are concerned. the principle of 
collective resplonsab1hty may apply to all those who were fonning Govtmment in the State at 
th(: relevant period This principle of collective responsibility will ftnd them out wherever 
th(:y happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional, legal and human 
rights o~ the citizens. was etfec~. ~ by those whose fundamental and other legal and 
hu1man nghts were VIOlated dunng the11 governance. But even here, except in the criminal 
cases. the insolvency principle. 
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But c~ven here, except in the criminal cases, the insolvency principle should be followed and 
the political persons also be given fair field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of 
the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any sort. How the same affected people will accept 
or rejject them will , of course, be an entirely different matter. 

This case dese'rves to be revived and r&-investigated. 

(F) Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation, ex 

gracia. or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. 
In case of any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families, the 
welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected pe1rsons and 
famil.ies, as the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State 
itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of reS<;ue, relief 
and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the State. It is really 
praiSjewonhy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced such Tleliefs and 
rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible 
members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to 
the fnmily. Even the Legislature bas now provided for payment of suitable "no-fault liability" 
irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread earning patriarch of 
the fimi91y has been shot dead under the circumstances discussed in the case. The public 
prose:cution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no finamcial and 
livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the mono1r children 
of the~ bereagved family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior coum:el for the 
Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive 
justice, doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to each of Shri Giridhar 
Dowarah, , and Shri Jogeswar Borah, fathers of the victims, for the benefit of eacb1 family,a 
sum of Rs 5,00,000/·(Rupees five lakhsO only ... forthwith. More than six years have already 
elaps,ed and it brooks no farther delay. 

=0= 

(17) 
SARBASHRI BIJIT DUTTA, HEMANT A GOGO I, 

JOGESW AR GOGO I & UMESH DAS KILLING CASE 

Haluating P.S.Case No. 51 /98 

Date of Occurrence 23.9.98 

. By this Commission's order dated 14.11.2006, by virtue of the authority confi~rred on 
n by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33112005/2 dated 3m 
Sept,ember 2005, in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2005/ 1 dated 
22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission 
a~d lthe learn~ S~nior Go~. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up 
thts tease for mquuy. By vutue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire 
into, in each case. the following terms of reference, and any other related and 

1
relevant 

mattters with recommendations, if any, namely: 
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"(A) Circumstances. i:n each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the: motive 
behind such killing(s) 

(d) f~point responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commission of such killings 

( e )ITo make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Circumstances leading to the killing of Sarbashri Bijit Dutta, Hemanta 
Gog;oi,Jogeswar Gogoi & Umesh Das. 

On 23.8.98 at about 5 a.m. at the Tiphuk Tea Estate, a cowboy Shri Gandhinun Koiri saw 
four dead bodies of unknown persons lying serially in a small drain of the garden and reported 
the Jfact to Shri Ramaswamy Pandab, choukidar of the same garden office, who informed the 
Chodhury Saheb of the garden, who in tum informed Maina Orang V D.P Secretary of the 
garden. Moina Orang immediately went and saw the dead bodies and thereafter le~dged an FIR 
statitng what he had seen. The inquest report showed that one dead body, aged about 25 years 
had ;1 bullet injury. the second, aged about 28 years, bullet injuries and both his hands tied with 
a gangi, the third, aged about 20 years with cut and bullet injuries. and the fourth, aged about 30 
year.s with bullet and stab injuries. 

TI•e post mortem reports showed I.On Bijit Dutta's body one penetrating missile wound on 
right shoulder.The entry wound is in the back and the exit wound on the fiont, shape of entry 
wound is circular with burning of surrounding tissues .Size 2 em in diameter. It lllas fractured 
along the track its scapular bone and tissues. 2 Clean cut wound on the left thigh.! 0 c.m.s above 
the k:nee joints. anterior aspect in oblique direction. The wound is retracted with c~lotted blood 
arow!ld the wound. 3. Clean cut wound at right calf in retracted position.size 7 c .m. in length 
and :Z c.m. in breadth and 4 c.m. in depth .. AJI the cut wounds were produced by sharp cutting 
weapons. Penetrating wounds were fired from firearms fiom close range. All wounds were ante 
moroem and homicidiaJly inflicted. 

On the body of Hemanta Gogoi l.Ciean cut wound on the right cheek 8 em length 2.5 c .m. 
breadth and depth. 2. Clean cut wound at right shoulder cutting the deltoid musdes.8 c.m in 
length and breadth and 3 c.m. in depth. 3. Missile wound at left shoulder with llaceratioo of 
deltoid muscle and fracturing the head of the left feumerous bone. The entry wound is circular in 
shape situated at the back of the left shoulder and the exit wound is at the anterior artd upper part 
of the shoulder. 4. The left elbow joint is completely lacerated by two missile wowtds. 5. Clean 
cut wound at right sole of foot. 

On the body of Shri Umesh Das.l.Right shoulder joint lacerated with laceration olf soft tissues. 
~- Entry woun~ a ~lit like wound i.s found just above and posterior to the left ear. Margins are 
mvertc:d. 3. Exit C1rcular wound With everted margin found just above the right ear,. The pe~n 
died of the missile wound at the head tired from a firearm at close range. 

~ lthe body of Joge~ar Gogoi, l, C~ean cut wound at the occipital region 7 c.m .. in length. 1 
c.m m depth. and 2 c.m. m breadth. 2. Tassue swelling at forehead with sign of inflanaation 5 c .m. 
in leni~ and 3 c.m. in breadth. 3. Tissue swelling on right cheek with sign of inf11unation size 
length 7 c.m. breadth 4 c .m. 4. Missile wound with lacerated burning of tissues on Jell\ cheek.Size 
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8 c.m. in length and 2 c.m. in breadth. 5. Circular wound with burning of tissu~s ~t 1third i..c.s. of 
right side of front chest.8 c.m. in diameter. This is the entry wound o~ the ~ISSII~:. 6: Ct~~!ar 
wound with everted margin at the back of chest just right lateral to the m•d vert1caJ hne m 4 1 .~.s. 
Size 2 c.m. in diameter. The clean cut wound was caused by a sharp cutting weapon wtth 
sufficient force. The wounds on forehead and right cheek were caused by a blunt weapon. The 
persOJrt died of the missil.e wound on right side of the chest caused by a missile fired from a 
fire&J'lm from close range. 

(B) The identity of the killers, and their accomplices, if any 
The killing of Sarbashri Bijit Dutta, Hemanta Gogoi, Jugeswar Gogoi and Umesb Das is 
secret: both as to place of killing and as to the identity of the killers and their accompleces if 
any; The identity of the killers and their accomplices have to be detennined on basis of the 
evideJnce on record. It is a developed principle of Jaw that accomplices are the partites to the 
crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplices are divitded into 
perpe'lrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commission of a 
crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law performs tJite crime. 
More precisely, the perpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the criminal 
prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplishes 
include, while accessories exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they are used 
as S)1tonymous .. We discussed the meaning ot "secret".ln pa.nl 7 of the Introductory Part 1. 
Identification of the killers has to proceed on the basis of investigation and 
evidence.wherefrom, as submitted by Dr. Y.K.Phukan and Mr. P.K. Musahari. two 
shonc:omings appear from records, namely, that only routine investigation proceeded; modem 
methods were not used; police dogs were not engaged. to sniff out the culprits; foot or finger 
prints were not taken . Investigation was perfunctory, as imponant evidence were not taken 
promptly or not at all. 

IP.W.I Shri Raju Dutta of Jhanji Jamuguri Murakata village in his affidavit rusted 22 .. 9.06 
said tlttat some policemen from Gaurisagar P.S. coming to their house infonned them that their 
brothc:r Shri Bijit Dutta's dead body was lying at the Sibsagar Civil hospital after post mortem 
exarni.nation and requested them to take charge of it. Next day they took the dead ~C>dy from the 
hospital in an almost decomposed condition and cremated it with pennission of the Deputy 
Commissioner. How and under what ciecumstances his brother died was not known to him .. He 
could learn that with his brother three other boys also died under mysterious 
circunr~stances .. Someone told that a case was registered, but after inquiry at Sibsagar, nothing was 
known. He further deposed that the relatives were interested in seeing the post mortem report 
whkh was not seen by them, and he was directed to go to Haluating P.S. where he was told that 
Bijit Dutta was killed by secret killers rampant in those days; and he stated that his brother Bijit 
was ntot coMected with the Ulfa organisation.and that no compensation was giv,cn to them .. 
Givin1g up studies in school Bij it helped in family agriculture. He left for his relate<JI cousin Shri 
Bogai Dutta's house at Dikhoumukh Kharadhara Ghat. 4/5 days prior to recovery of his dead 
body, but Bagai Dutta said that Bijit did not reach his house. Bijit's alias, " BecJianta Shya.m 
Saikia." was known to the witness from the Haluating police for the first titme.How the 
Gaurisagar police could know Bijit to have been oftheir. family was not clear. The !killers might 
have said so. 

P. W .2 Shri Ratneswar Dutta, paternal uncle of Bijit Dutta, deposed that ftrst tlkey received 
the in.1fonnation from Gaurisagar P.S. that 4 youths were killed at Dikhournukh K.har'&dhara ~t 
and their dead bodies were dumped serially at a drain of the Tiphuk tea estate and they wm 
asked to go and identify. Till then witness did not know that Bijit Duna was one of those four 
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youths.The Sibsagar and Gaurisagar police, including some policewomen and about 7000 
villagers attended the cremation till the end. Thereafter the relatives went to Kharadhar~ ghat and 
learnt that when the four boys were about to board the crossing ferry, sudde~ly a 'vehicle came 
there and some people alighted from it and surrounded the tour boys and forctbly dragged them 
into tihe vehicle ami took them away. Who were the persons coming in the vehicle none could ~y, 
but when one of the boys was being forced into the vehicle, cried "Kaliada, KaliadJii, I am bem.g 
killed!" From the voice people could know that the boy was Bijit Dutta as Kalia was 1the son of his 
uncle Bagai Dutta. Witness did not know how Gaurisagar police knew the dead body to have 
been of Bijit Dutta and inform them .... 

P.W. 3 Shri Bubul Dutta said that even after the infonnation was received, they could not 
pursue the matter in the then prevailing situation for feeling of insecurity of their ,own liv~s, as 
the fe:ar psychosis created by secret killers was at its peak Asked what he meant by secret killers 
(gupta gbatak) and who created them, the witness said: " The people who wem roaming in 
Maruti Gypsy vehicles covering their faces with black cloth and caused secret ~dllings with 
drsdly weapons were called 'Gupta ghataks ' among the people and the Govt. was its creator. 
Our local M .L.A. Pradip Hazarika who was then Transport Minister was also responsible with 
the then head of the Govt. P.K.Mahanta" Witness said that Sulfas were the sec:ret killers as 
reported in news papers and they killed people like Bijit Dutta, and they dared not g'o to police to 
be beaten up .. 

P. W .4 Shri Pabitra Gogoi, elder brother of Hemanta Gogoi, of Jhanj i Jamuguri B~:llarn ia Gaon, 
depo~;ed that at the time of his death his younger brother Hemanta was aged 21122 years. Pabitra 
bore all the educational expenses of Hemanta who was then reading in Higher Secondary Second 
year.nnd appeared at the examination. It was tragic that after his death he was decllared to have 
passed Higher Secondary examination. At about 4 p.m. on 23.9.98 about 617 policemen from 
Gauri1sagar P.S. came to their house and informed that one Hemanta Gogoi's de;lld body was 
lying as the Sibsagar Civil Hospital, and when be arrived at that hospital, and it was already ~ 
he was given a candle to identify the dead body, but he could not do so in insufficilent light and 
therefore had to go again the next day. with his matemal uncle and few other n1eighbours to 
identify the dead body, and he could identify the body as one of his toes was bent dute to accident 
in football play, as his mother told him.It being already dark he had to go there ne,.:t morning to 
take the dead body home, for which the the S.P Sibsagar gave hin Rs.200 The dead body was 
escorited by S.P and Assam police and C.R.P.F in 4/5 police vehicles which remained till the end. 
Witm~ss said that his younger brother Hemanta was not a member of the ULF A a1nd the secret 
killer:; had illegally killed him. He said that he did not know that Hemanta had an alias and for 
the fi1rst time the Haluating police told him that he bad one. He was studying in Jhanji Hem Nath 
Sarm~1 College, and that on the previous day, i.e., on 22.9.98 Hemanta took Pabitra' s permission 
to go to their maternal uncle' s house at Charing. By "secret ki1Jer" he meant a group of police 
black panthers in collaboration with Sulfas acting in obedience to the State Government and 
killing Ulfas and other innocent persons garbing them as Ulfas,. He thought that his brother was 
also killed by the above people and that is why police took no action when complaints were 
lodged He clarified that the Secret killers were created at the instance of Shri P.K.JMahanta and 
his Govt. 

P. W. 5 Shri Binod Saikia corroborated Pabitra Gogoi saying that Hemanta was 111ot in ULF 4 
as could be seen from his joining the village Hussori party throughout the previous bihu session 
till the middlle of May being constantly with the pany and in previous July h•e attended a. 
marriage ceremony of Binod's cousin. He was seen all along in the village club. He was a regular 
colleg;e student and having prescribed percentage of attendance. he was allowed by the College 
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and be passed his Higher Secondary examination All these belied the hypothesis that he was 811 

Ulfa .. 

'N.W. Shri Phuleswar Gogoi was the O.C. ofHaluating P.S. on 23.9.99 when ut about 6.25 
p.m. he received an infonnation from V.O.P Secretary Shri Moina Orang and another from the 
Asst Manager ofTiphuk T .E. Md. A.M. Choudhury that in Section 4 of the Tiphuk T .E. 4 dead 
bodie:s were lying. The O.C, registering the case at 6 .25 a.m.immediatel~ proceeded to t~e pl~ce 
of occ:urrence. found the dead bodies and asked the people present there if any one oould adentlfy 
the dc:ad bodies, but none could. He started and completed the inquest over the de~~d bodies one 
after another and found what is stated under tenn (A) above. To him all the dead bodlies appeared 
to be of Assamese people According to O.C. The dead bodies were later identified by respective 
relatives as of:. the first, as Sbei Hemanta Gogoi@ Bijit Saikia; the second, as Shri Jogeswar 
Gogo:i @ Jiban Mohan; the third, as Shri Umesh Das @ Umesb Hazarika; the fo1uth, as Bijit 
Dutta @ Bedanta Shyam Saikia. (The relatives deposed that they heard the @ name:s for the first 
time !from Haluating police) The O.C. examined some of the persons on the spot and was told 
that when Gandhiram Koiri, while coming to tend his cattle, saw the dead bodies and narrated it 
to the~ Garden Chou.k.idar Shei Ram Swami Pandav who reported to the Asst. Manager Mr. 
Choudhury, and Shri Moina Orang lodged the Ejahar on that bassis.Ram swami Pandav stated to 
1.0. tlMt on the previous night he was working as night Choukidar of Tiphuk T .E. from 9 p.m. 
and a·t about 9.30 p.m. he saw one Maruti Gypsy, upper portion blue, and body portion white. 
stopped near the Gate No.1, and almost at the same time 2 tea leaves carrying tractors also 
arrived at the gate from Tiphuk Division of Amguri T .E. after delivering tea letiaves. At that 
momc:nt the Tiphuk Division Choukidar was not there as usually they lock the gate olllld go home 
at night depositing the gate key in Tiphuk Division office. Ram Swami Pandav brought the key 
from ,office and first allowed the two waiting Tea leaves tractors to enter and then with his torcc 
examiined the waiting Gypsy and saw the driver in civil dress and 4 persons sitting in the Gypsy 
weari1ng "Kabra dress " three of them holding short anns. Opening the gate he fii'Sil allowed the 
tractors to enter Amguri side and then the Gypsy crosed the division towards Amgurii. The Gypsy 
came from R~hila Tea garden through which one could come from Namti-Geleki Side. About 
half an hour later o ne Tiphuk Division factory worker told him that he heard some lliring sounds 
peritajps for driving away elephants from Amguri Division; but little later someon~~ said it was 
real firing. .O.C examined seven relatives of the deceased persons but none c•f them was 
examiined in Court. During his period none could give any clue in the case and none •was accused. 
O.C atdmitted that on 23.9.99. itself Shri Niren Neog. S.l Haluating P.S. applied to the C J.M .• 
Sibsagar for police custody of detainees Raju @ Rau Barua, shri Bijoi Gogoi. atild Shri Baba 
Saikia1, all in judicial custody in Sibsagar Jail. and a.rrestcd under Sections 10/ 13 U.A .(p) Act for 
tbc p\llrpose of identifying the four dead bodies of this case .. The witness could not say anything 
about it as the papers wwere nit tbere in the n:cords.The O.C. tried to obtain the antecedents of 
the four boys, but without giving details said that his impression was that the boys were Ulfas. 
No details were made available. He admitted that no arms were recovered from any •of them. Tbe 
O.C. denied the CRPF carrying any operation on the date of occurrence. as, he said. the CRPF 
did not possess any Maruti Gypsy. O.C. said that the empty cartridge cases recovered from the 
place of occurrence were of A.K.47 rifles and those were sent for examination by lthe Battalion 
Anno1urer. No details could be given of the ' 'ULFA related documents supposed to have been 
rccovc~ from the place of the dead bodies. 

N.W. Shri Pradecp Kumar Dutta joined was O.C. of llaluating P.S. on 6 .2 .2!000 and 
took 01ver the investigation of the case. on I 0.2.2000 From the C.D, he learnt that no clue had 
been ffound till then. He himself visited the place of occurrence and examined n~Jamber of 
personts there and yet no clue could be found. He did not examine the three persons fc>r whose 
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police custody it was applied for, nor did he examine any of those three person:;· From the 
records he also was of the impression that the deceased boys were Utfas, but he d1id not try to 
ascertain whether actually they were so.from the relevanr pllice records. He ne'ver. bad the 
idea that the killing could have been handiwork of Sulfas. and no Sulfa w~ ex.ammed .. He 
denied the sugge$tion that the killing was in a police/CRPF and Sulfa combmedl operations 
and therefore he did not investigate properly.He admitted,that during investigat~on of the c~ 
there was not a single supervisory note from any higher authority, To a suggestion that dunng 
his periood from 10.2.2000 to 3.4.2000 only six few and far between entries were made ~n the 
C.D, and that was enough to show that the investigation was a mere eye- wash, the wttness 
reptlied,"l have no comment to make." 

From the modus operandii of the case, namely forcibly lifting of the four boys from 
Dikhoumukh Kharadhara Ghat and the four dead bodies being thrown serially llt a narrow 
drain of the Tiphuk Tea Estate under Haluating P.S,.and the various firearm shots; and sharp 
weapons cut injuries, particularly the nature and positions of the deep cut injuries, these may 
be reasonably taken to have belonged to the same category of other cases iin Sibsagar 
dis'trict . .ln this case the Choukidar saw the occupants of the Maruti Gypsy, the driiver in civil 
dre!SS and the other three in "Kabra dress" This may be indicative of C.R.P.F. However, the 
C.R.P.F. was expected to have their own vehicle and not one driven by a civilian, In some 
earlier cases even Sulfas were seen donning anny or C.R.P.F. falses.AJI these an: indicative 
of 'being the handiwork of an organised group of secret kiJlers expert in killing by swords. 
daos or any other sharp cutting weaponz. though in some of them in additioru to cutting 
injuries, shooting by sophisticated firearms were also there. It was also to be noted that 
for,cible lifting of unsuspecting boys into Maruti Gypsy vehicles taking them to 1a place and 
cuttting and shooting them dead, and then carrying the dead bodies by road in moltor vehicles 
to a distance and drop those at places would not be possible unless the police wen~ conniving 
or 4:ven being in league with the police protected secret killers.The identity of the !killers have, 
therefore, to be reasonably confined to the protected Police-Sulfa nex.us of Sibs;agar Town 
andl their accomplices/facilitators almost giving an idea of State sponsomg. tlhese secret 
killings of Sarbashri Bijit Dutta. Hemen Gogoi, Jogeswar Gogoi and Umesh Das.garbing 
them as ULF As without producing sufficient proof thereof. It is also to be nolted that the 
relntive witnesses stated that the alias names of the deceased boys were heard by tlhem for the 
first time from the Haluating P.S. and these statements were not challenged at alii. How the 
Gau1tisagar P.S. could first know the names of the boys, and what was the relation between 
the three detainees for whose custody the Gaurisagar P.S. by Nuren Neog' s appllication was 
never satisfactorily explained by the Noticee witnesses. At some stage it appeared that those 
thr<:e migh have had something to do withe killing of the four boys.On the othc:r hand the 
relci1tives narrated facts which belied the boys' being Ulfas. It is also interesting to observe 
thalt the t~en Police officers concerned did more for garbing the boys as Ulfas thnn trying to 
find clue m the case, and nothing can be more surprising than seeing the police h~aving never 
susjpected the protected Sulfas in Sibsagar camp, and not examining even a singl1~ Sulfa, far 
less; making them accused, and allowing the investigation to wither away.AII these lead to the 
conclusion of the State policy of ulfocide, i..e., deliberate killing of Ulfas, members of Ulfa 
families and their relatives through State orchestrated swcret killings. The nam1:s of those 
prottected Sulfas were circulated from mouth to mouth, but the State criminal administration. 
buriied its head under the sand. This reminds one of the Vaishnavite concept of uKshatriyaka 
kati Ia Parasu kare dhari, nik.hatriya kari Ia samaste basundhari " (You have cut the Kshatriyas 
holding the parasu axe and made the entire earth Kshatriyaless). " 
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From the above evidence, particularly the nature of kidnapping, injuries on lthe dead 
bod·ies and the carrying to and throwing the dead bodies at two different places by the two 
Tatnmobiles, as seen by the witnesses examined, the identity of the killers may re.ElSona~ly 
be <::onfined to the Sibsagar district police administration and the organised and pollee 
protected Sulfa gtoup of Sibsagar The recorded supposed statements of the fathers of the 
two victim boys may be indicative of the efforts of the police administration to garb the 
boy:s as Ulfas. Unless the kiJiings were claimed to have been by the police, the boys' being 
UlfilS or not was immaterial, because others have no right to kill any boy even if one was 
an Ulfa. 

(C)Whetber there was aay conspinc:y ia targeting the victims and the motive 
behind such killings. 

This term is replied in two parts, l.Conspiracy in targeting, and 2. Motive behind 
killi.ng . 

. Conspinc:y in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instslllt inquiry, 
will mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of lPC as follows:. 

"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done
( I) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is dc:signated a 

criminal ronspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall aJmount to a 

criminal ronspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or morte parties to 
such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Ex.planation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agrc:ement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . wh~ 
Fir'St- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that 
con!Spiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 
Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing .. 
Expiation -l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful roncealment of a 

mat1erial fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or nttempts to 
cau!;e or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of thalt thing; or 
(llhJ1stration omitted) . .. .. . . 

Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby fac iilitates the 
com1mission thereof. is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of ronspiracy has been discussed in para 10 of the lr1troductory 
Part r.ofthe First . repon .~d the same is referred to .. . The question whether the1rc was any 
consp1racy or not m the klllmg of Subama Rabha has to be decided on the basis of the law 
and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, thc:n also t~ 
question will be as to who were the conspirators? It is in evidence that the family members of 
Sub1a.ma Rabha were requested by various Govt. agencies to persuade their younger brother 
shri N~oi Ra_bh~ ~ has been an ULF A, and were forewarned by the army, the CRPF 
an~ pohce that •f Nirbho1 Rabha could not be persuaded. by them to join the peaoe talks and 
bnnlg peace, the consequences would not be good for the family. The pe1rsons who 
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participated in the act of acrual killing on the fateful night. must have been the same or their 
age:nts and accomplices and as such, there could be no other answer than that there wa~ 
criminal conspiracy in the killing.of Sarbashri Bijit Dutta, Hemanta Gogoi, Jogel;war Gogo1 
andl Umesh Das 

1[bere is evidenCe to show that the Sulfas were enjoying protection from the J•olice. This 
may have disabled the police from taking the right action against the Sulfas ilil this case. 
Similar situation was found in case of Nalbari police sheltering Sulfas. Indeed the police
SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission, 
the Government. and the parties. This means that the Sulfas emerged as an extra
cc,nstitutional authority. In case the SULFA were such a body of persons and wt:re used by 
police either as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would also be part of the 
co•nspiracy . . We have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, 
these circumstantial evidence will be relevant and admjssible. In the killing of Subama 
Rabha there were 5/6 persons in the act of killing.But there was a course of conduct 
involving the deciders of the course of action culminating in the killing. Cons,idering the 
facts of this case in light of definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that !there was a 
long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of plunning and 
ex:ecution of the act of killing show that there must also have been some atuthoritative 
institutional assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. The1refore, it is 
he:ld that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, being betweeen the kille:rs and the 
pJ'lotectors against the victims they were bound to protect.under the law, in this ca:§C. 

n. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as ilirect or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Rc:garding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P. Ws that , there were no other reason 
fo:r killing the victimsexcept for that they were garbed asUifas .. This statement was not 
chaiJenged in cross-examination. Therefore. there could be no doubt about the garbers 
having been a part of the conspiracy to feed fat the grudge between the conce1med Sulfas 
and the garbed Ulfas.The then Chief Minister published press appeaJs to the nr~embers of 
ULFA families to persuade their ULFA members to give up path of violence andl surrender, 
the: Anny, the CRPF and the police accordingly advised the families, and also forewarned 
that consequences of failure to do so would not be good for the family and persuaded the 
mc:mbers of Subarna's family in that line. The fact that there was a request made to the 
litt:rary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas of the State to persuade the ULF As to s;urrender is 
in the deposition of the then Chief Minister Mahanta. in another case. A course of conduct 
by different agencies towards similar persuatuin and the use of the concerned Sulfas, and 
consequent ambitions mised in 1he minds of the protected concerned Sulfas finally 
culminating in the killings, support such a conclusion beyond reasonalble doubt. 
Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also showed that: it was the 
c:o:nsistent pa~ _to follow. One may question why. in face of the constitutionaJ and legal 
ng:ht for every c1ttzen to freedom of thought and belief. freedom of association, 1the victims 
should have been garbed as Ulfas without having reliable proof. they should have bqcn 
sec:retly killed~ The way in whic~ and with which Sarnashri Bijut Dutta.. Hema10ta Gogoi, 
Jogrswar Gogo• and Umesh Das have been killed leaves no doubt that the killc:rs enjoyed 
co~mplete immunity for their acts of killing. The way in which in this case, as iin all other 
Sibsagar cases, the investigations were made to fizzle out and the F.R. (Final Report) was 
submjtted shows that the police has been in collaboration with the killers .. All these also 
prove that the entire scheme was being remote-orchestrated from the top of the d1:panment.. 
Those in helm of the Oepannents must be held accountable and need be brought: to justice. 
Th'e matter being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence 
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in series of cases with common characteristics leads to such a conclusion beyond reasonable 
doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating 
from those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a 
consequence is' the motive for an action. The budding youths have been executt::d brutally, 
fOJr no fault of theirs, and onJy for their being garbed as Ulfas, that was, for a staltus offence 
without any sanction of law and in blatant violation of the victim ' s Legal, ConstitlutionaJ and 
Human rights. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. The ultimate motive was 
the~ perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by villainy, trea1chery and 
monsterous cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law the question of motive is not 
material where there is direct evidence of tbe acts of the accused and the acts themselves are 
sulfficient to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, 
intention is material.. In the Explanation to section 161 IPC "a motive or reward for doing is 
illustrated as - a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not 
intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the 
killing will mean that for which the killers have committed the kitlings, and without which 
thc::y would not have done it. We have to ascertain from the circumstances, anterior, present 
and posterior to the incident. of killing, The anterior circumstances were that Sarbashri B ij it 
Du1tta, Hemanta Gogoi, Jogeswar Gogoi and Umesh Das were garbed as members of the 
baJIU1ed outfit ULF A Getting them killed by secret kiiJers shall be illegal, and violative of 
fundamental and human rights.of the victims More so when secret killings are rresorted to 
through State protected secret killers, as in this case, there surely was conspiracy iin this case. 
It is accordingly held that there was conspiracy in this killing ..... 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons involved diredly or indirectly in 
COlD Mission of killing. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective dire~t 
evidence, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is 
forthcoming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons 
involved. 

Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in 
commission of kiJling'' This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rarhter than on 
isolated ones. We have, therefore, to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a 
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility .Besides what are found 
in !relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each individual case 
also throw some light. We have,of course, to follow the general principles olf evidence 
emmciated by the authorities on evidence, in pinpointing the responsibility beyond 
reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rrule .''Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51, under caption :••The Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that "the best evidence must be~ given of 
whic:h the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing thte greimes 
Roman Nonnalat fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although 
how•::ver, it played a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the ma;dm at th~ 
pres~mt day affords but little practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depe111ds on the 
natul''e of the subject to be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emphasis has 
somc:what changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson,."ln the, present day, then, it is not true that 
the best evidence must, or even may, always be given, though its non-production may be 
man.:r for comment or affect the weight of that which is produced.Ail admissible evidence is 
in ge:neral equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct, 
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and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either species, 
or, indeed, by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court•·. 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; an~ th!" 
cin:umstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the c:ases tn th1s 
gwup of cases.is, therefore, relevant and admissible, 

Best on ''The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (9th ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. l . By "knowledge" strictly speaking, 
is meant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our idens; and it is 
only to such a perception that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is 
int1Llitive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
the ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
cotmection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind hus taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to ovt~:rlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are certain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2. "Judgment", •<the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge! in respect 
of intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation ,and action, 
anc~ as connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by 
which our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true tOr false, by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is tbe probability or likelihtood of that 
agreement or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
COiiafonnity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgem1ent is often 
based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is clearl!y a branch 
of the former, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy a111d veracity 
oft:he narTators." 

The observation, accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, 
imponant. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police: Shri K.C. 
Deka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning. one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of cvidence.Few other officers also indicated such interference. 

Tile foUcnriag commoa d1aracteriltks of tile ftnt groap of tnea cue~ and the 
sectond group of eight cases are found ih this case 1fhile answering its tenns of rc:ference so 
as t:o justify a finding of a general plan of"Uifocide"i .e .. deliberatc killing of ULF As and 
theiir families and relatives. on their basis, namely: 

I. That this killings involved garbed ULF A families. being those of the garbed Ulfas 
Sar1bashri Bijit Dutta, Hemants Gogoi, Jogeswar Gogoi, and Umesh Das Being oa· not being 
ULIF A will be mauerial only where the killing is claimed by police .. Others have no right to 
kill an ULF A. as such. 

2. Unlike in other cases, this killing, of Sarbashri Bijit ~ Hemm&JI1ts Gogoi, 
Jogteswar Gogoi, and Umesh Das were committed after they were forcibly kidnaf:tped in the 
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broad day light from Dikhoumukh Kharadhara Ghat, killed them somewhere and c:arried the 
deadl bodies to Tiphuk T.E. and dumped serially in a narrow drain there,. 

3 .. The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers and, to avoid being id,entified. 
4 . The weapon used in killing were sharp cutting weapons like swords, daos, gandasas, 

firarms of prohibited bore being .32/.38 bores generally found in police-military situations. 
5. The fireahns being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the material exhfbi_ts 

emptty cartridges of A.K. 47 rifles was avoided. Investigation fizzled out, case returned m 
F,R ... 

6. The vehicle used was reportedly a Maruti Gypsy which was never seized or taken into 
custody, . 

7. There were no fixed police patrolling in the crime areas prior, posterior or during the 
killing. 

n. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus in 
the killing, some of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and used 
as the executioners.the modus operandii being to kidnap the victimsby masked persons take 
them to pre-arranged places and secretly cut or shoot them dead, and then carry the dead 
bodi,es to different places by same Maruti vehicle and dump theos there ... In this case killing 
was in the evening.and dumping at around 9 p.m .. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
Chief Minister and the local M.L,A .. 

I 0. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused, 
despite clues .. 

I I . ' llte investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime JX!rpetrated; 
and the clueless case was returned in F,R. 

112. That modem scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints, dog-squ1ads were 
never used . 

13. No condolence message was sent from the thn Govt. of Assam to the victim families. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 

Assam.in this case. 
1.5 Jn this case death penalty hasd been imposed for "status offences," on Sarbashri Bijit 

Duru:., Hemanta Gogoi, Jogeswar Gogoi and Umesh Das, garbing them as t.nfa!;, without 
prod1ucing sufficient proof. thereof. 

I 6 That in all the cases, including this case there is remote orchestrated Ulfocide, death 
penalty having been imposed on the victims for "status offences," garbing them as Ulfas. 
without producing adequate proof thereof. This conclusion is based on the fac'ts and the 
s.imilarities of all the cases in almost all repects,which could not be so, unless there was 
n: mote orchestration from higher authorities. The remote was then supposed to lhave been 
with the Home.Minister .. The authority need be held liable and be dealt with according to 
law. 

Oa tbe basis of evidence, the responsibility of persons involved directly or 
indirectly in killings of Sarbuhri Bijit Datta, Hemanta Gogoi, Jogeswar C:ogoi and 
Umesh Das may reasonably be pinpointed on the tben police protected Sulfas of 
Sivuagar Towa, under leadenbip of Shri Kashal Duori @ Jayanta Ha.z:arika, u 
aamed by the witnesses, in this case; and the then Sivasagar District Police 
admiaistration including the O.C.s of Haluating a ad Gaurisagar Police Stations. It is 
rc~orded that Sbri Knshal Duori denied bis involvement iD this case and said that 
b:is name was mentioned as tbe people did not kaow tbe names of other Sulf:iu. 
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This cue deserves re-investigation on revival .. 
(E) RecoiDmeadations to prevent recurrence of sacb ldiUngs. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrena: of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (1) the 
immediate, an4 (2) the long tenn. 

(2~) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then graduaJiy 
dismantle the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a 
stttutory order, but only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the Sutte Govt. 
regarding deployment and operation of the anned forces and other forces of the Union 
dc:pJoyed by the Central Govt. "in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on1 request/ 
~quisition by the State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its review after ev1ery three 
months, and there is no limit to the review and may even envisage its dismantlling. The 
palrties concerned may agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to creatte it. The 
C<J•nstitutional position as to deployment of the anned forces and other forces of tl~ Union 
in a State has already been discussed in para 14 of 

"Part I. INTRODUCTORY." ofthis report and is referTed to in this context. 

(3)Tbe deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union.in the~ State of 
A:>Sam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the 
State being suffacient enough to cope with its civil problems. ex hypothesi, thtere is no 
nc:ed of armed forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The anned forces and 
other forces of the Union were deployed to cope with the internal diWrbance thought 10 
ha1ve been caused by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area lead:ing to its 
dc:claration as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However. the di!ltwbance 
hatS to a great extent been under control. The life in the State has become normal. The last 
A~;sembly election could be held without any distw"bance, thanks to the co-operation of 
th1e local banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local 
OtJitfits to observe cease fa.re . first for a shon period. say six months, and for uradually 
lo1nger and longer periods, and for restoration of monnalcy and confmement of the armed 
forces and other forces of the Union to the barracks, and on continuation and asstaaoce of 
n<lmtalcy. ultimately withdraw. on an assurance of peace on the part of the bannc=d outfits 
and ultimately lifting of their bans thcmsclv~. To achieve this, stn:nuous. bu11 cordial, 
tallks between the outfits. the Slate Government and the Central Govt would be n•::cessary; 
and there is no reason why such talks should not suoceed. Restoration of nonnalcy. 
Diisrurbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command Structure. It is in the 
hands of the people to assure that peace will be maintained and insu.raent ectivitic:s will be 
curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in this restOiration of 
nonnalcy. there can be no earthly reason why such a situelion cannot be brought about by 
mtiltual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked out in 
consultation and cooperation.among the Government. the political parties. student 
Ol'Jpnizations. the outfits and the general public. Restoration of nonnaky will also effect 
eoonomy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility. there shoild be 1110 witch 
hunting. ConstuMionally speaking. restoration of nonnak:y is the tenninus of internal 
di!itUrbances and anny deployment in the State. 

. The Army Districts. In para 1 S we discussed the structure and functionirna of the 
Ua:aified Command Sb'UctUre. In coune of the Commission 's hearing session:s in the 
Upper Assam dismct of Sibsapr it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts of lrinsukia. 
Di'brug:artl, Dhemaji, North Lakhimpur and Sibsaaar have been declared as Anny disuicts 
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and that. as a result, Anny has been operaing in those districts. In so far as the clecl~ra!ion 
iis concerned, this Commission has nothing to do. As the Commission h~ t~ enquare mto 
!;orne criminal cases of some of those Upper Assam districts, the CommtssJon has to see 
1whether this declaration had any impact on those cases. The Commission proceeds on the 
lbasis that dur.ing the period from 1998 to 2001 also simi Jar declaration could have been 
fthere in those districts, and the Unified Command Structure and the Anned Forces 
Special Power;s Act were necessarily in operation in those districts. I_f ~at was so, what 
'were the functions and powers of the Anny thereunder would be relevant m the context of 
tprevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, including the leadil11g case, In 
fpara 15. The Anned Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act, 1958 was 
amended by the Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Amendl:nent) Act, 
1972· and it is now The Anned Forces in the State of Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, 
1Naga,land,.Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is 
1::xtended to all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, 
section 3 of the principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

"3. [f in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends, the 
Go•vemrnent of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central 
Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or 
Un.ion Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous conditi·on that the 
usc: of armed forces in aid of the civi I power is necessary, the Governor of that State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case may be, may, 
by notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or 
Union Territory to be a disturbed area." 

The Anned Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Armed forces t<o supplant 
or act as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the 
Act. The power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exel"cised only 
where any person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in 
the disturbed area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of 
weapons or of things capable of being used as weapons or fireanns; amunitions or explosive 
substances. In other words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory 
ordler issued under a law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory 
ordlers can be issued only by the civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of such a 
pmhibitory order, the power conferred under clause (a) of section 4 <:aMot be 
exc:rcised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the Act, there is a requirement that any person who 
is a.rrested and taken into custody exercise of the power conferred by the ci&1USC (c) of 
section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer-in-charge ofthe nearest police station 
with the least possible delay, together with a report of the circumstances occasioning the 
am::st . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, S€:izure and 
arrc~sts followed by registration of reports of offences (F.I,R.s), investigation. prosecution. 
tria.l, and in the event of conviction, execution of sentences . The power conferred under the 
Actt only provide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of 
am1s dumps and shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for anned 
gan1gs. The other functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thus, 
the functions in aid of civil power have been ruled by law and not by discmtion. The 
dep,Joyment of the Armed forces of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the 
peotple of the disturbed area of the State of their fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any 
viollation of such rights under such provisions would amount to violation of Constitutional 
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and human rights of the people by the Forces deployed in aid of c~vil pow~r, nc1r w.ould it 
prc~vent fake encounters from being murders, or a crime from bemg a cnme, pumshable 
under the Jaw. 

Throughout evidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in sell!" defence. 
The idea varies, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at s:1ght. Fake 
enc;ounters are often reported in news papers. Almost always some obsolete 
weapons/ammunitions and/or some Ulfa related papers are posthumously put nesll' the dead 
bodies.obviously for post mortem justification of the killings This will not stand on the way 
of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisiOlllS of the 
Constitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the govemme:nt. All the 
dep1artments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with the !mandatory 
provisions of the Constitution of India. In other words, the long term measures may include, 
in tlhe long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the 
law:s of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordan~' with the 
mar1dates of the Constitution. Guidan~ of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII, 351 . "By killing an assassin the slayer 
inclllrs no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils urpon fury." 
386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no mar1 guilty of 
violence and no committer of assaults attains the world ofSakra (lndra)";420. ''A king who 
thus; brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and remo,fes all sin, 
reac:hes the highest state (of bliss)" Sukracharya's Dandllniti is based on danda, meaning, 
punishment. Ancient sages said that without dando matsyanyaya will prevail and the strong 
will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by crows. 
Dm:uia keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, but 
som.e do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The 
nonns and laws of today are not materiaJiy different. Secret killing amounts to dcmial of all 
the 'constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these rights by the 
killc:r. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths takcm by them 
on nssumption of public offi~s. The society need be protected from the people with such 
dan1gerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, fury gen,erates fury 
and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the even lceel of the 
society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be checked by equally harsh 
measures, but that would not justify the lawfully established Government in abdlicating its 
powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal. 
fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign. socialist and democratic: Republic 
oflndia .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern them, ought to be well versed with 
the provisions of the Constitution of India and the relevant laws. rules. and administrative 
insn'Uctions, and orders framed thereunder. They should be aware of the COIIIstitutional 
limi'tations as also the rights of the citizens of the State against their State itself. Fundamental 
righ1~ of citizens, including rights to life, Jibeny, freedoms, non-discrimination etc:. must (\Ot 
be ''IOiated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, ~;ecretly or 
oper1ly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, religious, 
communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort whatever. At the minimum they 
sholltld be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any form and 
man:ner .. Wbile no training course will be appropriate, considering their exalted pc.sition and 
pres1tige, periodical 
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periocdical seminars and discussions at government levels may refresh their knowlc:dge.and 
experience. 

The Police department is the ftrst resort of the people for protection of their lifi~,Hberty, 
prope:rty etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the: duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and iiJstructed, 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and dec:ision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
traini1ng ColJege. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
prese1nt day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the 
position in which the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep ~;ea..tbeir 
erstw!hile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate 
peotection, but using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and ccJla,borators 
in pollice functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far 
less their being used as the striking arm or the men in charge of execution. Let themt now be 
berefl: of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least following the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the 
erstwlhife affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different matter 
altogc:ther.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and pollitical, the 
princiiple of "respomdent superior" wilt surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at 
the lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punislhments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the principle of 
collec:tive resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in th~: State at 
the rc:levant period This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever 
lhey happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional, legal and human 
rights of the citizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and 
huma·n rights were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the criminal 
cases. the insolvency principle. 

But e 'ven bere, except in the criminal cases, the insolvency principle should be follc•wed and 
the political persons a.lso be given fair field and no favoue in the ensuing political p1rocess of 
the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any sort. How the same affected people w:ill accept 
or rej•:ct them will, of course, be an entirely different matter. 

T'bis case deserves to be revived aod re-lovestipted. 

(F)Any other matter related or relevant to the Inquiry Under this the 
Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex gracia. or on some mlSOnable basis. 
We am all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. ln case of any mishap or calamity befalling any 
one or more of our citizens or famHies, the welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief 
to the 1affected persons and families, as the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel 
that the State itself was th~ immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief 
and re.:ompense does not m any way amount to any fauJt on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy 
of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly aMounced such reliefs and rehabilitation packages, 
and of1fer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible members of the families .• inasmuch as 
sometimes the very-b~ earning p&':i~~. is lost'? the family. Even the Legislature has lriOW provided 
for pa)rment of suitable ·no-fauh liabthty trrespectJVe of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case 
the promising youths of the famiilies of Sarbashri Bijit Dutta. Hemanta Gogoi, Jogeswsu Gogoi and 
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Umesh Oas have been cut or shot dead under the cin:umstances discussed in the cas'e . The public 
prosec;ution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no fmancial and livelih~od 
reple11tishment of the Joss suffered by the survivors, including the minor children of the bet•eaved ~· 
The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for the Commission and the 11earncd Sen1or 
Govemment Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice, doth hereby direct the State Government of 
Assan'l to pay to each of the families of the victims, Sarbashree Bijit Dutta, Hemanta Go,goi, Jogeswar 
Gogoii and Umesh Das, for the benefit of each of the families, a sum of RsS,OO,OOO/- (Rupees five lakbs). 
only fiorthwith. More than six years have ela[sed, and it brooks no farther delay. 

=000= 

(18) 

SHRI DIGANTA DAS KILLING CASE 
Demow P.S.Cue No. 121/98 

Date of Occurrence. 7.11.1998. 

By this Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue ofthe authority confe"ed on it 
by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33 I /2005/2 dated 3rrl Sejptember 
200~i. in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22,.8.2995, 
after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the 
leamed Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up this 
case for inquiry. By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire into, 
in e2teb case. the following te""s of reference, and any other related and relevant matters 
with recommendations. if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity of the killer(s) and accompJice(s), if any. 

(c) To fmd out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the: motive 
behimd such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commission of such kiJiing(s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Circumstances leading to tbe killing or Sbri Diga•ta Du. 

On 7.11.98 at 2 P.M. An Ejahar was lodged by Shri Ganesh Chandra Das, son of 
Late Tularam Das, aged about 42 yers, resident of Barhoiting Gaon of Konwarputr Mauza, 
P.S. Sibsagar, President ofDemow Meen Mahal Sarnabai Samiti, Akhoi Phutia. to the effect 
that 1early. morning at about 4 A.M. when Shri Diganta Das, son of Shri Mahes;war ~ 
was. keepmg watch ove! the M~ mahal, .so?'e miscreants caused his death wi1th sharp 
cuttllflg weapn. On receept of the EJahar Shri SJI'8 Kumar Patir, S.l. and O.C. Demow P.S. 
made: G.D. entry No.148 and registered the Demow P.S. Case No.J2l/98 and he: himself 
took up the investigation of the case The O.C. performed the inquest which showed that he 
found a deep cut injury on the right side of the neck almost severing it and deep cut injury 
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0111 the stomach and intestines coming out. On the back there were scars oflathi lblows. The 
dead body was sent for post-mortem in the Sibsagar Civil Hospital at Joysagar The post
mortem report says: Shri Digants Das was a male aged about 30 years Rigor mortis present. 
Two major cut injuries are found, one over the neck and causing separation of sterno mastoid 
rn11mualy (left) cavatoid vessels, oesophagus and trachea, another at intestine wi1th multiple 
penetrating wound over intestine. 

( B) The identity of the killers, and their accomplices, if any. 
The killng of Shri Diganta Das is secret not as to the place of killing but as to. the 

i<k:ntity of the killers and their accomplices if any. The identity of the killers and their 
ac•:omplices have to be detennined on basis of the evidence on record. It is a developed 
principle of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of 
complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An 
acc::essory is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. 
Pe1rpetrator is exclusively the person who in law performs the crime. More pre:cisely, the 
pe1rpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the criminal prohibitiCin. offends 
ag:ainst it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplishes include, while 
accessories exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they ar,e used as 
synonymous .. We discussed the meaning ot "secret".In para 7 of the Introductory Part 1. 
Idcmtification of the killers has to proceed on the basis of investigation and evid!ence .. Two 
shortcomings appear from records, namely, that only casual investigation 1proceeded, 
modem methods were not used; police dogs were not engaged. to sniff out the culprits; and 
foot or finger prints were not taken. Investigation was perfunctory, as importa01t evidence 
we·re not taken promptly or not at all. 

P,W, 1 Smti Arati Das, wife ofthe deceased, in her Affudavit dated 7.8.2:006 stated 
th8it she is a citizen of India belonging to the Scheduled Caste. Seventeen years earlier she 
was married to Shri Diganta I>as of the Scheduled Caste and they had four childre:n, namely, 
Smti Namita Das, Smti Bandita Das, Smti Parimita Das and Stui Srimanta Das (son) 
Diganta used to do daily fishing and selling fish to maintain his family. As the Bc:el was 6/7 
k.m.s away from their house, two days earlier he was staying there overnight. From some 
days earlier some people, in search of Ulfas created atrocities and terror in that area' and 
Arati Das was anxious about it. A little earlier she learnt that those people had cut a person 
to 1pieces. Next moment she learnt that the same people had killed her husband. The same 
day Police took away the dead body; and the next day the cremation was done. The group 
that kiJied her husband, she said, came in civil dress in 8/9 Jeeps which they park;ed a littile 
away and came on foot to kill her husband near the Beel, Surrendered Ulfas of different 
places of the District and their leader were in the group that killed her husband. In her 
deposition on 28.12.2006 Arati Das said that she was married about 17 years back with Shri 
Diganta Das, who was a member of Demow Meen Samabai Samity. As a nnember of 
Demow Meen Sarnabai Samiti, Diganta carried out fishery business there. She became the 
mo,ther of four children, three daughters and one son, all minors .. From the income of the 
said fishery her husband used to maintain the farnily.and she has since been dep1rived of it. 
She~ deposed that as a measure of protection, the Fishery was to be guardc:d and the. 
members used to guard by a group of 5 to l 0 persons by tum, On the fateful nighll it qas her 
hus;band's tum to remain guard there.On 7.11 .98 she receved the information of her 
hus;band being killed.early in the moming.at the fishery beel. The dead body was first taken 
to the Demow Meen Samabai Samity at Demow where they could see the dead body, and 
the1reafter it was taken to the Sibsagar Civil Hospital for post mortem examinatiion .When 
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shte saw the dead body, she saw the neck almost severed being coMected only Illy the skin. 
Al"ati Das deposed: .. 

•• I did not make any prayer for ex- gratia or compensatory payment and Government 
ha:s not given us anything till date. I could not know who was the main secret killer, and in 
fa~::t about 2 and Yl years after the incident when I was unable to maintain my family and 
fec:d my children I myself went to meet Kushal Duori near the place of Sibsagar Station 
CtnariaJi. On being asked who I was, I told him that I was the widow of Di:ganta Das. 
Hc:aring this the man appeared to be dumb founded and looking downward he dlid not talk 
with me for some time. and then he got up and telephoned several times a1nd a little 
thc:reafter a number of young people came to him and after discussing amongst 1themselves 
tbc:y kept me inside the room . Then some of them asked me what was my c:ducational 
qi1nlification. 1 disclosed that it was up to Class VJ. They asksd whether 1 could! manage a 
ce1rtificate of read up to Class X. I replied in affirmative and they gave me SOlne time for 
procuring a certificate. Accordingly I managed the certificate and handed ov•~r to them 
Wlnen nothing carne up, I went again. to meet Kushal Duori but Kusbal drove me away. 
Since then 1 have never gone to him. '' 

Asked precisely on what basis she went to meet Jayanta, Srati Das repli~xt that "as 
immediately after the incident the people who were present there and the people who 
ga1thered said that the main killers were Jayanta and people also suggested and :she was in 
dire need, she decided to go to Jayabta @ Kushal Duori. 

:Shri Kushal Duari @ Jayanta Hazarika deposed that he did not know any Judy named 
~ati Da:s, wife of Late Diganta Das of Akhoiphutia village of Siva:sagar, and that said Arati 
DaiS never came to his place or met him irJ any occasion. However, he said thstt being an 
M.L.A. if someone named Arati Das came and met him, he wa:s not sure and that many 
pe1:sons used to come to him for seeking help and as a social worker he helped tht~ people as 
mlilch as he could. He clearly denic:d that A.rati Das came to him for an employment and 
thatt be asked her to procure a certificate of having read up to class X for facillitating her 
appoiubnent. and argued that at that time he was not an M.L.A. to have done so. During his 
lifc:time he never met any person named Diga:nta Das of Akhoiphutia and of 1lhe Dimou 
Fis;hery beel. He also said that sometimes some people use other·s names for their own 
pwrpose and if anything like that happened here he did not know. He informed ~hat he was 
elected by the electorate of his Thowra constituency as M.L.A. and thefact that the people 
ha,i(e voted for him showed tha:t the people liked him. ln cross he said that when in the 
ULF A he worked in his Khamon village of Sakata, hiding after the ULF A was bilUl.Oed. He 
was in Sibsagar in the night of 27/28 November 1998. In ULFA he vvas in its 
Telecommunication wing, repairing instruments when needed. No rank was aJtsigaed to 
birD. He did aot receive aay warniag f'rom ULF A after his surrender; and he helped 
Sullfas like Shri Chitta Dihingia, Shri Manoj Bora and Shri Pranab Barua as they were 
coming out to establish themselves. He had no habit of reading newspapers reguhttly.8J\4 so 
he did not come across the news item of killing of Diganta Das at Dimou Mcen IMahal, but 
subsrquently knew about it. He did not know whether it was the result of SULF A-ULF A 
conflict as he did not know the antecedents of Diganta Das. He knew the locattion of the 
B~el as he happened to repair the Desang embankment with his own resources in 
cooperation of the local people im 1997. His relation with Sulfa Mridul Phukan wa:s good. 
He was involved in several Tada cases after his surrender. He did not know that he was 
regarded as a terror by Sibsagar public. 

P. W. 2 Shri Maheswar Oas, father of Digaota Das said that when the de11d body of 
Diitanta was brought to the Demow Meen Samabati Samity office. he wa:s allowed to see 
only the face and so also when it was brought back to the same office from Sibsagar 
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accompanied by police and a Magistrate. Police did not ask him anything, Even t~ten he d~d 
not know why his son was kille-d. He learnt from Samiti people and general publtc that hts 
son was killed by Sulfa. 
However, he had a premonition that there was a meeting of Ulfas a little away from the 

Beel. Su1fas asked some questions to his son and they were displeased with the y·eply and 
that might be the 'reason why they killed him. Elsewhere it was said that the Beel area was 
somewhat secluded and the Ulfas held meetings there. 

Shri Ptanab Kumar Das was the 1.0 . of the case for about six moths from 15.3.2000, 
but did not make even a single entry in the case diary, nor did he tale any investigative step 
during the period, and also could not explain why, even though at one stage he said he was 
busy investigating other cases, but could not say which were those case.s .. He once said that 
the tease was S.R, but when it was shown that his successor Shri Girin Sonowal recorded it 
as non-S.R. case, he correctded himself. He said he knew some Sulfas of Sibsagar i1ncluding 
thei1r leaders Jayanta Hazarika and Mridul Phukan, and the facts of the case. The First 
F.R.(Final Report) in the case was dated 9.9.2000 which was rejected by the S.D.J.M. 
Sibs:agar, and the next one dated 6.11 .2002 was accepted by S.D.J.M ., Sibsagar .. Hie denied 
the suggestion that he knew that in cillabiration with Sulfas the police itself was inv·olved in 
the sase and that it was the reason for his not doing anything in the case. 

On the basis of the above evidence it would be reasonable to confme the identity ofthe 
killers to Shri Kushal Duari and his Sulfa associates of that time. Mr Duori himself diid not 
tell Smti Arati Das that he was not the kilter of her husband Shri Diganta Das. beliving which 
she aJpproached hm under dire need of help to maintain her children. The fact that the:y tried 
to help her would also may lead to the same conclusion. The premonition ofShri M~nheswsar 
Das nnay also suppon the same hypothesis. The party was stated to have come in 8/9 Jeeps. 
This was not demolished in cross examination . However despite all the clues, the police 
never examined any Sulfa in this case. The then Sivassagar District Police administrattion is 
also ll'he standard of investigation has been as poor as in all other cases under enquiry. It is 
accordingly considered beyond reasonable doubt that the police was in nexus with tht~ Sulfas. 
The fact that not a single Jeep was detected or located puts it beyond reasonable doubt that 
there was central orchestration from the then apex authority in Home Ministry. othenNise 
such •~vidnce could not have gone unnoticed .. 

From the modus operandii of the case, namely, coming openly in 8/9 jeeps . a1nd the nature 
and position of the deep neck cut injury, it belongs to the same category of other cases in 
Sibsajgar district. This is indicative of an organised group of secret killers expert in killing by 
swordV dao or any other sharp cutting weapon, though in some of them shooting by !iiOphisticated 
fireanms were also there. This reminds one of the Vaishnavite concept of " Kshatriyaka katita 
ParasllJ kare dhari. nik.hatriya kari1a samaste basundhari" (You have cut the Kshatriyas holding 
the patrasu axe and made the entire earth Kshatriyaless)." 

From the above evidence, particularly the nature of kidnapping, injuries on th4~ deaq 
body. as seen by the witnesses examined, the identity of the killers may reasonably be 
confined to the then organised and police protected Sulfas group of Sivasagar Town led 
by Shri Kushal Duori @ Jayanta Hazarika. and the then Sivas:agar District Police 
admimistration; as. stated by witnesses in the case. It is recorded that Shri Kushal Duori 
@ Jayants Hazarika denied his involvement in this case. 

( C)Wbdher there was any conspiracy In targeting Sbri Diganta Das and the 
motive bebiod sucb killing. 
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Tillis tenn is replied in two parts, namely,l.Conspiracy in targeting. and II. 
Motive 

l.Coaspincy in Targeting the victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instant 
inquiry, will mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of IPC as 
follows:. 
'';When two o~ more persons agree to do or cause to be done

(1 ) An iHegaJ Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a 

c1iiminal conspiracy: 
:Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 

caiminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties 
to such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
'·' A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
IFirst- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any 

conspiracy for the doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in 
ptursuance of that conspiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing; or 
Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thi111g. 
Expiation -l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or attempts to 
cause or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or 
(Illustration omitted) ...... . 

JExplation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 
anyth.ing in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facil iitates the 
commission thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 110 of the 
l111troductory Part I ofthe First report and the same is referred to ... The questior:1 whether 
there was any conspiracy or not in the killing of Diganta Das has to be decidt~ on the 
busis of the law, and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the aftfirmative. 
then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators? It is in evidenc•= that the 
family members ofDiganta Das 

:fhe persons who participated in the act of actual killing on the fateful moring, nrtust have 
tx~n the same as identified in tenn (B) and their agents and accomplices must htave been 
as: indicated therein. 

There is evidence elsewhere to show that the SULF As were enjoying protecttion from 
the Police Administration in Sibsagar district.This may have disabled the pollice from 
taking the right action against the Sulfas in this case. Similar situation was found in case 
of Nalbari police sheltering Sulfas. Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been s;ubmitted 
in arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission, the Government, and the parties. 
TI1is means that the SULFA emerged as an extra-Constitutional authority. In case the 
Sulfas were such a body of persons and were used by police either as an auxilialT)', or as 
th~e striking ann, they would also be part of the conspiracy . . We have already discussed 
th,at as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, these circumstantial evidenc•e will be 
relevant and admissible. In the killing of Diganta Das there were persons in the act of 
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killling.Aiso there was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course o~ ~ction 
culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of defimtlon of 
conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long drawn course of action amounting 
to eonspiracy. The manner of planning and execution of the act of kiUing show that there 
must also have been some authoritative institutional assurance of safety to the killc:rs after 
the act was completed. Therefore, it is held that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, 
being among the protectors against the victims they were bound to protect.under the law, 
in Chis case. 

II. Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Re1garding the ultimate motive, there is evidence ofP.W 1 Smti Arati Das that thel'e could 
be no reason for killing of her husband Diganta Das who was daily fishing and selling 
fish to maintain his family.This statement was not cha1lenged in cross-examination. P.W. 
2 Shri Maheswar Das, father of Diganta, had a premonition that there was a me•eting of 
the ULF A that side and someone asked Diganta something and they were not soatisfied 
with the answer and for that the SULFA killed him. Answering why she went to meet 
Jayanta, Arati said that all the peopke after the incident said that Sulfas killed him and 
Jayanta was their leader.Therefore, there could be no doubt that those Sulfas had been a 
part of the conspiracy 

The way in which, and with which Diganta Das has been killed leaves no doubt that the 
killers enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of killing, The way in which in ttnis case, 
as in some other cases, the investigations were made to fizzle out and the F.R. (Final 
ReJ~Ort) were submitted shows that the police has been in understanding with the killers. 
All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remote- orchestrated from th•~ top of 
the department.. Those in helm of the Deparment must be held accountable and !need be 
brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable 
doubt. The evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to such a 
cor11clusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emnnating from 
those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a •consequence 
is tlhe motive for an action. The member of the poor Scheduled Caste family has been executed 
brutally, for no fault of his, for a status offence without any sanction of law and in blatant 
violation of the victim's Legal. Constitutional and Human rights. Intention and motive are 
oftc:n used synonymously. The motive was the perpetuation of the AGP rule in the State of 
A~oam by villainy, treachery and monsterous cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal 
Jaw the question of motive is not material where there is direct evidence of the: acts of the 
accused and the acts themselves are sufficient to disclose the intention of the aetor. In such 
C8Sies while.motive is immaterial, intention is material.. In the Explanation to section 161 IPC 
"a motive or reward for doing is iiJustrated as "a person who receives a gratilfication ~ a 
mottive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he bas not do~. 
In this sense, motive of the killing wiJI mean that for which the killer has committt:d the killing. 
and without which he would not have done it. We have to ascertain it from the circumstanc~ 
antc:rior, present and posterior to the incident.of killing, which is illegal, pw•ishable and 
viollative of fundamental and human rights. More so when secret killings are resorted to as in 
this case .. 

(D) Pinpointing ruponsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in 
conamission of killlag. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective diR'ICt 
evidt:nce, we have to depend on relevant circwnstantial evidence. That, of course, is 
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forthcoming in such measures as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons 
involved. 

Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indiirectly in 
commission of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rarher thsn on 
isolated ones. We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a 
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are found 
in relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each indiviidual case 
also throw some light. We have,of course,to follow the general principles of evidence 
enunciated by the authorities on evidence,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond 
reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

'The Best Evidence Rule"Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51 under caption: "'The Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that "the best evidence must be: given of 
whi<;h the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing the normal 
fundlamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played 
a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the present day atffords but 
little: practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature ofthe subject to 
be proved. In the complicated nature ofthings today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 
53) According to Phipson,."ln the ,present day, then, it is not true that the best evid(:nce must, 
or even may, always be given, though its non-production may be matter for comment or 
affe•:t the weight of that which is produced.All admissible evidence is in general equally 
receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer e-xcluded by direct, and even in 
criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either species, or, indeed, 
by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

'The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that 
circumstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in 
this ,group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

!Best on "The Principles ofThe Law of Evidence:' (9th ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said:: 

6 . "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
com:prehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. 1. By "knowledge" strictly speaking, 
is meant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ide~;; and it is 
only to such a perception that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is 
intuitive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
the ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
conn1ection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind has taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of 1the senses 
the c:xi~ence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certa1inty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to ove1rlook; viz. 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are certain or morally 
certa.in, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

i' . 2. "Judgment", ' 'the other faculty ofthe mind though inferior to knowledge in respect 
of intensity of pcrsuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, 
and, as connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the fiilculty by 
which our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true o r false, by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, 
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or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of t~at 
agreement or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed ~om tts 
confbnnity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement IS often 
based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch 
of the former, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy and 
veracity of the narrators." 

'The observation, accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, 
important. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. 
Dekia has stated about political interference ofthe Executive police functioning, om: has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

The followiag common characterilltics of the flnt group of sevea ~i and the 
second group of eight cases are found ih this case while answering its terms of reference so 
as to justify a fmding of a general plan or'Uifocide"i.e.,deliberate killing of ULF As and 
their families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

1. That this killing involved a Scheduled Caste family suspected to have had sometlbing to do 
with the ULFA meeting held in that locality. 

2 . Unlike in other cases, this killing, of Diganta Das was committed in the earlly moring 
hoursnd the assailants came in 8/9 Jeeps with swords I sharp cutting weapons in hand in 
twilight dawn .. 

] .. The assailants convoy of8/9 Jeeps were in view ofthe people ofthe locality and all 
said that there were the Su1fas of whom Shri Jayanta Hazarika was the leader .. 

4. The weapon used in killing was not detected ur seized .. 
6. The vehicles used were reportedly Keeps and wrtr never seized or taken into custody, 

despite those having been in public vjew .. 

'l. There were no mention of police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to, 
and at the time of the incident.. 

n. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULJF A nexus 
in the killing, some of the Jatter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and 
used as the executioners. 

9.. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
Then Chief Minister .. 

W. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused 
despite clues .. 

I 1. The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
perp!trated .. 

12. That modem scientific methods of investigation, fmger/foot prints, dog-sqlllads were 
oeve·r used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 

Assam .in this case .. 
15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on Diga.nta Das 

suspc:cting him to have had something to do with the ULF A who allegedly held a meeting in 
that locality sometime earlier. 

16 That in all the cases, including this case ofDiganta Das there is remote orche:strat~ 
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Ulfocide, death penalty having been imposed on the victim for "status offi:mces," of 
being members ofULFA or suspected to do something with ULFA. 

From evidence of this case, as in all other cases, "remote orchestration" ,of 
Ulfocide'' is deducible These common characteristics, along with evidence, prove. 

beyond reasonable doubt, remote orchestration of "Uifocide"from the Home: Minister 
thro•ugh Police-SULFA nexus using some Sulfas as the striking anns or executioners. · 

On the basis of evidence, tbe responsibility of persons involved d1ir-Ktly or 
indirectly in killing of Shri Diganta Das· may reasonably be pinpointed 0111 the then 
police protected Sulfas of Sivuagar Town, under leadership of Sbri Kushal Duori @ 
Jayanta Hazarika, as named by the witnesses, in this case, and the then Sivasagar 
District Police administration. It is recorded that Sbri KusbaJ Duori denied bis 
involvement in this case and said that be did not lmow if Smti Arati Das came to him 
for held, as be used to help needy persons aod ottber Sulfas who came t:o him for 
help both before and after be became M.L.A. 

(E) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (1) the 
immediate, and (2) the long term. 

( 1) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory c:>rder, but 
only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
ope1ration oftbe armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Cenltral Govt. 
" in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The 
Stn.Jtcture itself envisages its review after every three months,; and there is no lirnit to the 
review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to 
dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to 
dep,loyment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union in a State has aln::ady been 
disc:ussed in para 14 of"Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this 
conlext. The deployment ofthe anned forces and other forces of the Union.in th•~ State of 
Assam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the 
State being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems. ex hypothesi, there i:s no need 
of 211TT1ed forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The anned forces ;md other 
forc:es of the Union were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have 
beem caused by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its 
decllaration as a disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturibance has 
to a1 great extent been under control . The life in the State has become normal . The last 
AsStembly election could be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co-operatiion of the 
Joca1l banned outfits. This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local 
outfits to observe cease fire. first for a short period, say six months, and for graduallly longer 
and longer periods, and for restoration of mormalcy and confinement of the anned forces 
and other forces of the Union to the barracks, and on continuation and assurance of 
non:nalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of peace on the part of the bann1cd outfits 
and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To achieve this, strenuous, but conjial. talks 
between the outfits, the State Government and the Central Govt would be necessary; and 
thef'le is no reason why such talks should not succeed. Restoration of normalcy. Di:sturbance 
and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the 
people to assure that peace will be maintained and insurgent activities will be Clllrbcd and 
nomnalcy will be restored. lfthe public are seriou.« in this restoration ofnonnalcy, there can 
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be 1110 earthly reason why such a situation cannot be brought about by mutual co-•operation 
of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked out in consultation and 
cooperation.among the Government. the political parties, student organizations, the outfits 
and the general public. Restoration ofnonnalcy will also effect economy .. Meanwhii1e, in !he 
inte1rest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch hunting. Constututionally speakmg, 
restoration of normalcy is the tenninus of internal disturbances and army deploymt~nt in the 
Stat1e . 

. The Army Districts. In para 15 ofthe Part I Introductory, we discussed the structure 
and functioning of the Unified Command Structure. In course of the Commission' s 
hearing sessions in the Upper Assam district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper 
Assam districts of Tinsukia, Dibrugarh, Dhemaji, North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have 
bet~n declared as Army districts and that, as a result, Army has been operaing in those 
districts. In so far as the declaration is concerned, this Commission has nothing 1to do. As 
the: Commission has to enquire into some criminal cases of some of those Upper Assam 
districts, the Commission has to see whether this declaration had any impact on those cases. 
Th,e Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period from 1998 to 2:001 also 
similar declaration could have been there in those districts, and the Unified Command 
Structure and the Anned Forces Special Power;s Act were necessarily in opc:ration in 
tho•se districts. If that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Army thereunder 
would be relevant in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed 
thi:s, including the leading case, in para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) 
Sptecial Powers Act, 1958 was amended by the Anned Forces (Assam and !Manipur) 
Sp~~ciaJ Powers (Amendment) Act. 1972; and it is now The Anned Forces in th€~ State of 
As:sam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Nagaland, .Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizorarn Special 
Powers Act, and it is extended to all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the 
Amendment Act 1972, section 3 of the principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

"3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends, the 
Government of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or th~: Central 
Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or 
Union Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that 
the use of anned forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of tlhat State 
or :the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the ,case may 
be, , may, by notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such 
Stale or Union Territory to be a disturbed area." 

The Armed Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to supplant 
or act as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the 
Actt. The power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised only 
wh,ere any person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force 
in the disturbed area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the canying of 
we1apons or of things capable of being used as weapons or firearms; ammun~itions or 
exp•losive substances. In other words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a 
prohibitory order issued under a law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such 
prohibitory orders can be issued only by the civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of 
such a prohibitory order, the power conferred under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be 
exercised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the Act, there is a requirement that a.n~y person 
who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of the power conferred by the c:lause (c) 
of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer-in-<:harge of the nean~st police 
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station with the least possible delay, together with a report of the circumstances 
o~:asioning the arrest . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seizure and 
arrests followed by registration of reports of offences (F,I,R,s), investigation, prosecution. 
trial, and in the event of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred under 
the: Act only pro~ide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of 
amns dumps and shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for armed 
gangs. The other functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice nmachinary. Thus, 
the: functions in aid of civil power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The 
deployment of the Armed forces of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the 
people of the disturbed area ofthe State oftheir fundamental rights to life and libc~rty . Any 
viatlation of such rights under such provisions would not countenance viollation of 
Constitutional and human rights ofthe people by the Forces deployed in aid of civil power, 
no1r would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a crime from being a crime, 
pw11ishable under the law. 

Throughout eidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in self defence. The 
ide:a varies, and some seem to be ofthe view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fa1ke encounters 
are· often reported in news papers. Almost always some obsolate weapons/ammunitins and/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem justification of 
the killings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the 
Constitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the government. All the 
departments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory 
provisions of the Constitution of India. In other words, the loog term measures m1ty include, 
in the long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the 
law5: of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the 
mandates of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said (Buller) VIn, 351. " By killing an assassin the slayer 
incurs no guilt. (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon 
fury." 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty 
of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndra)";420. "A king 
who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and removes all 
sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)" Sukracbarya's Dandaniti is based 011 danda , 
meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail and 
the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in 
them, but some do not. In the absence of punishment those wiU demoralize oth•~rs in the 
socic:ty. The nonns and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing wnounts to 
deni1al of all the constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these 
rights by the killer. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths 
take111 by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the 
peoptle with such dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a. reaction, 
fury generates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of 
the c:ven keel of the society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be 
chec.ked by equally harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully e1;tablished 
Govc~mment in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional 
orgams zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverigr4 
socicnlist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern 
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thentl, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of lndia and the 
rele,vant laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
against their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to lifie, liberty, 
freedoms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
k.il1 1the citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or oif any sort 
whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from 
comuption in any fonn and manner .. While no trnining course will be appropriate, 
considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and disc\llssions at 
Government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their life, liberty, 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has tbe duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and dt~ision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
train1ing College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
preS~ent day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that beca1use of the 
position in which the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their 
erstwhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender. they deserved adequate 
peotection, but using their services as "guides, "spotters" . trouble-shooters and cclllaborators 
in ~)lice functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far 
less their being used as the striking arm or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
bereft ofthe haJiowed positions. and give them fair field and no favour, at least foU1owing the 
insollvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh statt in life. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different matter 
altogether.However, the lnsolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. I. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political, the 
prin<;iple of ''respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at 
the !lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the p1rinciple of 
collc:ctive resplonsibility may apply to all those who were fonning Govtmment in tl~e State at 
the relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will fmd them out wherever 
they happen to be, during lhe period when the violation of Constitutional, legal and human 
rights of the citizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and 
hum1an rights were violated during their governance. But even here, except in th1c criminal 
cases. the insolvency principle, should be followed and the politicaJ persons also be given 
fair lfield and no favour in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be: no witch 
huntiing of any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of COU('Se, 

be an entirely different matter. 

Tbis case deserves to be revived aad reOlavesttgated. 

(F) Aay otber matter related or relevaat to the iaqairy 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compen!;ation . eK 

gracia, or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare 

so 
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State. In case of any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our tcitizens or 
fnmilies, the welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected 
J>j!:rsons and families, as the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to ~eel 
that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendenng 
of rescue, relief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the 
Sttate. It is really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have~ instantly 
announced such reliefs and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases 
employments to the surviving eligible members of the famiJies, inasmuch as sometimes the 
vc~ry bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the Legislature has now provided 
for payment of suitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault Liability. In the 
instant case the bread earning patriarch of the fami91y has been shot dead under the 
circumstances discussed in the case. The public prosecution may result in puni1shment of 
the culprit, but that itself will bring no financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss 
suffered by the survivors, including the minor children of the bereagved families. The 
Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for the Commission and the 
learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice, doth hereby 
direct the State Government of Assam to pay to the widow of the victim, Smti Arati Das, 
for the benefit of the family, a sum of Rs.5,00,000/-(Rupees Five lakhs) 
fo1rthwith .. More than six years have already elapsed and it brooks no more delay. 

=O=-

(19) 

SHRI PARAMESW AR DAS KILLING CASE 

Hajo P.S. Case Nol07/99- Palasbari Case 93/99 . ... . . 

Date ofOccurrence 23.6.99 

By this Commission's order dated 23.5.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it 
by the Government of Assam' s Notification .No.PLA.33112005/2 dated 3nt September 2005, 
in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 33 J /2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, after 
hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the learned 
Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up this case for 
inqui.ry. with notice to the State Government. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the 
following terms of reference, and any other matters with recommendations. if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity oftbe killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(C) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s)t and the 
moti1r'e behind such killing{s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectl:y in the 
comnnission of such killing(s) 
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(e. )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Circumstaates leading to the Killing or Parameswar Du. 
Mrs.Malati Das w/o Late Parameswar ~ resident of village Kulhati unde1r P .S. Hajo, 

district Kamrup~ Assam, lodged an F.I.R.on 23.6.99 at Hajo Police Station at aboiUt 1 a.m. to 
the: effect that on 22 .. 6.99 at midnight when they were peacefully sleeping at their home, 
some miscreants came to their house and knocked at their door, and called "Dosda Dasdo, 
we: are coming from Hillside, please open the door and help us". It was heavily raining at 
the1t time. Though in fear, her husband opened the door when they saw l 0/12 persons 
maLSk.ing their faces with black cloths, at gunpoint, forcibly took away her husband Shri 
PaJrameswar Das .. Subsequently, on 24.6.99 Sri Parameswar Das' beheaded body was found 
floating near the south bank of Brahmaputra river near the Dakhala Hill embankment 
slu.ice gate, and one Shri Anil Kalita telephoned to the Palasbari Police Station wherefrom 
pollice came and took ashore the headless body and got the inquest done; and malting a G .D. 
entry registered the Palasbari P.S. case No 93/99 The headless dead body was sent for post
mCirtem examination to the Gauhati Medical College Hospital where the body was 
ide:ntified .. Subsequently the head was found floating a little downstream being obstructed by 
a stone. After lifting it the Palasbari police got inquest done and sent the head to the Guahati 
Mc~ical College Hospital where it was put with the trunk and identified .. Palas:bari police 
trif:d to recover if anything was there at the riverbed at that place with fishing nets. but 
nolthing else could be recovered. One eye of the head was found turned red with injury, and 
one: cut injury on the backside of the thigh and the penis was reportedly found discoloured. 
While the body was found on 24.6.99, the head was found next day on 25.6.99. These were 
deposed by Shri Ruhini Buragohain O.C. Palasbari P.S. and Shri Naba Kumar Barua 1.0. 
Th•e 1.0 Palasbari examined some local villagers of the nearest Dak.hala Colony who said 
that the sluice gate hasd been placed to control the water divided by the protruding Dakhala 
Hill into the Brahmaputra and the place was otherwise forlorn with a cremation ground; and 
the Brahmaputra embankment provides the motorable road. At that time the ernbankrnent 
wa:s under repair and a labourer camp was set up there, at a short distance opposit the 
Oalkhala Colony was the Hudumpara village, but it being a little interior from the 
embankment, they would not see the open space between the embankment and the sluice 
gat,e. So the Dakhala Colony people could see what happened on that open space on south 
bulk of the Brahmaputra on the ridge of the Da.khala HilL The Dakhala colony inhabitants 
said that often two Manni Gupsys used to come between 9 P.M. and II P.M. to that spot. 
sto1p there for some time, and return. The vehiclers would not like others to visiit that spot 
during those hours. Once one Bimal, a master- roll lahour. happened to be ther"e and was 
asked by inmates of the two Gypsys as to what for he was there. When Bimal in tum asked 
the1m what brought them there. they replied that they came to offer pujas there. On 22.6.99 a 
sev,ered human leg was found floaring at that spot.On 24.6 .99. Shri Parameswar Das' 
headless dead-body was found floating, and on 25.6 .99 the head was found floating a little 
dov~stream ~bstructed by. a stone. On 24.6.99 Shri Nagen Ch. Talukdar was e111trustcd by 
O.C. Palasbari P.S. to get mquest perfonned on the beheaded body and then it Wits taken to 
the Gauhati _Med~cal College Hospital and Shri Talukdar had to stay overnight afte1r the dead
body was uknltfied to have been that of Parameswar Das of Hajo and post-mortem 
completed. On 25.6.99 the head being found, Shri Naba Kumar Barua S.J. Palasbairi P.S. was 
entrusted with its investigation and he got the inquest completed and sent the hQd to the 
Guwahati .Medical College where it was identified and put with the body of Pluamcswar 
Das.of HaJo and the dead·body was handed over to his relatives. later the Palasbari P.S. case 
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No. 93/99 was amalgamated with that of Haho P.S. Case No. 107/99. Thus the spot has been 
of some doubtful repute. 

(B) Tbe ideutity of tbe killen, and their accomplices, if aay 
The killing of .Shri Parameswar Das was secret not only as to time of killing, but also as 

to tlhe identity of the killers and their accomplices. It is a developed principle of law that 
accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, 
accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one wlho excites 
or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person 
who in law performs the crime. More precisely, the perpetrato~: is the person ,who.being 
directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens rea 
or negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while accessories exclude the perpetraltor of the 
crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. The identity of the killers and their 
accomplices, if any, has to be on the basis of evidence on record. 

P.W 2 Shri Nripen Kumar Das who was the General Secretary of Kammp Dstrict 
Students Union left AASU in 1996 and joined the A.G.P. In the 1996 General Assembly 
election Shri Nurul Hussain was a candidate from the Hojo Assembly Constituency, Shri 
Nripen Das was actively working for him, in couese of which; he and Shri Nurutl Hussain 
met in the house of a person at Laotali near Boranboi. Leaving him there, Shri Nun1l Hussain 
left with few members of A.G.P who took him by a moror cycle to a house at Tetelia of 
Ket~~kibari.wherein some ffi..FA members were there, namely, Shri Ramani Kalita@ Shri 
Gopbinda Boishya, Shri Pararneswar Das, Shri Tarek Ali and Shri Gopbinda Deka were 
present, and with them Shri Nurul Hussain entered into an agreement with them to the effect 
that Shri Nurul Hussain agreed to support, inter alia, the ULF A demand for sove1reignty of 
Ass.ltm, and the agreement was signed by Shri Nu.rul Hussain, and all the ULF A members for 
their organisation. As earlier arranged, at night the ULF A members remained tl~ere. Shri 
Numl Hussain thereby won the election. In 1997 Shri Parameswar Das married S11nti Malati 
Das and spent his days peacefully at home In 1997 Shri Azmal Ali, O.C. Hajo P.S. arrested 
Shri Parameswar Das as ULFA and detained him for three montha. After release also Shri 
Parameswar Das continued his peaceful life devoting to agriculture. Shri Nripen Das said 
that sometime thereafter Shri Ajmal Ali O.C. Hajo came to Parameswar Das and asked for 
the copy of the aforesaid agreement saying that Shri Nurul Hussain wanted it, though the 
copy was not with Parameswar Das but with some other member of the group 1and those 
merrtbers also were not available by then .. Shri Ajmal Ali, perhaps thinking that the copy 
was still with Parameswar Das, used to come to Parameswar and harrassed him .. Meanwhile 
Nripen Das was expelled from AGP and ceased to be in know of things thcrefrom.According 
to Shri Nripen Das, meanwhile Shri Parameswar Das had expressed before him that the very 
agrelcment copy might prove to be the cause of his death, because he had constantly been 
ham1ssed by Ajmal. Accor:ding to Nripen Das, whenever he met Parameswa1r Das he 
(Parameswar) used to express the same apprehension before him and also used to say that 
even Nripen Das might be vistimised for the same, as secret killers might kill any innocent 
pers<~n on s~spicion without any proof. Shri Nripen Das said that pursuant to the agreement 
the s1gnatortes thereof openly canvassed for Shri Nurul Hussain and by dint of th~tt he won 
the e:lection in 1996 . .Meanwhile Nurul Hussain promised to provide some emplo1yment to 
Smti Mal~ti Das, but noth.ing materialised till date Shri Neipen Das also expn:!ssed the 
appn~hens10n that he too m1ght have been expelled from the A.G .. P.for reason of the sarpe 
copy,. _In cross-examination Nri~n Das said. that he could not frequently go to con:sole SIJ.lti 
MalatJ Das, except once or twtce, as he h1mself had to be cautious tor the same rea.sOn. 
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Nripen Das said that Shri AjmaJ Ali, O.C. Hajo, advised him to help Nurul Hrussain .i~ he 
wanted to be safe from the secret killers. According to Nripen Das police very •<>ften va~ated 
Pjuarneswar's house for obtaining the agreement copy .. Parameswar Das also told Nnpen 
that police asked hin (Parcuneswar) to point out ULFA locations, but be did not d? so. To a 
question as to what could be the reason of killing of Parameswar, Nripen Das :satd that the 
agreement copy could be the reason. Answering a question as to what was the ULF A status 
of Parameswar, Nripeo Das replied that Parameswar left the Organisation afte~ fonnal~y 
infonning it. Asked about his impression about the killing of Pararneswar, the Witness saad 
that it could have been caused by some police-sheltered Sulfas of 10111 A.P. Battalion at 
K.ahilipara and NaJbari Police Reserves .. 

Shri Nurul Hussain received the infonnation of Parameswar's killing only from 
nc:wspapers and he thereafter went to his house and met and consoled hiis wife Smti Malati 
DillS who told him that some assailants took her husband away in their vehicle. As M.L.A. 
from Hajo constituency and Minister in the A.G.P. Government he tried to prtwide Malati 
O.llS a job, but it did not materialise; and that as Minister for Co-operation he could not 
p&J11Sue the case particulars. Cintradicting the stateement of Shri Nripen Das as regards his 
hatving entered into an agreement with the lJLF A during the 1996 generaJ election, he said 
thJat it was faJse and that the same was not produced before the Commission. He I:LSSCrted that 
he· never entered into any such agreement and that the witness (Nripen Das) concealed his 
id•cntity before the Commission not disclosing that he was the General Secretary of Halo 
Block Congress and that he was a SULFA. He resented the evidence as it migl~t affect his 
image among his Hajo electorate. Replying to Shri P.K. Musahari Mr Nurul Hussain said 
that no such agreement was reported in the contemporary papers. He did not l'lcmember to 
have seen any allegation that Shri Parameswar Das was killed by ULF A, but he remembered 
thnt Parameswar Das was an ULF A and was leading an overground normal life. Shri Nurul 
Hussain replied that he heard the names of the persons with whom he was alle,ged to have 
cn•tered into the said agreement, but he did not know them personally. He knew the place 
Tetelia as also Shri Kashyap Kalita's house which he visited: and that Kashyap Kalita 
wortced for him in the J 996 generaJ elections in whicb he won. Shri Hussain sa,id that Shri 
Nripen Das was then in the A.G.P .• but before the election, he was expelled therefrom. 
Ac:cording to him. there were only one or two SULFAs in Hajo constituency. Answering a 
qu1estion as to whether some ULF As worked for him during the 1996 elections. he replied 
tha1t he did not know if some ULF As wortced for him. Shri Hussain denied the suggestion 
tha1t he was concealing the matter of his agreement with the said ULF A member.; during the 
19496 a.ssembl)" elections. As he did not analyse the character and causes of sc·veral secret 
killings in Hajo constituency area, during 1998 to 200 I, he could not make any comment on 
thc1sc killings. 

Shri Ajmal Ali, the then O.C. of Hajo P.S. appearing in response to Notice uls. 88 
ac<:ompenied by the depositions of Smti Malati Das. Shri Nripen Das and Shri Bapdhan Das; 
and . he (Aj~) denies al~ the ~ments made. in those affidavits. concemi1ng him He 
receJved the eJahar of Smu MaJatJ Da.s at 1.30 P.M. on the incident that happeoed at 1 1,30 
P.M. on 22.6.99, and making GD. Entry No. 53 I dt. 23.6 .99 registered Hajo P.S.Case 
No.I07/99, and took up investigation ofthe case. Reaching Malati•s house at 2.05 P.M .• he 
stayed there investigating up to 4.30 P.M. and thereafter recorded statements of •S witnesses 
up to 12 midnight. Ajmal Ali quotes the following &om. what he calls. the s:tatenebt of 
Ma.lati f?as made before him:thus: ... "the above boys were not ULFA and they an: not Anny 
an<!l Pollee .. .also I know almo!t all the ULF A and old/ earlier SULFA boys but those 
pc(Jiple were not from Anny or police . They were not village people also.. From their 
behaviour, way of talking and from the way they carry themJCives. they seem t(l1 be people 
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from towns" She also stated that she disclosed the story only that moming.(23.6.99) to her 
clo•se relatives. AjmaJ did not explain why the G.D. entry was made only on 23.6.99 th.ough 
the ejahar was filed on 22;6;99 According to Ajmal Ali in connection with tbe Pallasban P.S. 
Case No.93/99 registered on finding Shri Parameswar Oas' dead body parts under ~at 
jurisdiction, Smti Malati Das stated under S.l6l Cr.P.C. inter alia, :''Three persons weanng 
lontg pant and shirt and one person wearing long pant and ganzi had come and we!re wearing 
redl ribbon on their heads. Then one of them asked "is your name Parameswar Das:? Then my 
hu!;band said that it was so. Then they said they have lost their way, and by hold.ing him on 
his body took. him away to show the way ... One ofthe boys had pistol in his hand ... I know 
many ULFAs and SULF As.On the night of26.6.99 I heard that the. body was found .. I do not 
k.now whether my husband was taken by ULF A or SULFA, Ajmal Ali asserted that he did 
not forcefully lift. hirn.Sri Parameswar was arrested in Hajo P.S. case No 46/97 and 
thereafter he reported to Hajo P.S. on 21.12,87, 2. 1.98 and 3.2.98 but thereafter h1e ceased to 
report at the P.S. On 16.10.98 the D.S.P.(P) brought him to the P.S. from Bongsor and he 
wa:s directed to continue his reporting in the P.S., and he actually reported on 
18.10.98,25.10.98, 26,10.98, 1.1 1.98, 14.1 1.98, 23.11.98) 20.11.98 and 5.12.98. Ajmal Ali 
denied Malati's allegation that the Hajo police in collaboration with the Army came to 
parameswar's residence and asked him to lead an expedition against ULFA and that in case 
of lflon-co-operation he would be imposed death penalty Ajmal said that he visited the house 
of Malati Das in course of investigation on, 12.6.99., 24.6.99, 25.6.99, 2.7.99 3.8..99, 4.9.99 
and no further, and also denied having said Malati Das that Parameswar had abundlant money 
and she would be able to live peacefully with it. Ajmal stated that it was not con-ect that he 
as O.C., while taking the F.I!R. that he put irrerelevant questions such as whether the group 
thatt carne to her home were ULF As or SULF As or did they belong to the Army etc.This 
shOtws the basis for what Malati Das is said to have stated under S.l61 Cr.P.C before him. 

From the above evidence on record, it would be reasonable beyond doubt to hold that the 
alle:ged copy of the agreement/resolution embodying the conditions of the p~e-elecction 
agTieement between the abovenamed Ulfas and Shri Nurul Hussain; was a facto1r; and the 
O.C . did appear to have taken active part in recovering the copy from Parameswa1r Das so as 
to create apprehension in Parameswar's mind that the copy of the agreement itself might 
prove to be his death warrant. Sans the recovery efforts to obtain the copy from P:arameswar 
Das, all the imposition of the Tada case and the compulsion to regularly report to the P.S. 
andl hunting him out after his reporting discntinued, does not appear to have beent otherwise 
reasonable The fact that the premonition of Pararneswar Das ultimately came true, lent 
credence to the hypothesis. The efforts made by Shri Ajmal Ali to recover the agreement 
cop•y is explainable at least by the fact that Shri Nurul Hussain happened to be the M.L.A. 
and also a Minister in the then A.G .. P. Government of Assam. When the Chie:f Minister 
himself published appeals to the ULF A families to bring their ULF A wards back to the main 
stream, and the entire State knew about it, and apprehending and killing Ulfas and members. 
of llheir families resulted in betterment of their prospects of promotion and/or of better 
poSitings, it was only natural for the O.C. Hajo to try to better his prospects.For that it sas 
nec1essary to obtain collaboration from effective sources and to maintain secrecy. Malati 
Das:'s statement that the assailants were from Town,. was not specific. 

On the basis of the above evidence on record, it would be difficult to detcmnine the 
identity of the killers from the Town, but it may be reasonable to confine the identity of the 
accomplices to Shri Ajmal Ali. and Shri Nurul Hussain and the other persons who assisted 
collaborated, and facilitated the killing of Shri Parameswar Das. • 
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( C)Whetber tbere was any coa.spiracy in targeting Parameswar DllS and tbe 
motive beblnd sucb killiag. 

This term is replied in two parts, namely, ! .Conspiracy in targeting, and 2. Motive behind 
the killing. 

I.CCoaspiracy in Targeting the Shri Parameswar Das. Conspiracy .in the context of the 
Uitstant inquiry, will mean criminal conspiracy. wbicb is defined in Section 126A of IPC 
as follows:. 
" When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done

( 1) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a criminal 

conspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall a~no\Dlt to a 
criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties 
tCI such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

E'lplanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate obje4;;t of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

A.betmentof a thing. As defmed in Section 107 ofthe lndian Peoal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any !Conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that 
conspiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 
11hirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the do ing of that thin~:. 
Explanation - l.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or ~nttempts to 
cnuse or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or 
(Illustration omitted) ....... 
Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of ant act, does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby faci.litates the 
commission thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act•~. 

11he law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 1 0 of the Introductory 
P~lrt J of the First report and the same is referred to ... Thc question whether there was any 
conspiracy or not in the killing ofSubama Rabha has to be decided on the basis etf the law. 
and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affirmative, then also the 
question will be as to who were the conspirators? The persons who panicipated in the act 
of actual killing on the fateful night, must have been the same or their a,gents and 
ac:.complices and as such, there could be no other answer than that there was criminal 
cc•nspiracy in the killing.of Shri Parameswar Das .. 

TI1ere is evidence to show that some SULF As of Sibsagar Town were enjoying protection 
from the polia:. ~is may h~v~ di~l~ the police ~m taking the right acti•on against 
those SULF As m thas ca~ .. Sam alar sttuatton was found m case ofNalbari police sheltering 
SlJLFAs. lndeed the pohce- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by ~he learned 
co,unsel for the Commission, the Government, and the parties. This means that thos 
SlJLFAs emerged as an extra-constitutional authority. ln case the SULFA wc:re such a 
body of persons and were used by police either as an auxiliary, or as the striking ann, they 
w()uld also be .part of the conspi~y .. We_have .already discussed that as conspiracies are 
oflten hatched m srcrecy, these ctrcumstantaal evadence will be relevant and admissible. In 
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the killing of Shri Parameswar Das. there were 5/6 persons in the act of kill.ing .. But. there 
w~; a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of action culmmat1111g m the 
killing. Considering the facts of this case in light of definition of conspiracy, it can surely 
be Uteld that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. The~ manner 
of planning and execution of the act of killing show that there must also have bc:en some 
autUtoritative institutional assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. 
Th(:refore. it is held that there was conspiracy of the worst kind. being among the 
pwtectors against the victims they were bound to protect.under the law, in this cas(:. 

11. Motive. behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P. W 1 that Shri Parameswar Das's 
widlow Smti Maltti Das deposed that there could be no r reason for killing of her 
husband.Shri Parameswar Dasa was not in the ULFA.Therefore. there could be trto doubt 
tha1t the seekers of the copy of the agreement with the ULFA by Nurul Hussatin could 
provide re~ns for suspecting that the copy of the agreement itself could have ld to the 
killing of Shri Parameswar Das. and the seekers thereof having been a part of the 
conspiracy The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations anc:ll Sahitya 
Sabhas of the State to persuade the ULF As to surrender in the name of the th•en Chief 
Minister Mahanta. a course of conduct by different agencies towards similar pc:rsuation 
finatlly culminating in this killing. support such a conclusion beyond reasonable 
dou:bt..Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence ofthis case also showt~d that it 
was; the consistent pattern to follow. The way in which, and with which Parames.war Das 
has been killed leaves no doubt that the killers enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of 
killiing, The way in which in this case, as in all other cases, under inquiry, the 
invc:stigations were made to fiZZle out and the F.R. (Final Report) was submitted shows 
that the police has been in collaboration with the killers. All these also prove that tihe entire 
scru:me is being remote- orchestrated from the top of the department.. Those in helm ofthe 
Deparments must be held accountable and need be brought to justice. The matter being of 
criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases 
with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanatirug from those 
who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a conse;quence is the 
motive for an action. The member of the UIFA family has been executed brutally, for no fault of 
his, ~md only for his belonging to the ULF A family of Parameswar Das, that was;, for a status 
offence without any sanction of Jaw and in blatant violation of the victim's Legal, Constitutional 
and !Human rights. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. The motive was the 
perpe:tuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by villainy, treachery and monsterous 
cruehty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law the question of motive is not material where 
there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are sufficient to 
disclose the intention of the actor. ln such cases while.motive is immaterial, intentio111 is material.. 
In tht~ Explanation to section 161 IPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a person 
who 1receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, o:r as a reward 
for doing what he has not done. Jn this sense, motive of the killing will mean that ffor which the 
killer has committed the killing, and without which he would not have done it. We have to 
asce~~ain ~om the circumstances, anterior, present and posterior to the incident.of killing, The 
antenor ctrcumstances were that Parameswar Das was earlier in the banned outfit ULFA There.: 
had been constant efforts in Assam to solve the insurgency problem created by ULF A and 
simila~r out~ts in the regi_on. Admitted!~ after leaving that organisation was living ~peaceful life 
devotmg hll11self to agnculture. But tt seems police administration treated him more like an 
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ULFA than as a peaceful agriculturist. There was no evidence of any trouble or dennand from the 
side 4Jf ULF A> In the prevailing set up of contemporary atmodphere, Ulfocide sec~med to hav~ 
been related to prospects in service and promotion. Therefore what is evident was that Shra 
PIU'8J1neswar was treated and troubled as an ULF A, and the effert to obtain the ciopy of the 
agreement had its impact on his assessment as ULF A, This aspect probabilised the e:merging of a 
police-Sulfa nexus constituting an extra-Constitutional authority and Ulfocide, as i1n majority of 
the c:ases under inquiry. This also leads to there having been conspiracy in the kiilling of Shri 
Parameswar Das. with a view to make Assam Ulfilless.This reminds one of tbtc concept of 
"Kshatriyaka katila Parasu karc dhari, nikshatriya karila samaste basundhari" (Y o\11 have cut the 

Kshaitriyas holding the parasu axe and made the land Kshatriyaless. " 
(D) Piapoiatiag respoasibllity oa penoas iavolved directly or iadin~dy ia 

comllnissioo ofkilliag Sbri Parameswar Das .. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effecti,,.e direct 
evidence. we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That. of course, is 
forth<~oming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons 
invoi'Ved. 

F·ortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in commission 
of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence nuiJer thsn on isoJattcd ones. 
We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusior11 beyond 
reaso1nable doubt. for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are found in relevant pieces of 
evide:nce, the common characteristics found in each individual case also throw some 
light.We have,of course, to follow the general principles of evidence enunciated by the 
authorities on evidence,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this 
case. 

11he best evidence rule ."Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51 under caption : .. 1rbe Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proor• Says: "The maxim that "the best evidence must be ;given of 
which the nature of the case pcnnits." has often been regarded as expressing t'he great 
fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although. however, it 
played a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject. the maxim at the pre:sent day 
afforols but little practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the 
subje<:t to be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emphasis has sc•mewhat 
changed. (P. 53) According to Phipson .... ln the ,present day. then. it is not true that the best 
evidence must. or even may, always be given. though its non-production may be matter for 
comment or affect the weight of that which is produccd.AII admissible evidence is int general 
equally receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct. ailld even 
in critminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either species, or, 
indeed, by lhe defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

ll1e Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; nnd that 
circun11stantial evidence is genendly available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admis!lible, 

. Be~ on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (91h ed} in its Introduction (pp.4-S) 
sa1d: 

6. "With regard to intensity of pcrsuation, the faculties of the human m1ind are 
~omprehended in the ge~ knowledge and judgment. J. By "knowledge'' strictly SJ:aicing. 
as mea111t an actual ~on of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas; ,111d it is 
only t1o such a pen::eptaon that the term .. certainty'' is properly applicable. Knowlledge is 
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inttuitive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
thte ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it: ~s deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and unmutable 
connection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths ofwhich the mind has taken in 
thte proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
th•: existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to overlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say tbatt such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are certaint or morally 
certain, ofthe existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2. "Judgment", "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect 
of intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, 
and, as connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by 
which our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false, by 
tht: aid ofintervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant andl immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that 
agreement or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
conformity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is 
ofl:en based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is clearly a 
bnmch of the former, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the a':curacy and 
ve1racity of the narrators.' ' 

The observation, accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, 
important. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. 
De:ka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to 
be cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

Tbe following common characteristics of tbe first group of seven cases alfe found ih 
this case while answering its tenns of reference. so as to justify a finding of a g:eneral plan 
of"Uifocide"i.e.,deliberate killing of ULF As and their families and relatives, on their basis. 
nalnely : 

1. That this killing involved a treated as anULFA family, being that of the Shri 
Parameswar Das who was earlier in ULF A. but left the organisation with pemtission and 
liviing a peaceful life .. This was clear when Shri Ajmal Aki allegedly told Smti Malati Das 
that Parameeswar had enough money with which she would be able to live happily.Of course, 
Ajmal Ali denied having said so,. and investigation of the case is kept pending, but no clue .. . 

2. As in other cases, this killing, of Shri Parameswar Das was committed in 'the dead of 
night, and it was raining heavily at the time of kidnapping, as if to allow the assailants to 
escape under darkness. 

3 .. The assailants tied their foreheads with red ribons to avoid being identified. 
4. The weapon used in killing was a sword, dao or any sharp cutting instrument. 
5. The sharp cutting weapns were not recovered, so there was no forensic eJIUU'Ilination 

the1reof was made ... 
6. The vehicle used was never seized or taken into custody .. 

7. There was no mention of police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to or 
during the killing. ' 

. 8 . ~h~ the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus 
m the klllrng, some of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and 
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u1sed as the executioners.the modus operandii being to visit the family, to send :advance tean 
tACI locate and survey the house, then to send armed and _masked persons_ to shoot /them 
dlead or take them away and kill them secretly by shooting and/or cutting a.Jild throw the 
booies somewhere,. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
tl~en Chief Minister .. 

10. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused. 
dlespite clues .. 

11 . The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
p.erpetrated .. 

12. That modem scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints. dog--squads were 
n1ever used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the viictim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 

Assam .in thiscase. 
15 In this case death penalty had been imposed for "status offences," on Parameswar 

Das 
for being a member of ULF A family of the erstwhile ULF A Shri Par&nileswar Das .. . 
15 That in all the cases, including this case of Parameswar Das there was remote 

01rchestrated Ulfocide, death penalty having been imposed on the victims: for "status 
o,ffences," of earlier being members of ULFA .. These common characteristics. along with 
evidence, prove. beyond reasonable doubt, remote orchestration of "Uifocide .. from " Home 
Ministry'' , through Police-SULFA nexus using some Sulfas as the striking anns or 
executioners . .. 

16. From this case " remote orchestration'' and principle of"kill and get killled .. are 
deducible. The remote was supposed to be at Home Minister level. 
This conclusion is based on the similarities of the seven cases in almost all repects, 
which could not be so, unless there was remote orchestration from higher authorities. 
Oa tbe basis or tbe above evidence oa record, it woald be dlfrecult to n»~apoiat tbe 

!'lespoasibility of tbe penoas involved diredly or iadirec:tly oa tbe alleged 1people from 
tl~e Towa, bat it may be reasonable to piapoiat tbe respoasibUity of beill11 iadiredly 
i11volved ia tbe killiag, or of beiag accomplices oa Sbri Ajmal Ali,. tlte11 O.C. Hajo 
f'.S.,aad Sbri Naral Bauala aad tbe otber penoat wbo a!Sisted, collabo,rated, aad 
f2adUtated tile ldiUag or Sltrt Parameswar Das... 

(E) RHDmmeadatioas to preveat recarreaee of sa~b killiags. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such killings, 
the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (I) the: immediate, 
a.r11d (2) the long tenn. 

(II) The immediate measure is, fU'St to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a starute nor a statutory order, but 
01rtly an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
o1peration of the armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt., 
" iin aid of civil power" of the State of Assam. on request/ requisition by the Stalte Govt. The 
S1tructure itself envisages its review after every three months,; and there is no limit to the 
n::view and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle 
it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deployment of 
the armed forces and other forces of the Union in a State has alrudy been disct.tssed in para 
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14 of '•Part I. INTRODUCTORY.' ' of this report and is referred to in this context. The 
deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union.in the State of As~m has b_een 
"in nid ofthe civil power of the State."ln case ofthe civil power of the State betng suffic1ent 
enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of anned ~orces or 
other forces ofthe Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Unton were 
deployed to cope With the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities 
of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under 
the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent been unde:r control. 
The life in the State has become normal. The last Assembly election could be held without 
any disturbance, thanks to the co~peration of the local banned outfits. This may be an 
appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease flre. first for a short 
period, say six months. and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for restoration of 
monltlalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union to the barracks, 
and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an ass1urance of 
peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To 
achi~eve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State Government and the 
Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not succeed. 
Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command 
Stru~cture. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be mainU1ined and 
inswrgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. Ifthe pubJic are :serious in 
this restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation ~;annot be 
brought about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked 
out .in consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political partie1;, student 
organizations. the outfits and the general public. Restoration of nonnalcy will a:lso effect 
econ.omy .. Meanwhile. in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch 
hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the tenninus of internal 
distu1rbances and army deployment in the State . 

. The Army Districts. In para J 5 we discussed the sttucture and functioning of the Unified 
Command Structure. In course of the Commission•s hearing sessions in the Upper Assam 
district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts ofTinsukia, Dibrugarh, Dhemaji, 
No11h Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Army districts and that, as 111 result, Army 
has been operaing in those districts. In so far as the declaration is concerned. lhi~; Commission 
has nothing to do. As the Commission has to enquire into some criminal cases of :some of those 
UpperAssam districts, the Commission has to see whether this declaration had any impact on 
those cases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period fiom 1998 to 200 I 
alset similar declaration could have been there in those districts. and the Unifi,ed Command 
Stn.~eture and the Anned Force!l Special Power;s Act were necessarily in openltion in those 
districts. lfthat was so. what were the functions and powers ofthe Army thereun1der would be 
relevant in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, including 
the leading case, in para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act. 1958 
was amended by the Arnaed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Ametndment) Act, 
1972; and it is now The Armed Forces in the State of Assam, Manipur,. Meghalaya. 
Na@:aland,.Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is extended to 
all tthese North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, sec.tion 3 of the 
principal Act stands substituted. namely. 

"3. If in relatioa to any State o~ ~nion Territory to which this Act ~=xtends, ~~~ 
Go~·emment of that State or the Admm1strator of thai Union Territory or the Central 
Go'f•emrnent, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
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nmitory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the use of 
armed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of that State or the 
Administrator ofthat Union Territory or the Centnll Government, as the case m21y be, , may, .by 
notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or Umon 
T•erritory to be a. disturbed area." 

The Armed Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Armed forces to supplant 
or act as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under sectiion 3 of the 
Act. The power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised only 
where any person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in 
the disturbed area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the 1canying of 
weapons or of things capable of being used as weapons or fireanns; ammunitions or 
e),pfosive substances. rn other words, the said power is conditional upon the exiistence of a 
prohibitory order issued under a Jaw, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such 
prohibitory orders can be issued only by the civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of 
stJ1ch a prohibitory order, the power conferred under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be 
e)tercised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the Act, there is a requirement that any person 
who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of the power conferred by the clause (c) of 
se:ction 4 ofthe Act shall be made over to the Officer-in-charge of the nearest police station 
with the least possible delay, together with a report of the circumstances occasioning the 
arrest. 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seizure and 
arrests followed by registration of reports of offences (F,l,R,s), investigation, p•rosecution. 
trial. and in the event of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred under the 
A•ct only provide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of 
ar:ms dumps and shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for anned 
gangs. The other functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachi:nary. Thus, 
th1e functions in aid of civil power have been ruled by law and not by disc1retion. The 
dc:ployment of the Armed forces of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the 
people of the disturbed area of the State of their fundamental rights to life and Jiiberty. Any 
violation of such rights under such provisions would not countenance violation of 
Constitutional and human rights of tbe people by the Forces deployed in aid of c:ivil power, 
no1r would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a crime from being a crime, 
pu.nishable under the law. 

Throughout eidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in se!lf defence. 
Tite idea varies, and some seem to be of tbe view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake 
encounters are often reported in news papers. Almost always some: obsolate 
wc:apons/arnmunitins and/or some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. 
obviously for post mortem justification of the killings This will not stand on the way of the 
sp<ade being called a spade ... 

28. Right ofPrivate Defence and Encounter .. The English law excuses a person who has 
bee111 

(2) The long tenn measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the Constitution 
and the laws in canying out each and every function of the government. All the dc:partme.nts 
of tl~e Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory pretvisions of 
the Consti~tion of In~ia. In other ~ords, the lo~g term measure! may include, in the long 
run, the fatthful obed1ence to, and unplementatton of, the Constitution and the lnws of the 
cow:ttry, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the mandlates of the 
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Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarlcaria Commission's report will be helpful in this 
regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII, 351 . "By killing an assassin the slayer incurs no guilt, 
(whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon fury.,. 386.''lbat 
king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty of violence and no 
committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndra)";420. ''A king who thw; brings to a 
conclusion alf the legal business enumerated above, and removes aU sin, reaches the 
highest state (of bliss)" Sukraclaarya's Dlltulaniti is based oo dando, meaning, punishment. 
Ancient sages said that without dando matsyanyaya will prevail and the strong will devour 
the week, even the sacred prcuado of the yajno will be swooped at by crows. Dando keeps 
awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodness in them, but s;ome do not. 
ln the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the society. The: nonns and 
laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to denial of all the 
constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed. and violation of all these rights by the 
killer. If killing is by public authorities, it aiSiO means trampling over the oaths talken by them 
on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the people with such 
d2mgerous propensities. lt is trite learning that every action has a reaction. fury ge:nerates fury 
8l11d that brutaJities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of the evert keel of the 
society and some excesses cornmited by some elements had to be checked by e.~ually harsh 
measures, but that would not justify the lawfully established Government in abdicating its 
powers.. duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional organs zeopardizing the legal. 
fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign, socialist and democl"8!tic Republic 
of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern them, ought to be well versed 
wiith the provisions of the Constitution of India and the relevant laws. rules. and 
adlministrative instructions, and onlers framed thereunder. They should be a,ware of the 
co'nstitutionallimitations as alw the rights of the citizens of the State against thei'r State itself. 
Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life. liberty, freedoms, non-di!;crimination 
et~: . must not be violated. They must never have propensity to kill the citizens they govern, 
secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or dislike on numerical, 
relligious, communal. racial. ethnic, social, historical. or of any SiOrt whatever. At the 
miinimum they sbould be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from corruption in any 
fonn and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, considering tl~eir exalted 
position and prestige, periodical periodical seminars and discussions at government levels 
may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their life,libeny. 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. The~ is no doubt that our Pollice force is 
one of the best in the cmmtry.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed. 
s011ne officers. by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cybc:r and other 
pn::sent day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that bec:ausc of the 
po!sirion in which the SULF As found themselves. between the devil and the dcc:p sea.. .t.heir 
erstwhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they descrvc::d adequate 
peotection. but using their services as "guides. "spotters". U'Ouble-shOOlers and ccllaborators 
in rpolice functions could never be viewed as proper treabnent meted out to the s ULF As. far 
le$S their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
ber-eft of the hallowed positions. and give them fair field and no favour, at least fo,IJowing the 
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intsolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the 
erstwhile affected pe{)ple will adore or avoid them will be a diffe1rent matter 
altogether.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both officiaJ and political, the 
pdnciple of "respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at 
thie lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjectc;:d to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned. the: principle of 
collective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were fonning Govtmrnent in the State at 
thte relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever 
they happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional, legal and human 
ri,ghts of the citizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and oth.er legal and 
human rights were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the criminal 
cases, the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fair 
fi1eld and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting 
o1f any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, be an 
entirely different matter. 

Tbis ase deserves to be revived and re-investigated. 

(F)Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compe:nsation , ex 

gracia, or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare 
State. ln case of any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families. 
the welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and 
families. as the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel tlllat the State 
itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of r•escue, relief 
ar1d recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part ofthe State:. lt is really 
praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced such reliefs 
and rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving 
eligible members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is 
lost to the family. Even the Legislature has now provided for payment of suitable "no-fault 
liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread earning 
pattriarch of the fami91y has been shot dead under the circumstances discussed in the case. 
TI1e public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no 
financial and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, i.rltcluding the 
monor children of the bereagved family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned 
senior counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate,, and for the 
ends of distributive justice, doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to the 
wiidow of the victim. Smti Malati Das, for the benefit of the family, a sum of Rs 5,00,000/
(Rupees Five lakhs) only forthwith. More than six years have already elapsed, a1nd it brooks 
no1 farther delay. 
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(20) 

SHRIIIIRAN DEKA KIDNAPPING AND DISAPPEARANCE CASE 
Sarupatbar P.S. Cue No.l301'99 

Date of Oc~urrente 18.8.99 

By this Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority 
conferred on it by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33112005/2 dated 
3rd September 2005, in continuation ofthe earlier Notification No. No.PLA 33112005/1 _da~ed 
22.18.2995, after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Corrumss1on 
and: the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up 
this: case for inquiry, with notice to the State Government. By virtue of the aforesaid 
Noltifications the Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the following terms of 
refc:rence, and any other related and relevant matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances , in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity ofthe killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c: ) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and 'the motive 
behind such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indi.rec;tly in the 
commission of such killing(s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Circ:umstaac:es leading to tbe kiltiag of Sbri Hirau .Deka. 
Shri Hiran Deka was kidnapped by four armed miscreants in a black Maruti Fypsy 

on 18.8.99 and since then his whereabouts and condition is not known. He has not 
communicated to any of his relatives till the last date of hearing og this case and thus has 
Hinan Deka was kidnapped by the four anned miscreants in a black Maruti Gypsy not been 
hea1rd of by any of those who would normally have heard of him. However, none has 
infc•nned that he is no more. Therwe has been no evidence that he has been killed or that he 
is d'ead. 

lbis Commission has been appointed to enquire into killing cases during the: period of 
1998 to 2001. Many of the secret killing cases start as kidnapping and later as killing case 
whcm killing of thre hidnapped person is known to be killed. Sometimes in a killi1ng case the 
dead body is the corpus delicti and is found or proved. In this case the corpus delicti has not 
bee1rt found. Howevcer, this case in many respects is akin to the secret killing cases of the 
period under enquiry. More than 7 years have elapsed and yet no trace of the then only 16 
yea1rs trying to contribute his mite to the family by running a small gtocery shop. The 
miSicreants first enquired of his elder brother Shri Mukut Deka who was a known Ulfa. and 
not finding him imposed status penalty on him for having been related to his Ulfa elder 
brother. Police witnesses pleaded ignorance, and hence could not be asked whether the boy is 
still alive . .It has been taken up by the Commission as of the nature of a killing case. 

somehow later it came to be considered as one of killing and thus included in the list of case~ 
rcfe:rred to this Commission, At the outset it is made clear that this Commission is only a fact 
finding body and not a civil Court. Therefore, it cannot give any declaration of de1sth. Such 8 

declaration will involve questions of succession and inheritance of their estates. Accordingly 
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civil Court is the proper forum for that purpose. However. the Commission can, on the basis 
of c:vidence arrive at a finding on the deaths as facts. But the Commission may n?t. be 
justified in arrivng at such a finding. without proof of the corpus delicti, i.e., that the killmg 
has been done by someone. Such a finding may be justified if the body of the person alleged 
to have been killed is found, or there is evidence either direct or circumstantial, of the death 
of the person alleged to have been killed. If the evidence is circwnstantial, it rnust be so 
cog•ent and compelling as to convince that upon no other rational hypothesis than being kil!ed 
the facts be accounted for. In tbe absence thereof, the question will be whether a presumpt1on 
of fltct of death could be drawn. Passage of time from his last being seen is oli1e of such 
circumstances. The time varies from country to country. Since death involves GIUestion of 
righ.ts the period should be safely decided .. To take guidance from English law, W .. M.Best on 
"The Principles ofthe Law Of Evidence", 91t1 ed, p.344. S.409 writes: 

''The fact of death may, however, be proved by presumptive as well as by direc1r evidence. 
When a person goes abroad, and has not been heard for a long time , the preswnp,tion of the 
con·tinuation of life ceases at the end of seven years from the period when he was, last heard 
of. And the same rule holds generally in respect to persons who are absent from their usual 
pla<::es of resort, and of whom no account and for whom no account can be given. But there 
is n1o fixed limit of seven years." This period of seven years is based on English sta1tute.Wbere 
question of property rights are involved. it is reasonable to wait for a period applicable 
thereto. For example, The Presumption of Life (Scotland) Act, provides for the: period of 
thin~een years. Phipson on Evidence (9m ed. P. 70 I) writes that "in one case the Court refused 
to presume death from unexplained absence under suspicious circumstances after twenty 
years." (Re. Lidderdale, 57 S.J. 3) Accordingly, we may wait for twelve years or so.unless 
othf:rwise proved earlier.ln the instant case. the two youths were last seen at the Madhav 
DhMl at about 11.45 P.M. on 28.9.1999, being dragged forcibly into one of the two white 
MaJ'Uti zypsies, and no more thereafter. The abductors were evidently believed to have been 
prowling secret k.iiJers, who could, therefore, be taken to have caused their disapJpearance .. 
From 18.8.1999 till date, nearly seven years have elapsed. Considering all the above 
circiUmstances, a presuimption of the facts of deaths of the youth, namely, Hiran Deka may 
not 1now be reasonably drawn; and so it is found as a fact. 

(B) The identity or tbe kidnappers aod their accomplices, if aoy 
The kiddnapping ofShri Hiran Dek.a was secret not as to time of kidnapping, but aLS to the 
iden.tity of the kidnappers and their accomplices. It is a developed principle oflaw that 
accomplishes are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to tlhe crime, 
accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites 
or htelps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the: person 
who in law perfonns the crime. More precisely, the perpetrator is the person who. being 
directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the necessary ,.,ens rea 
or negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while accessories exclude the perpetrator of the 
crime The identity of the kidnappers and their accomplices have to be detennined on basis of 
the f~vidence on record. It is a developed principle of law that accomplices are the p.arties to 
the c:rime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime. accomplices are divided into 
perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commission of a 
crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law perfonns the crime. 
Mor1e precisely. the perpetrator is the person who.being directly struck at by the criminal 
prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, 
accomplishes include, while accessories exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, 
oftern they are used as synonymous .. We discussed the meaning ot .. secret" .In para jr of the 
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Introductory Pan I. Identification of the kidnappers has to proceed on the basis of 
in\lestigation and evidence.wherefrom, as submitted by Dr. Y.K.Phukan ~d.Mr. ~~.K .. 
Musabari, two shortcomings appear from records, namely, that only routtne mv~st1gatton 
proceeded; modem methods were not used; police dogs were not engaged. to smff out the 
cullprits; foot or finger prints were not taken. Investigation was perfunctory, as imptortant 
eviidence were not taken promptly or not at all. . . 

P.W. 1 Shri Mukut Deka, elder brothr of Hiran Deka, who was an ULFA Pubhc1ty 
oft1cer, but has since surrendered. after the incident said that his yuybger brother Hiran Deka 
qas running a small shop at Sarupathar Block Tinali. On 21.8.99 he (the witnc~s) was in 
ULF A shut within the Golaghat district towards Jurhat side, till he surrendered oru 26.1.200 L 
before the then Governor Lt. General S.K. Sinha and the then Chief Mi1nister Sbri 
P.K.Mahanta. On 21.8.99 his younger sister Smti Deepali Deka lodged an FIR .. She is now 
matrried and his parents are oldd and infirm enough to participate in the inquiry. Whule in 
ULFA he was the publicity secretary of its Dayanf Anchalik unit unit. He said that he 
hiJl[)self was not pressurised by army or police, the members were pressurised in different 
ways. Army and police used to frequent their house and used to ask his whereabouts, and the 
members were brought to the police station and held in custody for days at a timpressurising 
the:m to make me surrender but they had no contact with me. There were about 24/25 Ulfas 
in :Sarupathar area at the time of his jis sirrender and about 10/12 Sulfas including 1, Shri 
Lila Saikia of Sarupathar Sewaguri village,2. Shri Bangsi Mahanta of same villag:e,J, Pradip 
Chutia of same village.4.Shri Naba Bara of of Sarupathar Betonigaon. 5 Shri Guti Gogoik 
and Biku Barua ofthe same village. 

N.W. 5 Shri Brajenjit Singha was the Add.J S.P.{HQ) Go;agjat district, but be was on 
leave w.e.f. 19.8.99 and was in Guwahati and returned on 24.8;99 and from 25.8.99 he was 
wilh the Hon'ble Chief Minister' s programme at Bokakhat and from next day he was 
supervising another serious case of murder of a coJJege student. Mr. Singham of course. 
adrnitted that thereby his duty to supervise this case did not end. He explained th;at this case 
wa:s supervised by the S.D.P.O, Sarupathar Subdivision who was a senior office1r. Even so, 
he having been the Crime officer of the district, could not disown his responsibility in this 
case. He did not go to Hiran Dek:a' s house, but suprvised uierations undertaken bly S,D,P,O, 
Sarupathar, who was his batch-mate.Asked why no high officer ever supervise the 
investigation of the case, witness replied that it could no I be said tha1 inasmuch as all serious 
cases are discussed in the quarterly crime review meetings, and this case also must have been 
diS~;ussed. but he could not show whether the crime review minutes are to be in 1the records 
of 'the cases or that crime review proceedings amounted to giving supervisory notes. He 
admitted that it was the rule that all itnvestigalion steps are to be recorded in the case diary. 
but said that verbal instructions are often not recorded in Case .Diary .. 

To a question whether seeing that the investigation o the case was not proceeding iin the right 
din:ction it was his duty to issue proper instructions, he admitted that .it was his dutty but also 
said thet the crime review proceedings are supplied to the O.C. also and should hatve gone to 
the 1.0 for record.The suggestion given waz that the witness knew that the vehic:le used by 
the assailants was a black Maruti Gypsy and the four persons who came were also from the 
and knowing this the investigation was to hush up up the truth and therefore nc:>thing was 
donte by way of investigation and nothing important was recorded in the case diary, the 
answer was "I do not agree because no one will like to do that type of deliberate ~mistake as 
it would be like digging his own grave." 

N. W 3 Shri Jogcndra Nath Deka was an Attached Officer in SarupathJar P.S. on 
J 8.11.99 and was entrusted with the investigation of the case with his staff and the C.l he 
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pfoc:eeded to the place of kidnapping, the shop being about 2 k.m from the. P .S. and 
intetrrogatd some neighbouring shop owners who told that four miscreants came m a black 
colo•ured ManJti Gypsy vehicle from the eastern side and asked some of the shop owners 
whi•ch was the shopof Shri Mukut Deka who was an Ulfa and was told by the shop owners 
that Mukut Deka had no shop there, but his brother had one and pointed it out. That sho_P 
beintg closed,; and Hiran being not present, he was called in by the neighbours and on ~ts 
arrival, he was called to the black Maruti Gypsy, and two miscreants got down, eac:h holdtng 
tireurm of 2 ' long, asked Hiran Deka to get in and Hiran Deka did so without speaking 
anything,. and shutting the door it drove away towards Barpathae The 1.0. prepared a sketch 
of the P.O and proceeded to Barpathar P.S. and aasked them whether they saw the vehicle 
and requested them to inform if they came accross the vehicle of the miscreants.Retuming 
thel'lefrom, 110. went to the house of Hiron Deka at interior Padurnani but nobody was there. 
Thereafter comig back he circulated the information to all Police Stations alerting rhem of 
the incident. He was at Sarupathar P.S. about a year thereafter he was transferred out of 
San1pathar.interrogated some persons under s. l61 Cr.P.C. but no clue was found .. The C.l . 
gavt: him verbal instructions on investigation. 

In cross the 1.0. stated that he examined some ofthe eye witnesses including the person 
who called in Hiran Deka to his shop, and admitted that in the statement he recorded under 
S. l Ei 1 Cr.P.C. Shri Babul Deka, Shri Sanjib Saikia and Shri Benuchand who were eye 
witntesses stated that the assailants spole in Hindi and that the vhicle used by the miscreants 
was a black coloured Maruti Gypsy. Asked how was it that in the message circulate:d by him, 
the vehicle used by the miscreants was described as a Maruti van, he replied 4

' I have no 
explanation to this." He said that two of the three eye witnesses said that they did not see 
the !registration number of the vehicle and that he did not ask them if they would lbe able to 
recognise the miscreants and the vehicle if produced before them. Asked why did they 
frequently raided houses of ULF As knowing fully well that ULF As do not remailn in their 
hoU!Ies, the 1.0 replied:"Sometimes ULFA may have come and moreover front our our 
higher authority they always enquire ass to whether we have been raiding ULfa's house or 
not and we have to show that we have raided." Explaining why after the entry dated 28.8.99, 
then ext entry was dated 17.3.200 J, the 1.0. said as nothing impofrtant was found, so no 
entry was made, though investigation was there, He did not remember whether the 
D.S.P.(HQ) Golaghat district was allotted a black Maruti Gypsy, and he did not cmquire at 
D.T .. O. 's office as to who owned black Maruti Gypsys in Golaghat. He denied the suggestion 
that he knew that police and some Sulfas came in the police black Maruti Gypsy and 
there~ fore he made an eye was of the investigation, put it in a wrong track calling it a ManJti 
van without mentionipg the colour,and allowed it to fizzle out . He also d1enied the 
sug@:estion that the higher authorities directed him not to proc:eed seriously as the brother of 
an ULFA was the victim and accordingly he slackened it. 

Shri Pabin Chandra Tamuly was the 1/C of Sarupathar P.S. and received the <:ase diary 
from 1.0 Shri Jogendra Nath Deka, 1.0, on his transfer. and reendorsed it for inv1estigation 
to SlL Shri Premananda Bora , thereafter Shri Tamuly rekained O.C. of the P .S. up to up to 
Maf'1vh 2003. He did not know much about the case, the investigation having been guidd by 
the C.l. The final Report in the case was submitted on 16.5.2003 and was ae<~pted by 
S.D . .J.M. Sarupathae on 6.11.2003 .. The 1.0. did not discuss anything on the case with him 
and lhe did not issue any instructions. The 1.0. told him that there waas no clue. He did not 
go through the case diary as only in serious cases diafies are gone through bu\y the~ O.C. As 
the I .0. told him there was no clue, he took it and also found no clue in the stateme1:tt of Smti 
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Deepali Deka. There was no entry in this case diary during his tenure as O.C. He appeared to 
have played safe of this case. 

N.W. 2 Shri monmohan Deka Joined Sarupatbar P.S. on 1.3.2003 and was entJusted 
with investigation of the case .. On 10.5.2003 he started investigai_on and finding no clue 
submitted the F.R.{Final Report) on 16.5.2003 as no further clue was available.He engaged 
soa.II'Ces who told him that the miscreants tied their faces with black cloth and they came in a 
white MarutiGypsyin civil dress. He felt that it was a although his elder brother was at that 
time in ULF A Sigificantly he said: "J feel some SULFA of that area of Golla~~at district 
are in the case. " Asked who was the 1.0 of the Sarupathar P.S. cse No. 55199 Shri 
Mc•nmohan Deka said:"ln fact Shri Premadhar Bora was the 1.0. of this case Bult as he was 
treated as missing because be did not report to dutynor handed over the C.D. to thte O.C. Shri 
Mtzanur Rahman was appointed the O.C. and he entrusted me the case.. I started 
investigation this case from a copy of CD which was found in the office as the original C.D. 
wa:s not available". He considered what was there was sufficient as the case wa:s already 4 
ye~11rs old. So he agreed to the Progress Report submitted by C.l. Asked whether they 
suspected Mukut Deka to have ben involved in the killing case of a Marwari businessman, 
an~l ambushment of some army persoMel, but there was no sufficient evidence to establish 
those involvements, so those were not pursued. not pursued. Asked why the clue given by 
Babul Dek.a and other eye witnesses was not pursued, Sh.ri Monmohan Deka said that it 
col.!lld also be that Sulfas and police infonners expecting appointments in the department 
joined their hands and tried to have such persons and particularly when they wc~re holding 
amss. the boy could not have either tried to run away or to protest or speak someth.ing before 
them and that is why he voluntarily boarded the vehicle but be had no other way to do. That 
is vvhy he did not think it sufficient to find a clue, over and above what his predec«~ found 
zas clue. It was also quite possible that some of the Sulfas who carne in the vehicle may 
hav•e visited their house and Hiran might have even known them. Asked whether he 
examined some of the Sulfas and some infonners who could have been there to ftind a better 
clu•e, the witness replied Besides, he said, the case was already 4 years old, the oomplainant 
lost: interest in it. "and also those Sulfas and the people who helped them, when asked, 
exp1ressed unwillingness to disclose the real thing .. On the other hand they wanted to say 
thafl it was an act of police only." The witness interrogated some of the Local Sulfas, Shri 
Padlma Lahan, one Shri Konwar of Padwnani and one Shri Atul Gogoi. •'This 1\tul Gogoi 
adntitted thathe, along with some SULF As were involved in this incident and he is now 
beliieved to be at Sonari. 

He did not ask them what they did with Hiran, but said:" I believe that he must have 

been killed and buried somewhere" The following cross examination followed: 

Q. Is it a fact that the ULFAs were doing all these as required of them by police~? 

A. It could be at higher level, that is above the rank of C. I. and up to the highest:• 

Q. fs it a fact that the police administration itself egaged SULFA groups to act in the way 
they wanted ? 

A . Yes. it is known to all. 

Q. As we fmd reports that in all these killings the SULf As used arms. When!from they 
coulld get those anns? 

A. Yes. Unrecorded recovered anns are supplied to the SULFAs" . 
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N.W. 4 Shri AniJ Kr. Saharia was the S; P., Golaghat district from from September 
1996 to to February 2000 On 21.8.99 he received a telephone call from Sarupathar P.S. that 
Shri Hi ran Deka, brother of ULfa Sbri Mukut Deka was kidnapped by some unknown armed 
miscreants and carried through a light vehicle. Before that he was informed by some ~fficer 
oft:hat P.S. that the case was already entrusted to S,l, Shri J.N. Deka, by the O.C. and tt was 
beirng supervised by the C.I.,Sarupathar P.S.Later in the month C,l Sarupathar infiormed that 
no due was found .. The S.P. did not remember what oral instructions were given by him, but 
remembered that no written instructions were given by him He was transfenred out of 
Go:laghat in February 2000. There were four D.S.P.s, one at Sarupathar, one at Bolkakhat and 
two at Golaghat. The S.D.P.O, Sarupathar was Shri Bibekananda Das. Shri Mu,gdha Jyoti 
Mahanta was D.S.P.(HQ), Golaghat. Shri Brajendrajit Singha was the Addl S.P.(HQ), 
Go~laghat districe.Ail Gazetted police officers were provided with Maruti Gypsys, but he did 
not remember whether a black coloured one was provided to Shri MugdhaJyoti: Mahanta. 
According to availability, the O.C.s were also provided Gypsys. There was a 1camp of a 
C.R.P.F. company at Sarupathar, a little away from the Town. Being under the Unified 
Command Structure, they were to work on requisition from Police, but in urgent cases they 
co wid work of their own. S.P. utilised the services of Shri Mugdha Jyoti Mahanta :as a young 
offiicer detailing him for law and order duties in the district. There was one Annty camp at 
Bolcakhat for National Highway and Kaziranga dignitaries duty, but they were n1ot utilised 
for law and order duties. According to the S.P. Sarupathar subdivision having 25i/30 Ulfas, 
wcm ULF A infested one and several anti-insurgency operations had to be undertaken there, 
but none could be apprehended There was perceptible pressure and guidelines from higher 
authorities for apprehending Ulfas, and the operations formed part of the guidelines to 
contain Ulfas in Golaghat district. . 

~· Q. Did consistently with the guideline frQm the aboveexert some sort of influence or 
pre~;sure on the members ofthe ULFA families to try to bring back their family members 
who joined the ULF A back to the main stream and lead normal life giving up viole.nce? 

A. Yes, pursuant to the guidelines from the above we did put pressure on the ULFA 
families members and sometimes we also arrested and brought them for interrogation and 
advice to bring their ULFA members back to the main stream , that type ofpsyc!hologicakJ 
pressure was put upon them." 

llhe S.P. said that despite no surrender took place during h is tenure, but later he learnt 
about some surrenders. He said that in all serious cases Hi ran Deka' s elder brothter Mukjut 
Deka who was the Dayang Anchalik unit publicity Secretary of ULF A was suspected and 
that a little before this incident one business man was killed and ULF A was suspec:ted. Hiran 
Deka's father and sister were earlier brought to the P.S. and interrogated, and survei lance 
ove1r the family was made stricter. All these were indicative of the Police attitude towards 
their family members. Asked how was that in face of the clear and catefgorical statement 
made by the neighbouring shopkeepers, while examined under S, 161 Cr.P.C. saiid that the 
four assailants carne in a black Maruti Gypsy and two of them got down and goir11g near the 
shop asked whether that was Mukut Deka ' s shop, in the police signal cjdculated the 
vehiicle was stated to be a Maruti van and not Maruti Gypsy, S.P. replied that ill might be 
becuuse in the FIR Maruti van was mentioned. On being asked whether any s.ubsequent 
clarification was given, witness said no. Shri Saharia stoutly denied the possibillity of the 
opn:ttion of kidnapping was by the anny or the C.R.P.F. but said, it could have been by some 
person affrieved by Mukut Deka' s actions .. However, the CD did not record anything on 
that hypothesis. It was seen that the S.P also desc-ribed the vehicle as •• tight vehiicle" and 
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did not remeember whether the D.S.P.(HQ) was allotted a black coloured Maruti vehicle. 
Butt the officer hinself said (in another case) that his vehicle was a black Maruti Gypsy. 
Wiitness denied the suggestion that the police itself was involved and that is why none took 
interest in investigation of the case. 

'The S.P. had good opinion about the prominent Sulfas of Sarupalhar area like I . Shri Lila 
Sa;ikia. 2. Shri Gauri Gogoi. 3 . Shri Prodip Chutia 4. Shri Naba Bora and few others., and he 
ne,~er thought of their having anything to so with the incident. He also admitted that he had 
nolt supervised the investigation of the case at all and did not see its case diary nnd nobody 
brought it begore him. 

N.W. 4 Shri Mugdha Jyoti Deb Mahanta, then D.S.P(HQ) Golaghat district, deposed 
thstt he did not play any role in inv~tion of the case; and no investigating officer of the 
case came to him to consult about the investigation fthe case. It was correct that lhe was sent 
by the S.P. for operation in Sarupathar, but not in this case, as there was an c~xperienced 
S.D.P.O . at Sarupathar.Asked about the statement that Hiran Deka walkc:d into the 
kidnappers ' vd\icle almost of his own and without any protest, he said that Santpathar P.S. 
and No. I Padumani Block were very near and, therefore, it was likely that they were 
kn•:>wn to the police personnel and police vehicles. This statement seem to have been based 
on the fact of the kidnapping vehicle and the personnel having been frpm pol,ice station. 
Regarding the kidnapping Shri Mahanta said that on 21.8.99 he was infonned by :someone of 
Hi1ran Deka' s family along with one Mahanta that while he was at Golaghat office 

shri Hiran Deka was kklnapped , and that Hiran almost walked into the kidnapp>ing vehicle 
which sped away towards Barpathar. He did not enquire about the incident as one senior 
S.D.P.O. Shri Bibekananda Das was there at Sarupatbar, This indicated that Sbri Mahanta 
was well acquainted with Hi ran Deka' s family. This was also corroborated by the fact that 
aft•~r Hi ran ' s elder brother Shri Mulcut Deka SUJTCndered in 200 I, he came to Stltri Mahanta 
he told Mahanta that he (Mulrut Deka) had some information that Shri Hiran I>Eka might 
be at Barpeta , and, therefore, he requested Mahanta to give something in writin j~ sothat he 
could go and inquire oabout Hiran Deka there with the help of Barpeta police., but he did not 
say• whether he gave anything in writing. Thereafter, he lost track of the case as he was 
tnu1sferred as Addl S.P.(HQ), Tinsukia. Shri Mahanta said that Shri Mulrut Deka sent him a 
fiUer being inclined to surrender, but was advised to wait, and then he he sunrendered in 
200 J along with 40 others. Before surTender Mukut Deka' s younger siSler' s binhday 
ceflemony was performed and Shri Mahanta, on invitation from Mukut Deka attended the 
crcmony in uniform, but no Sarupathar policeman attended .. Policc had the infofimation that 
Mulkut Deka used to visit his [ riest at Deopani in Karbi Anglong. and that hs 
(Mtukut's)operation area included Golaghat. Karbi Anglong and Jorbat districts 

On the basis of the above evidence, it is considered reasonable to confine the: identity of 
the assailants to Sulfas Shri AtuJ Gogoi and his associates in collaboration with the local 
police personnel and the accomplices to all the police personnel who abetted. helped and 
faciilitated the kidnapping, Shri Mugdha Jyoti Deb Mahanta having said that Mukut Deka 
rect~ived some infonnation about Shri Hiran Deka bei08 alive and staying SOilnewhere in 
BaJpeta. But then nothing has been heard about his rally living there. Shri Mlukut Deka 
him1self did not state anything about it before the Commission. As Shri Morunc:i\an Deka. 
O.C. deposed , if the boy has really been killed and buried somewhere, the S&Jne persons 
inv•otved in kidnapping will also be held responsible for killing Hiran Deka. and the abettors 
and collaborators shall be die accomplices in the killing. 
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On the basis of the above evidence on record. the identity of the killers may 
reasonably confined to the GoJaghat District Police administration and the polic:e protected 
Su.lfas of Gollaghat and Bagarijeng for the reason that the family of Hiran Deka was 
fre~e~uently visited by the Golaghat police and his father and even the younger sister were 
brc)ught to the Dsrupsthsr P.S. for interrogation, and the fact that the Maruti Gypsy used by 
the~ assailants was a black coloured one and Golaghat police admittedly had some such 
Gypsys. 

( C)Wbetber there was any conspiracy in targeting Hirao Deka aod the motive 
behind such killing. 

This tenn is replied in two parts, namely,l .Conspiracy in targeting, and 2. Motive 
behiind killing. 

I .Coospiracy in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instaLnt inquiry, 
will mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A ofJPC as follows.:. 

"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done
( 1) An illegal Act, or 
(2) An act which is not illegal by iJlegal means, such an agreement is dc:signated a 

criminal conspiracy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 

criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or mon~ parties to 
such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agre:ement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 ofthe Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 

Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any com:piracy for 
the doing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that 
conspiracy • and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 

Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Exp.lation -J.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 
matt~rial fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or ~attempts to 
caus;e or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or 
(Illustration omitted) ..... . . 
Expllation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, doe:s anything 
in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the Ctommission 
ther~~f. is said to aid the doing ofthat act". 
The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para I 0 of the In1troductory 
Part l of the First repon and the same js referred to ... The question whether the1re was any 
cons;piracy or not in the kidnapping/killing of Hiran Deka has to be decided on tlbe basis of 
the law, and facts in evidence on record . In case the answer is in the affirmative, dten also the 
ques;tion will be as to who were the conspirators? It is in evidence that the family members of 
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Hiran Deka were requested by various Govt. agencies to persuade their elder brother shri 
Mulkut Deka, who has been an ULF A, and were forewarned by the CRPF and pot lice that if 
Mu!kut Deka could not be persuaded, by them to join the peace talks and bring peace. the 
con.sequences would not be good for the family. The persons who participated in the act of 
actual kidnapping .on the fateful day, must have been the same or their cllgents and 
accQmplices and as such, there could be no other answer than that there WSIS criminal 
con:spiracy in the kidnapping/ kHling.of Hiran Deka .. 

There is evidence to show that some ofthe Sulfas were enjoying protection from the police. 
and also had expectation of future employment in return for their services n:ndered to 
police.O.C. Shri Manoranjan Deka's evidence is indicative of such expectation. ;nnd also of 
police involvement in the incident. This may have disabled the police from taking the right 
action against the SULFAs involved in this case. Similar situation was found in case of 
Nallbari police sheltering SULF As. Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been su1bmitted in 
arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission, the Government, and the purties. This 
mea~s that the involved SULFAs emerged as an extra-<:<>nstitutional authority. In case the 
SU1JFA we.re such a body of persons and were used by police either as an auxiliary. or as the 
striking ann, they would also be part of the conspiracy .. We have already discus·sed that as 
con:;piracies are often hatched in srcrecy, these circumstantial evidence will be relevant and 
admissible. In the kidnappinflkilling of Hiran Deka there were 4 persons in the act of 
kid.nappinging, but there was a course of conduct involving the deciders of the course of 
action culminating in the kidnappingk..illing. Considering the facts of this case in light of 
definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long drawn course: of action 
anlOtunting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and execution of the act of 
kidrnappinglkilling show that there must also have been some authoritative institutional 
assUirance of safety to the kidnappers/killers after the act was completed. Therefore:, it is held 
that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors against the victims 
they were bound to protect.under the law, in this case. 

ll. Motive.behind the k..idnappinglk.illing may be analysed as direct or imm~:diate; and 
the ultimate. Regarding the ultimate motive. there is evidence that there could be no other 
reason for kidnapping/killing of Hiran Deka except for that his elder brother Shri Mukut 
De lea was in the ULF A. This evidence was not challenged in cross~xamination. Therefore, 
there could be no doubt that forwamers having been a part of the conspiracy .The then Chief 
Minister published press appeals to the members of ULFA families to persuade their ULF A 
members to give up path of violence and surrender, the CRPF and the police atccordingly 
advised the family, and also forewarned that consequences of failure to do so would not be 
good for the family and persuaded the members of Hiran Dcka's family in that line . The 
fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas of the 
State to persuade the Ulfas to surrender is knowb to all. A course of conduct by different 
agc:ncies towards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in case of failun~ to effect 
sul11'ender consequences would not be good for the family of Hiran Deka. and thereafter 
fmully culminating in his kidnapping support such a conclusion beyond 1reasonable 
dolllbt..The S.P himself admitted of there having been prdessure for maintainin1g constant 
pressure on the UlFA families.The black Maruti Gypsy was being used by the nl\iscreants. 
Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also showed that it was the 
con1sistent pattern to follow. One may question why. in face of the constitutional and legal 
right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, freedom of association, the relatives 
need be so pressurized to bring their wards back to peace talks. and why relatives who failed 
to do so should be mentally and physically tortured and reign of terfror let loose llld when 
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even then they failed, they should be kidnapped/killed.? The way in which, and w1ith which 
Hinnn Deka has been kidnapped, and perhaps killed, leaves no doubt that _the ~clnapper~s 
enjoyed complete immunity for their acts of kidnapping/killing. The way m whwh m th1s 
case:, as in all other Golaghat cases, the investigations were made to fizzle out, even the 
original case diary l?st for good, and the F.R. (Final Report) was submitted, shows that t.he 
poJi,cc has been in collaboration with the kidnappers. All these also prove that the enttre 
schc~me is being remote- orchestrated from the top of the department. Those in helm of the 
Deparments have to be held responsible and need be brought to justice. The matter being of 
criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The evidence in series of cases 
undc~ inquiry with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond rE:asonable 
doulot. . 

The immediate motive of the kidnappersers could be any reward or satisfac:tion like 
promotion or better posting, emanating from those who harboured the ultimate motive and 
engaged the kidnappers. The desire of a consequence is the motive for an action. The: member 
of th(: UIF A family has been executed brutally, for no fault of his, and only for his belonging 
to th~: ULF A family of Mukut Deka, that was, for a status offence without any sanction of 
law and in blatant violation of the victim's Legal, Constitutional and Human rights. Intention 
and n11otive are often used synonymously. The motive was the perpetuation ofthe AGP rule 
in the: State of Assam by villainy, treachery and monsterous cruelty and dangerous ptropensity. 
In Criminal law the question of motive is not material where there is direct evidence of the 
acts c•f the accused and the acts themselves are sufficient to disclose the intention of1the actor. 
In suc:h cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is material.. Jn the Explanation to section 
16 J fJPC "a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as - a person who receives a gratification 
as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing what be has not 
done. In this sense, motive of the kidnapping will mean that for which the kidnappers have 
committed the crime, and without which he would not have done it. We have to ascertain 
from the circumstances, anterior, present and posterior to the incident.of kidnapp,ing, The 
anterior circumstances were that Shri Mukut Deka was one of the banned outfit ULFA There 
had been constant efforts in Assam to solve the insurgency problem created by UlLF A and 
similar outfits in the region. Use of force attained limited success Some of the e:memists 
have !left the country and have taken shelter in foreign countries. Their whereabouts being not 
k.noW1n to the anti-insurgency authorities. one possible way was to request the membc~rs of the 
foreig;n sheltered leaders of the banned outfits and request them to exercise their relationship 
influence to give up the path of insurgency and come to the normal stream in the country. 
None could find any fault in such efforts. That such a move was there in case of Mullcut Deka 
is evident in this case. However, if undue influence, coercion, or violence is resorted to, that 
may be illegal, punishable and violative of fundamental and human rights. More so when 
kidnaJppings are resorted to as in this case, and the boy is not to be seen any more. 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in tb,e kidnappiag. 
This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of efTectiive direct 

evidc~nce, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of c:ourse, is 
forthcoming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the! persons 
invollved. 

Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in co1rn.mission 
of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rarher thsn on isohitted ones. 
We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusjo:n beyond 
reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility .Besides what are found in relevant pieces of 
evid<:nce, the common characteristics found in each individual case also throw so•me light. 
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Wt: have,of course,to follow the general principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities 
on evidence, in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rule .''Phipson on Evidence,'' 9th ed. P. SJ under caption:·~ Best 
Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that "the best evidence must be gtven of 
which the nature~ of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressin1g the ~ 
fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, at 
platyed a conspicuous pan in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the ~~resent day 
affords but little practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the: nature of 
the: subject to be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emtphasis has 
somewhat changed. {P. 53) According to Phipson,."In the ,present day, then, it is not true 
tha1t the best evidence must, or even may, always be given, though its non-production may be 
mattter for comment or affect the weight of that which is produced.Ail admissible evidence is 
in general equally receivable.Thus. circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct. 
and even in criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by eid~er species, 
or, indeed, by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that 
ci11cwnstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in 
thi:s group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on '"Tbe Principles of The Law of Evidence." (9111 ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said: 

6. ·'With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. 1. By "knowledge" suictly speaking, 
is rneant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our idceLS ; and it is 
onJiy to such a perception that the tenn .. certainty" is properly applicable. Kn:owledge is 
intu1itive when this agn:ement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comtparision of 
the ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediatety, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
connection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind iuLS taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a per:ception olf the senses 
the existence of external objects. our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knmNiedge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense. which it is important not to ov1erlook: viz. 
as !~ynonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or thar we are cenain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7. 2 ... Judgment", "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledgte in respect 
of iintensity of persuation, plays quite as important a pert in human speculation and action. 
and~ as connected with jurisprudence, demands our anention even more. It is the faculty by 
wh1ich our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false. by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable 
or iis not perceived to be so .. The foundarioo of this is the probability or likelif)ood of ttw' 
&gr~ecment or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or prcsumotl ftom its 
conformity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation. and experience. Ju.tlgement is 
oftl::n based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this iis clearly a 
braJnch of the former. as our belief in such ca.!CS rests on a presumption of the accui"'ICy and 
ver~acity of the 1'l81T81ors. ~ 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses are, therefore, 
im~K>nant. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Poli~: Shri K.C. 
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Oc;:ka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to 
be cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

Tbe following common characteristics of tbe first group of seven caS~es aod the 
so~oad groap of eight cases are found ih this case while answering its tenns offleference so 
as to justifY a finding of a general plan of"Ulfocide"i.e.,deliberate killing of ULFAs and 
thc~ir families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

1. That this kidnappinglkiJling involved an ULF A family, being that of the ULF A Shri 
Mtukut Deka and its investigation fizzling out, no clue, and case returned in F.R.(Fimal 
Rc:port.) ... 

2. Unlike in other cases, this kidnapping, of Heran Deka , were committed illl the broad 
day light, without caring for the pol ice and law and order machinary. 

3 .. The assailants spoke in Hindi to avoid being identified. 
4. The weapons carried by the assailants, 2feet long, may be A.K. 47 t\rifles or Carbines 

of prohibited bores generally found in police-military situations 
5. The firearms being of prohibited bores, were not seized and their forensic 

examination was avoided ... 
6. The vehicle used was reportedly a black coloured Maruti Gypsy was not locate or 

seized. In all probability was a police vhicle, as the D.S.P.(HQ), Golaghat d istrict had such a 
vel~icle. Howeverthere was no evidence that it was the same vehicle. 

7. There were no evidence of police patrolling in the crime areas prior, posterior to, or 
du1ring the kidnapping .. 

8. That the anny was not camping in the area. There was lurking evidence· of Police
SULFA nexus in the kidnapping, some of the latter being constituted into an extra
constitutional authority and used as the executioners.the modus operandii being, similar to 
other ULFA killing cases .. rn this case kidnapping was before noon in broad day Jight .. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Commandl Structure/ 
the:n Chief Minister .. 

10. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA :an accused 
despite clues pointing fingers towards some of them .. 

11 . The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
perpetrated .. 

12. That modem scientific methods of investigation~ finger/foot prints, dog-squads were 
never used. 

13. No con solation message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the victim 
family .. 

J 4. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the Govt. of Assam .in 
this 

case. 
J 5 In this case penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on Hiran Dekn 
for being a member of ULF A family of the ULF A Shri Mukut Deka ... 
16 That in all the cases. including this case ofHiran Deka there is remote orch(~strated 

kidnapping/Uif<Xide, and if the boy has been killed, death penalty ha1ving been 
imposed on the victim for "status offences," of being member of ULF A fam iily, that of 
Mukut Deka .. 

16. That from evidence of this case, as in all other cases, "remote orches1tration" of 
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"Uifocide", if the boy has been killed as said in evidence. is deducible Thes:e co~mon 
chaJL1'8Cteristics, along with evidence, prove, beyond reasonable doubt, remote orchcmratton of 
"U:Ifocide"from "Home Ministryn , through Police-SULFA nexus using some S:ULFAs as 
the striking arms or executioners. The authority has to be held liable and be dealt with 
according to law.This case deserves re-investigation on revivai..This conclusion is based on 
the similarities of all the cases in almost all repects, which could not be so, unless there was 
rentote orchestration from the highest authority .. The remote was supposed to haLve been at 
the Home Ministry .. 

Questioned on the two cases, namely, that of killing of Dimba Rajkonwar 1md that of 
Dr.Dharanidhar Das and family, Shri G.M. Srovastava said (A, 88) Nonnally police 
co1111pares 

the cases on the basis of modus operandii and circumstances. In this series of cases under 
inquiry. all the cases have the same characteristics. 

On the basis of the above evidence on record. the pinpointing of responsibility 
on persons directlyor indirectly involved msy reasonably be confined to the then Golaghat 
police protected Sulfas of Gollaghat and Bagarijeng.as directly involved, and on the then 
Gollaghat District Police administration as indirectly involved, partly for the reuon that the 
family of Hiran Deka was frequently visited by the Sarupathar police and his father and 
even the younger sister were brought to the Ssrupsthsr P .S. for interrogation, and tltte fact that 
the Maruti Gypsy used by the assailants was a black coloured one and Golaghat police 
adnnittedly had some such Gypsys, but described the vehicle as Mariti Van. in tllte message 
circ:ulated to police Stations throughout the State. It was also in evidence tlutt the then 
D.S:.P.(HQ) of Golaghat district was utilised by the then S .P.,Golaghat district for anti-ULF A 
ope:rations including Sarupathar area which gave a sense of urgency throughout the district. 
The: Commission believed the officer when he said that he was not there in this operation, 
but the the sense of urgency penneated throughout the district, and as a result i1n both the 
caS4:s of the district the brethren of ULF A members were filtally involved., though the officer 
seemed to have maintained good relation with the two families. 

(E) Recommeodatioas to preveat recurrence of such kiUiags. 
With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrem:e of such 

kidnappingslkillings .the Commission would like to make twofold recommendatio1ns, namely, 
( 1) the immediate, and (2) the long term. 

( J) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but 
onl)f an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
ope1ration of the armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, 
"in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The 
StnJ1cture itself envisages its review after every three months.; and there is no bmit to the 
review and may even envisage its dismantling. The patties concerned may agree to, dismantle 
it in1 the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deploymc:,l).t of 
the ;armed forces and other forces of the Union in a State has already been discu~ied in f*'8 
14 of "Pan 1. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this context. The 
deplloyment of the armed forces and other forces ofthe Union.in the State of AsS811n has been 
"in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the State beins: sufficient 
enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of armed! forces or 
othe:r forces of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Ulnion were 
deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the: activities 
of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed 11rea under 
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the Olisturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent been under control. 
The life in the State has become normal. The last Assembly election could be held without 
any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This maty be an 
appwpriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease ftre. first fo,r a short 
period, say six mottths, and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for resto1ration of 
momtalcy and confinement of the anned forces and other forces ofthe Union to the barracks, 
and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of 
peace: on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To 
achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State Government: and the 
Centl'af Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not 
succe:ed.Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified 
Command Structure. Jt is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be matintained 
and insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. [fthe public ar1~ serious 
in this restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation c:annot be 
broue:ht about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be: worked 
out in consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parties, student 
orga01izations, the outfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect 
economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be mo witch 
hunti1ng. Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal 
disturbances and army deployment in the State . 

. l !he Army Districts. In para 15 of Part I we discussed the structure and functi[oning of the 
Unifi,ed Command Structure. In course of the Commission's hearing sessions iin the Upper 
Assam district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts of Tinsuki~L, Dibrugarh, 
Dhernaji, North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Anny districts wrtd that, as a 
result, Anny has been operaing in those districts. In so far as tbe declaration is concerned, this 
Commission has nothing to do. As the Commission has to enquire into some criminal cases of 
some of those Upper Assam districts, the Commission has to see whether this declanntion had any 
impa(:t on those cases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period from 1998 
to 20101 also similar declaration could have been there in those districts, and the Unified 
Comrnand Structure and the Anned Forces Special Power;s Act were necessarily in operation in 
those districts. If that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Anny thereunder would 
be relevant in the context of prevention of such k.iJJings. We have already discussed this, 
including the leading case, in para 15. The Anned Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers 
Act, 1958 was amended by the Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers 
(Amendment) Act, 1972; and it is now The Anned Forces in the State of Assalm, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Nagaland,.Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is 
extended to all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1 9'72, section 3 
of the principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

''3. Jf in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act ex1ends, the 
Gov1:mment of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Centtal 
Gov1:mment, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or 
Union Territory. as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous conditiion that 
the u1se of armed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of th1at State 
or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the caiSe may 
be, , may, by notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part ·of such 
State or Union Territory to be a disturbed area.'' 

The Anned Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to sujpplant or act 
as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of 1the Act. The 
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power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised onl)' where any 
person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in the distu~bed 
area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapons. or of thmgs 
capnble of being used as weapons or fireanns; ammunitions or explosive substances. In other 
words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order is:sued under a 
law,. e.g. under the 'cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory orders can ~: issued only 
by the civil authorities of the State.Jn the absence of such a prohibitory orde:r, the power 
conferred under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly, under sec:tion 5 of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of 
the 1power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in-clharge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay, together with a report of 
the c::ircumstances occasioning the arrest . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seizure and arrests 
followed by registration of reports of offences (F.I.R.s), investigation, prosecution. trial, and in 
the event of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred under 1the Act only 
provide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of arms dumps and 
shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-()uts for armed gangs. The other 
func:tions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thus, the functions in aid of 
civil! power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of the Armed forces 
ofthe Union in a State does not in any way deprive the people ofthe disturbed are:a of the State 
of their fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any violation of such rights under su•ch provisions 
would amount to violation of Constitutional and human rights of the people by the Forces 
deployed in aid of civil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a 
crime from being a crime, punishable under the law. 

Throughout eidencc the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in self defence. The 
idea varies, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake encounters 
are ,often reported in news papers. Almost always some obsolete weapons/arnmUinitins and/or 
some Ulfa related papers are posthumously put near the dead bodies,.obviously for post mortem 
justification ofthe killings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the 
Consjtitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the govemmen't. All the 
departments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory 
provi:sions of the Constitution of India. In other words, the loog term measures may include, 
in the:: long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution! and the 
laws of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance with the 
mandates of the Constitution. Guidance ofthe famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be 
helpfiJI in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIJI, 351. "By killing an assassin tlhe slayer 
incur.; no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recc•ils upon 
fury.' '' 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no m;an guilty 
of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakta (lndra)";420. "A king 
who t:hus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and rennoves all 
sin, t'1eaches the highest state (of bliss)" Sukracbarya'5 Dandanlli is based oo dondo , 
meaniing, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda f7Ultsyanyaya will pn.~il 07Jd 
the stlrong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows;. Danda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate goodnc:as in 
them, but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the 
society. The norms and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to 
denia!l of all the constitutional, legal and human rights to the ki lied, and violation of all these( 
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rigl~ts by the killer. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling ove.r the oaths 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be ~rotected from .the 
people with such dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a react1on, 
fur;y generates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of 
the even keel of the society and some excesses commited by some elements had ~o be 
chc::cked by equany harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully establ~shed 
Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional 
org;ans zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens oJf soverign, 
soc:ialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the peoph~ to govern 
them, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of Jndia and the 
relc:vant laws.rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
ag«ninst their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, 
rre.~doms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
killl the citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort 
whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from 
corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, 
considering their exalted position and prestige,periodical seminars and discussions at 
government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their Hfe,libert:y, 
pmperty etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
om: of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient an~l instructed, 
sonne officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cybe1r and other 
present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that bec:ause of the 
pos:ition in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the dee!p sea .. their 
ers1twhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate 
peotection, but using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and cc:llaborators 
in police functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SlJLF As, far 
Jess their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let th<em now be 
ber1eft ofthe hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least folllowing the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in lifie. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a diffen:nt matter 
altogether.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law .. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political. 
the principle of "respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdc(eds 
at the lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to pr~r 
pun1ishments. So far as political and minister leve1 authorities arc concerned, the principle of 
colllective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmrnent in 1the State at. 
the relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever 
they happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional, legal, ;md human 
rights of the citizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and otheJ' legal and 
human rights were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the criminal 
matters, the insolvency principle should be foJiowed and the political persons also be given 
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fai1r field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let then:: be no witch 
hw11ting of any sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course, 
be an entirely different matter. 

Tbis cue deserves to be revived and re-iuvestigated. 

(F) Aay other matter related or relevaat to the iaqairy 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of com~N:nsation, ex 

gn.cia, or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare 
State. In case of any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizen,s or families, 
the welfare State considers it to be its duty to otTer rescue and relief to the affi:cted persons 
and families, as the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons tc• feel that the 
Sta.te itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, 
reliief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of tJhe State. It is 
really praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly 81U110unced such 
reli~efs and rehabilitation packages, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the 
surviving eligible members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning 
person is lost to the family. Even the Legislature has now provided for paymernt of suitable 
.. no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant cu.se the bread 
eafining youth of the family has been kidnapped and has not beeb seen or heard of by those 
wbo would have heard of him had he been alive.under the circumstances disc:ussed in the 
case. The O.C. deposed that the boy might have been killed and buried somewhere. The 
D.S.P.(HQ) deposed that sometime after Ulfa ShriMukut Deka., elder brother o:f Hi.ran Deka 
suflrrender he came to Shri Mahanta to obtain some writing with a view to searcl~ Hiran Deka. 
as lhe learnt from some source, was somewhere at Barpeta., but Shri Mukut Deka did not 
depJOSC anything of the kind in his deposition before this Commission, i1rnplying that 
noc•thing materialised .. Otberwise no evidence is available. The public prosecution may result 
in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no financial and livelihood 
rep:Jenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, of the bereaved family. The public 
prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit. but that itself will bring no financial and 
livc:lihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors. including the monor children 
of the bereaved family.The Commission can, on the basis of evidence arrive at a finding on 
the death as facts . But the Commission may not be justified in arrivng at such a 
finding. without proof of the corpus delicti, i.e., that the killing has been done by someone. 
Suc:h a fanding. though it might have have been justified if the corpus delicti was found, or 
thetoe is eviden~ either direct otr circumstantial. of the death of the person aUeged to have 
been killed. If the evidence is circumstantial, it must be so cogent and compelling as to 
convince that upon no other rational hypothesis than being killed the fac:ts could be 
aoo[)UJ'Ited for. In the absence thereof, the question will be whether a presumpti.on of fact of 
dea·th could be drawn. Passage oftime from his last being seen is one ofsuch circumstances. 
The: time varies from country to country. Since death involves question of righlts, the ~riod 
should be safely decided .. To take guidance from English law. W.M.Best on 11he Principles 
oftllle Law Of Evidence, 9111 ed, p.344. S.409 writes: 

J* .• v- -rhe fact of death may, however, be proved by presumptive as well as by direct evidence. 
~ • When n penon goes abroad. and has not been heard for a long time, the presul'lnption of the 

continuldion of life ceases at the end of seven years from the period when he was last heard of. 
And the~ same rule holds generally in respect to persons who are absent from thei1r usual places 
of resott. and of whom no account and for whom no account can be given. But t.he:re is no fixed 
limit of seven years." This period of seven years is based on English statute. Where question of 
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property rights are involved, it is reasonable to wait for ~ period applicable thereto .. IFor e~ple, 
the Presumption of Life (Scotland) Act, the period is thirteen years. Phipson on Evtdence (9 ed. 
P. 70 J ) writes that "in one case the Court refused to presume death from unexplaiined absence 
under stJJspicious circumstances after twenty years." (Re. Lidderdale, 57 S.J. 3) Accordingly •. we 
may wa,it for twelve years or so. unless otherwise proved earlierJn the instant case. tlhe boy H1ran 
Deka was last seen near his shop and being taken away by the assailants on 18.8.99. The 
kidnap~.ers were evidently believed to have been prowling secret killers, who could, therefore, be 
taken to have caused hisr disappearance. Shri Monmohan Deka., O,C, Sarupathar P.S.thought 
that the boy may have been killed. Lastly, this Commission has included this case among the 
other cases of secret killing.. From 18.8.1999 till date, more than six years have elapsed. 
Considc:ring all the above circumstances, a presuimption of the facts of death of the youth, 
namely, Hiran Deka may not be reasonably drawn; and so it is found .. Hlowever, the 
compen,sation need not wait so long, and should reach his family members as soon as possible. 
The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel for the Commission and the learned 
Senior Government Advocate Asam, and for the ends of distributive justice, doth hereby direct 
the Stat1e Government of Assam to pay to Shri Narayan Deka., father of the victim I-ll iran Deka, a 
sum of Rs.5.00,000/-(Rupees Five lakhs) only. As a measure of abundant caution, tllle State may 
insist on a bond of indemnity, should Hiran Deka is found to be alive .. More than siix years have 
already elapsed, and it brooks no farther delay. 

(21) 

SHRI JATIN PHUKAN AND SHRI NIRMAL KONW AR KILLING CASE 
Kakotibari P.S. Case No.lS/99 

Date or Occurreace -24.8.99 

By this Commission's order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority 
conferred on it by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33 1/2:005/2 dated 
3rd S:eptember 2005, in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2!00511 dated 
22.8.2995, after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission 
and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam\ and in the interest of justice\ it has taken up 
this case for inquiry, with notice to the State Government. By vinue of the aforesaid 
Notifications the Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the following terms of 
reference, and any other related and relevant matters with recommendations, if aruy. namely 

•'(a) Circumstances , in each case, leading to the killing ofits victim(s). 

(b) !Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the motive 
behi1nd such kilting(s). 

(d) !Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirc:ctly in the 
comJmission of such killing(s) 

( e )lro make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 
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P.W. 4 Shri Akan Gogoi of No.I Borbil village of Mahmma d<~posed that in their 
house there was a carrom board and various boy~ used to come and p.la.y carrom there. On 
the dnte of occurrence also some boys played carrom and meanwhile about 201/25 armed 
peopl•e, all in civil dress, and some masked with hlad. doth:-. entered the compound of the 
house and shouted "catch, catch" (dhar. dhar) and the carrom playing hoy ... ran away, and the 
armed people chased them and fired at them. When the firing ended, tht; witness learnt that 
two of the fleeing lxlys were killed at about 100 lengths (Nal\) away fi·nm the house. The 
boys were unarmed and were playing carrom from ahout 1 J A.M. Accort.ling to the witness. 
no announcemc:nt was made for the boys to surrender or to rai!\e their hands. They were 
chased and shot dead in the mudd.> paddy field. lie did not kno~ which man ki lied whom: 
These two boys' dead bodies were ~ubscquentl.> identified to be ofShri Jatin Phukan and Shrt 
Ninnal Konwar. Multiple ~titched bullett injuricl> \H:rt: noti<..:ed on the bodies by their 
respeetive relatives. 

About Shri Jatin Phukan- While Shri < 'hittaranjan Phuk.an. ehkr brothe1r of Jatin 
Phukatnwas driving their cattle home from the lield, lie heard one Sulfa Muhim Barua 
standing on the village road and announcing that ~hri Jatir. Phukan and Nitmal Konwar had 
been !killed at No,2 Rarbil village of Mahmora MauJ'..a without mentioning when ;and how .. 
Heariutg so. his uncle Shri Buddha Phukan proceeded to Sepnn P.S. wh.:re they were told 
that the dead bodiew were not there but were sent to the Sivasagar < 'ivil ! los[ ita I. Joysagar, 
and going there learnt that the poc;t-mortem of Jatin Phukan ~as compleU."<i and that of 
Ninnnl Konwar was also completed and taken deli\>ery by relatives . They saw several 
wounds on Jatin Phukan's deadbody in c;titched wndition .. Polke aliso ' 'ccompanied us in 
police: vehicleThe police also accompanied to and remained in the crcmati•.>n till it Wa.Ls over. 
Ohitt.atranjan Phukan did not fonn any idea as to Cituse uf death and nfthe killer at that time. 
All vi'llagers of35/36 houses of the vilagc attended the cremation 

About Shri Ninnal Konwar Shri Chandra Ka•1ta Konwar. father of Shri Nirmal Konwar 
depoSied that on 24.8.99 while he was at his Jabalating Knnwar < iaon rc8id~nce he read about 
the dc:ath of his son Ninnal Konwar at 10. A,M. The In-Charge of the Ncmugturi outpost 
came to his house and asked him to go for idemificatiou of hi' son Amving at Nemuguri 
outpo!)t he was told that the dead body wu at Joysagar Civilllospital whereto ht:: was taken 
in a police vehicle and he identified the dead body of Jl.lirmal Konwar. whereafter he was 
asked to come next day. hut on his insi,1ing that next day there shall be no place for 
cremation due to rushing floods, they handed over the dead body ~hich lh•:) hruught home in 
a poli·ce vehicle to his Jabalating re<;idence where the au;ompanying pulicc andl armymen 
stayed! there for half an hour. Ht: learnt that the dead b..lll) was first ta~en to Kakotihari P.S. 
which refused it. then to Sepon outpost which also refused ami then to the \lemuguri outpost. 
He did not know the type and extent of injuries inflicted on the! hody . 

(l8) The identity of the killers, and their accomplicn, if any 
The kiilling of Shri Jatin Phukan and Shri Ninnal ~on\\>ar waft M.'urct to tht:ir relati,ves not only as 
to tim1e and place of killing. but also a~ to tht: idemity of the killeN and thl'ir accomplices. While 
they were from Sepon, Nemuguri areas, they arc c Jaimcd to have been ki 'led at Mahmora No. I 
Barbil village. While the evidence is that they were chased . .. hot at, and killed in a muddy 
paddytield. the police claimed it to have heen in a.1 cm.ounter. It j, a dcvt:lopcd ptrineiple of law 
that a(:complices are the parties to the crime.On the ba'ii~ of dcv,rces or cumplicity to the crime. 
accomplices are divided into pcrpctrntors and acccs .. orics An al:ccssory J'i one who excites or 
helps lthe commission of a crime hy the: perpetrator. Perpetrator i~ exclu-;ivcly the person who in 
law pc:rforms the crime. More prccbely. the perpctra1or b the (lt:!rton who.heing dilrectly struck at 
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by the;: criminal prohibition, offends against it with th~ nt.-cessary mt•ns n ·a or negligence. Thus, 
accomplices include, while accessories exclude the perpet~tor of the .crirn~. llowev~r, often t~ 
are used as synonymous. The identity of the killer~ and thetr accnmphces. tf any. has to be on 

basis of evidence on record. 

The evidence so far has been that residenct: of Shri Nirmal Konw1r was at Jabalating 
Konwar Gaon at Nemuguri. and that of Shri Jatin Phukan wa~ at Kakilac.:huk villa_gre under 
Moran P.S. While N1nnal Konwar was a student of scienc.c in fiargaon College. Jatan Phukan 
left studies in school and learnt driving for livelihood . P W .3 Shri Chittuanjan Phukan said 
that 2/3 months before the incident Army. police .md Sultas entered their village, brought out 
some villagers to the field and gave them ';Ome bl:ating., and hi~ impre-;sion about it was, that 
was the time when Army Police and Sulfa s used to enter the villages in .;cacch of Ulfas. and 
that was the pattern during A.G.P. regime. Ther~ was one Ulfa Shri lUbin Ka.koti i.n th~ir 
villag1e and he surrendered long before the incident. Another Sulfa Muni Barua w;as kttled tn 

the Moran Polo Club incident. Chittaranjan·s ) ·.•ungest sister wa') maJTicd to a. person in 
Mahmora No.1 Barbil village and hi') brother Jatin Phukan used to go thmc. Chitt.luanjan did 
not think that his brother Jatin was an Ulta and chat garbing him a..; Ulla he was killed by 
army, police and Sulfas. 

Shri Ninnal Konwar, after failing in Higher Secondary fir.;t }ear in Uargaon College took 
some company service at Guwahati and saving mune) tbr his admissi,,n in Collejge. He was 
also g,iven some money from home for admission . Ninnal u~d to ~tay in a me!-.s and used to 
bring rice and pocket expenses from home. P. W . .2 ~hri Chandra Kanta Konwatr. father of 
Ninnal Konwar did not believe his son to hav•; bet:n an \ llta.. hut b<~lieved that he was 
intere:sted in continuing further study. He knew that th.:rc ~a~ one lllta in neighbouring 
Khamun Village Kushal Duari by name and that he had surrendered 8Jtd since elected as 
M.L.A. Two other Ulfas from the area. namely. Narcsh Gohain of Bakata Khanikar village 
and Qieepak Changmai of Khamun village, also surrenderod. much before the incident Sulfas 
carne to his house and wanted him to bring back his sun 'Ninnal.; and that he recognised the 
Sulfas; as , apart ftom other things., they brandish<1.1 tht:ir tire arms. and that none else could 
do so in those days. Later also the Sulf&. he said. came but a!.> none c"~pt his ailing wife 
was tlnere. they waited for long time a.o; was clear fTum the heap of d Ierette ends thrown 
inside the room.As none turned up ultimarely dlC) left. Roth the time~ tlx-:.- came at midnight 
and at. about 10 P.M .. on some vehicles which they par\ed a little away and they could not see 
and C4ould not say how many came On the first ncca-.i•Jil they ~arne. knocked at the door, 
when door was opened they a.~ked for Nirmal. and being told that he wa .. not at !home. they 
becarrae furious and hringing a fench stick whippt,-d him ievcrcly and lett with tlhe warning 
that consequences of failure to bring hack Nim1al "oulcJ nut he good tC.1r the tBmily.He 
reported the matter to the president of the ftWta ' 'ommittee without any result. Bleing asked 
as to why he did not report t(l the police !'.tation he replied thai sine( Juyanta was there. it 
would be of no avail rather worse. bccau~ Jayanla ~uuld com"· again ancJ tortul"c him with 
vengeance. Being asked who wao; that Jayants. th\! witnes.' n•phcd thai Jayant" ~tas alias of 
Kustunl Duori The witness. being asked ho"' his son wa .. killed. replied that he learnt it from 
news paper of 25.8.~ that his ~n ~as killed b) police a1 Nc.l . ..! Harbil nllage of Mahmora 
MaU7.a in a field after long cha.c;c. but he thought that it mu~t ha'fc lx'\."ft by Sui las as long 
chase was not done by Police, but by Sulfa.>i .. and that the manner mentionat of sc:cret killers 
Ask.ccJI why in his application he mentioned St.'Crct kill'-=~ lle replied that •.he Sulfias wen: the 
secret killers (gupla ghatak) lie o;aid that n'> FIR "a' hldg'--d in thi-; ca.'ot:. l'he Army or police 
never came to his house wanting NirmaJ.Therc wa~ no army camp ncam). hut ~metimes he 
saw aJrmy vehicles moving by the roads. lllis is :-.i1:ntfkant becau-.c. the rolice did not appear 
ro ha\re been after Ninnal Konwar at all. and so. then: CHuld ""' ha'fl. ttecn any encounter 
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wid~ police.Witness Shri Akan Gogoi.(P.W. 4) mentioned all 20/25 pcr'i•lnS to have been in 
civi1l dress and some of them masked by black cloth. There were I 0/ 12 boy.-., only 4• 
inclluding 2 from the family were playing. In tho·.;c days boys used to ntn a~ay at !he very 
sight of unknown faces because of secrt.!t killer fohia . . \kan (iogni clearly satd that hrst th~y 
toolk the people to be armymen, hut when they came ncar he saw that m.;lst of !them were 10 

civU dress except 4/5 who wore blacks and covered the1r filCes with black cloths •. . 
P.W. 5 Shri Ma.nik Dowara was at his home in No. I Barbil village and 1.]0/ 2 p.m. on 

24.lS.95 looking outside from his house he saw 2 t-oy<t heing chased and tired at by an armed 
grolllp of persons in the field near Shri Akan Gogoi's house. Coming out nf his tuouse, he saw 
the boys coming towards his house, and appreeh•:nding that they might enter his house, he 
closed the door. After some time when the firing -;topped, someone asked m(: to open the 
doo,r, when he opened, he was asked to lit\ one dead body anc.J carry Lo their vchucle, The 
dead body was lying in a water drain. the witne~s lifted it lrnm water and placed it on the 
field. The other dead body was aiMl in the tield anout 5 lc!ngth~(sixty teet) from his house. 
The: armed persons took the witness to Shri Akan Oogoi's house to find "iOmething to carry 
the dead body to their vehicle. In that house they found one field levelling equ'ipment (moi) 
and tying to it they carried the dead body to the park-ed vehicle.near New!-. pam L.P. School. 
Both of them were taken to Kakotibari P.~ . with the dead body. l'he other dead body was 
canied by Shri I .achit Gogoi and his brother Shr Lakshi Gngoi to the aforesaid parked 
vehicles and they were also taken with the dead body tn Kakotibari P.S. aud all lthe four were 
taken therefrom to Sonari P.S. and released next d.t}. Askl:c.J in cross-examination the witness 
saidl: 

"When the dead body near our house was being lifttd hy me. I was a~l<cd by those armed 
peqple who were chasing them to examine if then..: wa!> anything in the pockets >Or something 
may have dropped in the drain, J found the boy W4:aring a ·gangi' and a half pant and when I 
thmsted my hand in his pocket I found something like a small radio l was asked by the 
peo1ple to examine the mud beneath if something fell there. I cxaminetl and did not find 
anylthing."Asked about the vehicles the witness sHid there were 5'6 vehides, blul when they 
too'' the dead bodies there. only two vehicles wcm there, one wa' of Kakutibari1 P.S. and the 
othc:r a Maruti Gypsy According to the witness while the two huy;,; were runnimg across the 
muddy field, the anned persons were chasing and tiring at them and also shouting 
"dhiar,dhar''. He heard firing sounds when he shut hico door and it .,topped tlt!fore lhe was asked 
to 01pen his door. Police did not ask them any qllcsti<m in thi~ case al any time.Kakotibari 
police did not tell them of any recovery of arms from the dead brK.Iics. 

P.W. 6 Shri Lakhi Gogoi. a day labourer, and was coming home f(,r litlin, when he was 
told hy some people not to proceed as there were firing~ .. Accnrdingly he hah:ed and came 
only when the firing stopped when inmates told him that ~'mebud~ may have been 
killc:d. When he finished his tea 5/6 armed people wearing blad. dress and tyin1g black cloth 
acro,ss their foreheads, aske him and his brother I ~1chit (;ogoi to accompany thc:m to a dead 
bod:y lying in the paddy field. They did not find any anns in tht! hands and rocke'ts of the boy. 
The;y found another dead body in the vehiclles an<.l met Shri Anil Ciogoi, ..,hri Lak:shi Gogoi, 
Shri Manjk Dowerah and Shri Phulcswar Borgohain ncar the parlec.J vehidt!s near the village 
L.P.school All the four persons were taken with the dead bodico. to Kakatibari P.S. and kept 
them in the lock up. next morning they were ta~en to Sonari P.S. wh•.:rcfrom they were 
released next afternoon. However no question wa-> askt:d to an)' of thern.Ask•~d in cross
examination the witness said that only three out of tive ' JlOk.e in t\ssamc'iC, the others did not 
spealk.Ail were holding their arms on shoulders. The witne!is believed that the armed persons 
in bllack could be policemen as they were taken to •.he Poli,:c Station when: the O .C. was also 
then~ .. 
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N.W. 1 Shri Vijay Giri Kuligam was the Addl S.P.(HQ) Sihsagar. and he was in~onned 
by Po•lice Control about the case wherein two pcrs(lns were 1-.illed in cncount~:r wtth ~he 
police:;and he did not visit the place of occurrence.ofthe c.tsc.ln ~ross he ~;aid the llnfonnatton 
was that the encounter was between police and Ul FA members, but he <X•uld not s:ay whet!'er 
it w~; undertaken on source information or not.lle wa:-, not informed N:fore the: operat1on 
began He had forgotten the provision of law under which the police undertoolk the anti
insurg;ency operatioQs.According to him normally no Magb1r.ttes are m:cessary to be taken 
with police for carrying on such opcration~.and iu thi~ ca-;e theca~ dial) did no1t show_ any 
Magis;trate to have been taken. He did not know whether the names of the two persons k1lled 
were or were not there in caCie recordsJ but he wa'> informed that some amts and incriminating 
documents were recovered from them, but he did not , ·erify thcm.lle wa~; informed that there 
was firing from both sides, but no policeman was injured they being better qualifi<ed escaped 
unhuril. He could not answer the question whether the two hoys killed were ULFAs. He 
admit1ted that there was alanning public resentment in ~iv•lsagar against ~'Cret kill iings at the 
Sivasltgar SULFA camp where their leaders Shri Mridul Phukan and 'it.ri Jayanta Hazarika 
lived iin Sivasagar Town . . 

N. W, 2 Shri Gautam Rora, the then ~.D.P.O. Sonari wa~ not aware of any operation 
until the S.P. Sivasagar informed him that there was an encounter in the Mahmora area and 
the two deadbodies should not he kept at Kakot ibari but should be bl\•ught to Sonari and 
accordingly he proceeded to Kakatibari P.S .• met the O .C. and "·auscd the two dead hodies to 
be bro•ught to Sonari P.S. From thi~ it is clear that the -.upposed encounter already took place 
before~ the S.D .P.O . Sonari received the telephone call frnm the S,P. Sivaugar. aJnd that the 
SD.P .. O Sonari had no contribution to the said encounter and he even did not know where it 
took p•lace.The S.D.P.O, said that it was directed h)' the S.P. Si\'asagar. 'I he S.D.P'.O . clearly 
said that the names of the two boys killed. namely. Jatin Phukan and Ninnal Konwar we~ 
not in the Sonari extremists list . There is no evidence pmducc:d to show that the;: two boys 
were in ULFA list in any P.S. The S.D.P.O. adm•tted that he hHd no rusitive rule to play in 
the said encounter. It was said that it was a joint operation of Kakotibari and Mora111hat police 
srtations. This could not be accepted as Kakotibari O.C was tak~n hy the: S.O.P.O . Sonari to 
No. I Barbil after he was told by the S.P. that the encuunter took place atready.TI1c S.O.P.O 
of coutrse,. did not agree to the suggestions that the ')l J L F 1\ lcade~. n :1mely Shri Jayanta 
Hazariika @ KushaJ Duori and Shri Mridul Phukan. both from 'ti\'asaga r. promplled to take 
against these two boys and at their instance the S.P. planned tht· \\'hole orcration k.eeping the 
S.D.P.O in dart and the police with the masked people killed the two mnocent boys who 
were p•laying carrom and started running away hemg afrc~id uf the cha,ir.g armed party and 
they were brutally murdered by the party. and al-..o with the \uggc~1ion that that the police 
party with the party of Sjri Jayanta I fazarika and ~hri Mridul Phul..an findin1g no other 
person throughout the so called operation killed thc!IC twu boy .. tt•r no fault of tht:ir own at 
the instance and collaboration with the StJLfA leadcrs .. Ora"ing of 'uch a conclusion is 
justific:d on the basis of the evidence of the publil witncCi.-.es regarding thl· nature and extent 
of the role these two leaders were said to have heen pia} in g. ~on~idcn·d with the official 
version that the S.P. used to consult these leaders and th~ fud that there hcL' heen n•o evidence 
from tlhe police as to how and in \\'hose hands the twP h«1y~ ~ere killed. the publlic version 
being reasonably credible.bcyond doubt. 

The O.C. Kakotibari P.S. Shri Tushc~war ( )Ulta. m.:ei\ ing ...c.lun:e infonns&tion of some 
dreaded Ulfas proceeded at 12.noon to < 'hilonitin~ village= and reached 1he ~urc:c Rhadreswar 
Konws~e's house and found !hat even before their arrival Shri ~un:\h ~umar [)a:, of Siva.sagar 
Sadar P.S. and Shri Jugal Rora nf Maranhat P.S. aln.:ady arri~'--d then: with thc::ir parties and 
carried on operations in some house~. Then the thn."C pank~ cumhined und Hhadn~swar Konwar 
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and hiis daughter Reena told them that three Ulfas seeing their vchick' r.m towards No. ! Ratbil 
village!. Then Shri Dutta left his source Shri Bhudreswar Konwar and hi ., dau~htt~r Smta Reena 
Konwae and half of his force near the vehicle and procetXfed towards No. I Borbal vallage through 
mudd~v waterlogged paddytields.and midway he heard tiring ~unds prcsumabl~ in ~u~ of 
operation. Mr. Dutta's description of tiring and countl!r tiring i-, a figment of his ~magmataon as 
he was not present at the place of firing. Tl\is is irreconcilable with that \lf the S.D.P.~) ~hat the 
S.P .. Siva.sagar told him that the encounter already tool place and that only after receavmg that 
phone call he ptoceeded to No.I Barbil village and on way he met lc..a"otibari O.C.. who w~ 
back. a1lready with the two dead bodies .. This clearly mean• that he had no:hing to do wath the saad 
encou1nter firing. The aim having heen achieved h)' othcn. it wa~ tC.'r ~h ri Dutta to complete the 
fonna'lities, without seeing what had happened Mr Dutta de~ribes that he arrived at the spot 
where the two dead bodies were lying near Manik Oowera·s hou~ . lie slops short of saying how 
could he know that those were the dead bodie, of the enc<~untcr, an..J saying how the boys 
happe1ned to come there. fhen comes the finding uf a rcv·.>lver and some cartridges near the two 
dead bodies. This is interesting as at docs not say with whl>m. f·:videnct: ·.hows that the two dead 
bodie~; were lying several lengths apa.rt.and hetw~n the two will mean nnthing, It iis here that the 
police version fails miserably. Mr. Dutta also d~!> not describe the ccm..Jition of' that field and 
how r:hey happened to be there. The formalities nl' the: dead bodies. etc. were let!\ for the O.C. 
Kakotibari P.S. The next part of the story is the S.P. asking th~ "i.D.P.t ). "ionari to bring the two 
dead bodies to Sonari, and then the itineraries of the dcadbodic~ h) St>pon, Nemuguri, Sivasagar 
Sadar and the Sivasagar Ci~il hospital at Joysagar. 'ihri Dutta.admittoo iu cross-examination that 
the SP' did not behave with him and in tact he sai..J that hi s party had already gone and no details 
were given when he asked Dutta to proceed and l>utta pnK:ecdcd to Silaruting. whereas the boys 
were killed in No. I Borbil paddyficld. For this p.ll't of the OJ>'!rcltion \hn Outta h; not a witness 
wherefor we are to rely un the villagers who saw the lilting Opc!ration lt l:Ould be that the S.P 's 
party had already killed the boys and Dutta asked to do tht! formalities. If that be so all Shri Dutta 
said were post-facto additions. The crucial point i~ trust Shri Duttta w~s not there when the two 
boys were chased and gunned down. Hi~ evidenc~ be~im. from post-operation stage only, about 
which there is no controve~y The S.D.P.O. said that he wa\ din."Cted b} S.P to !bring the dead 
bodies. to Sonari which order he carried out. He wa.-, no1 l:Ontidcd in the: up.:ration . 

The question arises us to whether what was 5ol:cn t'ly the villager.. ~m in accordance with the 
law. It may appear blasfarnous to disbelieve the rolil.:\!, hut right to lite and libct't} is the most 
precioiUs right guaranteed b) the Constitution of India and it~ ~iolation c.Jnnot be countenan~--d. 
The qlllestion is whether the prescribed law and .1roccdurc ha~c hccn ..:c 'mpli~-d 1with. The O.C 
Shri TIUsheswar Outta was not present when: and when the two hoy" wei': killed. lit is clear from 
the following. 

'"Q. 1When did you hear the firing sound-.'.' 

A I heard the firing sounds when I was about to lcav\: Bhad~swar K~tnwac·~ house. I heard 
40/50 trounds, may be eYen more . 

.. Q. Was the firing intemJpted or continunu~? 

A. It was continuous. It may he about 15 minutt·, . 

Q. After reaching Borhil village did )'OU go to an} !\~cifk house ,lr )0'.1 also ~1a.rtcd searching 
one house after another? 

A. I also started searching one after another from m) cnd.At\cr sean:t.ing abolJII 617 houses 1 
found lthe dead bodies near the house of one Shri Mani~ l.>tJwcmh ofNu I 8orbil \lillage. 
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Q. After searching 617 house~ when you found t~e two dead bodies. did you enquire or 
ascertain as to from which and from where, house Clr houses, the boys came there? 

A. No. I did not enquire." 

From the above evidence it is quite clear that the O.C. did not know the hea~ and tail oft~e 
happening.The same was the case with the ~o called recowrie'> from the d ;;;ad bod1e~>. as shown 10 

evidenee. 

" Q. The American factory made revolver No. ll1 2 which you havt: found in hetween the 
dead bodies was with what range ? 

A. The effective range is only 50 meters. but it can reach I 00 meter... 

Q. 1\s compared to that what were the range of !'illes tht: police partie-;. mcluding your party ? 

A. The parties were carrying A.K.47 rifles with effective range of200 meters. 

Q. What was the position ofthe field where acl:ording to you encounter took pla,ce? 

A. The field was under knee-deep water and there were houses at a distance and with 
intenn i.ttant standing trees." 

The O.C. said that the Sivasagar party had taken black panthers wh ich were directly under 
the S.P. The Moranhat party did not have blad. panther!). The Kakotibari party had some 
comma1ndos but they were guarding the sources Bhadreswar Konwar a:.d his daughter Ranee 
Konwar and did not join the advance party. and finally they were o;ent bad: to Kakotibari P.S. 

Q . Could you say which party or a panther or a non-pauthcr shot two bc.1ys there? 

A. I cannot say that. 

Q Did! you examine any of the black panthers of the other two parties? 

A. I do not remember. The C.D. does not contain any such examination re~:ord. 

Q. Was any of the policeemen or commandos of the! parties i~jureJ'! 

A, No. 

Q. Is it correct that none of the villagers who came nt:ar you ~aid that there was an encounter, 
what thtey said was only firing? 

A. Yes:, they mentioned only firing and none ment•oned encounter. 

Q. l plllt it to you that from the records , the depo~ition and what you ha\ c stated today there is 
hardly ;any material tor an encounter and the propo-.ition o rtht!rl' having been enco unter deserve 
examination and scrutiny?. 

A. I ha.ve no answer" . 

N.W . 4 Shri Kushal Duori @ Jayanta Hazarika, '\. 88 m•ticce denied that he was a resourceful 
person with a number of Sulfa associatesk a., was ~uggestcd in \:fO'\s examination o1f the S.D.P.O, 
Sonari, but said that he was having a business of his own. Denying the currcctness of the 
questiotn put to the S.D. P.O. Sonari. in cross examination , namdy, ",,. 1t correclt that as clear 
from the records both SULF As Shri Jayahta I latarika and Shri Mridul Phuk2m stayed at 
Sivsaga1t town have influenced S.P Sivsagar and make him bdievc that there al'le SULFAs in 
these viillages and they also persuaded him to undertake operations in those vill:agcs and as a 
result the S.P. lent his years to them and without intimating him(thc SJ>.P.O,) and sidetracking 
him(S.D.P.O.) took the deci~ion to carry on operation and that tnu by taking pcr,;on~nel from the 
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Sivsagur(Sadar) P.S. or Kakotibari P.S. " he said:" But I o;ay that myself ~dr Shri Mridul 
Phukam stayed at Sivsagar Town. And I further say that I have not met o~ ~nfll~~nced S.P. 
Sivsagur and make him believe that there were lJLFA~ in the villages of C h1loa:u!mg. ~0· I 
Barbil and Konwar Gaon and nor 1 have pursuaded the S.P. to undertake operahons an the 
aforcsa.id villages. Since 1 have not met the S.P. c;o the question of lending his e:ars d~s not 
arise and therefore tile question of sidetracking theN .W 2(S.l>.P.O.). a:. stated~ for canymg out 
police Qperation with parties from Sivsagar and Moranhat police stations does not arise." 

Replying to the,other suggestion. namely. that two ~UI.Ft\ leaders • namely. Shri Kushal 
Duori and Shri Mridul Phukan. hoth from Sivsagar pr<.tmptcd to take .;teps against those ~o 
boys smd incited the S.P planned the whole operation keeping other., in dHrk a.nd the pollee 
with thie masked people killed the two innocent bo}~ whu ~ere playing carrom and started 
running away being afraid of chasing armed part~ and they were hrutally murdered by the party. 
Mr Duori said:" With regard to this suggestion I slate that I never prompted to take any steps 
against those two boys and as 1 have not net the S.P. in my lite 'I() the planning the whole 
operation keeping N.W. 2 in dark did not arise and I am not aware oftht:! police with any person 
wearing masks killed the two innocent boys who ~ere playing canum and started rrunning away 
of the c::hasing of anned party and I am also not aware 1f the two boys were brutally murdered 
by the said party" Shri Kushal Duori also said that h~ never accompani .. -d any police party nor 
collabOtrated with any police or the Sulfas He aiM> ~itl that he contel'tted the IIIISt Assembly 
election from theThowra constituency and the clc~torate overwhelmingly supported him to win. 
and tha1t as M;L~A he is now serving them . In cro~-; he expre.\sed that the liLFA qw:stion may be 
solved through unconditional discu ... sion with GO\·t. amd rublic ... upport . ,\sked whether after his 
suJT"endler the army or police did see~ his help in the matter of opcr.tlion agai1nst ULF A he 
said:"Yes • I remember in one occasion there was "uch a di~ussion between bo•th police and 
army s;eeking our help in the matter or operation again~tlJl.F.'\ . l"rom our side we told that the 
best WilY surrendered Ulfas by the army and the polic( v.ns to appoint the Sulfas in the army or 
in the f»>iice so that the whole time services will be availahl, otherwise it would be: risky for the 
surrendleries because they will be exposed to the ri~k of the l !fla\ thereafter. The anny and the 
police said that our proposal wa-. not practicable." l"he la"t ~u~tion and au~wer were: . . 

Q. llr1 connection with the killing cases of S'"~ar the lv.o nam'-"S. namely, Shri Jayanta 
Hazar'illa and Shri Mridul Phukan have been fourld to have hccn widely accepted in connection 
with thte cases ofSUL FA excesses. What accord in.; to ~ nu could he the rea'iOn for this'? 

A. f 1also did not clearly know why it could be So' p.:rlla~ the general pt·ople may not know the 

names of other SlJLFAs and these two nanu.-s may havt· h(comc l·urrcnt hum mouth to mouth;" 

As against this. we have the e\'idencc ofN. W. 4 Shri 1 oshl!swar OutUt. O.C Kakotibari P.S. 

Q.Aso you say receiving information from secret -.oun:es that ~orne drc*.l..-d lJI .FAs were taking 
shelter in Chiloniting village did you infonn S.P .. 'ti\la.'Wlgal' di,trict Si\a~r'! 

A. Yes. The S.P. generally would not behave "ith rue llc -.aid his part~ had aJdrcady gone. 

Q. ()oes it mean befOre you got the secret suuru· infonnatiun. the S.P. aln::ady received 
something and already directed the parties to go? 

A. Y ICS. 

Q . I!\ it ~t that that the S.P. did not tlisclo-;e whl• were deldikcd to I!O'! 

A. Yes. no particulars of the parties were given '" m ... . 
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The O..C. admitted that there were no lJLFAs in Chiloniting village where he conduct~d house to 
house search.whcn he heard the firing sound. Hud the! Siva~gar or Mor~nhat .P~trttcs ~ctually 
commiitted the killing. there was no reason why the.:)' did nnt complete the tonna~tt~es. whtch had 
to be J.Crfonned by the O.C. Kakotibari . In fact there i-; n'l police evidcnec ~f ktlhn_g of the t~o 
boys. This, along with the mention of assailants mostly in civil dress ma':iktng th1etr faces w1th 
black ~cloths makes the hypothesis of there having been some Sulfa~ iu the groiJP reasonable 
beyond doubt .The pames of Shri Kushal Duori and ~hri Mridul Phukan ma1y perhaps be 
reason,ably considered. 

From the modus operandii of the case, namely, chasing of the boys thlm wher1e in the ~o~se 
they were playing carrom, through the muddy waterlogged paddyficld. hy masked men avo1dt~g 
recogn1ition, without warning them or calling them to surrender. and sho(lting them dead whale 
they were running for life, and the chasers killing them while running a\1\ay. showed that it was 
not a s;imple police operation, but by some Sulfa~ who were letting loust: a reign eof terror since 
sometime before the incident. This is confirmed hy th~ fact that those who shot the boys dead. 
did no1t wait for the post mortem formalities which were. long thereafter. had to be performed by 
the O.C. Kakotibari P.S. who said that the paddyficld was under knee deep water, yet claimed to 
have fiound a pistol and ULF A related documents in between the tw() dead bodies lying lengths 
apart .. It belongs to the same category of other cases in Sivasagar district. l'his is in1dicative o f an 
organised group of secret killers expert in killing by tin:anns,sword~ etc., though in this case 
shooting by sophisticated fireanns was there. It wa'i also to be noted that ~uch killirtgs would not 
be possible unless the police were conniving or even being in league with the p<lilice protected 
killers.The identity of the killers have. therefore. to be rea-;onahly cnotined to the protected 
Police··Sulfa nexus of Sivasagar Town and the then ~ivasagar Di!)trict l>oJicer administration 
includiing the then O.C., Kak.otibari P.S., with their assistcr~. facilitators and accompleces .. almost 
giving an idea of the State sponsomg. the killing of Shri Jatin Phukan and Shri N irma I Konwar 
garbinjg them as lJLFA;s. 

( 1C)Wbetber tbere wa~ conspiracy io targeting .Jatio Pbuluan and Nirmal Koowar and 
tbe motive bebiod sueb killing. 

The qu1estions of conspiracy and motive, in this case, arc conncch:d with the question whether 
there was or was not an encounter killing in this ca-;c. ·r here was no mention of an encounter, 
yet it il; claimed that there was encounter in which hoth the boys were killed. Was it corrrect? 

E1ncouoter vis-a-vi.~ Murder. 
ln early Nonnan times (in England) murder and manslaughter were not distinguished. Every 
homicide was felonious, unles:'t it was justified , or within the limits describled above, 
excusable. Among the Gennanic peoples on the continent a distinction had tx~n drawn 
betwee:n an open killing which was emendable (emend· · to remove laults or blemishes. 
perhaps because it partook of the nature of a fa ir combat) and a ~"Crct ldll•ng whiclh was not. 
Cases of secret killing were classed as morth and it i<t from thi~ that our word ·miUrder' has 
come. Under the law of William the Conqueror if a Norman was "lain and the slay1er was not 
produc,ed, the district( the hundred) had to pay a fine, and the name mardr.·•m was given both 
to the Utomicide and to the fine in such a case. Bul in the twentieth century every homicide 
that WlliS grave. whether secret or not became uncmcnahlc, and the tcnn murdrum gradually 
came to be used to describe a homicide of the most heinnus kind. Rut it i-. in connection with 
the ancient view that a secret and treacherou~ killing e~pecially when it was effected by lying 
in ambush for the victim. was unemcnahle that. ;I'> it would o,c~m. the .1llegation that the 
homicide was done with malice ajim!lhought, or malin• pr(·pen~·e had iLC\ 01rigin .. This 
development was assisted by the policy of the courts in quite early time~• of temJr>ering the 
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severity of the law for a man who, inflamed by the sting of a sudden provocation, had 
forthwith slain his attacker.(Kenoy, Criminal Law, pp 116-117) 

"Mwrder then is the most grave kind of felonious homicide lts essential elenilents have 
never been defmed by statute (in England) but it is traditionally said to be, ~hc:n ~ person. 
of SOW11d memory and discretion unlawfully killed any reasonable creature m bemg, and 
under tJ~e King's peace, with malice aforethought, either express or implied" . 

ln England, since murder is a crime at common law mem rea is required. In lnd1a the 
Indian 1Penal Code 1860, the ingredients of murder have been dealt with different sections ~f 
Chapte1r XVI as "Of Offences affecting Life." in sections 299 and 300 and 30 II, and thetr 
punishc:mnts in sections 302 to 304. 

"S. 2•~ .. Culpable homicide. Whoever causes death by doing an act with the iintention of 
causing: death, or with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to c:ause death. 
or with the knowledge that he is likely by such act to cause death, commits the: offence of 
culpable homicide. 

S. 300. Murder. Except in cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide is murder • if the 
act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of causing death, or-

2ndly.- if it is done with the intention of causing such vbodily injury as the offender 
knows to be likely to cause death of the person to whom the hann is cause~ or-

3n:lly,-lf it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any person, and the 
bodily injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of natwre to cause 
death, or-

4tltdy,-lf the person committing the act knows that it is so imminently dangc=rous that it 
must, itll all probability , c.use death, or such bodily injury as is likely to cause death • and 
commilts such act without any excuse of incuring the risk of causing death or sw~h injury as 
aforesaid 

More 11han two centuries ago, Bladutone, the best known of the expositors of the En@:lish common 
law, tau1ght thar "all homicide is malitious, and of course, amounts to murder, unless justified by the 
command or pennission of the law; C.Cused on the aocount of accident or self-prt:scrvation; or 
alleviau:d into manslaughter, by being eithu the in~oluntary consequence of some act not strictly lwful. 
or (if V()h.mtaty) occasioned by some sudden and sutTu .. v.mtJy violent provocation. Tuckc:d within this 
greatly 1capsulized scheme of the common law of homicide 'r.. the branch of law, of cour.;e as codified 
in the llrldian Penal Code. we are called upon to administer too..v. No issue of justifialble homicide. 
within Blackstone's definition is involved.in this case. On the other hl...rt, the police versrion is that the 
killings were in an encounter between it and the dccc:ascd persons. Was •· "'e81ly an encounters or an 
extra ju.~icial kiUing thai has 10 be determined Law wi\1 not countenance an .ac, -.f extra jlJdicial killing. 
wbich i:s a gross violation of the Justice S)'5tem, the very basis of our Constitutio •• 1\S it amounts to 
denial c1f the victim's fundamental right to live. the civil liberties and the human righb, ... d violation 
of the n1.1le of law. It is all the more dangerous if it is done by those whose duty is to p11o~ u ... •:ves 
and libcll'ties of the citizens under the law. We have to see why the . police did not tr:Y to ca!Ch b. 
penon alive before shooting him dead, and whether he did so for pleasing his employers or for 
beaament of his prospects in service .. or it is due to negligence and indiscipline in the S.:rvice .. In fact 
in all the cases where then: appeared to be some semblance of 1n encounter, the Notilcec wi~ 
were asked as to under what provision of law they could kill the Ulfa ? The reply walS .. the law of 
private defence" What exactly is that law has, therefore to be seen.he Indian Penal Code provides: 
S. 96 Things done in private defence. Nothing is an offence which is done in eJ~tercisc of the 
right of private defence. 

S.97.Tbe right of private defence of the body and property.Every perS(>nt has a right. 
subjec:t to the restrictions contained in sedtion 99, t.o defend
fint, his own body and body of any other person _against any offence affilctin11 the human 
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body; 
Secoo;ndly, the property whether movable or immovable of himself or of any oth~r ~rson, 
agains.t any act which is an offence falling under the definition of theft , ~b~l'):, m1sc~te~ or 
crimin1al trespass. or which is an attempt to commit . theft, robbery, m1sch1ef, or cnmmal 
trespas 

S.99.Acts against which there is no right of private defence .-There is no right of private 
defenc:e against an a~t which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death ~r of 
grievous hurt, if done or attempted to be done by a public servant. There is no right of pnvate 
defenc:e against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death ~r of 
grievous hurt, if done attempted to be done by the direction of a public servant. There as no 
right o•f private defence in cases in which there is time to have recourse to the protection of the 
public authorities .. 

Extent to which tbe right may be exercised .. 

The ri1ght of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflicting of more harm th:at it is 
necessary to inflict tor the purpose of defence .. (The two Explanations are not applicable to 
this ca.se ).Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable a)pprehension 
of dea·th or grievous hurt. and not otherwise. The imminence ofthe danger, and 
reasobableness of the apprehension, and the proof thereof have to be considered. Glanville 
Williams discussing how imminent must be the danger says: 

11 
11t is sometimes thought that defence is allowed only against immediately threatened 

violen,ce.Ciearly force may not be used to meet a threat of violence in the rfuture, because it 
cannolt be said that the force is necessary at the present moment. But if there~ is a present 
hostile: demonstration that violence is about to be used the defender need no1t wait till his 
.assail2111t comes within striking dfistance, or put his finger on the trigger. To tlhis extent the 

"pre-emptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a case where the attacker is going off to 
summon reinforcements and the defender realises that if he does not shoot him now, he will 
be lostt; in such circumstances shooting should be justified" Imminence is impllied. ll is not 
reason~able to use force until the occasion arises.Discussing the question wheth,er a mistaken 
belief would be enough, the author says'NearJy all the authorities require it to lbe reasonable 
They take the "objective" view that the defendant's honest belief is no de:fence. to the 
charge: if it was unreasonably arrived at.. The right of private defence or self defcmce has to be 
exerci:sed reasonably and even circumspectively, particularly when its resuJt is the death of a 
person1. In fact, the right is, in a sense, denied whem it results in death of the person against 
whom it has been exercised . .. 

F'ormidable Problem of Proof. Glanville Williams. in his Textbook ofCriominal Law, 
asks. If two men fight, and one says he was acting in self--defence, is not there a formidable 
problem of proof? Yes, and, in particular, a person kills in what he conceives tc• appear to be 
self de:fence is subject to the serious risk that the emergency will not appear to the jury in the 
same llight that it appeared to him. When looking back at the incident, the fact lilkely to make 
the situation impression that a man has been killed, the transitory fear felt by the accused 
person1 has Jeft no memorial to compare with the tragic reality of the corpse. If there is a 
survivm of the incident on the other side, his account of what has happened is liikely to differ 
essentiially from that of the accused. Even impartial spectators are unreliable witnesses to a 
sudden affray that is over in a few minutes or seconds. When the issue is one of self--defence, 
everytlhing depends on which side was the aggre~sor, and the temporal order of events is 
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therefbre of high importance But, experiments indicate that it is difficult to esta1blish by o~al 
eviden1ce. In particular, witnesses have been shown to have been unable to recall! words_ ~tth 
accuracy. Hence, there arise two dangers in the administration of the taw, unjust convtctton 
and w1wanented acquital after a concocted defence. Of the two risks, the fomter has to be 
taken the more seriously, and for this reason the law casts the burden of n•egativing the 
defenc.e of self-defence upon the prosecution, only the evidential burden being rested on the 
defen~lant. If the case js clearly one of self defence, the Judge will not even allow the case to 
go to the jury."(P. 449) .. 

In the context of the secret killing cases it would be necessary to ascertai,n the correct 
attitudinaVlegal approach to the killing of the victim on the part of the armymenlpolicemen To 
be precise, seeing one person, whether he was to kill him or to capture him which he could do 
even by chasing and if required maiming and disabling him. In other words, d.id the victim 
already has reached the end to his right to life and liberty, so that he could be killled or shot at 
sight? .. If the person was already known for certain to have been an Ulfa, could he be shot and 
killed, and if it was not certain whether he was an Ulfa or not. was it not the killler's duty first 
to ascc:rtain and then deal with him accordingly? Usually, in this part of the country, what is 
being seen is that the annymen,and the (militarised) policemen, perhaps for being in the same 
Unified Copmmand Structure, assume themselves to have been required or auth,orised to kiill 
the suspected Ulfas/extrremists straightway .. Very often some make-belief posthumous 
evidentce is laid near the dead body to show or prove that the victim was an Ulfa or in Ulfa 
missio,n. lbis perhaps shows in what casual manner the human right to life and liiberty is often 
being dealt with/ defrauded by these State agencies persoMei..These quesrions have to be 
consid!ered in the prevailing background situations, namely, the state of Assam has bc:en 
declarled a disturbed area under the Assam Disturbed Areas Act/ the Assam and The Anned 
Forces Speciak Po~ers Act.l958 since extended to the North Eastern States .. . 

This tc:nn Cospiracy is replied in two parts. J .. Conspiracy in targeting. and 2. Motive behind 
the killing. 

I.Coupira~ in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy .in the context of the instant inquiry, 
will mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of JPC as follows : . 

.. When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done-
( I ) An i Illegal Act, or 
(2) An net which is not illegal by illegal means. such an agreement is designated a criminal 

conspi1racy: 
Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 

criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to 
such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is 1mmaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetm•ent of a thing As defined in Section I 07 of the Indian Penal Code (JPC) 
.. A person abets the doing of a thing . who-

First- irustigaaes any person to do that thing; or 
Secondlly- engages weth one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy for 
the dc,ing of that thing.if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursua.nce of that 
conspiracy, and in order to the doing of that thing; or 

•~ ~ Thirdly,, instiMionally aids, by any act or illegaJ omission. the doing of that thing. 
~ Explanation -l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation. or by wilful concealment of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, volun~ily causes or procures. or attempts to 
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cause or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thing; or 
(lllus1tration omitted) .... . . . 
Expla1rion -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of a~ .act, does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby fa,cshtates the 
commission thereof. is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para. 1 0 of the 
Introductory Part [ of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question whether 
there was any conspiracy or not in the killing of Jatin Phukan and Nirmal Konwar has to be 
decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evidence on record. ln case the answer is in the 
affimtative, then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators? lt is in evidence 
that tlhe family members of Jatin Phukan and Nirmal Konwar were requested by various 
Govt. agencies to persuade their younger brother shri Nirmal Konwar, who WillS suspected 
to ha,ve been an ULFA, and were forewarned by the Sulfas, that if Ninnal c:ould not be 
persu:aded, by them to join the peace talks and bring peace, the consequences would not be 
good for the family . The persons who participated in the act of actual killing 01n the fateful 
night, must have been the same or their agents and accomplices and as such, there could be 
no otlher answer than that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing.oflatin Phukan and 
irmal Konwar .. 

Th~ere is evidence to show that the SULF As were enjoying protection from the police. 
This may have disabled the police from taking the right action against the SUILF A in this 
case. Similar situation was found in case of Nalbari police sheltering SULF As:. Indeed the 
police!- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned cou.nsel for the 
Commission, the Government, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an 
extra--Constitutional authority. In case the SULFA were such a body of persons and were 
used by police either as an auxiliary, or as the striking arm, they would also be part of the 
consp•iracy . . We have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, 
these circumstantial evidence will be relevant and admissible. In the killing of JJatin Phukan 
and Nirmal Konwar were 5/6 persons in the act of killing.But there was a course of conduct 
invol,ving the deciders of the course of action culminating in the killing. Considering the 
facts of this case in light of definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a 
long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and 
executtion of the act of killing show that there must also have been some authoritative 
institutional assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, it is 
held 1that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors against the 
victims they were bound to protect. under the law, in this case. 

II. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and 'the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence that the Sulfas asked the families o 
prodluce the boys before them, otherwise the consequences would not be good.1for them. 

Themfore, there could be no doubt that forwamers having been a part of the contspiracy .The 
then Chief Minister published press appeals to the members of ULF A families to persuade 
their ULF A members to give up path of violence and surrender, the Army, the CRPF and 
the police accordingly advised the families, and also forewarned that consequences of 
failutre to do so would not be good for the family and persuaded the memlbers of Jatin 
Phul(81l's family in that line. The fact that there was a request made to the literary 
organizations and Sahitya Sabhas of the State to persuade the ULF As to surrender is in the 
deposition of the then Chief Minister Mahanta. A course of conduct by diffel'ent agencies 
towards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in case of failure to effi!ct surrender 
cons;equences would not be good for the family !Jf Nirmal Konwar and theneafter finally 
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culminating in his killing support such a conclusion beyond r'e&SOnabl~ 
doubt.. Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also show~d ~at It 
was the consistent pattern to follow. One may question why, in face of the con1sti~t1~nal 
and le1gal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief, freedom of assoc1at~on, 
the rel:atives need be pressurized to bring their wards back to peace talks, and why relatives 
who fililed to do so should be mentally tortured and reign of terfror let loose n?d w~en 
even then they failed; they should be secretly killed ? The way in which, and w1th wh1ch 
Jatin F'tmkan and NinnaJ Konwar have been killed leaves no doubt that the kille1rs enjoyed 
compl4cte immunity for their acts of killing, The way in which in this case, as i1n all other 
Sivasagar cases, the investigations were made to fiZZle out and the F .R. (Final Report was 
submiltted, shows that the police has been in collaboration with the killers. All these also 
prove ·that the entire scheme is being remote- orchestrated from the top of the department.· 
Those in helm of the Depannent have to be held accountable and need be brough1t to justice. 
The maner being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The: evidence 
in seri•es of cases with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond •reasonable 
doubt . . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from 
those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a consequence is 
the motive for an action. Expected promotion or even a better posting may tM~ an immediate 
motivc:.The member of the UIFA family has been executed brutally. for no fault •of his. and only 
for his belonging to the suspected ULF A families of Jatiiiiiiiiin Phukan ad Ninnanl Konwar., that 
was, ftor a status offence without any sanction of law and in blatant violation of the victim's 
Legal. Constitutional and Human rights. Intention and motive are often used synonymously. 
The motive was the perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by vil!lainy, treachery 
and m4onsterous cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law the question of motive is not 
material where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are 
suffident to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial. 
intenti~on is material .. In the Explanation to section t 61 IPC "a motive or rewa:ard for doing is 
illustnltcd as - a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not 
intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the killing 
will mean that for which the killer has committed the killing, and without which he would not 
have done i On the facts if the case there was conspiracy in the killing of Ja1tin Phukan and 
Nimal Konwar.and that too of the worst kind being among those who wen:: to protect the 
victims .. 

(D) Pinpointing responsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in the· killing. 
Th1is is the most diffteult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct 

evidence, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That. of course, is 
forthcoming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons 
involve.~. 

For1tunately the tenn of reference mentions" involved directly or indirectly in c:ommission 
of killi111g" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rarher thsn on is-olated ones. 
We hav·e therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclus;ion beyond 
reasonalble doubt. for pinpointing responsibility .Besides what are found in relevant p~ of 
evidence. the common characteristics found in each individual case also throw some light. 
We bave,of course, to follow the general principles of evidence enunciated by the: authorities 
on evidc:nce,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobe.nlde doubt in this cue. 

The best evidence rule ."Phipson on Evidence," 9111 ed. P. 51 under caption : "The Best 
Evidenc:e Rule. Strict Proor' Says: .. The maxim .that .. the best evidenc:e must lbe given of 
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which the nature of the case pennits." has often been regarded as expressiing t~e great 
fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, howe:ver, tt played 
a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the present dny affor~s but 
little Jpractical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature of 1the subject to 
be proved. In the complicated nature of things. today the emphasis has somewhatt changed. (P. 
53) According to Phlpson,."ln the ,present day, then, it is not true tha1 the best e,vidence must, 
or ev1en may, always be given, though its non-production may be matter for comment or 
affect the weight of that which is produced.All admissible evidence is jn general equal~y 
receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct, and even rn 
crimilflal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either spede:s, or, indeed, 
by tht: defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secre:cy; and that 
circumstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (9th ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said: 

6 .. ••with regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. I . By "knowledge" stri1ctly speaking, 
is meant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is 
only to such a perception that the tenn "certainty" is properly applicable. IKnowledge is 
intuitiive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
the idleas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e. when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
conm:ction with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind has taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
the e'dstence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But klllowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to overlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are ceruain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7 . 2. "Judgment'', "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect 
of intensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, 
and, as coMected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is ~he faculty by 
which our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be tnue or false, by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant a.nd immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that 
agreement or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
confonnity or repugnancy to our knowledge. observation, and experience. Judgtement is often 
based! on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is ch:arly a branch 
of the:: fonner, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy and 
veracity of the narrators." 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses S1re, therefore, 
impo1rtant. However. when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. 
Deka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

The following common characteristics of the first group of seven cases and the 
sec<md group of eight cases are found ih this case while answering its tenns o•f reference so 
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as to justify a finding of a general plan or'Uifocide"i.e.,deliberate killing of lJLF As and 
their families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

I . 'That this killing involved suspected ULF A families. being those of susp;:cted Ulfas 
Jatin Phtukan and Ninnal Konwar. and its investigation fizzling ou~ but no clue .. · 

2. Unlike in other cases, this killing, of Jatin Phukan and Ninnal konwar, was 
committed in the mid day light . .in muddy paddyfield inpresence of villagers .. 

3 .. 'lbe assailants mostly in civil fress,covered their faces with black wrapp;:r., , to avoid 
being identified. 

4. 1rbe weapons used in killing were tiranns of prohibited bores generally found in 
police-military situations 

5. 'The fireanns being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the material exhibits 
was avoided ... 

6. The vehicles used were reportedly police vehicles which were never seizf~d or taken 
into cus>tody. 

7. ·lbere were no police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to, or during the 
killing. 

8. That the anny was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus 
in the ~>illing. some of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional authority and 
used as the executioners, 

9 . . There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
Chiefllilome Minister .. 

10. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused 
despite clues~. 

II . The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
perpetnlted .. 

12. That modem scientific methods of investigation. finger/foot prints. dog-~quads wen: 
never used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt . of Assam to the victim 
familie!> .. 

14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 
Assarn.in thiscase. 

15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on Phukan and 
Ninnal konwar garbmg them as ULF A.s 

16. That from evedence of this case, as in all other cases. .. remote orchestration" of 
''Uifocidc" is deduc ible These common characteristics. along with evidence, prove. beyond 
reasonable doubt, remote orchestration of .. Uifocidefrom Home Minister. through Police
SULFA, nexus using some SULF As as the striking anns or executioners ... 

o., tk bait of evicleace oa reconl .. tlte rapouibility of penoas i•vollved directly or 
iadirecdy ia ldlliag of Sltri Jatia Pltakaa aad Sltri Nirmal Koawar have, Uterefore, to be 
reuoa1ably p6apoiated oa tile thea protected Pollee-Sulfa aeKu led by Salflu Sllri Kasllal 
Dworl (~ Jaya•ts Haarika alld Sltri Mridal Pllakaa @ Sa•ar Kakoti, of Si~uapr Towa, 
aad tlt4e tltea Stvua&ar District Police admiabtratloa, iacllldlag tlte tile• O .. C,.. KakotU•ri 
P .S., aad tlleir usilten, faciUtaton a ad accomplece,s...almost pviag aa idea of State 
spouo1n11. tile ldlliag of Sllri Jatia Pltakaa aad Sbri Nlrmal Koawar. ptrtMac tlaem L' 
ULFA;.s thoacll tltere wu 110 evldeace of tbdr bet•& ULF A aaemben aa«fl •o proof wu 
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proda~~.Tbere was no encounter but a cool and calculated murder of the two boys. The 
usailatnts having been in civil dress and masked, bad no right to kill tb~ boys, a~d the 
SULFAs bad no power to chase or kill the boys. even if tbey were Ulfas, wb•ch, admittedly, 
tbey were not. 

This ClUe deserves revival and re--investigation. 

(IC) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely, (l) the 
immediate, and (2) the long term. 

(!)The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually 
dismantle the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute n01r a statutory 
order, but only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State GoV1t. regarding 
deployment and operation of the armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the 
Central Govt., "in aid of civil power'' of the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the 
State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its review after every three months,; and there is 
no limit to the review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may 
agree t:o dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional! position as 
to deplloyment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union in a State has allready been 
discus!;ed in para 14 of "Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is refemed to in this 
context. The deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union .in the State of 
Assam bas been "in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the State 
being :sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of 
armed forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of 
the Un1ion were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have !been caused 
by the activities of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its decl:1ration as a 
disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent 
been u1nder control. The life in the State has become normal. The last Assembly election 
could be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. 
This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to obse11te cease fire. 
fll'St for a short period, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for 
restoration of mormalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union 
to the !barracks, and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an 
assurance of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans 
themsdves. To achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State 
Govemment and the Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason wby such talks 
should not succeed. Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited 
the Un.ified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be 
maintained and insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the 
public are serious in this restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a 
situation cannot be brought about by mutual co-operation of the Stale and its people. 
Modaliities may be worked out in consultation and cooperation.among the Gov€:rnment, the 
political parties, student organizations, the outfits and the general public. Re:storation of 
normallcy will also effect economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there 
shoild be no witch hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of nom1alcy is the 
terminiUs of internal disturbances and army deployment in the State . 

. The Anny Districts. In para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the 
Unified Command Structure. In course ofthe Co!f1mission's hearing sessions iin the Upper 
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Assam district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts of Ti~su~ia, 
Dibrug:~ Dhemaji. North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Army d1~tr1c!s 
and tha~ as a result, Anny has been operaing in those districts. In so far as the declarat1on IS 

concenaed, this Commission has nothing to do. As the Commission has to enquin~ into some 
crimina1l cases of some of those Upper Assam districts, the Commission has to see w~ether 
this dedaration had an)£ impact on those cases. The Commission proceeds on th•e bas1s that 
during 1the period from 1998 to 2001 also similar declaration could have been thc:re in those 
districts., and the Unified Command Structure and the Armed Forces Special Plower;s Act 
were nc;,cessarily in operation in those districts. If that was so, what were the fimctions and 
powers of the Anny thereunder would be relevant in the context of prevention of such 
killings .. We have already discussed this, including the leading case, in para 15. 'The Anned 
Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act, 1958 was amended by the Anned Forces 
(Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Amendment) Ac~ 1972; and it is now The Armed 
Forces in the State of Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya., Nagaland,.Tripura. Arunachal Pradesh 
and Mizoram Special Powers Act., and it is extended to all these North Eastern States. By 
section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, section 3 of the principal Act stands substituted, 
namely, 

"3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Ac't extends, the 
Government of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central 
Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
Territ•Jry, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition! that the use of 
armed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of that State or the 
Admi.Jilistrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case m:ay be, , may. by 
notifi<:ation in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or Union 
Territ•lry to be a disturbed area." 

The Anned Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Armed forces U> supplant or act 
as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the Act. The 
power- conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised •:mly where any 
person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in the disturbed 
area p1rohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapons or of things 
capablle of being used as weapons or firearms; ammunitions or explosive substances. In other 
words. the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order· issued under a 
law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory orders can be issued only 
by the: civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of such a prohibitory o1•der. the power 
confel'red under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of 
the power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in~harge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay. together with a report of 
the circumstances occasioning the a.rrest . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offence~ search. sei:zure and arrests 
followed by registration of reports of offences (F.I,R.s), investigation. prosecutiion. trial. and in 
the elrent of convection execution of sentences . The power confel'TCd und4:r the Act only 
providle for cognition of offence, sea.rch, seizure and arrest and destruction of arms dumps and 
sheltetrs and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for armed gangs. The other 
functi•ons have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thus, the fUinctions in aid of 
civil pcwer have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of the Armed forces 
of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the people of the disturbed llrea of the State 
oftheiir fundamental rights to life and liberty. Ariy violation of such rights under such provisions 
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would not countenance violation of Constitutional and human rights of the people by the forces 
deplc1yed in aid of civil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or 8 

crimt: from being a crime, punishable under the law. 

Throughout eidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in self defen~. The 
idea ·varies and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake encounters 
are o ften ~ported id news papers. Almost always some obsolate weapons/arr1~uni~ns ~d/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem JUsttficatJon o f 
the killings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provis i1ons of the 
Constitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the government. All the 
departments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with th•~ mandatory 
provisions of the Constitution of lndia. In other words, the loag term measures may include, 
in the long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitu:tion and the 
laws of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordan,ce with the 
mandaltes of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission ' s n!port will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII, 351 . " By killing an assassin the slayer 
incurs no guilt. (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury •~coils upon 
fury." 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty 
of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndra)'';420. •4 A king 
who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and removes all 
sin. n::aches the highest state (of bliss)" Sakrac:harya's IHrult~niti is based oa danJa , 
meani1ng, punishment. Ancient sages said that without dando matsyanyaya will prevail and 
the strong will devour the week., even the sacred prasado o f the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows .. Danda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have iMate goodness in 
them. but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the 
socie~(. The norms and laws of today are not materially d ifferent. Secret killing amounts to 
denial of all the constitutional. legal and human rights to the killed. and violation of all these 
rights by the killer. If killing is by public authorities. it also means trampling mr'er the oaths 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the 
people: with such dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action haiS a reaction. 
fury g~enerates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of 
the e~·en keel of the society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be 
checkc:d by equally harsh measures. but that would not justify the lawfully established 
Government in abdi~ing its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-constitutional 
organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign. 
socialiist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern 
them. ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevatnt laws. rules . and administrative instructions., and orders framed thereunder. They 
should! be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
against their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life. liberty. 
freedoms., non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
kill th•e citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike: on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any son 
whate•ver. At the mmimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from 
corrupltion in any fonn and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, 
considlering their exalted position and prestige, periodical periodical seminars and 
discussions at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 
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Tl~e Police department is the first resort ofthe people for protection of their life, liberty. 
proper1ty etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has ~he duty t.o 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Pollee force IS 

one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient an'd in~ctt:d· 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and dectston. tn 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the pohce 
training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cybc::r and other 
present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regardling the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the 
positio:n in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the dec::p sea .. their 
erstwhii le colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserve~ adequate 
peotection, but using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooter.; and c.cllaborators 
in polic:e functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the S ULF As, far 
less their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least fo,Jiowing the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in lilfe. How the 
erstwhiile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different matter 
altogetlher.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political. the 
principle of .. respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and 1111isdeeds at 
the 

Regarding the SULF As suspected. it may be appropriate to observe that bec::ause of the 
positio1r1 in which the SULFAs found themselves. between the devil and the dee1p sea .. their 
erstwhi1le colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deservc:d adequate 
peotection, But using their services as "guides, .. spotters''. trouble-shooters and cdlaborators 
in poli<;e functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the S ULF As.. far 
less th•eir being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
bereft ofthe hallowed positions. and give them fair field and no favour. at least fOtllowing the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh stan in life. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different mattet' altogether 
Howev,er, the Insolvency principle is not applicable in criminal law .. 

S•o far as the Government wings. agencies. and authorities. both official and political, 
the principle of "respomdent superior'' will surely apply: and for all the lapses and misdeeds 
at the lower levels., higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be ~ubjectc~ to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities arc concerned, the principle of 
collective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were fanning Govtmment in the State at 
the relc:vant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them 01ut wherever 
they happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of 
the citi~~ns was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and human rights 
were violated during their governance. But even here. except in the criminal cases. the 
insolve1ncy principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fiilir tield and 
no favo,ue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any 
son. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will. of course, be: an entirely 
differerut matter. 

(F) A•y other matter related or releva•t to tbe iaqairy Under this the 
Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex gracia. or on some: rea.c;onable basis. 
We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare SUltc. In case o f any mishap nr calamity befalling any 
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one or more of our citizens or families the welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief 
to the aft~ed persons and families, as 'the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to t~l 
that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, rehef 
and rcco~mpense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the State. It is really praiseworthy 
of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced such reliefs and rehabilit-ation packagew, 
and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible members of the families, inasmuc_h as 
sometim•es the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the Legislature hellS now prov1ded 
for payment of suitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case 
the bread earning youths of the famiilies have been shot dead under the circumstances discussed in the 
case. Tht: public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprits, but that itself will b1ring no financial 
and livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the minor children of the 
bereaved family. The Commission, as submitted by the teamed senior counsel for the Commission and the 
learned Senior Government Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice, doth he:reby direct the 
State Go·vemment of Assam to pay to the parents of each of the two victimes, namely, Shri Chitta Ranjan 
Phukan ~~~~d Shri Chandra Kanta Konwar, for the benefit of each family, a sum of Rs.5,00,000/-{Rupees 
five lakh:s) only forthwith. More than six years have already elapsed and it brooks no farther delay 

=ooo== 

(22) 
SHRI KESHOB KONWAR KILLING CASE 

Golagbat P.S, Case No. 230/99 
Date of.Occurrence. 1.9.99 

By this Commission's order dated 23.8.2006, by virtue of the authority con1ferred on it 
by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33 J/2005/2 dated 3rd September 
2005, in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 331/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, 
after hearing the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the 
learned :Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it ha..~ taken up this case 
for inquiry, with notice to the State Government. By virtue of the aforesaid Notifi!cations the 
Commis:sion is to inquire into, in each case. the following tenns of reference, and any other 
related a111d relevant matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Cir<:umstances. in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) Identity of the killer(s} and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c ) To t!ind out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the motive 
behind such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirec1tly in the 
commis:sion of such killing(s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) 42ircumstaaces leadiag to tbe killing of Shri Kesbab Koawar. 
011 1.9.99. at about 9.15 P.M. Smti Dipti Konwar,. wife of Shri Keshab Konwarl heard 

the sound of a vehicle stopping near their gate and minutes thereafter heard knockings at their 
door, a111d speking in Hindi.:"We are coming from the camps. open the doorr" Initially 
hasitating, but ultimately Keshob Konwar opened the door, and Dipti followed him holding a 
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kerol;ene lamp. They saw two anned civil-dressed youth~ covering their faces with black 
cloth standing outside. They spoke in Hindi''Saheb is in the car and you are callled ther~." ~n~ 
dragged him to the Maruti Gypsy even when he was wearing a loongi. As Smt1 Dapt1 
followed Keshob with a kerosene lamp in hand. Keshob told her that the saJme group that 
canu: earlier with Nabin Gogoi was coming. On 2 .9.99 Dipti Konwar wa~ told by Golaghat 
police that Keshab Konwar' s dead body was lying at the Titabar P.S. The 1.0. seized three 
empt:y cartridges and live 'ammunition of A.K.47 rifles, one rope and a cloth from the place 
where the dead body was found, The inquest over the dead body showed 7/8 bullet injuries 
over the dead body and the post-mortem showed 

Stout male body. R. M. present eyes closed. mouth half open. 
(I). Penetrating wound 04 em on the back, size about 0 I em each. Margins are inverted. 
(2) 04 lacerated wound over the chest. margis are everted diameter about 03 em each 
(3) 04 penetrating wound over the back 
( 4) 04 lacerated wound over the chest with fracture of sternum 

In the doctor's opinion the cause of death was shock and hamorrhage as a result of gun 
shot injuries. Point of entry back and 4 exits on the front . 
. The: place was by the side of the Dhodar Ali near the Kakadonga bridge in Jorha district 
Neighbouring villagers, when examined said that that on 1.9.99. at about 10.30 p.m. they 
heard firing sound coming from that side.Thhe post mortem report said that the death was due 
to sh10ck and harnmorhage caused by the said ante mortem injuries. 

(B) The identity of the killers, and their accomplicH, if any 
The killing of Keshab Konwar is secret both a') to place of killing and as to the identity 

of thte killers and their accompleces if any; The identity of the killers and theitr accomplices 
have to be detennined on basis of the evidence on record. It is a developed principle of law 
that taccomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the 
crime:, accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories . An accessory is one who 
excit1es or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is e:xclusively the 
person who in law perfonns the crime. More precisely. the perpetrator is the person 
who.being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, ofl'ends against it with the necessary 
mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplishes include, while accessories exclude the 
perpc:trator of the crime. However. oftem they arc used as synonymous. We discussed the 
meBJ11ing ot .. secret" .In para 7 of the Introductory Part I. Identification of the killers has to 
procc:ed on the basis of investigation and evidence.wherefrom. as submitted by Dr. 
Y.K.IPhukan and Mr. P.K. Musahari , two shortcomings appear from records,, namely. that 
only routine investigation proceeded;modem methods were not used: police dogs were not 
engat~ed. to sniff out the culprits; foot or finger print~ were not taken. lnvc!:stigation was 
perfu1nctory, as important evidence were not taken promptly or not at all . 
that s:ome policemen from Gaurisagar P.S. coming to their house informed them that their 

Shri Arup Konwar, younger brother of Shri Keshob Konwar. has been in the ULF A. 
since Novembe 1989. Shri Keshob Konwar himself had been associated with the Manab 
Adhi:kar Sangram Sarniti (MASS). In the previous A~semhly election not a single vote was 
cast ;at the Narajugi polling booth.lt seems for this the wrath of the then P1rafulla Kumar 
Mah~mts's A.G.P. Govt, somehow, fell on this Konwar family .. Srimati l>ipti Konwar. widow 
of Kc::shob Konwar, in her Application to this Commission and in her depo:-.ition, consistently 
with her FIR lodged in the case, narrates the plight of the family .. Thc polit;e a1r1d C'RPF used 
to fre:quent their house in search of Shri Arup Konwar @ Shri Amar Singh. One day when 
the f~1mily was going to sleep after supper, at about 9.15 p.m .• a white Man.ti V1ehicle stopped 
near 1their gate and alighting two persons came fro.m the front side and S<lrne came from the 
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back sside thus surrounding our house, knocked at our door and ask«!d in llindi to open the 
door, when so done, they enquired whether Arup came to his house. In June/ July 1995 th.c 
O,C, ofGolaghat Sadar Police Station Shri Chitta Gogoi ~ith some policemen entered the•r 
houS4~ and enquired about Arup and asked Shri Keshab Konwar to come to the I?.S.,and when 
he w1ent, again asked about Arup. In the year 1996 and 1~97 one police oflicer, with badge~! 
two stars, and some armymen visited their house and enquired about Arup Konwar .. On 3 
June 1999 the Deputy Suptdt of Police Shri Mugdha Jyoti Mahanta, along with a number of 
policemen, came to their house bringing with them her husband' s nephew Nitul Konwar, 
brother of Ratul Konwar and my husband's brother Anil Konwar and entered their house. 
whern Keshob Konwar was wearing a ganji and a half pant. The party entered their house and 
took Keshob to show his small tea garded. They searched the drains there but none was found. 
Smti Dipti Konwar had a hunch that they thought of killing Keshob there, but did not do so 
for some reason. Next day they gave a severe beating to Anil Konwar and leftt him near the 
white:: Maruti vehicle and took Nitul Konwar and her husband Keshob KonwCJLr to Golaghat 
P.S. and detained him there for the night. Next day Smti Dipti Konwar with students of 
Pulibar Adarsha Vidyalaya and some villagers went to the D.C. who directed them to meet 
the S:.P . and when they asked the S.P. as to why Keshob Konwar and Nitul Konwar were 
arreS1ted. the S.P. told that it was because in the last Assembly election in the NCJLrajugi polling 
booth not a single vote was cast because of presence of ULF A, and thereafter they released 
Nitul Konwar but detained herhusband and said that he was already sent t:o Jorhat P.S. 
wher1efrom he was sent to Jorhat Jail to remain there for 3 month~. 

On 25.1. 99 the D.S.P. Shri Mugdha Jyoti Mahanta came to Kcshob Konwar' s house 
alon~: with some C.R.P.F. personnel and at first broke the varendah light and pelted stones on 
the roof of the house. Then they started knocking and kicking at their door, andl as a result of 
constant kicking the lower part of the door gave way. Thinking the intruders to be dacoits 
Keshob Konwae shouted dacoits, dacoits, hearing which Shri Mugdha J;yoti Mahanta 
announced "I am Mahanta, none else" Hearing this Keshob Konwar opened the door and 
Mah~mta and two. C.R.P.s entered the house . In presence of MUgdha Jyoti Mahanta one 
C.R.P, slapped Keshob Konwar on his cheek. On 11 .8.99 early in the morning a1t about 6 a.m. 
the O .C . Golaghat P.S. Shri Nabin Ch, Gogoi and Addl, S.P. Gnlaghat Shri Btrajenjit Sinha 
along: with C.R.P. F, Jawans came to our house and lefi after taking tea. On 14.8.99 the O.C. 
Golaghat P.S. Shri Nabin Ch, Gogoi with three armed youths came to their hotuse with three 
armed youths and taking Keshob Konwar to his old house and picked up his elder brother 
Shri IRajani Konwar and made both of them attend the 15th August function whereafter they 
were allowed to come home. 

!Finally, on 1.9.99. at about 9.15 P.M. Smti Dipti Konwar heard the sound of a vehicle 
stopping near their gate and minutes thereafter heard knuckings at their door, a.nd speking in 
Hindii,:"We are coming from the camps, open the door" Immediately it came to the minds of 
the ifllmates the advice of the O.C. Nabin Ch. Gogoi that unless you recognise us. do not 
open the door at night."That is why they did not opm the door and said " You come in the 
mom1ing to meet us" At this the knockers said:"lf you do not open the door. we~ will set it on 
fire" Consequently Keshob Konwar opened the door, and Dipti followed him holding a 
kerosene lamp. They saw two anned civil dressed youths covering their faces with black 
cloth standing outside. They spoke in Hindi"Saheb bin the car and you are callied there.'' and 
dragged him to the Maruti Gypsy even when he was wearing a loongi . As Smti Dipti 
followed Keshob with a kerosene lamp in hand, Kcshob told her that the sarne group that 
came earlier was coming. Therefore Dipti thought that O.C. Nabin Gogoi and his men might 
have 1:ome. Dipti thought that her husband could recogni~e some of the personSi who came to 
their l~ouse on thr 14th •• Sayung so her husband told her not to worry about. Standing on the 
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threshold she wtched how he was taken inside the vehicle and shaw that the armed people 
tookhim inside and sped away. . 

At twilight dawn Dipti informed the incicent in their old house. A neighbourhood boy 
telephoned to Golaghat enquiring whether Keshob was brought there previous nnngt • but was 
told that noperson was brought to Golghat P.S. at night. 

Ia cross Dipti Konwar said that the three civilians armed youths coming to their house 
on 13,8,99 carne in twd vehicles, and when inside the house thl!y did not covc::r their faces. 
Her impression was that they were Assamese. Sht: took them to have been fmm the Thana 
because whenever Shri Gogoi caml! those were with him. On 1.9.99 the police party of 
Nabin1 Gogoi came in a white Maruti Gypsy. She also said that some Sulfas were sheltered at 
Bog01ijeng and that they had beaten some persons of the area. She did not receive any notice 
of the F .R (Final Report) in the case ... 

Smti Minu Konwar, younger sister of Keshob Konwar accompanied Smti Dipti Konwar 
to the Golaghat Sadar P.S. to lodge the FIR and they were asked to sit in anotherr room where 
one police Officer Hussain took them to another room and informed that a dc::ad body of a 
male 1~rson wearing a loongi was lying at the Titabar P.S, and they could go thc::re, When the 
two women suggested that some policeman should acciompany them to Titabarm Hussain 
told tJ~at the O,C, was otherwise busy and none could accompany them and if they needed 
they coukd telephone from there. They proeeded 
to Titabar P.S. hiring a taxi and at Titabar finding the dead body of Kcshob Konwar. the 
wome·n asked the police as to why the police had killl!d the farmer and social worker. the 
Titabiar police said: that it was not done by them. but by the Govt . Minu Konwae: deposed that 
they were aware of the attrocities committed by Army. Policl! and unidentified persons and 
the advices of the Army and Police to persuade Arup to sum:nder. According to Minu 
Komwar. there was no other reason for killing of Keshob Konwar except for that our younger 
brothc::r Arup Konwar happened to be an U I fa. 

f'.W/ 3 Shri Pallab Borbora deposed that both Keshob Konwar and himself were co
worke:rs of the Manab Adhikar Sangram Samity (MASS), and he attended tlne funeral of 
Keshc1b Konwar, and a protest rally against the ~t-illing was held and a Memorandum was 
submitted to the D.C. Golaghat who did nit take any steps. Sri Borbora said that the Manab 
Adhk.ur Sangran Samitym of its own. undertook an enquiry into the k.illinig of Keshob 
Konwar and could gather that a group of ten to twelve youths sonce ahout three months of 
this ir11cident moving in two white Maruti Gypsys. stationed in a half completc::d building at 
Bogorijeng villave. movee abou freely with arms and were creating terror throughout 
Golaghat.Shri Borbora also deposed that on enquiry they cam~ to the cunciU!sion that the 
Maruti Gypsy which was waiting near the gate was one of the two such vchicle:s used by the 
Sulfas of the Bogorijeng camp and the part} includc:d the Sulfas of that camp. and that the 
other Gypsy must have been waiting a little awa) out of sight. The ~itness also said that 
durin@: that period, while the S.P was a gentle person, the D)' . Superintendent of police 
Mugdl~a Jyoti Mahanta plannes such killings throughout and in this cao,;e also he was there 
with ~e Sulfas from the Bogorijeng camp. I te wondered ho~ othc:rwise the dead body could 
have been there near the Kakodonga bridge and how the Titabar P.S. could have lnown about 
it. He enquired of the Titabar P.S. where an officer told him that Totabor P.S. received a 
teleph,one call of some mutual firing at that place and coming there they found the dead body. 
This according to the witness was absurd as the nearby villages of that pl8(;e wc·re Tribal and 
Sched,ulcd caste villages. where on enquil) no telephone was f(lund to have been installed 
there.From this the witness concluded that the entire plan must ha~e hc.:cn drawn up and 
execut:ed by police and executed with the Sulfas of Rogorijeng Sulfa camp. The witness also 
said that one of the Sulfas of Bogorijeng camp _WlL" limping pcr..on wchCt udu.ally operated 
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from Sibsagar and had some relatives in Golaghat. No doubt these wert: not direct e~ide~cc 
but their plausibility could perhaps be tested in light of the facts. on record.Miore so m vJew 
of increase in such killings. . 

Asked as to how he viewed the incident, Shri Borbora observed that there were seraous 
ibcidents of secret killings throughout the State and innumerable persons w•ere killed '_the 
question was when the entire law and ordc:r machinery wes in operation , there were pollee. 
military in the State, how could it be possible lor the secret killers to commit the killings 
with dreadful weapons at different places without the complicity of the law and order 
prot•ecting machineries and even the State authorities, he asked. 

N.W. I Shri Brajenjit Singh~ was the Addl. S.P.(HQ) Golaghat and he was infonned 
about the case by the then S.P Shri Anil K. Saharia instructing him to e~ort the dead body 
home, accordingly he waited at the Pulibar club of which Shri Kcshab Konwar was a 
member,and other members of the club were waiting for arrival of the dead body· 
lUW!taaaaaaaaahe escorted the dead body and stayed at the fremation till its end.He discussed 
the 1Case withe LO. and submitted the first S.R. and the second S.R. He first met Keshab 
Konwar earlier when he searched his house and while searching anaelbum he found the 
photograph of the elder sister of one of his friends and on being asked as to how that 
photograph came there, he was told she was one of their cloose relatives. Fiinding no clue 
the 11.0. suggested and the CJ submitted the F.R, and he accepted it.He was at Golaghat in 
samte capacity from from 25.5.99 to till first week of August 2oo I Police kep•t watch on the 
Bogorijeng area and conducted house searches there including that of Keshatb Konwar.His 
impc;:ssion was that Dipti Konwar did not see the Maruti Gypsy allegedly brought by the 
killers, Ther, according to hi, no need of monitoring the activities of Sulfas as tthose were not 
objectionable. There was noSULF A camp at Bogorijeng at that time, but the area was 
sympathetic to the ULFA, hence some house searches were conducted there.IHe viewed the 
case from the angles of family quarrel, enmity and also lJLFA-SlJLFA. conflict. He 
disagreed with the suggestion that it was the then Govt; ' s policy to ki11 Ul1fas, the family 
members and their relatives to pressurise Ulfas to surrender and strengthen the A.G.P. The 
Titalbar supplementary case diary was amalgamated with that of this c!lse. There was no 
hypothesis , unlike in the other districts of Assam, of the Sulfas being the killc:rs in this case 
as the prominent Sulfas of Golaghat like Shri Ramesh Saikia. Shri Pradcep Gogoi and Shri 
Jiter11 Gogoi were established in business .. 

N.W. 3. Shri Satyen Patwari On 31.7.99 he assumed charge as Circle Jnspector/O.C. of 
Golaghat Sadar P.S. from Inspector Nabin Gogoi . The incident having be\!n three months old 
by that time, he submitted a progress report on 5.1.2000 and the Addl S.P (HQ 

N.W. 4.Sshri Muktaram Choudhury was the 1.0 ofthe case entrusted with investigation 
by the the O .C..Golaghat Sadar P.S. and he immediately on ) .9.99 itself. with S.l Atiqur 
Rahman visited the house of shri Keshab Konwar, drew a c;ketch map, and irecorded 
statement of Smti Dipti Konwar, Smti Minu Konwar, and Sarhashri Tarun Konwar,Suren 
Patra. Nothing could be recovered from the place of occurence. Afte~ards on 18.12.99 he 
revisited the place of occurrence and collected the supplementary case diary from Titabar P.S. 
On 3 I .12.99 he was transferred out He first knew of the incident at about 2.30 p.m. on 2.9.99 
when Smti Dipti Konwar came to Sadar P.S. and stated.about kidnapping. The Titabar P.S. 
telep•honed meanwhile that a dead body of Shri Keshab Konwar was lying th~:reat. .but there 
was no diary entry.thereof. Smti Dipti Komwar was directed to go there to see. No 
polic:emen accompanied her. as the place was under another P.S. and, unlike iin other cases, 
no 01rder was passd by the O.C. Smti Dipti Kpmwar told him that the as..o,;ailants covered their 
faces iwith black cloth and spoke in Hindi, and .said if the} did not open the: d04::>r, it would be 
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set on fire.After recording statements, his impression t,hat the assailant" were: civilians. but 
had no idea as to who they were. There was no pressure not to investigate seriiously, nor not 
to i111vestigate at all. The instructionin operations was to capture Ulfa except when there was 
an encounter .. .. 

N.W. 5 Shri Sonaram Dekajoined the Golaghat Sadar P.S. on 31 , 12,99 an1d took over as 
1.0. of this case , read .the case diary, engaged ~ources, but could find no clue, Final progress 
report of the case was submitted by Shri Satyen Patwary, Circle lnspector on 5. J .2000 and 
the Addl S.P.(HQ) Shri B Sinhs accepted the suggestion and the case ended in f .R. o_n 
2512:.2000. Sources told the witness that the dispute between lJLFA Shri Aru Konwar and hts 
elder brothe Keshab Konwar might have resulted in the incident. This was out of records. He 
did 1r1ot give any suggestion about Final Report. 

N.W 6 Shri Mugdha Jyoti Deb Mahanta was Oy UPTDT OF Police~ (HQ) at the 
rele,vant time. On receipt of the Ejahar Shri Mukta Ram Choudhury on I, 9. 99 infonned The 
Dy Suptdt (H.Q. about the killing of Shri Keshab Konwar whereafter he discussed the matter 
with the then O.C. Golaghat Sadar P.S. who apprised Mahanta of what Smti Dipti Konwar, 
wife: of Keshab Konwar told him. The then Addl S.P., (H.Q.), Golaghat also infonned 
Mahanta that a dead body was lying at Titabar P.S. and he was in~tructed by the S.P. 
Golaghat Shri Ani; K. Saharia, to proceed to Titabar to escort the dead body tm Golaghat and 
to enquire into the matter which, he said, was not good. The matter was puzzling to Mahanta 
inasmuch as Smti Dipti Konwar said that th~ miscreants spoke in Hindi, whHe his sources 
said no anny was at Golaghat and none likely to come trom outside. Mahanta remembered 
that Shri Keshab Konwar told him about his brother Arup Konwar having quarelled with him 
before joining ULF A and that Keshab want Arup to frequent his house because of police 
troulbling him. However, Mahanta did not think that for that reason Arup would take such 
deadly revenge. Shri Mahanta joined the Assam Police service in 1995 as D>S<P> on 
probation in 1995, and he was posted as D.S.P.(HQ) in Golaghat distrkt,Golaghat as 
onl8.5.98 and transferred out on 24.12.2001. The duties assigned to him were Law and 
orde:r and counter-insurgency operations and ~e was to inform the S.P. befo1re undertaking 
such operations. He deposed, inter alia, that Regarding what Smti Dipti Konwar said about 
the incident of lifting and killing of her hus band, he said that the then Addl S.P.(HQ) 
info1rmed his that there was a dead body in Titabar P.S. abd h should go and c:scort it and to 
enquire how it happened and by whom, it happened. Mahanta remembered. Regarding the 
incident on 3rd June 1999 and admitted that he went to the house of Ke~hab Konwar and of 
taking him to show his small garden. where he found some plastic shades 2111d examining 
thos,e, but he denied that he intended to kill Ke-,hab Konwar there in the garden. He also 
admitted that he went to their house on 25.1.99, though he did not remember the date 
distinctly, with CRPF personnel, and applied some sticks on their tin roof to alann them to 
oper11 the door;. He did not remember if their varendah light was hroken, cten if it was broken, 
it could be by some CRPF person, and not seen t'r done by himself. Regardin:g the breaking 
of the lower part of the door, he remembered that it was week, but did not remc:mber if it was 
broken; and himself ehtered the house, but did not remember to ha..,e seen two CRPF 
persc:ms also entering with him and one of them slapping Keshab Konwar on his cheek, in his 
preS4:mce. He admitted scolding Keshob Konwar for not opening the door so long and telling 
him that no stones were pelted on his roof Thereafter, he said, that he was offered tea and 
they left his house. He did not understand what Smti Dipti Konwar meant by tlhreat (bhabukj) 
and admitted having told them that if Arup Konwar was sheltered by them i1n their ho~, 
they would have to fau legal consequences. Regarding Shri Pal lab Barbora1' s state~pt 
abou1t his using two Maruti Gypsys in operation~, he admitted that he carried on a numbf:r of 
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anti- insurgency operations in Golaghat. but on very few occasions he. :Jsed ~ black ~aruti 
Gyp:sy which was a Govt, allotted vehicle, and mostly he was usmg prtvate vehtcles. 
Regarding Shri Barbora ' s statement that two Maruti Gypsies were used b~y the SULFA 
camiP of Bogorijeng, he said that Barbora was almost like his brother. and that the S~LFA 
canpt of Bogorijeng was et up in 200 I . The statement of Smti Oipti Konwar the the assatlants 
spoke in Hindi disturbed him because there were no anny in Golaghat, except a small ca~p 
at Bokakhat for National Highway and VVIP duties at Kaziranga National Park. He also satd 
that normally he would take Assam police in operations and only in vulnerabJ,e areas .c~s, 
beca.use the CRP followed Dogra Regiment formations and there were coordmatton 
diffkulties.Regarding culprits, he eleminated ULfA and SULfA and Arup Ko:nw.ar, but w~ 
puzz:led when pointed out that only Police was left. when he said no police we:re mvolved m 
this incident and someone aggrieved by Arup ' !>. actions might have had a ha111d. It has been 
the texperience in this inquiry that police often finds the lJLF A to be the first and last 
suspects.outside records .. He did not visit the place where the dead body was found, though 
he was asked by S,P, to escort the dead body. He did not meet Smti Dipti Ko1nwar after the 
incident thinking that she might be emotionally upsei.He did not have any role to play in 
inve:stigation of the case. There were three prominent SU:FAs in Golaghat, Shri Ramesh 
Saikia. Shri Pradeep Gogoi amd Shri Jiten Gogoi, noe M.L.A.), all owning tea gardens. 
ULFA-SULFA clash was there as Ramesh Saikia was once fired at by suspected ULFA. He 
did not suspect any SULFA in this case as they we::rc in business. He nevt:r used the guidance 
or S€:rvices of any SULFA in his operations. He also performed the nonnal duties of D.S.P. 
(HQ) There were more than 600 SULF As in Gplaghat at that time, and none was suspected 
in this case.He could dominate all of them. Some frustrated SlJLFAs went back to ULFA. 
He tried to ascertain who could have brought Arup Konwar @ Arnar Sing andl was told that 
then: was a girl at Jalukani, Jorhat whom he could locate but learnt that he was already with 
that girl somewhere in Meghalaya.According to him the investigation ~f the case was not 
properly done considering the crime. The Final Report was submitted within less that five 
monrths from the incident, Asked what he thought about the statement of Oioti Konwar that 
un 1..9.99 at about 9.30 P.M.her husband said that the same people who earlier came with 
shri N .C.Gogoi, Mahanta said that no poloice ofGolaghat came there that day .. 

N.W. 7 Shri Nobin Ch Gogoi was the O.C. ofGolaghat Sadar P.S.on 1.9.99 , but being 
sick he was on sick leave for 15 days, including 1.9.99, <lnd thereafter also he· was on leave 
for tl~ree months He had good relations with Shri Keshab Konwar' s family amd visited the 
family several times. About a month before the incident , the then S.P. Shri A.K. Saharia 
told him that in view of the situation prevailing . the ULFA related families should be 
cautioned and they should be careful not to let anybody in during night hours unless they 
were well known , and accordingly he cautioned Keshab Konwar' s family not to open the 
door at night unless the caller was known to them . lie visited Keshab Konwar .s family 3 I 4 
times before the incident. and generall) he used to take with him people from 16A.P.(IR) 
Bn (Hndian Reserve Battalion) with him there. One day when he visited that faLmily with the 
Addl; S.P.(HQ) Shri Brajenjit Singha, there were C RP.F with them.One day he vis ited the 
family with the then D.S.P.(HQ) Golaghat, they probably took I.R. Bn personnel with them .. 
In all other occasions he used to take 16 I.R. Rn people with him. lie did not see the 
D.S.JP.(HQ) himself breaking the varenda light,of Keshab Konwar's varcndah as alleged by 
Smti Dipti Konwar, and did not see if some others did so. He admitted that he 1iisited Keshib 
Kom,var' s house and Rajen Kom\'ar' s houses on 14.8.99 with 5/6 I.R Btn people who 
were in uniform and were Assamese people. H al~l admitted making the two brothers attend 
the 15ch August function with a view to change the mind of their ULF A brother Arup 
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Konwar seeing them so attending ... He could not tell the names of the 16 l.R. Bn persons 
taken with him to Keshab Konwar' s house on 14.8.99 and explained that the system was to 
requisition the personnel from Battalion . and there was a Platoon Commander who ~sed to 
chan~:e the personneL; and that a copy of the requisition mighht be availalble With the 
Platoom Commander as also with the P.S. The Requisition would contain the L'lames of the 
personnel taken.These questions were relevant in view o f Smti Dipti Konwar's statement 
that while about to h<iard the kidnapper' s vehicle he told his wife that there was nothing to 
worry as th same persons who were coming with Shri Nabin Gogoi, O.C. were coming. 
Howc:ver when he did not return she was worried. Shri Nabin Gogoi said that oon 2.1 .99 at 
about 8.30 A.M. Smti Deepti Konwar came to his quarter and asked him whether Shri 
Keshob Konwar was brought to the P.S. previous night. He immediately telephoned to P.S. 
and the negative result was immediately conveyd to Smti Konwar and also advised her to 
lodge FIR, and when done, as he was pm sick leave,the Second Officer rec:eived it and 
registered the case. 

Asked why there were no t:ntries between those of 2.9.9Q and 18.9.99, the O.C. replied that 
instructions were given in between, but the 1.0. did not make t:ntries. From the:: evidence of 
the O.C. who was constantly on leave at the relevant time, hi s complicity in the incident 
appeatrs to be unlikely, formal responsibility apart. 

N . W. 8 Sayed Asfiqur Rahman 3nd Officer of Uolaghat Sadar P.S. the O,.C . being on 
leave that day, , was functioning as OC. on 2.9.99when the FIR was lodged by Smti Dipti 
Konwar, at about 10.30 A.M.,and he made G.D. t:ntry and registered the Case No. 230/99 a 
ulsl }156 I.P.C. suspecting somemeone with business rivalry might have fidlnapped Shri 
Keshab Konwar, and entrusted its investigation to S.J. Mukta Ram Choughurt. and 
instructed him to detect and intercept the Maruti Gypsy said to haw been used by the 
assailants. The distance between Keshab Konwar' s Bagarijeng hous and the Golaghat Dsdr 
P.S. was about 7 k.m, Witness did not know Keshab Konwar. but knew his Ulfa younger 
brothc:r Arup Konwas @ A.mar Subg, and had raided their old house several times, brought 
some inmates to P.S. and had to be relaea.sed as nothing objectionable found. He used to raid 
wante:d ULFA houses now and then with APBN personnel and not with annymc:~n. and rarely 
with CRPF. Shri Mugdha Jyoti Mahanta used to operate in Sarupathar, B•orpathar and 
Merapani areas. and not in Golaghat Town itself. He did not remember tn have brought Shri 
Keshon Konwar to the P.S. before the incident. lie did not know how <iolaghnat Sadar P.S. 
came to know about the death of Keshab Konwar after he was kidnapped. as he~ was neither 
the O.C. nor the 1.0 . of the case. As far as he remcmhcrcd. no (iolaghat Sadar Police party 
went cJut on operation on the night of the incident. 

It transpired that what were stated by Smti Oipti Konwar were explained. btUt not denied 
by the: then D.S.P.(HQ) and the O.C. Golaghat Sadar P.S. in evidl.!nct: .. 

On the basis of the evidence. the identity of the killers may reasonably lbe limited to 
the J6,lfl I.R. Bn personspersons who came with Shri Nabin Gogui then O.C. G01laghat Sadar 
P.S. and the SULFA leaders of Golaghat and the Ba.garijcng SULFA camps as stated in 
evidence and the Golaghat District Police admini-.tration and their assistrs. facilitators and 
coollaborators as stated in evidence. Evidently there wa~ pressure to get rid of ULF A at the 
earliest., though certain witnesses did not admit it.. 

( C)Wlletbcr there was any conspiracy in targeting Shri Keshab Kon•rar. aad the 
motive be~iad such killing. 
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This term is replied in two parts, namely, !.Conspiracy in targeting. and 2. Motive behind 
killing. 

I.Conspiracy in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instant inquiry, 
will mtean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section l26A ofiP\ as follows:. 

"When 1two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done-
( I) An iLlegal Act, or . . 
(2) An lilCt which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a cnmmal 

conspiracy: 
Providc:d that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall a1mount_ to a 

criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parttes to 
such a1greement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanaltion.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate objlect of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 107 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-

First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or person-; in any conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing. if an act or illegal omission takes place in pmsuance of 
that conspiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 
Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 

Explanation -l.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful 
concealment of a material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntari lly causes or 
procures. or attempts to cause or procure, a thing to be done, is -.aid to iinstigate the 
doing of that thing; or (lllustration omitted) .. ... . . 
Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 

anything in order to facilitate the commi~sion of that act, and thereby fa1cilitates the 
commission thereof, is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in pa1ra I 0 of the 
Introductory Part I of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question 
whether there was any conspiracy or not in the killing of Subama Rabha has to be 
decided on the basis of the law, and facts in evidence on record. In case:: the answer 
is in the affirmative, then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators? 
It is in evidence that the family members of Subarna Rabha were rc::quested by 
various Govt. agencies to persuade their younger brother shri N irbhoi !Rabha., who 
has been an ULFA. and were forewarned by the army, the CRPF and police that if 
Keshab Konwar could not be persuaded, by them to join the peace talk.s and bring 
peace, the consequences would not be good for the family. The persons who 
participated in the act of actual killing on the fateful night, must have been the same 
or their agents and accomplices and as such, tht!re could be no other answer than 
that there was criminal conspiracy in the killing.of Keshab Konwar.There is 
evidence to show that the SlJLF As were enjoying protection from the !POlice. This 
may have disabled the police from taking the right action against the SULFA in this 
case. Similar situation was found in ca<>e of Nalbari police sheltering SULFAs. 
Indeed the police- SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned 

1 
_ ./. . counsel for theedCommission, the <?ov~mm1 ent,han~ the parties. '[his means that the 
~ . SULFA emerg as an extra-constttuhona aut onty. In case the SULFA were such 

a body of persons and were used by police either as an auxiliary, or as the striking 
ann, they would also be part of the con~piracy. We have already discussed that as 
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conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, these circumstantial evide1~ce will ~ 
relevant and admissible. In the killing of Keshab Konwar there were 51<~ persons 10 

the act of killing.But there was a course of conduct involving the d.ec•ders. of. the 
course of action culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of thts (:a,se tn hght 
of definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long ~rawn course 
of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and ~x':ut1~n o~ th~ act 
of killing shdw that there must also have been some authontattve ms~at~t1onal 
assurance of safety to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, 1t IS held 
that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors. against the 
victims they were bound to protect.under the law, in thi~ case. 

II. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P.W 1 Keshab Konwar' s widow 
Smti Dipti Konwar deposed that there could be no other reason for killing of her husband 
Kesh:ab Konwar, except for that his brother Shri Arup Konwar was in the ULFA. This 
stateament was not challenged in cross-examination. Therefore, there could be no doubt that 
forwuuners having been a part of the conspiracy .The then Chief Mini~1er published press 
appcllls to the members of ULFA families to persuade their ULFA members; to give up 
path of violence and surrender, the Army, the CRPF and the police accordingly advised the 
famillies. and also forewarned that consequences of failure to do so would not be good for 
the filrnily and persuaded the members of Keshab' s tamily in that line. The fact that there 
was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas of the State to 
persutade the ULFAs to surrender is in the deposition of the then Chief Minister Mahanta. 
A course of conduct by different agencies towards similar persuatuin and the !forewarning 
that in case of failure to effect surrender consequences would not be good for the family of 
Keshab Konwar, and thereafter finally culminating in hiskilling support such 81 conclusion 
beyo1nd reasonable doubt.. Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case 
also !ihowed that it was the consistent pattern to follow. One may question why. in face of 
the c:onstiMional and legal right for every citizen to freedom of thought and belief. 
freedom of association. the relatives need be pressuri1.ed to bring their wards buck to peace 
talks,. and why relatives who failed to do so should be mentally tortured and rei1~n of terfror 
let loose and when even then they failed, they should be sccretl) killed ? The way in 
which. and with which Keshab Konwar has tx.-en k.illcd leaves no doubt that the killers 
enjo)'ed complete immunity for their acts of killing. The wa) in which in this case. as in all 
other Goalpara cases, the investigations were made to fi:t.zle out and the F.R. (Final Report 
was !;ubmitted shows that the police has been in collaboration with the killers. All these 
also prove that the entire scheme is being n:motc- orchestrated from the top of the 
department .. Those in helm of the Depannent' mu~t be held accountable and need be 
brought to justice. The matter being of criminal nature proof mu~1 he beyond reasonable 
doublt. The evidence in series of cases with common characteristics lead to such a 
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. . 

The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating 
from those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a 
consc::quence is the motive for an action. Expected promotion or even a better posting may be an 
immediate motive. The member of the UIFA famil) has been executed brutaiiJf. for no fault of 
his, allld only for his belonging to the ULF A famil) of Arup Konwar. that was, for a status 
ofTen,ce without any sanction of law and in blatant violation of the victim's Legnl. Constitutional 
and Human rights. Intention and motive arc ot\en used synonymou~ly. The motive was the 
perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State ~,f 1hsam hy villainy. ln:achery and monsterous 
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cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law the question of motive is not material .where 
there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused· and the acts themselves ar'e sufficaent to 
disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is immaterial, intention is 
materiatl.. In the Explanation to section 161 IPC ·•a motive or reward for doing is illustrated as
a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he does not intend to do, or as a 
reward for doing what he has not done. In thi~ scn~e. motive of the killing will mean that for 
which llhe killer has committed the killing, and without which he would not ha,re d?n~ it. We 
have to ascertain from the circumstances, anterior, present and posterior to the ancadent.of 
killing, The anterior circumstances were that Shri Arup Konwas@ Amar SSin~~ was one of 
the banned outfit ULF A There had been constant efforts in Assam to solve the insurgency 
proble11n created by ULFA and similar outfits in the region. Use of force attained limited success 
Some of the extremists have left the country and have taken shelter in foreign c:ountries.Their 
whereabouts being not known to the anti-insurgency authorities. One possiblte way was to 
request the members of the foreign sheltered leaders of the banned outfits and n~quest them to 
exercise their relationship influence to give up the path of insurgency and come to the normal 
stream in the countty. None could tind any fault in ~uch efforts. That such a mo-v•e was there in 
case otf Keshab Konwar is evident in this case. However, if undue influence:, coercion, or 
violence is resorted to, that may be illegal, punishable and violative of fundamental and human 
rights. 1ret killings are resorted to as in this case. 

This reminds one of the Vaishnavite concept of u Kshatriyaka katila Parasu kare dhari, 
nikhatriya karila samaste basundhari ' ' (You have cut the Kshatriyas holding the parasu axe and 
made the entire earth Kshatriyaless." 

(D) ]>in pointing responsibility on persons involved directly or indirectly in ltbe killiag. 

This is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct 
evidence:, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is 
forthcoming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on the persons 
involved. 

Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in commission 
of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence rarher thsn on iso:lated ones. 
We have: therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as will lead to a conclusi,on beyond 
reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are found in relevant pieces of 
evidence:, the common characteristics found in each individual case aiM> throw some light 
We havc:,of cours.e.to follow the general principles of evidence enunciated by the authorities 
on evideince,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanldc doubt in this case .. 

The best evidence rule"Phipson on Evidence," 9th ed. P. 51 under \:aption : "The Best 
Evidence~ Rule. Strict Proof' Says: ·'The maxim that "the best evidence must bte given of 
which the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing the great 
fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, howeve1r, it played 
a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the present day uffords but 
little pra.:tical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the subject to 
be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emphasis has somewhatc~1anged. (P. 
53) According to Phipson,."ln the .present day, then, it is not true that the best evidtence must, 
or even may, always be given, though its non-production may be matter for cetmment or 
affect thte weight of that which is produced.AII admissible evidence is in general equally 
receivablle.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct, and even in 
criminal cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either species, t:>r. indeed, 
by the de:fendant's mere admissions out of Court''. 
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The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrc~cy; and th~t 
circumstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases m 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (91
h ed) in its lntrodUtction (pp.4-5) 

said: 

6•. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the humcun mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. I . By "knowledge" strictly speaking, 
is m€:ant an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is 
only to such a perception that the tenn "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is 
intuittive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately. by comparision of 
the ideas themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, wheru it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant arnd immutable 
COM•ection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind! has taken in 
the p~roofs, and lastly through the agency of our ~nses, we obtain a perception~ of the senses 
the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to overlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say tJhat such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we arc certain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc., 

7'. 2. "Judgment'', '"the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledge in respect 
of intensity of persuation, plays quite as imponant a part in human speculation and action, 
and, as connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by 
whiclh our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false, by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant a1nd immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or like:lihood of that 
agrec::ment or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
conformity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often 
based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is cl·~arly a branch 
of the fonner, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy and 
verac:ity of the narrators." 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the narrating witnesses arc, therefore, 
important. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. 
Deka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning,, one has to be 
cauticlus on the appreciation of evidence. 

1rhe following common characteristics of tbe lint group of seven ·~ases and the 
secor11d group of eight casesare found ih this case while answering its terms o1f reference so 
as to justify a finding of a general plan or'Uifocide"i.e.,deliberate killing of ULFAs and 
their families and relatives, on their basis. namely · 

J. That this killing involved an ULF A family, bt!ing that of the lJLF A. Shri Aruup 
Konwar. and its investigation is allowed to fizzle out.. . 

2. As in other cases, this killing. of Shri Keshab konwar. was committed in the dead of 
nighttt. . 

l .. The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers and caps, to avoid being 
identi tied. 

4 .. The weapons used in killing were firanns of prohibited hores generally found in 
policc:-military situations 
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5. The firearms being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the material exhibits 

was avoided .. . k 
6. The vehicle used was reportedly a Maruti Gypsy which was never sc::ized or ta en 

into 'custody .. 

7. There were no police patroiJing in the crime areas prior and pO!)terior lto. nor during 

the !kidnapping. • 

H. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA_ nexus 
in the killing, some of the latter being constituted into an extra-Constitutional authonty and 
used as the executioners.the modus operandii being to visit the family, ask members to 
per.rnuade its ULFA member to surrende, failing which, to send advance tean to locate and 
survc~y the house, then to send armed and masked persons to shoot /them dead or take 
them away and kill them secretly and throw the bodies somewhere •. In this case killing was 
in th'e dead of night . 

9 . There was general resentment and decry against the Unitied Command Structure/ 
Chief Minister .. 

110. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused 
despite clues The district administration did not believe anu Sulfa to ha\e been involved, bit 
could not also extricate themselves ... 

1 l . The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
perpetrated .. 

1.2. That modem scientific methods of investigation, finger/foot prints, dog-squads were 
never used. 

1.3. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the ~t'ictim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the t:hen Govt. of 

Assam.ln thiscase. 
I 5 In this case death penalty has been imposed for ''status offences,'' on 
shri Keshab Konwar for being a member of ULFA family of the ULF A Shri Arup 

Konwar .. 
16 That in all the cases, including this case of Shri Keshab Konwar. there is remote 

orchc:strated Ulfocide, death penalty having been imposed on the victim for "status offence," 
ofbe:ing member ofULFA or ULFA related families. 

On the basis of the evidence, the responsibility of persons involved dia·ectly may be 
pinpointed on the 16 (I.R.) Battalion penons and the SULFA leaders of Golagbat and 
the Jbgarijeng SULFA camps who came in the vehicle to the bouse of Sbri Kesbab 
Kon,war in the fateful night of 1.9.99; and pinpoint indirectly being involvedg 
resp{)nsibility, on the Golaghat District Police adminiostation not excludomg Sbri 
Nabin Ch.Gogoi, then O.C. Golaghat Sadar P.S. and their abettors assister·s, facilitators 
and coollaboraton, as stated in evidence.The Commissionis inclined to believe that 
both Shri Mugdha Jyoti Deb Mahanta and Shri Nabin Ch. Gogoi were in •~ordial terms 
with Shri Keshab Ch. Gogoi and his family and their direct complicity is doubted, but 
the iJIDpact of the activities of the administration amounting to pressure to get rid of the 
ULF A. could aot be overlooked. 

1(E) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom. to prevent recunrence of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namely. ( 1) the 
immt~iate, and (2) the long term. 
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(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but 
only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
operation of the anned forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt. 
"in aid tDf civil power" of the State of Assam, on requestJ requisition by the State Govt. The 
Structure itself envisages its review after every three months,: and there is no l ~mit to the 
review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle 
it in the. same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deployment of 
the ann1ed forces and other forces of the Union in a State has already been discussed in para 
14 of " Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this context. The 
deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union.in the Statt! of Assam has been 
"in aid of the civil power of the State.'' In case of the civil power of the State being sufficient 
enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of armed forces or 
other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed torces and other forces of the Union were 
deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the: activities 
of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under 
the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent been undter control. 
The life in the State has become normaL The last Assembly election could be he:ld without 
any dis1turbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This rnay be an 
appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease fire. first for a short 
period, say s ix months, and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for restoration of 
mormaltcy and confinement of the anned forces and other forces of the Union to thte barracks. 
and on continuation and assurance of nonnalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an ass urance of 
peace on the part of the baMed outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To 
achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State Govemme:nt and the 
Central Govt would be necessary~ and there is no reason why such talks should no1 succeed. 
Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command 
Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be main1tained and 
insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in 
this restoration of normalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be 
brought about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked 
out in consultation and cooperation.among the Government, the political parti(~S. student 
organiu1tions, the outfits and the general public. Re!>toration of normalcy will also effect 
economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility. there shoild be no witch 
hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of normalcy is the terminus of internal 
disturba1nces and anny deployment in the State . 

. The: Army Districts. In para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the Unified 
Comm:and Structure. In course of the Commission·~ hearing sessions in the Upper Assam 
district of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts ofTinsul-..ia. Dibnagarll, Dhemaji, 
North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Army di~tricts and that. as a result, Army 
has bet:n operaing in those districts. In so far as the declaration is conc~med, this Commission 
has nothing to do. As the Commiss ion has to enquire into some criminal cases of some of those 
UpperAssam districts, the Commission has to ~-e whether thi~ declaration had any impact on 
those cases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period from 1998 to 2001 
also similar declaration could have been there in those districts, and the Unified Command 
Structure and the Armed Forces Special Power:s Act were necessarily in ope1ration in those 
districts. If that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Army thereunder would be 
relevant in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, including 
the leading case, in para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act, 1958 
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was amended by the Anned Forces (Assam and Man.ipur) Special Powers (~mendment) Act, 
1972· and it is now The Anned Forces in the State of Assam, Mampur. Meghalaya, 
Nagaiamd,.Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is. extended to 
all the:se North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, se:ct10n 3 of the 
princip1al Act stands substituted, namely. 

" 3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends, the 
Govemment of that "State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central 
Govenunent, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the use of 
anned forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of thatt State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case may be, , may, _by 
notific11tion in the Official Gazette, de:clare the whole or such part of such State or Unton 
Territory to be a disturbed area." 

lne Anned Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to supplant or act 
as sub!;titute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the Act. The 
power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised only where any 
person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force in the disturbed 
area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapo:ns or of things 
capabl4: of being used as weapons or fireanns; ammunitions or explosive substiances. In other 
words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order issued under a 
law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory orders can be issued only 
by the civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of such a prohibitory order, the power 
confen'ed under clause (a) of _section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of 
the power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in~har'ge of the nearest police station with the least pQssible delay. together with a report of 
the circ:umstances occasioning the arrest . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seiz1ure and arrests 
follow<~ by registration of reports of offences (F.I,R.s). investigation, prosecution. trial, and in 
the evc~nt of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred unde1r the Act only 
provid€~ for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of anms dumps and 
shelters and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for armed gangs. The other 
functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thu~. the functions in aid of 
civil power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of the! Anned forces 
of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the people of the disturbed a1rea of the State 
oftheir fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any violation of such rights under s;uch provisions 
would 1not countenance violation of Constitutional and human rights of the people: by the Forces 
deploy•:<! in aid of civil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a 
crime fi"Om being a crime. punishable under the law. 

Throughout evidence the official witnesses ~Y that they kill the boys in self defence. The 
idea varies, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. f iilke encounters 
are oftcm reported in news papers. A I most always some obsolate weapons/arnmunitins and/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem justification of 
the killiings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long tenn measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the 
Constiturtion and the Jaws in carrying out each and every function of the government. All the 
departmc:nts of the Government must function fai_thfully in accordance with the mandatory 
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provisions of the Constitution of1ndia. In other words, the long term measures: may include. 
in the: long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution ~nd the 
laws of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordance w1t~ the 
mandlates of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's l'eport Will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII , 351 . " By killing an assassin the slayer 
incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case. fury recoils upon 
fury." 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty 
of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndra)" ;420. "A king 
who 1thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and removes all 
sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)'' Sukracbarya's Dandaniti is based! oo danda • 
meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail and 
the stTong will devour the week, even the sacred pravada of the yajno will be swooped at by 
crows. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate: goodness in 
them., but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the 
socie1ty. The norms and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to 
deniaJ of all the constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these 
rights by the killer. [f killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the 
people with such dangerous propensities. Jt is trite learning that every action h:as a reaction, 
fury generates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of 
the even keel of the society and some excesse~ commited by some elemeTlltS had to be 
checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully established 
Government in abdicating its powers. duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional 
organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign, 
socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern 
them~ ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
relevant laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed themunder. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations a" also the rights of the citizens of the State 
against their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens. including rights to life. liberty, 
freed•oms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
kill the citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic. social, historical. or of any sort 
whatc:ver. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutc:ly free from 
conu1ption in any form and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, 
considering their exalted position and prestige, periodical periodical s•eminars and 
discu!>Sions at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first re~n of the people for protection of thei1r life.liberty. 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police pers..mnel may be put in the police 
training College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cylber and other 
present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that b!ecause of the 
positi10n in which the SULFAs found themselves, between the devil and the d•eep sea .. their 
erstwlllile colleagues having been deserted by their act of ~urrender, they deserved adequate 
peotec:;tion, but using their services as "guides, "spotter~·· . troublc-shoote~ and ccllaborators 
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in poli1ce functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SIULFAs, far 
less their being used as the striking arm or the men in charge of execution. Let them ~ow be 
bereft ilf the hallowed positions. and give them fair field and no favour, at JeB;St ~o~lowmg the 
insolvc:ncy principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start •.n ht:e. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a d1ffe.,ent matter 
altogether.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies. and authorities. both official and J)(}~itical, the 
princip1le of "respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and mtsdeeds at 
the lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the principle of 
collective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtrnment in. the State at 
the rel1evant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them oiUt wherever 
they happen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional and le1gal rights of 
the cititZens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and human rights 
were violated during their governance. But even here. except in the criminal cases, the 
insolvc:ncy principle should be followed and the political persons also be given f.air field and 
no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hulflting of any 
son. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will , of course, be an entirely 
differe1nt matter. 

Tttis cue deserves to be revived and re-in\estigated. 

(F=) Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 

Undc:r this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation • ex gracia. or on 
some rmsonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case of any mishap or 
calamity bc:faJling any one or more of our citizens or families. the welfare State considers it to its duty to offer 
rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as the case may be. It is more so whe1n the sufferer has 
reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of 
rescue, reHef and recompense does not in any way amount to an) fault on the part of the State. It is really 
praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced suct't reliefs :md rehabilitation 
packagew. and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible membem of the families. 
inasmuch SIS sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lo~t to the family. Even the Legislature has now 
provided fc1r payment of suitable ''no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant 
case the bn::ad earning patriarch of the fami9ly has been shot dead under the circumstance; discussed in the 
case. The public prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit.. but lhat itself will bring no financial and 
livelihood !replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors. induding the minor children of the bereaved 
family. Tbj: Commission, as submitted by the teamed senior counsel for the Co.nmissio111 and the learned 
Senior Go·vemment Advocate, and for the ends of distributive justice,doth ~ereby dlirect the State 
Govemmaut of Assam to pay to Smti Dipti Konwar, widow of the victim Shri Keshab Konwar, for the 
benefit of the family, a sum of Rs 5,00,000/ forthwith . More than six years have elapsed and it brooks no 
farther delay .-. 

(23) 
SHRJ JUGAL PHUKAN KILLING CASE 

Kakotibari P.S. Case No. 26199 
Date of Occurreace.l0.9.99 

R;y this Commission's order dated 5.4 .2006. by virtue of the authority coni:Crred on it 
by the Government of Assam's Notification Nos. No.PLA.33 I f2005/2 dated 3rd September 
2005. in continuation of the earlier Notification No. No.PLA 3:\1/2005/1 dated 22.8.2995, 
after hc:aring the applicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the 
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learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up this case 
for inquiry, with notice to the State Government. By virtue of the atoresaid No1tifications the 
Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the following terms of reference, :and any other 
related and relevant matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Ciircumstances , in each case, leading to the killing of its victim(s). 

(b) ldentiity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

(c ) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s} and the motive 
behind such killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commissi!on of such killing( s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
(f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry~" 

(A) Circumstances leading to the killing of Shri Jugal Phukan .. 
As deposed by Jugal Phukan's younger brother Shri Homen Phukan, 010 19.q.99 two 

Mahmor.a boys carne to their Akhoia Gaon house and informed that his cldt~r brother Shri 
Jugal Phuk.an was killed somewhere at Mahmora; and that soon thereafter he went to Sepon 
Outpost •of Maranhat, where, the next morning. he was told that the dead body was not with 
them, and he should enquire at the Sivasagar Sadar P.S., and there he was told that the dead 
body wa:s in the Sivasagar Civil Hospital at Joysagar for its identification,.bu1t there he was 
told that relatives should come there to receive the dead body. Returning home, he sent his 
father's ~;ister-in-law and two ladies to Civil Hospital, Joysagar who saw the injuries on the 
dead bodly; and the next day his father went to the Hospital to complete the tiormalities, and 
when tht: post-mortem examination was completed the dead body was brought home in a 
police ve:hicle, and police in 3 I 4 police vehicles came along.and they Staj'ed at the well
attended cremation till completion. Asked how the death was caused. some policemen said 
that they brought one dead-body and might return with another.. . 
Shri Tosheswar Dutta who conducted the inquest over Jugal Phukan·s dead body said that 
during inquest he found several bullet injuries over the dead body on the ch~st. neck. above 
the kid1rtey, below the right arm pit and on the right elbow. and that he had the impression 
that the injuries were likely to have been from shooting from the fmnt. but he admitted that 
he was n1Jt sure as to the direction and range of firing. mor could he say wheth1cr the shooting 
s could he when the victim was in a standing position. He admitted that the: victim would 
have faJJt:n down after the fatal chest injury itself. He also frankly admitted thai! he did not see 
the firing as he arrived at the spot after an hour of the alleged time of firing. 

As agat.inst the above, the version of P.W.2 Smti Fulamai Gogoi was that Jug:al Phukan was 
her unclt:: and just arrived and wanted a glass of drinking water of her. Giving the glass of 
water to Jugal . she entered the bath room when commotion was caused by 20/25 anned men 
in anny, police and civil dress and some covering their face~ with black cl(ltth entered her 
house, and coming out she saw that those people shouted "catch.( 'atch''(Uhar, Dhar). and 
Jugal Phuk.an ran out by the back door and was fleeing, pursued by the JX.'<>ple with anns. and 
failing to jump over the boundary fencing rajsed both of his hands The chasitrtg JX..-ople shot 
him dead. then and there. The two witnesses were thoroughly cmss~xamined by the learned 
Senior Govt. Advocate~ and they withstood it finnly .. 

(B) The identity of the killen, and their accompli~es, if any 
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The killilrtg of Shri Jugal Phukan was secret not as to time and place of killin~, but as to t~e 
identity of the killers and their accomplices,. if any. The identity of the klllc~rs an~ t~e•r 
accompli•ces have to be detennined on basis of the evidence on record. It is a developed pnnctple 
of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of com~licity to the 
crime, a<~complices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An acce~sory ts ?ne who 
excites or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator 1s exclustvely ~e 
person who in law perfQrrns the crime. More precisely, the perpetrator is the person who.bemg 
directly s:truck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the necessary mens re? or 
negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while accessories exclude the perpetrator of the cnme. 
However. often they are used as synonymous .. We discussed the meaning ot "secret" .In para 7 of 
the Introductory Part J . From investigation and evidence. as submitted hy Dr. Y .K.Phukan and 
Mr. P.K.. Musahari, two shortcomings appear namely, that only routine investigati?n 
proceeded;modem methods were not used; police dogs were not engaged. to sniff 01ut the culpnts; 
foot or finger prints were not taken. Investigation was perfunctory, as important evidence were 
not taken promptly or not at all. 

While the police claim Jugal Phukan ' s death to have been in an encounter, the1re is evidence 
to show lthat it was not so. The questions of killers and accomplices have to be aa.scertained on 
the basis of evicence. It is a developed principle of law that accomplice!s are the parties to the 
crime. On the basis of degrees of complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into 
perpetrators and accessories. An accessory is one who excites or helps the commissi1on of a crime 
by the pc::rpetrator. Perpetrator is exclusively the person who in law pcrfonns the crime. More 
precisely,. the perpetrator is the person who. being directly struck at by the crimina11 prohibition. 
offends against it with the necessary mem rea or negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while 
accessorites exclude the perpetrator of the crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. 

Shrii Niron Gpgoi ofNo. J Borbil village ofMahmora wac;, as deposed by Homen Phukan, a 
driver by profession, was by relation a nephew of deceased Jugal Phukan. Niroo Gpgoi told 
Homen P'hukan, that it could be one of those caused by secret killers, he replied that the Anny. 
police and Sulfa used to come to their home, tortured him and his parents and he had to conceal 
himself.lhey wanted Jugal's whereabouts inspite of being told that Jugal ceased •:oming home 
for some time and they had no contact with him. They also forewarned the members of the family 
that the consequences of failure to hring him back would not he good for the family They said 
that Jugal phukan was an Ulfa, but they told them that they did not know that.. Asked about 
Sulfas in the area they were told that there were Sulfa., at L.akowa nan1cly Mridul Phukan. Muhi 
Barna,. and Rabin Kkakoti . Homen Phukan told the Army, the Police and the SulfatSs that it was 
commonly known that Sulfas were with the Anny and the police and whenever tlhey came the 
Sulfass used to speak in Assamese. Anny used to come in Anny dress, the police in police dress 
and the Sulfas in civil dress. Homen clearly said that though he himself concealed, from his 
parents he~ learnt that the Sulfas. whenever they came, committed variow, excesses and once they 

. j spoiled the cooked rice throwing trash materials on il and sometimes they used 1to show their 
V" fury by c:utting standing banana plants as if they would cut human beings like tlhat; and they 

always hdd deadly firearmms in hand. Once Sulfa MriduJ Phukan opened his jaclket chain and 
• a/ pointing his finger to his chai~ said .. 1 am M~duJ Phukan, J~al Phukan's. consequc:nces will not 

}IJJ":. . be good" .. He used to behave m that manner m several occas1ons. Narratmg what Niran Gogoi 
told him !he said:"Anny police and Sulfa came to his house, they chased Jugal Phlllk.an shouting 
catch him, catch him. kill bin. kill him" From such shouts. Homen Phukan was sure that the 
Anny, the Police and the Sulfaas killed Jugal Phukan as an lJifa, bu1 he himself did not believe 
that Jugal was an Ulfa. Asked whether the killing was by the then Govt. in power. Homen replied 
that it co\llld not be anything else. O.C' . Shri Tushcswar Dutta said that he knew whe:n he was O.C, 
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Moranhat P.S. during 91/92 that Jugal Phukan was an Ulfa and that he was arresred under 
T ADA,. but he admitted that he did not verify that in course of investigation of the case.and 
could not deny that human memory often proved slippery .. 

Smti Phula Gogoi, wife of Shri Niron Gogoi, deposed that on 10.9 .99 she was at her 
native vii lage home when her uncle Jugal Phukan entered her house and wanted a g~ass of 
drinking water and she offered him the same and went to the bath room, and he too~t hts seat. 
Then she heard a loud flring sound near her gate and coming out to sec what had happened, 
she saw about 25 to 30 people some in Army, some in police and rest in civil dresses, most of 
them with ftre anns, only three being in Jathies .. They entered her house and cba:sed Jugal 
Phukan by the back door and reaching the end of the boundary, he raised his hands lilnd lot of 
firing folllowed; and at the same time she saw her husband Niron Gogoi being bc:aten and 
dragged t•owards her house and made him sit in her courtyard and shot at his left foo!l piercing 
it and there was profuse bleeding. When she entreatied not to beat her husband, sh•~ too was 
beaten 0111 her head by firearm butt.. Then somco~ present told her that her huslband was 
dying of loss of blood and advised her to pour kerosene on the wound which c•oagulated 
blood and stopped bleeding. Then despite her enrcaties they took her husband to Moranbat 
P.S ., then to Sepon Outpost and then to Sivasagar Sadar P.S. She said that by grac:e of God 
his life was saved after prolonged treatment. In cmss she said that her uncle Juga~ Phukan 
used to viisit her house frequently and even stayed at night. She did not know that he was an 
Ulfa, but she knew of operations by Anny. Police and Sulfas.and that they came in search of 
Ulfas,the Army, police.and the Sultas never came only for their bouse, but only when they 
entered •each and every house in the village.. They did not know that Jugal Ph1Likan was 
related to her. She did not see any weapon in his hands. Her husband was interrogatfd in their 
presence. The co-villagers were greatly frightened and did not come to their house c~xcept ber 
father who came from his half a kilometer away ho~o;e. and helped her. 

Three things in evidence complicate the determination of any encounter, the identity of 
the killers: and their accomplices. Firstly, the identity and composition of the killers, secondly, 
the duration of the encounter, and thirdly, the mention of a .. bomb, said to have bc!en found 
with the dlead body of Jugal Phukan. 

N.W. 3 Shri Tusheswar Dutta. O.C. Kakotibari Police Station states that on 110.9.99 at 
noon whc:n he was at Kakotibari P.S., Shri Gautam Bora. S.D.P.O. Sonari came tthere and 
asked him to accompany him to Mahmora Borbil vitlage.without disclosing the pu~rpose.On 
his way only he was told by the S.D.P.O. that he received a direction to go to tltte Borbil 
village where an operation was going on and he should block the escape routes of l:hc Ulfas. 
However, arriving there they found that the operatiun was already over ~fore half an hour, 
and the dc:ad body was lying. and on examination he found near it a cloth bag with a 'bomb' 
in it. He ,learnt that the operation was carried on by the party from Sivasagar Sedlar Police 
Station led by S.Zaman S.l. with a P.R.C. (Para-military Reserve ConstabuJary).Undertaking 
the nec~;ary steps.. he (Dutta) prepared a seizure list including that obj\.'Ct (bomb) 1and some 
objectionnble Ulfa documents and thereafter calh.-d in four neighbouring villagers Jmd made 
them sign the seizure list as witnesses. Then he wa.'> directed by the S.P. Sibsagar Shri P.K. 
Lohia to take the dead body to Scpon Outpost of Sibsagar Sadar P.S. where the S.IP himself 

1, .V aJso came:. As the O.C. did not have his own driver, one commando of his party drove the 
~ . vehicle a111d the O.C. carefully held the ' bomb' during th~ distance. Arriving Sepon, the S .P. 

directed tJile O.C . to perform the inquest over the dead body; and the S.P. himself took the 
bomb to Sibsagar. The S.P. directed the O.C. to hand over the dead hody at the Sivasagar 
Police Reserve. so that. it would be safe there. The O.C. accordingly handed over the dead 
body to Sivasagar Police Reserve and went hack to Kakotibari hy the direct mute via 
Sirnalugwi,.reached Kakotibari P.S. at about 5 P .~ . Facl'i arc stranger than fiction.~. At about 
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5.45 P.~..f . when, at Sivasagar~ the S.P. invited some local reporters and an Amoy Explosive 
expert, to demonstrate the 'bomb' mechanisms, the bomb exploded at the S.P.'s office 
chambe1r killing all present in the room .. Next day at about 9.30 A,M. the KaJ(otibari O.C. 
wrote wnd lodged an FIR of the Borbil operation, registered the Kak.otibari P ,S, Case No. 
26/99. ln cross-examination of the O.C. Shri Tosheswar Duna, the following facts were 
established by admission. He arrived at the place of occurrence about half an hour after the 
operation and did not see the operation. Reportedly there was another operation party from 
Moranh:at P.S.of whom there was no mention .. There was no other person p.resent at the 
supposed place of operation, except the O.C. and the supposed Sivasagar P.R.C . party. After 
preparing the siezure list, the four villagers were called in.by the O.C. Nobody deposed that 
any bomb was recovered from the dead body. In the FJR written by the O.C. himself (next 
day) there is no mention of any •bomb' . On the other hand it wa-; written that a ' Land mine' 
was fowod, The O.C. admitted that the Kakotibari P.S. was not given any prior infonnation by 
any one of the supposed operation parties, No proof of their operation. is extant. 
Someone in the case mentioned one • granade' to have been found with th'e dead body. 

None sutrVived to tell the real nature of the object that cxpl9<fed. No post-explot ion evidence 
has been produced. 

There has been no evidence of any encounter between any of the parties, Shri Tusheswar 
Dutta. O.C. mentioned of the Moranhat party, but no detail of any one of them is on the 
records On the other hand the Final Report No. 8/2001 dated 31.19.2000 of FIR No.26/99 
dated 11.9.99 records of some explosive substances having been found with the dead body, 
which were said to have exploded in the office of the S.P. It has also been stated therein that 
the identity of the boy could not be ascertained. It haC), therefore. to be takrn that without 
knowing the identity of the boy, he could never be said to have been an Ulf~ and the 
evidence to the contrary has to be rejected. 

N. W. 1 Shri Bijoy Giri Kuligam Addl S.P.(H.Q). received the information of the case 
rather late, only after the investigation proceeded; and he did not go to ·the place of 
occwtelltce. According to him, the then S.P. Siva;;agar Shri P.K Lohia (since deceased) 
proceeded to the place of occurrence Siva')agar, and as far as Shri Giri remembered, an 
Wlexploded bomb was recovered " from where Shri Jugal Phukan was killed in encounter" 
and it was taken to the S.P. ' s oflice at Sivasagar and while it was being examined in 
presenc(: of two journalists, one policeman. and one army officer. the bomn exjploded in the 
S.P. ' s office, on 10.9.99, the bomb exploded killing all those present in the room, while 
Shri Kuligam was also gettuing ready to come there. According to him, no enquiry was held 
on the e1racounter death of Jugal Phukan and no report thereof was sent to him by the officer 
who was supposed to have killed Jugal Phukan in the supposed encounter.He never visited 
the place~ of occurrence. He did not rememhcr if any written instruction was issued by him in 
course of investigation of the case. and also did not remember the contents of his verbal 
instruction he might have given. There was no record in the \.D. of any pmgress report 
having been issued, but the Final Report was given in the case. by the C .1. There was no 
copy of notice to the complairnnant in the records of F.R. No 8 of 2001 , though such notice 
was a miUst. He did not remember if the riO. informed him that there was no clue in the case. 
nor did he remember if any investigation problem \\'as brought to him by the 1/0/ He saw the 
things, ntamely, one 10, 200 metr wire, male-female connector • Flash-gun. bc•mb, igniting 
switch, 4~ pencil batteries, complete device to explode the IED,.only when those were shown 
by the S. P. in his office chamber at Sivasagar. He explained the faults in maintaining the C. D., 
namely, that the C.D. was opened only on 10.9.99, next entrries were on 12.9.99, 
J5,8,200t,and 31.10.2001 were to be explained .by the l/0 only. and emphasised that he 
perfonnc:d his duties regularly and never neglected i t He did not agree with thf~ suggestions 
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that the killing ofinnocent Jugal Phukan, who just came to his rdative Niron Gogoi ' s house 
and wanted a glass of water to quench his thirst, garbing him as lJLFA. was a delibera~ act 
by poli•ce and their collaborators, and to hush it up a fake encounter is shown and arttcles 
supposc:d to have been recovered from the place of occurrence were posthunrtously placed 
near the~ dead body by police, the investigation was hushed up in Final Report. 

N. W. 3 Sbri Gautam Bora, then S.D.P.O.Sonari. on 9.9.99 at about '"l/8 p.m., was 
infonnc~ by Shri P.K.U>hia. S.P. Sivasagar, of a planned major ULFA operation at Mahmora 
area and asking him to proceed to that area early ~xt morning and be on the tvtahmora road 
to bloclk the escape routes; and next morning with a C.R.P.F. platoon with O.,C . Kakatibari 
he wai1ted detailing for defferent escape routes. At dawn they heard firing sounds from 
interior Mahmora side. The O.C. Kakotibari proceeded to the place of the sounds through a 
village road and arrived earlier than the S.D.P.O. who proceeded by the Mahmora main road., 
and " saw at a distance they found black panthers mixed with policemen nWlnbering 12115 
and about 4/5 police vehicles at four road crossing. Going to the four road cros:sing we saw a 
dead body by the side of the main Mahmora road and the police party with one or two 
villagers. I also saw the O.C. there. (who came by the village road.) " Almo:st at the same 
time thje S.D.P.O .. heard a VSF call instructing him to proceed back to Sonari :as there could 
be retaliation. No details were discussed with him In cross he said, inter alia. that the 
operation was led by S.l. S. Zaman of Sivasagar: that a civilian guide may be taken in 
operation; he was not entrusted to enquire into the opration;; the civilian perso•n he saw was 
limping; his proceeding to Mahmora with a CRP.F platoon was not a part of the operation. 
but onl:y for blocking excapc routes~ he was not told by S.P. the time and place and the party 
of the o•peration all those being kept secret from him; the S.P wa.~ not present at the operation~ 
he heard firing sounds like rifle sounds; he did not kno~ who brought the bomb from the 
place of operation to the four roads crossing on the main Mahmora road; he did not visit the 
place of occurrence as there was no direction from S.P. he did not see any ann ~collected near 
the dead body. his instructions were not recorded in the C .0 and he disagJreed with the 
suggestion that he did not take the case seriously and hushed it up ... 

N.W. 3 Shri Tusheswar Outta. O.C. Kakotibari Police Station states that on 10.9.99 
at noon when he was at Kakotibari P.S .. Shri Gautam Bora. S.D.P.O. Sorwi ~une there and 
asked hJm to accompany him to Mahmora Borbil village.without disclosing the purpose.On 
his way only he was told by the S.O.P.O. that he n.-ceived a direction to go to the Borbil 
village where an operation was go in~ on and he should block the escape route~; of the Ulfas. 
llowevc:r. arriving there they found that the operation was already over before half an hour. 
and the dead body was lying, and on examination~ found near it a cloth bag with a ' bomb' 
in it. He learnt that the operation was carried on by the party from Si\'asagar Sadar Police 
Station led by S.Zaman S.l. with a P.R.\. (Para-military Reserve t'onstabulary).Undertaking 
the nccc:ssary steps.. he (Dutta) prepared a seizure list including that object (boa:nb) and some 
objccti<J1oable Ulfa documents and thereafter caJlc.:d in fuur neighhouring vill~:ers and made 
them si1gn the seizure list as witnesses. Then he wa.' directed by the S.P. SivaS~agar Shri P.K. 
Lohia to take the dead body to Sepon Outpost of Siva.sagar Sadar P.S. where the S.P himself 
also carne. As the O .C. did not have his own driver. one '-=ommando of his puny drove the 
vehicle and the O.C. carefully held the ·oomb' during the distanc\!, Arriving S4~pon, the S.P. 
directed! the O .C. to perform the inquest over the dead hody; a.OO the S.P . himself took the 
bomb to Sivasagar. The SP. directed the 0 .\ . to hand over the dead body at the Sivasagar 
Police Reserve. so that, it would be safe then:. The O.C accordingly handed over the dead 
body t(JI Sivasagar Police Reserve and went hack lo Kakotihari b) th\! dir-ect route via 
Sima.Je.qtUfi •. reached Kakotibari P.S. at about 5 P.M. Facts are !itranger than tictitons. At about 
5.45 P.M . when. at Siva.~ar. the S.P. invited some local reporters and an Army Explosive 
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expert, to demonstrate the ' bomb' mechanisms the bomb exploded at the S.P. ' s office 
chambeT killing all present in the room .. Next ~y at about 9.30 A,M. the KaJc.otibari O.C. 
wrote and lodged m FIR of the Borbil operation, registered the Kakotibari F' ,S, Case No. 
26/99.In cross-examination of the O.C. Shri Tosheswar Outta., the following facts were 
established by admission. He arrived at the place of occurrence about half an !hour after the 
operation and did not see the operation. Reportedly there was another operation party from 
Moranhat P.S.of whom there was no mention .. There was no other person present at the 
suppose~ place of operation, except the O.C. and the supposed Sivasagar P .R.C. party. After 
preparing the seizure list, the four villagers were called in.by the O.C. Nobody deposed that 
any bomb was recovered from the dead body. ln the FIR written by the O.C. himself (next 
day) thc~re is no mention of any 'bomb'. On the other hand it was written that a1 ' Land mine' 
was foUind, The O.C. admitted that the Kakotibari P.S. was not given any prior information by 
any one: of the supposed operation parties. No proof of their operation. is extant. 
Someone in the case mentioned one granade to have been fomtd with the dead body. None 

survived to tell the real nature of the object that exploded. No post-explotion evidence has 
been pr•oduced. 

There has been no evidence of any encounter between any of the parties, Shri Tusheswar 
Dutta. O .C. mentioned of the Moranhat party but no detail of any one of thc~m is on the 
records On the other hand the Final Report No. 8/2001 dated 31.19.2000 of JFIR No.26/99 
dated 11.9.99 records of some explosive substances having been found with the dead body, 
which were said to have exploded in the office of the S.P. It has also been state:d therein that 
the identity of the boy could not be ascertained. lt has, therefore to be taknn that without 
knowing the identity of the boy, he could never be said to have been an 1Uif~ and the 
evidence to the contrary has to be rejected. 

Shri Mridul Phukan, as S .. 8B noticee, in his affidavit dated 11 .1.2007 stated that in the 
evidence of Shri Homen Phukan ·s answer to Q, 15, he was falsely and maliciously implicated 
on the instigation of some interested party; The Q. No. 15 was: 

Q. 15. When the Sulfas entered the house either alone or with the army with th1:: police? 
A I was not subjected to any harassment, but from my parents I knew tlbat the Sulfas 

would <:arry on all sorts of atrocities and violence, once they entered our hous:e. The Sulfas 
spoiled our rice being cooked throwing trash materials on it.31lld they hit my mo1Lher when she 
was hollding a kerosene lamp to show the door. Sometimes they expressed their fury by 
cutting the banana plsnts as if they would cut human bodies like that and the! Sulfas were 
holding deadly frre arms in hand.One Sulfa, namely. Shri Mridul Phukan opened the chain of 
his jacket 3illd pointing his finger from his chain said:~'l am Mridul Phukan, Jugal Phukan ·s 
conseqtJtences would not be good. He used to behave himself in that manner on several 
occasi01rts." 
From thte nature and narration of the answer, it will be reasonable to believe his complicity. 
None is likely to concoct such a story with vivid details. 

Shri fv11ridul Phukan stated in his affidavit that he has been living a dignified llife in society 
doing many social works. and that he has been registered a"> a Class I contractor under the 
O.N.G.C . and the State P.W.D. and has been lawfully engaged in contract work for an honest 
living, and he has been innocent and has never indulged in unlawful activities as 
alleged.1a.boVe. Shri Phukan further deposed that he joined lJLf A in 1988. received arms 

, .1/. training., became a Corporal, and left it in 1992; and that after his surrender he was targeted 
!U'r'· by ULFA as a result of which he sustained multiple fractures in both uf his legs which needed 

prolongt;!d treatment for 2 years till 1995. and for which he had to shift to Sivasagar Town 
from hi!!il native village Patsaku, and that even no~ he is unable to walk freely .. f-Ie denied that 
he visit•~d Jugal Phukan's house several times and caused attrocitics there as alleged. He 
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deposc:d that there were appeals from the Govt. to the ULF As to surrender and that he had 
security problem for which he sought security, but the. same was provided only af1ter he ~as 
attackc~d and injured by ULFA. According to him. there were many cases of Sulfas bemg 
attackc~ and one Pumananda Gohain was killed by ULF A. Sulfas did not live in illnY camp. 
He was reported to have had a SULFA camp in his Sivasagar residence. which he denied. He 
did no•t know Shri P.K. Lohia, then S.P., Sivasagar, but he came to see his dead body. at 
Sivasagar after he was killed .. Shri Mridul Phukan denied that he had any liaison with pohce 
after his surrender Ht admitted that during Shri Prafulls Kumar Mahanta' s regime !there were 
a large: number of such killings in Sivasagar district and that the Government dismally failed 
in providing safety and security to the people of the district.. 

On the basis of the above evidence it is considered reasonable to con tine the identity of ' . . 
the killers to the illusive Moranhat and the Sivasagar police parties, with Sulfas h~ by Shn 
Mridull Phukan,. as perpetrators. and the Kakotibari po lice party and the then Sivasagar 
Distric:t Police administration and their assisters, facilitators, abettors and collaborators as the 
accomplices. It is recorded that Shri Mridul Phukan denied his complicity in the incident. 

!From the modus operandii of the case, namely, killing of the boy from one P'lace at anoher 
place und the dead body thrown at still another place. and the nature and position of the injuries, 
it appears that it belongs to the same category of other cases in Sivasagar district. This is 
indicative of an organised group of secret killers expert in killing by sword or any other sharp 
cutting weapon, and shooting by sophisticated firearms, which would not be possi1ble unless the 
police were conniving or even being in league with the police protected killers.The identity of the 
killers have, therefore, to be reasonably contined to the protected Police--Sulfa nexus of Sivasagar 
Town and their accomplices/ facilitators almost giving an idea of State sponsomg .. the killing of 
Jugal Phukan, garbing him as U LF A. Shri Zaman of supposed Sivasagar party did 1110t respond to 
notice from the Commission. 

( qVVbetber tbere was conspiracy in targeting Jugal Pbakan and the motive: behind sucb 
killiag:. 

1111 the contest of this killing case conspiracy will mean criminal conspiracy as defined in 
sectio[ll 126 ofthe Indian penal Code which require combination ofprsons in the criminal act. 
In that sense there can be no doubt that there was combination of series of persons i1n the 
killing of Shri Jugal Phukan, and, therefore it must he held that ther was conspiracy in 
targetimg Shri Jugal Phukan. 

Tlhe questions of conspiracy and motive, in this case, are connected with the qlllestion 
whethc::r there was or was not an encounter killing in this case This was because oftihe fact 
that aocording to the O.C.Kakatibari P.S. the operation was over before half an hour of his 
arrival at Barbil village and found the dead body. and did not see who were firing and who 
shot JUigal Phukan dead there, When he arrived Barbil village,he found the dead bodly of 
Jugal F•hukan there with a cloth bag near it containing a ' 'bomb' .No person was pres:ent there. 
The Knkatibari O.C. then called four persons from the neighbouring village after he prepared 
the ~i;wre list and obtained their signatures thereon. There is no iota of police evidc::nce as to 
who or· which party shot and killed him and wherefrom the doth bag containing the the 
' bomb'' came there .. The O.C. Kakotibari said that it was the Sibsagar party that was in 
operation, but there was no evidence. of anyone from that party handing O\'er the dead body 
to the Kak.atibaci party. On the other hasnd the evidence was that the S.P. Sivasagar earlier 
dircctc.d the S.D.P.O. Sonari to proceed to ~bhmora Barbil village; and the S.D.P.O . took 
the O.C . Kakatibari with him to that village without disclosing the purpose. and the O.C. 
arriving there found the dead body with the cloth bag cont:!!ninc; th~ ·bomb ·. the op~:r:1!bn 
h:1ving been over by the time the O .C . arrived that villagc.with the the S.D.P.O as ordered 
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by the S.P. to move to that place for blocking the escape routes. The situation .leads to the . 
conclusion that the party that killed Jugal Phuk.an had gQOd reasons for not bemg 1recorded 10 

evid1ence. Might be the illusive Sivasagar police party was with the associated Sulfas as the 
executioners who had to be illusive to the Kakotibari police party. The S.D.P.O. vvas only 
blocking the escape routes.Shri . 

Eacouater vis-a-vis Murder. 
In early Nonnan times (in England) murder and manslaughter were not distingunshed. Every 
homicide was felonious, unless it was justified, or within the limits described above, 
exc\ltsable. Among the Gennanic peoples on the continent a distinction bad been drawn 
between an open killing which was emendable (emend= to remove faults o1r blemishes. 
perhaps because it partook of the nature of a fair combat) and a secret killing which was not. 
Case:s of secret killing were classed as morth and it is from this that our word •murder' has 
come. Under the law of William the Conqueror if a Nonnan was slain and the sl:ayer was not 
produced, the district( the hundred) had to pay a fine, and the name mardrum was given both 
to the homicide and to the fine in such a case. But in the twentieth century every homicide 
that was grave, whether secret or not became unemenable, and the tenn mardrum gradually 
cam1e to be used to describe a homicide of the most heinous kind. But it is in connection with 
the !mcient view that a secret and treacherous killing especially when it was effec~ted by lying 
in aJmbush for the victim. was unemenable that, as it would seem, the allegation that the 
homicide was done with malice aforethought, or malice prepense had its origin .. This 
deve:lopment was assisted by the policy of the courts in quite early times of tempering the 
severity of the law for a man who, inflamed by the sting of a sudden provocation, had 
forthwith slain his attacker. (Kenny, Criminal Law, pp 116-117 

"Murder then is the most grave kind of felonious homicide Its essential elements have 
never been defined by statute (in England) but it is traditionally said to be, when a perso~ 
of sound memory and discretion unlawfully killed any reasonable creature in being, and 
undc:r the King's peace. with malice aforethought , either express or implied, 

In England, since murder is a crime at common law mens rea is required. In India the 
Indican Penal Code t 860, the ingredients of murder have been dealt with differ.:n.t sections of 
Chapter XVI as "Of Offences affecting Life." in sections 299 and 300 and 3(]11. and their 
puni:shemnts in sections 302 to 304 . 

.. S .. 299. Culpable homicide. Whoever causes death by doing an act with the intention of 
causing death, or with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause death, 
or with the knowledge that he is likely by such act to cause death, commits the offence of 
culpable homicide. 

S. 300. Murder, Except in cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide is m\Jrder , if the 
act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of causing death, or-

2ndly.- if it is done with the intention of causing such vbodily injury as the offender 
knows to be likely to cause death of the person to whom the hann is caused, or-

Jrdly,-lf it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any pemon, and the 
bodilly injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of nal\llre to cause 
death, or-

4thly,-lf the person committing the act knows that it is so imminently dang,erous that it 
must, in all probability , cause death, or such bodily injury as is likely to cause death • and 
conunits such act without any excuse of incuring the risk of causing death or such injury as 
afort:said 

The English law excuses a person who has been forced to commit an offen<:e by fear of 
death or of grievous bodily hann, except in cases of treason or homicide. 
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S. 96 Things done in private defence. Nothing is an offence which is done in e'lercise of the 
right: of private defence. 

S.97.The right of private defence of the body and property.Every person has a 1right. subject 
to the restrictions contained in sedtion 99, to defend· 

First, his own body and body of any other person against any offence affecting the human 
body; • 

Seoo10ndly, the property whether movable or immovable of himself or of any oth~r ~rson, 
agaili'ISt any act which is an offence falling under the definitio of theft. robbery. m1sch1ef or 
criminal trespass, or which is an attempt to commit . theft. robbery. mischief, or criminal 
tresp18S 

S.•99.Acts against which there is no right of private defence.-There is no right of private 
defe1r1ce against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of 
grievous hurt, if done or attempted to be done by a public servant.There is no right of private 
defeutce against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of 
grie\lous hurt, if done attempted to be done by the direction of a public servant. There is no 
right of private defence in cases in which there is time to have recourse to the proltection of the 
public authorities .. 

Extent to wllicb tbe rigbt may be esercised-
The 1right of private dsefence in no case exrends to the inflicting of more hann thut it is 
necessary to inflict for the purpose of defence .. (Thc two Explanations are not appllicable to 
this ease).Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable apprehension 
ofdc::ath or grievous hurt.and not otherwise. The imminence ofthe danger, and 
reasobableness of the apprehension. and the proof thereof have to be considered. Glanville 
Williiams discussing how imminent must be the danger says: 

"' It is sometimes thought that defence is allowed only against immt.-diately threatened 
violc:nce.Ciearly force may not be used to meet a threat of violence in the rfutUJre, because it 
cannot be said that the force is necessary at the present moment. But if then: is a present 
hostile demonstration that violence is about to be used the defender need not wait till his 
assailant comes within striking dtistance, or put his finger on the trigger. To this extent the 

.. pm~-emptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a case where the attacker is going ofT to 
sumrnon reinforcements and the defender realises that if he docs not shoot him now, he will 
be lo•st in such circumstances shooting should be justiftcd" Imminence is implied. It is not 
reasc•nable to use force until the occasion arises.Discussing the question whethc:r a mistaken 
belief would be enough, the author says'Nearly all the authorities require it to be reasonable 
They take the .. objective" view that the defendant's honest belief is no delfence. to the 
clwne if it was unreasonabl) arrived at.. The right of private defence or self defence has to ~ 
exen::ised reasonably and even circumspeclively. particularly when its result is the deal.h of a 
perscm. In fact, the right is, in a sense, denied whem it results in death of the p:rson against 
whofn it has been exercised ... 

Fo,..iclable Proble .. of Proof. Glanville William. in his Textbook ofCriominal Law. 
asks. If two men fight. and one says he was acting in self-defence. is not there a fonnidable 
probllem of proof? Yes, and. in particular. a person kills in what he conceives to appear to be 
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self defence is subject to the serious risk that the emergency will not appear to tllle jury in the 
same light that it appeared to him.When looking back at the incident, the fact likely to make 
the situation impression that a man has been killed, the transitory fear felt by the acc~sed 
person has left no memorial to compare with the tragic reality of the corpse. If there .•s a 
survivor of the incident on the other side, his account of what has happent!d is likely to d•ffer 
essentially from that of the accused. Even impanial spectators are unreliable witnesses to a 
sudden affray that is over in a few minutes or seconds. When the issue is one of self-defence, 
everything depends on which side was the aggressor. and the temporal order of events is 
thenefore of high importance But. experiments indicatt! that it is difficult to estcnblish by o~l 
evidence. In particular, witnesses have been shown to have been unable to recall! words wath 
accu1racy. Hence. there arise two dangers in the administration of the Jaw, unju,st conviction 
and unwarrented acquital after a concocted defence. Of the two risks, the fom1er has to be 
taken the more seriously, and for this reason the law casts the burden of n1egativing the 
defence of self-defence upon the prosecution, only the evidential burden being rested on the 
defendant. ff the case is clearly one of self defence. the Judge will not even allow the case to 
go to the jury."(P. 449) .. 

In the context of the secret killing cases it would be necessary to ascertai1n the correct 
attitUJdinaVIegal approach to the killing of the victim on the part of the 
arm~vmen/policemen/SULF A To be precise, seeing one person, whether he was 1to kill him or 
to capture him which he could do even by chasing and if required maiming and disabling him. 
In O'ther words, did the victim already has reached the end to his right to life aJnd liberty, so 
that he could be killed or shot at sight?. If the person was already known for cf:rtain to have 
bee111 an Ulfa, could he be shot and killed, and if it was not certain whether he was an Ulfa or 
not, was it not the killer's duty first to ascertain and then deal with him accordin;gly? Usually, 
in this part of the country, what is being seen is that the armymen,and the (militarised) 
polic::emen, perhaps for being in the same Unified Copmmand Structure. assume themselves to 
have: been required or authorised to kiill the suspected Ulfas/extrremists straightway .. Very 
often some make-belief posthumous evidence is laid near the dead body to show or prove that 
the ,victim was an Ulfa or in Ulfa mission. This perhaps shows in what casual manner the 
human right to life and liberty is often being dealt with/ defrauded by these State agencies 
personnei..These quesrions have to be considered in the prevailing background situations, 
nam•ely, the state of Assam has been declared a disturbed area under the ASS2un Disturbed 
Are21s Act/ The Armed Forces Special Powers Act.l958 since extended to the North Eastern 
Statt~S .. . 

Encounter killing by encounter specialists or extra- judicial killings have been repor1ted fTequcntly 
and one can say that the act of extra- judicial killing , which is a gross violation of the Jlustice system, 
the \•ery basis of our Constitution by denying the fundamental right to life.and liberty , the civil 
liberties and the human rights. Encounter and extra judicial killings tend to abound in the State .. 
More: than two centuries ago, Blackstone, the best known of the expositors of the English common law, 
taug~tt that "all homicide is malicious, and of course, amounts to murder, unless ju1stified by the 
command or pennission of the law; excused on the account of accident or self-preservation; or 
alleviiated into manslaughter, by being either the involuntary consequence of some aiCt not strictly 
lawful, or (if voluntary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation. Tucked 
within this greatly capsulized schema of the common law of homicide is the branch •of law we are 
called upon to administer today. No issue of justifiable homicide, within Blaclstone':s definition is 
involved. [n. 35] But Peterson's consistent [p. 1229] position is that as a maner of law More than two 
centuries ago, Blackstone, the best known of the expositors of the English common law, taught that 
"all homicide is malicious, and of course, amounts to murder, unless . justified by the: command or 
pennission of the law; excused on the account of accident or self-preservation; or alleviated into 
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manslaughter, by being either the involuntary consequence nf somt act not stri~IJf. lw~l. or (if 
voluntary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent provocation. Tuclr.ed wtt!tlin !h•s g~ady 
capsulized scheme of the common law of homicide is the branch of law, of course as cod1fied m the 
lndisU1 Penal Code. we are called upon to administer today. No issue of justifiable ho,micide, ~i~in 
Blac~kstone's definition is involved.in this case. On the nther hand, the police v~ion is that the k•lhngs 
wen: in an encounter between it and the deceased persons. Was it n:ally an encountc:rs or an extnl 
judidaJ killing that has to be determined Law will not countenance an .act of extra judicial killing. 
whidt is a gross violation of the Justice system, the v~ry basis of our Constitution as it amoun~ to 
denial of the victim's fundamental right to live, the civil liberties and the human rights , and viola~on 
of the rule of law. It is aJl the mon: dangerous if it is done hy those whose duty is to protect the hves 
and liberties of the citizens under the law. We have to sec why the . police did not try to ~h the 
per51on alive befon: shooting him dead. and whether he did so for pleasing his employers or for 
bettc:nnent of his prospects in service .. or it is due to negligence and indiscipline in the Siervice .. In fact 
in alii the cases where there appeared to be some semblance of an encounter, the Notticee witnesses 
were: asked as to under what provision of law they could kill the Ulfa? The reply was' the law of 
private defence" What exactly is that law has, therefore to be seen.he Indian Penal Cod'e provides: 

S. 96 Things done in private defence. Nothing is an offence which is done in exercise of 
the 1right of private defence. 

S.97.The right of private defence of the body and property.Every person has a right. 
subject to the restrictions contained in ~tion '}q, t:o defend
Firslt, his own body and body of any other person against any offence affecting the human 
body; 
Secoondly. the property whether movable or immovable of himself or of any other person. 
against any act which is an offence falling under the definirio of tbc:ft • robber)(, mischief or 
crimtinal trespass, or which is an attempt to commit . theft. robbery. mischielf, or criminal 
tr'esfl&S 

S.99.Acts against which there is no right of private defencc.-n~ere is no right of private 
defence against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of 
grie,t~ous hurt. if done or attempted to be done by a public servant. There is no ritght of private 
defence against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension o lf death or of 
grie1ious hurt. if done attempted to be done by the direction of a public servant!. There is no 
righlt of private defence in cases in which there is time to have recourse to the pro1tection of the 
public a8t.horitics .. 

Extent to wltiell llle rigltt may be uen:iled .. 
The right of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflicting of more hann tlu11t it is 
necessary to inflict for the purpose of dcfence .. (The two Explanations are not apptlicable to 
this jcasc).Thus. the right of private defence arises on the moment nf reasonable •!~hension 
of dc:ath or grievous hurt. and not otherwise. The imminence of the danger. and 
reasobablencss of the apprehension. and the proofthereofhave to be considered. Glanville 
Williams discussing how imminent must be the danger says: 

.. It is sometimes thought that defence is allowed only again~ immediately threatened 
viole:nce.Cicarly force may not be used to meet a threat of violence: in the rfutun:, because it 
cannot be said that the force is necessary at the present moment. But if there: is a ~t 
hostiile demonstration that violence is about to be used the defender need not wait till his 
assai1lant comes within striking dfistance, or put his finger on the trigger. To tl~is extent the 
.. pl'le-cmptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a case when: the attacker is, going ofT to 
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summ.on reinforcements and the defender realises that if he does not shoot him now, he will 
be los:t; in such circumstances shooting should be justified " Imminence is implied. '! is not 
reasonable to use force until the occasion arises.Discussing the question whether a mastaken 
belief would be enough, the author says 'Nearly all the authorities require it to be reasonable 
They take the •• objective" view that the defendant' s honest belief is no defe:nce. to the 
charge~ if it was unreasonably arrived at.. The right of private defence or self defen1ce has to be 
exercised reasonably and even circumspectively. particularly when its result is tht~ death ~fa 
person. In fact, the right is, in a sense, denied whcm it results in death of the person agamst 
whom it has been exercised ... 

Tl~is reminds one of the Vaishnavite concept of "Kshatriyaka katila Parasu l<are dhari, 

nik.ha1triya karila samaste basundhari '' (You have cut the Kshatriyas holding the parasu axe 

and nr~ade the entire earth Kshatriyaless." 

(D) Piopoiotiog responsibility oo persoos involved directly or indirectly in the killing. 

This iis the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of effective direct 
evidence, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is 
forthcoming in such the general principles of evidence enunciated by the autlttorities on 
evidence,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in this case. 

The Best Evidence Rule "Phipson on Evidence,'' 9t11 ed. P. 51 under capt:ion : "The 
Best Evidence Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that " the best evidence must lbe given of 
which the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressin~~ the great 
fundalmental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played 
a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the present day affords but 
little practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the~ subject to 
be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emphasis has somewhat cl~anged. (P. 
53) A1ccording to Phipson,."ln the ,present day, then. it is not true that the best evidlence must, 
or evtm may, always be given, though its non-production may be matter for c•omment or 
affect the weight of that which is produced.A11 admissible evidence is in general equally 
receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct, and even in 
criminal cases the corpu.r delicti may generally be established hy eithc~r species, 

or,indeed,bythe defendant' s mereadmissionsout of Court 

The Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secrecy; and that 
circumstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases in 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible. 

Bc~st on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence.'' (9th ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation. the faculties of the human mind are 
comp1'ehended in the genera. knowledge and judgment. I. By "knowledge" strictly speaking, 
is me~nnt an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is 
only to such a perception that the term "certainty'' is properly applicable. Kn~owledge is 
intuitive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by comparision of 
the ide~ themselves; demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
connection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind halS taken in 
the prcoofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
the existence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But knowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to ov«:rlook; viz, 
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as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are cenain or morally 
certain, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

7 .. 2. "Judgment". "the other faculty of the mind though inferior to knowledgj~ in respect 
of intensity of persuation. plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, 
and, us connected wit~ jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. It is the faculty by 
which our minds take ideas to agree or disagree, facts or propositions to be true or false, by 
the aid of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant and immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likelihood of that 
agreement or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presumed from its 
conformity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often 
based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is clearly a branch 
of the~ fonner, as our belief in such cases rest'i on a presumption of the accuracy and 
veracity of the narrators." 

The observation , accuracy and veracity of the nanating witnesses are.. therefore, 
impo1rtant. However, when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Polic·e Shri K.C. 
Deka has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

Tile followiog com moo characteristics of the fint group of seveD cu:es aad the 
MC0111d gro11p of eigbt cues are found ih thi~ case while answering its tenns of n:ference so 
as to justify a finding of a general plan or·utfocide''i.e .• deliberate killing of lJLFAs and 
their lfamilies and relatives., on their basis., namely : 

1.. That this killing involved a suspected ULFA family, being that of susi)C(:ted ULFA 
Shri Jugal Phuk.an, and its investigation allowed to fizzle up, but no clue .. . 

2 . Unlike in other cases, this killing. of Shri Jugal Phukan. was commi1tted in the 
morniing. when villagers were in the paddy field .. 

3 ... The assailants covered their faces with black wrappers. to avoid being identified. 
4 .. The weapon used in killing were fireanns of prohibited bores bdng .32/.38 bores 

gene~ally found in police-military situations 
5. The fireanns being of prohibited bores, forensic examination of the materiial exhibits 

was avoided. Investigation fazzled out.. 
6. The vehicles used were never seized or taken into custody. 

7. There were no police patrolling in the crime areas prior and posterior to, Sl.ftd during 
the k i fling. 

8. That the anny was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA nexus 
in the killing. some of the latter being constituted into an cxtra-(' onstitutional autthority and 
used ,as the executioners.the modu..~t operondii being to ''isit the fami(v. ask n11emher.~ lo 
pers~~;ade its ULFA member to suf'T'ende. failing which, to send advance lean to locate and 
surve~y the house, then to send anned and masked persons to shoot /them dc:ad or take 
them .away and kill them secretly and throw the bodies 4i0111ewhere .. In thi!. case killing was 
in the morning hours .. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
Chief Minister and District and local Police Administration .. 

10. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA IUl accused 
despite definite clues .. 
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11 I. The investigation did not commensurate with the scriousnc~s '-'
perpetrated .. 

112. That modem scientific methods of investigation. finger/f(Xlt prints, dog-squads ' 
neve,r used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Onvt. of Assam to the victim family. 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or otfered by the then Govt. of 

Ass~nm.in this case. 
115 In this case death penalty has been imposed for ·'status offences," on Shri Juhai 

Phukan 
1for being a member of suspdcted ULFA family o f garbed Ul.fA Shri Jugal Phukan ... 

15 That in all the cases. including this case of Jugal Phukan, then:: is remote 
orchestrated Ulfocide, death penalty having bet:n imposed on the victims for ' 'status 
offences," of being barbed by them as member oflJLFA or ULFA related family . 

16. That from evidence of this case, as in all other cases, ·•remote orchestration" of 
"Uifocide'' is deducible These common characteri~tics, along with evidence. prove. beyond 
reasonable doubt, remote orchestration of ' 'Uifocide''from Home Minister, through Police
SULFA nexus using some SULFAs as the striking anns or executioners. The a1uthority has 
to be:: held liable and be dealt with according to law .. 

This conclusion is based on the facts and the similarities of all the cases in almost all 
res~::cts, which could not be so, unless there wa\ remote orchestration from the highest 
authority .. The remote was supposed to have been al the Home Minister' s level.. 

On the basis of evidence oo record, the responsibility of persoa1s involved 
diredly or iadirecdy ia killiag of Shri Jugal Pbukan, bas, therefore, to be reasoaably 
pi11p10iated 011 the thea protected Police-Sulfa ae•us led by Sulfas Sbri Kusla:al Duori @ 
Jayt1ats Hazarika and Sbri Mridul Pbukaa@ Samar Kakoti, of Sivasagar Town, aad 
tbe ttbea Sivuagar District Police administration, incladiag the tbea O.C., Kakotibari 
P.S., and tbeir assisters, facilitators a11d accomplices, almost giving an idtea of State 
spoD150rag. the killing of Sbri Jugal Pbuka11. garbing him as lJLFA; tboug~1 there was 
ao evidence of his being ULF A and 110 proof was produced. There was no encoanter 
but ll cool a11d calculated murder of the boy. The assailants having been in a1rmy, police 
and civil dresses and some masked, witb black cloths, had ao right to kill tine boy, and 
the <:oncerned SULFM bad no power to cba.se or kill the boy Jugal Phukaa,. even if be 
was aa Ulfa, which, admittedly, he was not. 

Tbis cue deserves to be rvived and re-iavestigated. 

(E) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of sucb killings. 

With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such 
killings, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namtely. (I) the 
immtediate, and (2} the long term. 

(1) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutor:y order, but 
only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
opemtion of the anned forces and other forces of rhe Union deployed by the Cc~ntral Govt. 
"in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on requesV requisition hy the State~ Govt The 
Struc:ture itself envisages its review after t!vcry three months.~ and there i'i no limit to the 
review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle 
it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deployment of 
the armed forces and other forces of the l Inion in a <itate has already hecn discussed in para 
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14 otf "Part I. INTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this context. The 
depl«J•yment of the anned forces and other forces ofthe Union.in the State of Assam has been 
"in aiid ofthe civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the State being sufficient 
enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of anned forces or 
other forces of the Union for the State .. The armed forces and other forces of the Union were 
deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities 
of the: banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed area under 
the D•isturbed Areas Act. However. the disturbance has to a great extent been under control. 
The Hfe in the State has become normal. The last Assembly election could be hdd without 
any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an 
appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease tire. first for a short 
period, say six months. and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for res:toration of 
momlalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other fi1rces of the Union to the barracks, 
and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an as:surance of 
peace: on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To 
achieve this, strenuous. but cordial, talks between the outfits. the State Govemrn~ent and the 
Central Govt would be necessary~ and there is no reason why such talks should not succeed. 
Restoration ofnonnalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the unified Command 
Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will ~ maintained and 
insW')gent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the public an~ serious in 
this restoration of normalcy. there can be no earthly rea~on why such a situation cannot be 
brought about by mutual c<K>peration of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked 
out i111 consultation and coopcration.anlong the Government. th&: political parties, student 
OrgBIItlz.ations, the outfits and the general public. Restoration of normalcy will also effect 
cconomy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility. there shl'ild be:~ no witch 
hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of nomlalcy is the terminus of internal 
disturbances and anny deployment in the State. 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisicms of the 
COilSititution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the governmtent. All the 
depalunents of the Government must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory 
provi:sions of the Constitution of India. ln other words. the lo•g ter• measures ntay include, 
in the~ long run. the faithful obedience to. and implementation of. the Constitution and the 
laws of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also ~ in accvrdance with the 
mandates of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be 
helpfiul in this regard . Manusmriti said ( Duller) VIII. 351. ''By killing an lbsassin the slayer 
incur.; no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly: in that case. fury recoils upon 
fury:·· J86."Tbat king in whose town lives no thief. no adulterer no defamer. no man guilty 
of violence and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndrct) .. ;420. "A king 
who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal businc:s.s enumerated above. and removes all 
sin. l'leaches the highest state (of bliss)' ' Sukracharya•s Ollnda11ili is bued (ltD dam/a • 
meaning. punishment. Ancient sages said that withuut do!kla nwuycmyayu will prevail and 
the stlrong will devour the week. even the sa~.; red prusuda of the }ujnu will he swooped at by 
crow~;. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All peorle have innate goodness in 
them, but some do not. In the absence of punishment tho~ ~ill demoralia otlners in the 
societ:y. The norms and la~s of today are not materially different. Secret killing 1unounts to 
den.iaJI of all the constitutional. legal and human rights to the killed. and Yiolation of all these 
rights by the killer. If killing is by public authorities. it also mean~ trampling over the oaths 
taken hy them on assumption of public.: otlices. 1 he society need he prntected from the 
peopl1e with such dangerous propensities. It is trite l~ming that eYer) action has a reaction, 
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fury generates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous di5:turbance of 
the even keel of the society and some excesses commited by some element~; had ~o be 
chec:ked by equally harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully es~bl~shed 
Government in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constatutl~nal 
orgatns zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of sovengn, 
soci:alist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern 
them, ought to be ~ell versed with the provisions of the Constitution of India and the 
rele1ifant laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
against their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens. including rights to !life, liberty, 
freedoms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
kill1the citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on nwnerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort 
whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from 
comuption in any form and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, 
com:idering their exalted position and prestige, periodical seminars and discussions at 
govc:mment levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

The Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their 1ife,liberty, 
prop~erty etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one ofthe best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put iin the police 
trainting College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
present day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SlJLF As suspected, it may be appropriate to observe that because of the 
posittion in which the SULF As found themselves, between the devil and the deep sea .. their 
ersnvhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender. they deser¥ed adequate 
peotection, But using their services as .. guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and c.cllaborators 
in police functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the S:ULF As, far 
less their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them now be 
bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least following the 
insollvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different matter altogether 
However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable in criminal law .. 

So far as the Government wings. agencies, and authorities. both oflicial and political, the 
prindple of "respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at 
the llower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjectt~d to prop~er 
puni:shments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the principle of 
colle:ctive resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment in the State at 
the relevant p~eriod . This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever 
they happ~en to be, during the p~eriod when the violation of Constitutional, legal and human 
rights of the citizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and oth,er legal and 
hum;an rights were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the criminal 
cases~ the insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also lbe given fair 
field and no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting 
of arty sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of oourse. be an 
cntinely different matter. 
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Tlaia case dnerves to be revived and reo-investigated. 

(F) Any other matter related or relevant to tbe inquiry 
Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex 

gracia, or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. 
In case of any mishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families. the 
welfare State considers it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and 
famiilies, as the case may be. Tt is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel th:at the State 
itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief 
and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the State. It is really 
praiseworthy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced suclh reliefs and 
rehabilitation packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the survhring eligible 
members of the families, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to 
the family. Even the Legislature has now provided tor payment of suitable ·'no-fault liability" 
irrespective of the claim for fault liability. In the instant case the bread earning youth of the 
famiily has been shot dead under the circumstances discussed in the case. The public 
prosecution may result in punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no financial and 
livelihood replenishment of the loss suffered by the survivors, including the minor children of 
the bereaved family. The Commission, as submitted by the learned senior counsel! for the 
Commission and the learned Senior Government Advocate. and for the ends of distributive 
justice, doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay Shri Keshoram Phuk.an, 
the father of the victim , for the benefit of the family, a sum of Rs5,00,000/-(Rupt:es Five 
lakhs) only forthwith . More than six years have already rlapsed and it brooks no farther 
delay. 

=000== 

(24) 

SHRJ UMA KANT A GOGOJ & FAMILY KILLING AND BLASTINIG CASE 
Kakotibari P.S. Case No.l7/99 

Date.of<kturrence. 12.9.99 

By this Commission' s order dated 5.4.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by 
the Government of Assam's Notification No.PLA.JJI/2005/2 dated 3nt September 2005, in 
continuation of the earlier Notification No.PLA 3] 1/200511 dated 22.8.2995, a1fter hearing 
the npplicant and the learned Senior Counsel for the Commission and the leanted Senior 
GoV1t. Advocate, Assam, and in the interest of justice, it has taken up thi~ case for inquiry, 
with notice to the State Govc..rnment. By virtue of the at(,resaid Notifications the 
Commission is to inquire into, in each case. the following terms of reference, and any other 
related and relevant matters with recommendations, if any, namely: 

"(a) Circumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of it"> victim(s). 

(b) l'dentity ofthe killcr(s) and accomplice(s). if any. 
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(c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victim(s) and the motive 
behind Slllch killing(s). 

(d) Pinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commiss,ion of such killing(s) 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killing(s) 
( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

(A) Cirenamstances leadiog to the killing of Shri Uma Kaota Gogoi aod family of sa 
member'S. 

On 10.9.99 Shri Jugal Phukan was killed. garbing him as an Ulfa, by a group of20/25 fire
armed pc::rsons in army, police and civil dresses, some of them covering their fac(~S with black 
cloths,.chasing and shooting him dead, with.in the boundary-fenced compound of Shri Niron 
Gogoi and Smti PhuJa Gogoi.of No.2 Rorbil village of Mahmora. ln course of torturing by 
the grou;p, Shri Niron Gogoi' s foot was injured by puncturing bullet, and he was taken to 
Sepon o1utpost along with the dead body of Jugal Phukan, and an object, supposed to have 
been a bomb, said to have been found near the dead body of Jugal Phuktnn. The S.P · 
Sivasagar also was coming to Sepon. On the way, being a.c;ked by Shri Tusheswar Dutta., the 
then O .C . of Kakotibari P.S., who was escorting the Dead body of Jugal Phukan., Niron 
Gogoi toM the O .C. that Ulfas used to come to Uma Gogoi ' s house~ dine there ar11d go back to 
their hidleout in the jungle. From Sepon, while Niron Gogoi was sent to tvtoranhat for 
treatment of his foot, the ~bomb' was taken by the then S.P., Sibsagar, Shri P.K.Lohia. to his 
Sibsagar office, saying that he would hold a press meet and get it examined by Anny experts. 
O.C. Dutta was directed by the S.P. to safely hand over the dead body to Siv~nsagar Police 
Reserve, which the O.C. did, and thereafter straightway he left for Kakotibari P.S. reaching 
by about 4-45 p.m. 1be S P. was said to have called two journalists, an Army ex.pert and two 
others to the meet. Only destiny knew bow the •bomb' exploded then and there, killing all the 
six pers()lns in the room including the S,P. Mr. P.K.Lohia. 

The state of the minds of those who joined the group that killed Jugal Phukan and 
brought )!lome the 'Trojan horse' could be well imagined. In the night of 11/12.9 ,.99 when the 
No.2 Bo1rbil villagers went to bed in awe and wonder. Jugal gogoi~ and Nomal Gogoi, elder 
and youlllger brother of Uma Gogoi, respectively, in not far offNommal Gogoi ' s house, in the 
wee howrs of 2 to 2.30 am. first heard several firing sounds, then the wailing 10f a woman. 
and by 1he time the wailing was no more. the deafening sound of explosioflt of a bomb 
towards !the direction of their brother Uma Gogoi's house. but at night they could not be sure 
of its position and also being afrajd of coming out at night, waited till twiliglht dawn and 
coming etut what they saw was: 

The thlatched bambo main house of Shri Uma Gogoi was completely blown off. and the 
attached kitchen only was precariously standing. The main bedroom had in it 2/3 skeletons 
in mutiluted conditions, human flesh and limbs lay strewn over the entire compound, lot of 
human flesh and bones and severed limbs hanging from the foliage and branches of 
compoWlld trees.around. Exactly at the centre of the space where Shri Uma Gogoi's bed was, 
there ap]peared a three feet deep pit with 6/7 feet circumference. Many thi1ngs were in 
smitberir:as, three broken radio cabinets. three pairs of dirty shoes. one small brolten bulb and 
a piece of ordinary flexible wire, pieces of cotton and quilt cloths. two 9 mm emp'ty cartridges, 
6 Nos of cartridge splinters. some said, two empty bottles of India made foreign liquor, these 
articles being entered into a seizure list in four groups. A, B C and D .. No mentio1n of utensils, 
clothes etc. The situation was such that all skeletons, flesh, bones. severed limlbs had to be 
bundled in cloths, put into three •'thetas" and pushed to the nearest motorable point of the 
village road from the house. The post-mortem then.."'f must have been rather n1ominal than 
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real Some bullet splinters and empty cartridges were found during postmortem lodged in the 
bodies or limbs.those being added in the seizure list.The entire family of six persons 
comprising Shri Uma Kanta Gogoi, aged about 60 years)l.is wife Bihuti @ Bindra Gogoi, 
their three: daughters, namely, Mamoni Gogoi, Mitu Gogoi and Manu Gogoi and their only 
son Dhi~~ Gogoi,then a College student, perished beyond recognition. Only survivor was 
their eldest daughter wbo·was married away 18 months earlier.According to Jugal! Gogoi, his 
brother Shri Uma Gogoi was a simple agriculturist having no enemies. According to the LO, 
Shri TulaJram Gogoi, as he was told by the villagers, the three daughters who pe1rished were 
students of Higher Secondary classes in Moran College and were polite and pretty girls 
According to Jugal Gogoi the three feet deep pit was caused exactly at the space where Uma 
Gogoi ' s bed used to be; and that while Shri Uma Gogoi 's house was by the side of the forest, 
that of Ni'ron Ggogoi was inside the forest about one furlong away from that of Urma Gogoi 's 
house ... 

(B)T'he identity of the killen, and their accomplices, if any 
The killing of Shri Uma Gogoi and members of his family was secret not only as 1to exact time of 
killing, but also as to the identity of the killers and their accomplices, if any.Thc:: identity of the 
killers and their accomplices, if any, has to be on the basis of evidence on record . .It is a 
developed principle of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees 
of complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into perpetrators and 2tccessories. An 
accessory is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the JX!rpetrator. Perpetrator is 
exclusivelly the person who in law performs the crime. More precisely, the perpetrator is the 
person who.being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the 
necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplices include. while accesson1es exclude the 
perpetratc•r of the crime. However, oftem they are used as synonymous. The identi1ty of the killers 
and their accomplices, if any, has to be on the basis of evidence on record .It is a developed 
principle of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of 
complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory 
is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is 
exclusivelly the person who in law performs the crime. More precisely, the perpetrator is the 
person who.being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the 
necessary mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplishes include. while accessories exclude the 
perpetrato r of the crime. However, oftem they arc used as synonymous .. We: discussed the 
meaning ot "secret".ln para 7 of the Introductory Part I . Identification of th~~ killers has to 
proceed on the basis of investigation and evidence . wherefrom, as submitted by Dr. Y.K.Phukan 
and Mr. P.K. Musahari , two shortcomings appear from records, namely, that only routine 
investigatiion proceeded;modem methods were not used; police dogs were not engaged. to sniff 
out the cuJprits; foot or finger prints were not taken. Investigation was perfunctory. as important 
evidence were not taken promptly or not at all. 

P.W. I Shri lndra Borgohain who is a prominent person of the area connected with 
different socio political organisations deposed that ·•before this incident the army persoMel 
and poloi•;;e and spme other unidentified persons used to visit the Mahmora Konwar Gaon 
and and c:reatcd a reign of terror for the entire villagers including the family of Uma Gogoi 
Few days prior to the incident in Uma Gogoi 's family( 12.9.99), some unknown persons in 
civil dres:s and some in Anny dress came to the Mahmora Konwar gaon .. Shri JugaJ 

1
,.,1/ · Gogoi(P.~V. 5) deposed that about a month before the incident lima Gogoi came to him and 

~· expressed apprehension, as he said, in that area the Assam Police and the Sulfa used to come 
• aJways in search of Ulfas, and they might enter any house particularly in the nigh1! hours, and 

that created Jot of distress in their minds; and that Jugal Gogoi advised him not to worry as he 
(Uma Go~~oi) had not done anything wrong to anybody, and if something happened he should 
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infonn the village headman promptly. In evidence this was corroborated by the o.c_. Shri 
Tosbeswar Dutta when he also said that the S.P. Sivasagar Shri P.K. Lohia was very fnendly 
with the Sulfa leaders of Sivasagar and he directed anti-ULF A operations in tJhe Mah~o~a 
area of his own, without taking the S.D.P.O. Sonari and the O,C . Kakotibari P.S .. wtthio 
whose jurisdiction the area fell. Thus a polce-Sulfa nexus appeared to have budt up. 
Admittedly, there prevailed a reign of terror in the area Tbe Commission is discussing this 
public matter with an apology as the then S.P. is no nore. 

Shri Indra Bargohain further deposed that at 11/12 th night as he came out to satisfy call 
of nature: he heard a very very loud sound and about half an hour thereafter l~e saw three 
vehicles with their headlights on coming from the No.2 Borbil pam of Konwar Gaon towards 
Mahmora main road leading to Sonari Town~ and that early at dawn a boy from their village 
(Uma Gogoi and Indra Bargohain belonged to the same village) informed him that Uma 
Gogoi's house was blasted by a bomb. which made a very loud sound. Coming there at about 
7 am, Shri Borgohain saw human flesh and bone strewn all around and hanging from the 
foliage and branches of the compound trees, some being devoured by dogs and pilgs. 

Sbr; Indra Borgohain deposed: 
" No pol.iceman recorded my statement in connection with this incident. I believe: that a group 
of persoJflS or group of youth joined an organisation with very high ambition, but failing there 
they sun-endered .and Government taking advantage equipped them with dange~ous weapons 
and let tlhem loose over the people of Konwargaon of Mahmora Mauza and this incident was 
the result of that arrangement for which the Govt. was believed to be at the helm" 

Asked what he understood by "secret kiJJing'' Borgohain replied that "when the army 
and the police killed a man in an encounter, it is not described as secret killing, but the 
circumstances underwhich the family members of Uma Gpgoi were killed, necessarily 
resulted in our reporting to the police as a case of secret killing" The witness said that neither 
Uma Go·goi, nor any member of his family was member of ULFA. Being asked whether he 
complained before authorities of the atrocities, Borgohain replied .. We complained to 
everybody, even we went to the President of India demanding protection from atrocities". He 
also told the local A.G.P; MLA Shri Hiranya Konwar that .. when the entire people have been 
put in SlJleh a situation, why do you come before tJhe election to take their votes, go back".He 
said that when army and police visited the houses they asked the inmates to inform polic if 
any UJfa came to them and, if possible make them surrender. Asked whether they also 
warned 1the inmates that the consequences of their failure to do so would not be good, he 
replied that he did not know that, but the fate meted out to the family of Um:a Gogoi was 
eloquent about that.. He also replied that army and police arrested and detained local Ulfas 
Debojit IKonwar and Umesh Konwar and that Sulfas also did the same, a., they became very 
powerfuJI and armed and used to beat many youths of the village. Asked whether the Sulfas 
pointed 10ut ULFA families to the army, police and CRPF he replied that it was "wholly 
correct" 'The following were asked by counsel to the witne~s: 
"Q .. 70. ln the context of the large number of secret killings that took place durintg the regime 

of, Chief Minister and Home Minister of the State, and in view of the above facts that no 
secret killer or any culprit has been detected, what is your opinion about Shri IP.K.Mahanta 
and his Gpvt? 

A. In view of the above facts known to all, the fact that the person who was holding the 
reign of lthe Govt. doing nothing and showing total indifference to the problem means he was 
worst of humanity. 

P. \\' 2 Snti Moni Gogoi , ekdest and marrie4 daughter of Uma Gogoi. depo~ed that about 
a month before the incident she visited the house of her parents who then disswa.ded her and 
her husband from coming to their house saying tha the army and the Sulfa frequented their 
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village and created panic in the village and anything could happen to their familly and that a 
few day:s earlier a boy of the village was killed by them. This was indicative of an Army
Sulfa nexus being built up.After the incident she could come to her parent's house only on 
13,9,99 ;and on arrival she saw their house in completely broken condition and was told that 
some of the building materials were utilised at the cremation of the dead bodies. She saw no 
policemc:m there and she. was not examined by police.Neither the D.C, nor the S.l~ came there 
and no ;assistance was received from the Govt. She deposed that her father <hd not have 
enemies as he earned his livelihood by agriculture growing different crops and :selling thoS:C 
in the m:arket. There was no Ulfa in theher family . Asked whether Ulfas used to <:orne to their 
bouse she replied that many people used to come to their house and she could not say if some 
of them were Ulfas Asked as to what then could be the reason of the incident, she: said: 

"I believe that after Jugal Phukan was taken away by the Army and the police and he 
was killc::d, from our neighbour Niron Gogoi's house and Niron Gogoi was reported to have 
said that Ulfas used to come to our house now and thef\ l believe that is why th.e incident in 
our family occurred." 

The:: above fact of Shri Niron Gogoi reporting so to O.C. Shri Tusheswa11 Dutta was 
corroborated/confinned by Shri Tuheswar Dutta himself before the Commission. 

P.\V. 3 Sbri Dimbeswar Chetia deposed that he after seeing the condition at. the place of 
occurrence with few other villagers, at between 6 and 7 a.m., went to the Vilb~ge headman 
Shri Rubul Satnami who, considering it to be a fit case for police to be infonued. went with 
the witntess to the Kakotibari P.S. where an officer told them that the O.C. was not there and 
they bad to wait till the anivaJ of the O.C. at about 12.30 p.m.and on their reporting the 
incident to him, the O.C. "had shown inability to come to the place of occunenoe due to lack 
of vehiclle he advised us to bring the dead bodies by a thela or other means to the Mahmora 
main rond from which a vehicle could have been arranged. Shri Kusheswar Dutta was the 
O.C. at that time. Hearing this we came back to place of occunence at about 1.30." The place 
of OCCUI'Irence was about 7 miles from the P.S. Police arrived at about 2.30 p.m. and entered 
the plintJh of the house. which was not done by anuone till then. According to tht! witness the 
Army, U1e police and Sulfas used to visit the houses of the village and commit1ted atrocities 
and earlier they killed Jugal Phukan who was from Akhoiya village of Patsaku . .. II believe that 
this incident could not have happened unless there were some collaborations between the 
Army. police. Sulfa and the State Government .. , the witnes..'i said. 

P.\V. 5 Shri Juga) Gogoi corroborated Dimbeswar Chetia P.W.3 that nobody entered the 
plinth of the ho~ until police did so arriving at 2.30 p.m. and that evc.."D befo•re killing of 
Jugal Phukan 'the Assam Police and the Sulfa were creating terror in that areu of Konwar 
Gaon induding No. 2 Borbil village" and that he remembered the name of Sulfa. Shri Mridul 
Phukan 1res1 being forgotten .. He said that police picked up from the place of occum:ncc 2 
No.s of c:mpty bottles of India made foreign liquor The family had not received 2my ex-gratia 
or compc~nsatory paymmt from the Government. 

On 20111 January 2007, Shri S.C. Khound. Advocate mf)Ved an application on behalf of 
Shri Pralfulla Kumar Mahanta.. the then Chief and I lome Minister of Assam, in reply to the 
Commi!l!ISion's notice dated 8.1.2007 U/S. •R of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1952 in 
this case:, and submitted that Shri Mahanta has filed a Writ petition before the Hon 'ble 
Gauhat.i High Court challenging the jurisdiction of this Commis..,..ion to inquire into a CltSI!I 
matter 0111 the basis of petitions filed by individuals or by organisations. lllld no·t referred by 
Govt. by notiofication IL'i per provision of Section 3 of that Act. and praying that the 
Com.mi~1ion may not proceed with this case, After hearing the learned counselaiS well as the 
learned !Ienior counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Oovt. Advocate Assam. 
this Commission ordered that it was known to all concerned that the Commisssion has been 
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constituted by the Govt pf Assam under section 3 of the Commissions of ~~uiry Act, 1952 
by noti1fication No.PU-\ 331/2995/1 dated 22.8.2005 to inquire into ongmally 6 case~ 
Howev•er, subsequently the Govt. of Assam by its norification No. PLA 331/2005/2 dated 3 
September 2005 was pleased to order the Commission to inquire into the incidlents under 
similar circumstances which occurred during the period from January 1998 to 200 I and also 
to inquiire into the alleged attempted murder of Ananta Kalita of Hajo. In view ot~ ~e ~oo,ve 
position it is not correcr for the petitioner to submit that this case falls outside the .tunsdtcbon 
of the Hon •bte Commission. Besides, in cases originally notified, Mr. Mahanta had been 
issued 11otices uls. 88 and he was voluntarily appearing before the Commission in respect of 
those cases and also stated that he wanted the truth to be found out and, therefore, he was co
operating with the Commission. Also in the Goalpara P.S. Case No. l /99 (Mahesh Nath 
Killing Case), be complied with those notices and filed affidavits and even sought for 
opportunity to cross-examine witnesses and the permission was gladly allowed to him. All 
these fCJLcts indicated beyond reasonable doubt that Mr. Mahanta had vohmtarily submitted to 
the jurisdiction of this ( ·ommission, not only in respect of the first notified group (Jt[ cases, but 
also in the additional cases under the subsequent notification. Indeed in the subsequent 
notificattion dated 3.9.2005 there is no mention as to how the cases would come: before the 
Commission, implying thasreby that who brings the case before the ComDllission was 
immaterial and rhat the Commission could accept a case falling within the specifications, by 
receivig Memoramda, or even suo motu for inquiry. It is indeed puzzling for this 
Cpmmi.ssion as to why of all persons in the State only Shri P.K.Mahanta has chlla.llenged the 
jurisdic.tion of the Commission umpteen number of times, thogh his prayers were rejected as 
many times as those were made. 

N. W. 1 Shri Vijoy Girl Kuligam was the Addl. S.P., Sivasagar district On 12.9 .99 at 
about 12.30 P.M. he was informed from the Police Control that that at No. 2 Borbil vi11age 
under Kakotibari P .S. a bomb blast occurred and killing some people. He proceeded with 
his staff inunediately to the place of occurrence and arrived there almost at the same time as 
the S.Dt.P.O. did. on his instruction. He instructed the S.D.P.O. and the O.C. Kalmtibari P.S . 
to take stock. of the situation and prepare records scattered dead bodies and human Uimbs 
and otber things, which the O.C. did. He noticed that the bomb was blast inside J~ouse itself 
and saw api 2' x 3/4. ' The thatch and bambo house was in completely collapsed condition. 
He also1 instruicted the O.C. to interrogate neighbouring villagers and record their statements 
wherea:fter he came back to his Sibsagar office.He was in Sivasagar from May 19199 to2992. 
Prior thereto he was D.S.P. of Chief Minister' s security group . . As Add;l S.P (HQ) his duty 
was crimes and Law and Order. Crimes included insurgency crimes also. He used to lead 
operations as directed b y S.P. He did not remember whether the Unified Command Structure 
was in operation in Sivasagar district, but later remembered that it was. There was provision 
for joint police and anny operations. and amny and the S,P discussed it. He did not 
remember whether he led any insurgency operation in the Kakotibari P.S. area .. or 
apprehc:nded anone there. A list of wanted Ulfas was maintned but he did not remember any 
names. No names of l lma Gogoi or any member of his family was in police records. He 
remembered the names of Sulfas Jayanta Hazarika and Mridul Phu.kan, umd of no 
others. These two were provided P.S.O.s, and both resided in Sivasagar Town. He visited the 
place o:f occurrence again on the Sraddha cennony day. He issued only verbal ins1tructions to 
O.C. and 1.0. on investigation of the case.From the nature and extent of the incident his 
impression was that it might be by some exteemist group.He did not get sny clue to the 
incident, but denied the suggestion that he did not take any interest in investigCJltion of the 
case , did not issue any oral or written iostrusctions and did not try for soy clue and to see if 
it could! be the handiwork of any SULFA. At. th~t time Shri P.K.Lohia was the S .P., but he 
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died ~n a bomb blast i o his office a day before the incident, and after a few days Shri 
~.P .. Smgh took over as S.P., Sivasagar. According to the witness there was no allly way_ of 
linking thw SULFA with the incidnt. He did not agree with the suggestion that this blastmg 
of Umfl Gogoi's family, as in other cases of killings of Sivasagar was caused by police 
authority- SULFA nexu!l . 

N.W. Shri Gauttam Bora was the S.D.P. 0. Sonari He received the information about 
the incident at about ll .55 A.M the same day through the V.S.F. sent by Kakotibari P.S. 
when th Kakotibari O.C. was also with him at his Sonari official residence .. Immediately he 
proceeded to the place of occurrence via Kakotibari P.S. as he did not know the place of 
occurmce. As the road was not motorable for some distance to the Place. he had to leave the 
vhicle at the end of tht: motorable portion and proceed on foot through the muddy village 
road aiJid arriving at about l.P.M. and saw the bamboo and thatch house in 'completely 
broken condition , the annexe(kinchen) precariously standing. By that time yj O.C. and th 
Addl S.P.(HQ) also arrived. They all examined whole compound and lifted some thatch to 
see if some human limbs were underneath, as the entire compound was strewn ·with hwnan 
body pll1.s and limbs, many hanging from the tree foloage and branches. Some viUagers said 
that they heard firing sounds before the biasing sound came, but some others were not sure 
about the preceding firing sounds. Inside the house they saw a 3' deed and 4' diameter 
pit . Nc•body said to ha ve seen anything near be for the blast as theis happened at dead of 
night. 1rhe Second Officer , Kakotibari P.S. was entrusted to b the 1.0. and joined the 
exercise:!. The strewn human fleshes , bones, limbs and skeletons were gathered together with 
a view Ito bundle and carry to the vehicle parked at he motorable point of the road for post
mortem.steps.; and those could be removed only before it was dark. The: S.D.P.O. 
remembered that at that stage someone, said to have been a V.D.P. Secretary inJonned the 
Kakotibari Police Station and were suspected to have been the cul[rits. Hearing that the 
S.D.P.O that early that morning 5/6 boys crossed the nearby river by country boat The 
S.D.P.O . said. as there were earlier bomb cases in that area, he wrote the story to the S.P., 
but did not know thereafter as he was transferred out shortly thereafter. . 

The witness was <:ross-examined on this lead when he replied.Memo No. SNR /G-
991 J 0 elated 19.9 .99 addressed to the S.P.(DSB) Sivasagar was admitted to be that repost. 
He (S.D.P.O.) did not know whether the footwears found at the blast house had any 
bloodstains on those.He did not remember whether the blasted house had electricity 
connection.He was not given the impression that some unknown faces frequcmted Uma 
Gogoi' s house before the incident. There was no other motorable road to the house of Urn a 
Gofoi. !He did not inquire whether there was any sign of some other vehicle aJso having 
come to• Uma Gogoi ' s house befre the police vehicles arrivd there. He visited tl1e spot and 
did not :see that it was a crossing ghat and he did not dsee any country boat there. He did not 
fmd at 1the blast house any linking wire or other materials for remote controlled explosion 
there. Till the date of his transfer he had no idea as to who could have caused the explosion, 
except a guess that it might be by xtremists. But nothing was ascertained. He did not think 
that the local, or Sibsagar SuJfas could have had a hand in it. a. He also did not think in the 
line of what could have heen the motive behind the blasting. 

N.~w. 3 was Shri 1 oseswar Dutta then O.C.Kakotibari P.S was, in fact, with the S.D.P.O. 
when the latter received the information from the P.S. and with th S.D.P (Civil) !he came to 
Kakotibari P.S. and with him proceeded to the Place of occurrenc.received the ejahar of Shri 
JugaJ Gpgoi, (time not mentioned) on 12.9.99, made G.D. entry, registered th•;: case and 
entrusted its investigation to the Second Officer Shri Tularam Gogoi and they pr.oceeded to 
the plaoe of occurrence when the Addl S.P .. (H.Q), ~e S.D.P.O. Sinari and the 1.0 . were also 
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there and taking stock of the situation, helped in gatheering the strewn human skeletons, 
limble,, bones and flesh pieces from the compound, also plucking from tre branches and 
foliage of the trees around.He also found a 3' deep crater inside the house. The human 
remains were bundled in cloths and transported in 3 Thelas,to the pJac where the vehicles 
were pl&lked on the v illage road.Jt was about 5 P.M. that the remains could lbe taken to 
Kakotibari P.A. and next morning those were sent to the Joysagar Civil Hospital for post
morten!l examination. Meanwhile at No.2 Borbil village, no outside vehicles w•::re allowed 
entry and a permanent rpf camp was set up there for petroling and protection .. By that timme 
his transfer order arrived .. 

In cross The O.C said • inter alia, that there was specific verbal order for raids and 
operations in the Mahmora No. 2 Borbil, Siloniting. Mahmor Konwar, Borbil Nos 1 and 2 
villages all under Kakotibari P.S and considered to be ULFA prone due to some incidents 
earlier,,. since abouut 3 months prior to the inciden~ th order was of the~ S.P. Shri 
P.K.L<l•hiathe operations were a daily affair, no ULF A could be apprehended, some boys 
were brought to P.S. and had to be released as those were not ULFAs; there wc:re no army 
attached to Kakotibari P.S ., but they used to come from Sivasagar and SoD.BJri camps as 
ordered by the S.P; Anny did not operate of their own, but always with the police and CRPF; 
the opc:rations were planned by the S.P. and when army came the police had to go with them 
as that was taken to be the order of the S.P., the experience of operating with the anny was 
not good;.the CRPF was with S.D.P.O. Sonari; 

The following statements on operations may be instructive .. 

"Q Did the army . CRPF, Police and the PRC(Police Re~e Constabulary)jointly 
undertake the operations?. 

A. Yes. the army never operated of their own. 

Q. Was it a fact that the army used to be sent by the S.P .• Sivasagar to your JP.S. and the 
army took your help for carrying on operations? 

A. Yes, it was so. When the army came and asked us accompany them, we 81CCOmpanied 
them because it amounted to S.P. ' s orcer. 

Q. b1 it correct that all operations undertaken by you were directed by the S.P . .Sibsagar? 

A. Yes. 

Q, Does it also meatl you even did not know where the operation was to be undertaken 
with dc~ision given by the army to you? 

A. Yes. 

Q. From yom expc:rience of operating with the army • can you say whether the army 
often indulged in exces.-.es in the rwne of undertaking operation~? 

A. Yes. The army p..-ople used to enter every house wreckJessly and sometimc~s they used 
to mak,e indecent approaches towards women. 

Q. When you go to operation do you go to a specific target or for gene1ral combing 
operati,on? 

A. ~When we are ou t on a specific sol.D'Ce informatio~ we go direct to the: target. but 
otherwise we carry on combing operation including persons who are criminals. dacoits 
suspec11ed ULF As and t:ven eve teasers. 
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Q. When the anny is sent by the S.P. and you accomppany the army, who decides the 
target? 

A. Ln such cases the anny decides the target and generally surrounds a much larger area 
than tbe target and and ask me to contact the people taking armymen with me 

Q. When th anny comes with you for operation do they have the shoot at siglbt power? 

A. No. They do not have that power the order is to capture alive. 

Q. When the inmates of a house refuse to open the door at your or army ' s command 
what do you do? 

A. We brak open thwe door and enter into the house to capture ULFAs, if any. 

Q. If you find suspected ULFAs who are fleeing away what do you do? 

A. 'We have to caU upon him to surrender or we have to shout at him tha1t he should 
surrender and even then he continues to run away then also we have to pursue lhlm, but we 
have D<O power to frre at him. However, in very rare cases if we are sure that the: the fleeing 
person is surely an ULF A then we may shoot at him to disable him from fleeing, but not to 
kill him, and such shooting is generally below the knee. 

Q. On 12.9.99 did you have any source information of some ULFA having concealed 
themsc:lves or having taken shelter in No. 2 Borbi1 village where Uma Gogoi ' B house was 
locatecjl? 

A. No. We did not have any such infnnation" . 

Th1e abov questions were put by Shri P.K.Mushahari, learned Senior Govt. Advocate, 
Assam, who was ably assisting the Commission, and the answers were from a very senior 
and ex.perienced O.C. of Kakotibari P.S., and the Commission believes that there is no 
suppre.sio vary or suggestio falsi in it. What has been stated as to the police powers under the 
circumstances prima facie appear to be in conformity with the law and also Military 
instructions. But the question is, was this meticulously followed in all operations?' 

Tot ascertain pre-incident and post Jugal Phukan killing(10.9.99) situation, it was asked: 

"Q. Did you have specific information that ULF As used to come to No.2 Borbil village 
and talc:e meals in Uma Gogoi' s house and go back? 

A. Yes. We had that infonnation 

Q. Did you keep any watch or ssurveilance over the house of Uma Gogoi after your 
source infonned of the \JLF As having come and dined there? 

A. We did not have regular source, but it was Niron Gogoi who was taken with us to 
Sepon and who was treated for his foot injury, during the journey he told me that ULFAs 
used tot come and dine, among others, in Uma Gogoi's house and that was the first occasion 
of my knowing this in respect ofUma Gogoi's house " 

A•ccording to the witness there were neither ULF As nor SULF As in Borbil village. 
There was no item that could be related to any lED in the seizure list. The shoes found were 
gent' :s shoes and were found in dirty condition inside the blown up house. This, completely 
negati,,ed the hypothesis of those having belonged to any outside visitors The O .C. thought 
that the: bombing could have been by ULF A, and he thought that the 5 boys who crossed the 
Disang, river early morning could have been the culprits .. The witness was then asked: 
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IQ. P. W. I Shri lndra Borgohain deposed:" I was going out to satisfy call ~f nntur~, whe~ 
I heard very very loud sound ; about half an hour thereafter, I saw three vehacles: w1th the.u 
he~ldligbts on, going from the No. 2 Borbil pam of Konwargaon towards Mahmora mam 
~ad leading towards Sonari Town." Is it not a fact that these vehicles were lllsed by the 
SLJLFAs and they were going towards Sonari after causing the explotion?. 

A. Nobody told me that. 

Q . Did some oft~e persons you examined tell you that after the sound of explosion they 
heard the sounds of 'iOme vehicles going away? 

A. Yes. I was told that. 

Q . From your own xperience of having been transferred out of Bokata P.S. within ~o 
months of your joining there after you, in perfonnance of your duty conducted a search m 
Jayanta Hazari.kk.a' s house, did you not think that the S.P. took the decision of your transfer 
on the report of the ~ULFA member and thereafterThe S.P. bypassed you in offi•i:ial matters 
and planned and directed operations on basis of their report? 

A. I agree. 

Q . Don't you think that at that time a nexus built up between the SULFA leadership and 
the~ police head of the district and the entire series of operations and police actions were 
mi~inly based on and influenced by that nexus' decisions? 

A. Yes. I agree in so far as that period was concerned. 

Q . On the basb of the above nexus , does it not prove that the act of killing of Uma 
Gctgoi and member., of his family and piling up bodies there and putting up thf: bodies on 
the: bed and the bomb explosion the consequences of which are in evidenced from the 
rec:ords of the case? 

A. I cannot say. " 

From the croso;;-examined by Shri Nakibur Zaman, Advocate for the petitioner the 
following infonnation were available.The distance between the compound of the house 
wherein Jugal Phukan was killed and the house of UMa Gogoi would be abool 500 yards 
onily. Jugal Phu.kan was killed at about 5.00 A.M on 10.9.99 and the tragic bomb explotion 
ttunt killed the then S,P at his Sivasagar office at about 4.45-5 P.M. same day. The bomb 
ex1plotion at Uma Gogoi' s house was at about 2.30 A.M. on 12.9.99. From 24·.8.99 when 
Jatin Phukan and Ninnal Konwar were killed to · 1.9.99 when Uma Gogoi andl his funily 
were killed, the situation at No. 2 Borbil and neighbouring villages was very tense.There 
wa~ no patrolling tn Borbil area in the night between 11112.9.99. On 12~ .9 .99 O.C, 
Kaikotibari left for Sonari at about 7 .. 30 A.M. and SJ. Shri B. Dutta was in c:harge. Shri 
Di~mbeswar Chetia and Shri Rubul Satnami stated to have arrived at Kakotibari !P.S. at 7.00 
A.M.on 12.9.99 to h'ldge the FIR and were told to wait saying that the O.C. was not there. 
The O.C. received the infonnation of the incident at Sonari when with the S.D.P.O . The O.C. 
returned to P.S. and proceeded to P.O. at about 12.45 P.M. with the S.D.O. and reached by 
1.15 P.M .(Wi~ said 2.30 P.M.). The distance between the P.S. and the Urna gogoi' s 
hou.a.se was about 7 K.M.s There was anny round the clock patrolling in the area fi'Om 13.9.99. 
Shiri Jayanta Hazarika and Mridul Phukan were not examined in this case. The witness did 
non agree with the suggestion that " .this incident was caused by your police and that is why 
y0111 did not arrange patrol party that night and you delayed the investigation of t:his case in 
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such a way that no prompt action was taken on the basis of necessity considering the nature 

and seriousness of the case.'' 

N.W, 4 Shri Tolaram Gogoi was the 1.0 in the case entrusted at about 12.30 P.M. on 
12/9/99 whereafter he proceeded to the P.O and helped in collecting the sk•eletons, the 
sev11~red limbs and other mortal remains strewn over the compond and hanging from the 
bra.111ches and foliage of!J'ees around .. With the Addl S.P.(HQ(, the S.D.P.O.,Sonari and t~ O.C 
he recovered and seized the following from the P.O.,namely, 2 No.s of 7 mm empty cartrtdg~s, 
4 l'llo.s of 9 mm empty cartridges.splinters, I pair power shoes,(ash colour)No. 7, I pa.ar 
Action shoes white colour N. 6 One pair of black Bata boot , No.9, 4 Nos of broken radto 
cabinet , I small broken bulb connected with yellow colour plastic wire , all seiizure listed; 
and the mortal remains bundles were transported in three thetas to the nearest motmable point 
of the village road where the vehicles were parked., and by the vehicles to Kak.otibari P.S, 
inqn.test completd, and therefrom next morning sent to Jousagar Civil Hospital for post
molrtem examination. Some persons present at the P.O were examined uls. 161 Cr.P.C. Next 
m01ming with army, Battalion personnel and police he went to the P.O, took s:tock of the 
situation, drew a skecch map and examined 2/3 villagers, and thereafter he: continued 
invt~stigation till he was transferred therefrom He joined Kakotibari P .S. from midldle of 1999 
to 200 I. He enquired about the son Shri Dhiraj Gogoi and was told by the people that he was 
a n1:>rmal well behaved boy and was student of Patsaku College and was not connected with 
ULIF A organisation. On enquiry he was told that the three daughters were also well behaved 
and two of them were reading in the Hiher Secondary Class in Moran College. He did not 
enquire whether Mamoni Gogoi was connected with some women • s organisatio.n. He learnt 
that. Uma Gogoi recently shifted to this new place and so he had thatch-bamboo new 
house . . Some of the pople he examined told him that after the loud sound, they heard the 
sounds of some vehicles going away fro the P.O, but could not give the particulars thereof as 
the~t did not see the vehicles. He did not remember whether two empty India made foreign 
liq\JIOr bottles were also recovered from the P.O.The dog squad was not used as ·the idea did 
not occur to him and no senior officers so instructed. During his stay there the sei:z:ed exhibits 
were not sent for forensic examination. The note written by him that the incident could be 
caused by ULFA wa~ on basis of source information and on no other basis. No supervisory 
notA: was written by higher officers.The note at p. l34 dated 7.5.2001 mentioning six names as 
UlfiiLS were also on basis of source information and none else. He heard the names; of SULFA 
leaders Jayanta Hazarika and Mridul Phukan, but had not talked to them.He did not see any 
record ofthe Kakotibari P.S. case No.27/99 having been made S.R . He did not have the idea 
of s;ome Sulfas being involved in the case and there was no such instruction from above. He 
deic:d th suggestion that the investigation of the case was drected from the high quarters who 
wanted to safeguard their SUlFA collaborators. No person was called to P.S. for i111terrogation 
in course of investigation. He denied the suggestion that the incident was caused by Police and 
SULFA .. 

N.W. 5 Shri Mridul Phukan @ Samar Kakoti received notice under s.8:8 with the 
depositions P,W .. J Shri lndra Borgohain abd P.W. 4 Shri Jugal Gogoi P.W. 5. Shri Mridul 
Phu.kan said that he did not know anything about the incident in Uma Gogoi • s family in No. 
2 Chengelimora on I J..9.99, so also about the attrocities mentioned by Jugal Gogoi, P.W. 5, 
namely , that after death of Jugal Phukan the police and some Sulfas were creating terror in 
No.2 Borbil village and Konwargaon under Mahmora Mauza. he (Mridul Phukan) among the 
Sullfas was not correct; and that he was not present there and his name was unnecessarily 
dragged into it., and that he did not know Shri Jugal Phukan andShri lndra Borgohain who 
statAed that a group o f persons or youths joined the Ulfa organ isation with high ambition 
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failing: which they surrendered and the State Govt. taking advantage of the situation anned 
those penons/youths with deadly weapons and let them loose on No. 2 Borbil a~d 
Cheng:elimora villages of Mahmora Mauza and he also included Mridul Phukan's name '" 
the group, and creating reign of terror in th aforesaid villages, though he did not: know of any 
such nctivities.Shri MriduJ Phukan joined the ULFA after passing the High,er Secon~ 
Exami:nation, in 1988 and attained the rank of Corporal in its army wing and surrendered 1~ 
1992. He was attacked by ULFA in 1993 b causing multiple fracture to bo~ of his l~gs and Jt 
took 2 years outside the State treatment to be cured. He was He is a reg.sten~ Farst Class 
contractor both under the State P.W.D and the ONGC and has been engaged in business. His 
origimll residence was Patsaku, but since 1998 h has been in his Pioli Nagar residence in 
Sibsa~:ar Town He has been provided P.S.O.s since after he was attacked by ULFA int993. 
His re:lationship with Shri Kushal Duori @ Jayanta Hazarika is cordial, He did ruot know Late 
lamented S.P. P.K.Lohia He considered what had happened to Uma Gogoi and his family to 
have been sad, but did not know its after effects. Asked whether the anny and police had some 
influence over the Sui fas into helping them in their anti-insurgency functions, he said that in 
so far as he himself was concerned there was nothing of the kind, but he did not know about 
others.He admitted that when he joined ULF A in 1988 it was with high ideal of Sovereign 
Assam. and that he was trained with wooden models He denied that some Sulfas stayed in a 
camp in his Sivasagar house and said that he resided in his nouse. He admitted that the 
situati~on in Sivasagar District from 1998 to 2001 was very bad there havng been a large 
numtM:r of secret killings there, and the then Goemment og Shri Prafulla Ku1mar Mahanta 
measerably failed to protect the people . .. 

Considering the above evidence, there is no doubt that the infonnation r~ven by Shri 
Niron Gogoi, perhaps not envisaging its remifications, on 10.9.99, to the O.C. K.akotibari P.S. 
on way to Sepon that ULFAs used to come to Shri Uma Gogoi's house, dine: there and go 
back to their hideouts. enraged the police and the Sulfas of Sibsagar who were collaborating 
with the police administration of the district and guiding the professed aJilti-insurgency 
operat:ions in the Mahmora area. and that added fuel to the tire that was kindled! in the hearts 
of those SULFAs and the District police administration, having lost the life of the then S.P. 
Shri P.K.Lohia due to the tragic death of the S.P. Sibsagar the previous evening (10.9.99) 
What was revealed b}' Shri Hiron Gogoi to the O.C. Kakotibari was new and s;tartling to the 
police and the concemed Sulfas and not to the ULFA or the 5/6 river cross,ing boys The 
hypothesis of ULfa bombing the family out of existnce could not be believed because the 
modus operandii is more akin to that of Police-Sulfa nexus than to that of ULF A. and Ulfa 
could be looser rather gainer by killing Uma Gogoi ' s family. The Commission considered it 
unreasonable to rely on the alternative hypothsis. introduced by the V .D.P Secretary that the 
516 boys who were seen crossing the Desang river by country boat early in the morning of 
1219.919 on the grounds.(i) The Police itself did not rely on it as it said the ca!ije was clueless 
tiii end. (.ii) Police did not find any ~· Parghat or any country boat there. (iii) P•olice itself did 
not follow up the hypothesis by ascertaining whereto those boys could have ulltimately gone. 
and lllastly, the atmosphere in that area was very tense after the thwo killings of Jatin Phukan 
and Nlirmal Phukan in one case and of Jugal Phukan on 10.9.99, it was not likely for such 
simple~ youths without any arms or conveyance of their own to have caused the blasting. On 
the otlher hand, the obJect found by the side of the dead body of Jugal Phukan was described 
as a 'bomb, as a land mine and as a granade by different police officers was reasonably 
suspec:ted to have been posthumously placed near the dead body of Jugal Phuka1n and the O.C. 
arrived near it admittedly after half an hour of the so called encounter having been ended and 
none was present nearby. If that was so. the source of that 4 homb' must 'have been the 
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police-SULFA nexus. If that was possible, same way it could be possible for the nexus to 
bring the bomb for Uma Gogoi' s doom a day later. The evidence shows that the Mahmora 
oprati,ons were guided by tsome Sulfa element, and the S.P did the planni11g under such 
guidance sidetracking and keeping in dark the two of his concerned, namely. the S.D.P.O. 
Sonari and the O.C.Kakotibari P.S, both of whom appeared to be otherwise competnt officers. 
When:from the bomb could come was not difficult sd the police administration, the anny and 
even the SULFAs could. have the bomb. P.W. l said that at about 2.30 A.M. wh•~n he was out 
for sanis easing hiself. he saw some vehicles going from Mahmora side towards Sonari within 
about half an hour from the loud bursting sound was heard. That left no doubt that the bomb 
that b1ursted killing all the six inmates tearing them to smitherins was carried by t:he killers and 
their accomplices in retaliation to what happened at Sivasagar precious evening .. Therefore 
out of the two, this hypothesis appeared to be more logical and natural and hen(:(: prfeerred as 
reliablle beyond reasonable doubt. 

On the basis of evidence on record, the identification of the killers of Shri Uma 
Gogoi's family may be reasonably confined to the then protected Police-Sulfa1 nexus led by 
Sulfas Shri Kushal Duori@ Jayants Hazarika and Shri Mridul Phukan@ Samar Kakoti, of 
Sivasagar Town, and the then Sivasagar District Police administration, including the then 
O.C., Kakotibari P.S., and their assisters, facilitators and accomplices, almost giving an idea 
of State sponsomg. the killing of Shri Uma Gogoi 's. family, garbing them as lJLFA; though 
there: was no evidence of their being Ulfas and no proof was produced. That was a cool and 
calculated murder of the whole family .. The killers. including the concerned Sulfas had no 
powt::r or right to kill the members of the family, garbing them as Ulfas, na.y,.not even if 
they were Ulfas, which, admittedly, they were not. 

( C)Whether there was any conspiracy in targeting .Khagen Bar1aaa and the 
motive belliad such killing. 

'This tenn is replied in two parts, namely, !.Conspiracy in targeting, and 2. Motive 
behind killing. 

I.Conspincy in Targeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instant inquiry, 
will mean criminal criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 12t6A of IPC as 
follows:. 

"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done
(1) An illegal Act, or 

j(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is designated a 
criminal conspiracy: 

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 
criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more 
parties to such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultimate object of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object. 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section I 07 of the Indian Penal Code (I PC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or persons in any conspiracy 

for the doing of that thing. if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that 
conspiracy, and in order to the doing of that thing ; or 

Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thimg. 
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Expiation - l.A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful conc:ealrnent of a 
mab~rial fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or atte~pts to 
caus:e or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that thmg; or 
(Illustration omitted) .... . . . 
Exp.lation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby !facilitates the 
commission thereof, is-said to aid the doing of that act". 
The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in para 10 of the:: Introductory 
Part I of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question whether ~there was any 
conspiracy or not in the killing of Subama Rabha has to be decided on the basis of the law, 
and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affl11llative, then also the 
question will be as to who were the conspirators? It is in evidence that the family members 
of Subama Rabha were requested by various Govt. agencies to persuade their younger 
brother shri Nirbhoi Rabha, who has been an ULF A, and were forewarned by the anny. the 
CR.PF and police that if Nirbhoi R.abha could not be persuaded, by them to join the peace 
talk!; and bring peace, the consequences would not be good for the family. The: persons who 
partlicipated in the act of actual killing on the fateful night, must have been the same or their 
agents and accomplices and as such, there could be no other answer than t:hat there was 
crimtinal conspiracy in the killing.of Shri Uma Gogoi's family. 

The1re is evidence to show that the SULF As were enjoying protection from the police. This 
may have disabled the police from taking the right action against the SULFA in this case. 
Similar situation was found in case ofNalbari police sheltering SULFAs. Indeed the police
SULFA nexus has been submitted in arguments by the learned counsel for the Commission, 
the Government, and the parties. This means that the SULFA emerged as an extra
Constitutional authority. In case the SULFA were such a body of persons and were used by 
poli1ce either as an auxiliary, or as the striking ann, they would also be part of the 
conspiracy . . We have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in srcrecy, 
these circumstantial evidence will be relevant and admissible. In the killing of Shri Uma 
Gog;oi's family, there were a number of persons in the act ofkilling.But there: was a course 
of c:onduct involving the deciders of the course of action culminating i1n the killing. 
Considering the fact~ of this case in light of definition of conspiracy, it can !Surely be held 
that there was a long drawn course of action amounting to conspiracy. 11he manner of 
plan1ning and execution of the act of killing show that there must also ha,,.e been some 
authoritative institutional assurance of safety to the killers after the act w;ss completed. 
The1refore, it is held that there was conspiracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors 
against the victim~ they were bound to protect.under the law, i10 this case. 
(II}. Motive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; andl the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P. W Smti Moni Gogoi. ... I believe that 
afte~r Jugal Phukan was taken away by the Anny and the police and he was ki lied, from our 
neig:hbour Niran. Gogoi 's house and Niran Gogoi was reported to have said that Ulfas used 
to come to our house now and then, I believe that is why the incident in our family 
occurred.'' This statement was not challenged in cross-examination. Therefore. there could 
be nto doubt that some Govt agencies having been a part of the conspiracy .The then Chief 
Minister published press appeals to the members of ULFA families to persuade their ULFA 
menrtbcrs to give up path of violence and surrender. the Anny. the CRPF und the police 
acco rdingly advised the families, and also forewarned that consequences of fuilure to do so 
woUIId not be good for the family and persuaded the members of Subama's family in that 
line .. The fact that there was a request made to the literary organizations and Sahitya Sabhas 
of tlhe State to persuade the ULFAs to surrcn~er is in the deposition of tlhe then Chief 
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Minist:er Mahanta.in another case of this series. A course of conduct by different agencies 
towards similar persuatuin and the forewarning that in .case of failure to etfec:t surrender 
consec:1uences would not be good for the family of Shri Uma Gogoi, and thereafter finally 
culminating in killing of the family support such a conclusion beyond reasonabl~ 
doubt. .Contemporary similar killings brought in evidence of this case also showed th~t at 
was thte consistent pattern to follow. The way in which in this case, as in all other enqutred 
cases, the investigations were made to fizzle out and the F.R. (Final Report) wa:s submitted 
shows that the police has been in collaboration with the killers. All these also prove that the 
entire scheme is being remote- orchestrated from the top of the department .. ~Vho was in 
helm of the Depannents has to be held accountable and need be brought to justice. The 
matter· being of criminal nature proof must be beyond reasonable doubt. The •evidence in 
series of cases with common characteristics lead to such a conclusion beyond reasonable 
doubt .. 

Th1~ immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction emanating from those 
who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the killers. The desire of a co1nsequence is the 
motiv4~ for an action . The members of the family of Shri Uma Gogoi has been e:Kecuted brutally, 
for no fault of theirs. and onJy for belonging to the suspected to be ULFA family, that was, for a 
status offence without any sanction of law and in blatant violation of the victim's Legal, 
Constiitutional and Human rights. Intention and motive are often used synonymou1sly. The motive 
was tlne perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assam by villainy, treachery and 
monsterous cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law the question of motive is not 
materi.al where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts themselves are 
sufficient to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motiv•e is immaterial, 
intentiton is material.. In the Explanation to section 161 lPC "a motive or reward for doing is 
illustrated as- a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what h•e does not intend 
to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense, motive of the !killing will mean 
that for which the killer has committed the killing, and without which he would not have done 
it.The motive might be betterment of prospects in em[loyment, servive, promotion and even 
better posting. 

(I)) Pinpointing responsibility on penons involved directly or indirectly in tbe killing. 
TI•is is the most difficult task of the Commission. In the absence of etlective direct 

evidence, we have to depend on relevant circumstantial evidence. That, of course, is 
forthc10ming in such extents as could help us in pinpointing responsibility on. the persons 
involved.Fortunately the term of reference mentions"involved directly or indirectly in 
commission of killing" This enables us to act on basis of integrated evidence nutter thsn on 
isolatf;d ones. We have therefore to integrate such parts of evidence as wiiiJ lead to a 
conclusion beyond reasonable doubt, for pinpointing responsibility.Besides what are found in 
relevant pieces of evidence, the common characteristics found in each individu\81 case also 
throw some light. We have,of course, to follow the general principles of evidenc:e enunciated 
by the authorities on evidence,in pinpointing the responsibility beyond reasobanlde doubt in 
this ca~Se. 

TI•e Best Evidence Rule ."Phipson on Evidence," 9U1 ed. P. 5 J under caption : .. The Best 
Evide111ce Rule. Strict Proof' Says: "The maxim that "the best evidence must be given of 
which the nature of the case permits." has often been regarded as expressing the great 
fundamental principle upon which the law of evidence depends. Although, however, it played 
a conspicuous part in the early history of the subject, the maxim at the present daty affords but 
little practical guidance. The applicability of the rule depends on the nature of the subject to 
be proved. In the complicated nature of things today the emphasis has somewhat changed. (P. 
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53) According to Phipson,."ln the ,present day, then, it is not true that the best e:vidence mus~ 
or even may, always be given, though its non-production may be matter for comment or 
affect the weight of that which is produced.Ail admissible evidence is in g•cneral equal!y 
receivable.Thus, circumstantial evidence is no longer excluded by direct, and even m 
crimina) cases the corpus delicti may generally be established by either species, or, indeed, 
by the defendant's mere admissions out of Court". 

1J"he Supreme Court says that conspiracies are often hatched in secflecy; and th~t 
circumstantial evidence is generally available in such cases. The similarity of the cases m 
this group of seven cases is therefore is relevant and admissible, 

Best on "The Principles of The Law of Evidence." (91h ed) in its Introduction (pp.4-5) 
said: 

6. "With regard to intensity of persuation, the faculties of the human mind are 
comprehended in the genera, knowledge and judgment. 1. By "knowledge" str1ictly speaking. 
is m•~t an actual perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas ; and it is 
only to such a perception that the term "certainty" is properly applicable. Knowledge is 
intui·tive when this agreement or disagreement is perceived immediately, by c:omparision of 
the ideas themselves: demonstrative when it is perceived mediately, i.e, when it is deduced 
from a comparision each with intervening ideas which has a constant and immutable 
connection with them, as in the case of mathematical truths of which the mind has taken in 
the proofs, and lastly through the agency of our senses, we obtain a perception of the senses 
the c:xistence of external objects, our knowledge is said to be sensitive. But lr.nowledge and 
certainty are constantly used in a secondary sense, which it is important not to overlook; viz, 
as synonymous with settled belief or reasonable conviction; as when we say that such a one 
received stolen goods knowing them to have been stolen or that we are certain or morally 
certa.in, of the existence of such a fact etc." 

··.r . 2. "Judgment". "'the o1her faculty of the mind though inferior to knowl~:dge in respect 
of in1tensity of persuation, plays quite as important a part in human speculation and action, 
and, as connected with jurisprudence, demands our attention even more. lt is 1the faculty by 
whic:h our minds take ideas to agree or disagree. facts or propositions to be tnJe or false, by 
the a.id of intervening ideas whose connection with them is either not constant 1and immutable, 
or is not perceived to be so .. The foundation of this is the probability or likdihood of that 
agm:ment or disagreement, of the truth or falsehood, deduced or presUimed from its 
confionnity or repugnancy to our knowledge, observation, and experience. Judgement is often 
based on the testimony vouching their observation or experience but this is cl:early a branch 
of the former, as our belief in such cases rests on a presumption of the accuracy and 
verac:::ity of the narrators." 

lrhe observation • accuracy and veracity of the n8lT8ting witnesses are, therefore, 
important. However. when no less a person than the then Superintendent of Police Shri K.C. 
Dek.u has stated about political interference of the Executive police functioning, one has to be 
cautious on the appreciation of evidence. 

Tbe followh•g commo• ~handeristics of tlte fint aro•ps <11f snea cues ••d MCO•d groap of eiglllt cues are found ih this case while answering its terms of 
reference so as to justify a finding of a general plan or'Uifocide"i.e.,delibc:rate killing of 
ULFAs and their families and relatives, on their basis, namely : 

II. That this killing involved an ULFA suspected family, being that of Sh1i Uma Gogoi, 
and iits investigation allowed to fizzle out ... 
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2.. Unlike in other cases, these killings, of Shri Uma Gogoi ' s family wer•e committed 
in dead of night.. 

3 .. The assailants were never detected or identified, no clue was found. 
4. The weapon used in killing were firarms which were never seized or even foun~ out. 
o. The firearms being of prohibited bores, their forensic examination was not posstble .. . 
6. The vehicles used were never detected, seized or taken into custody. · 

7. There were poli~e patrolling in the crime areas posterior to, but not durin;g, the killing, 

8. That the army was ubiquitous. There was lurking evidence of Police-SULFA. nexus 
in the killing, some of the latter being constituted into an extra-constitutional a1uthor.•ty and 
used as the executioners. In this case the killing of all the six members of th(: family was 
followed by blasting of a bomb to destroy evidence .. 

9. There was general resentment and decry against the Unified Command Structure/ 
Chief Minister .. 

10. There was connivance of SULFA; and omission to make any SULFA an accused 
despite clues .. 

111. The investigation did not commensurate with the seriousness of the crime 
perpe1trated .. 

12. That modern scientific methods of investigation, fmger/foot prints, dog··squads were 
never used. 

13. No condolence message was sent from the then Govt. of Assam to the viictim family . 
14. No ex-gratia/compensatory payment was made or offered by the then Govt. of 

Assam .in this case. 
15 In this case death penalty has been imposed for "status offences," on Stui Uma 

Gogo:i' s family for being a member of suspected ULFA family of Shri Uma Gogoi... 
Hi. That from evidence of this case, as in all other cases, "remote orchestratiion'' of 

'"Ulfocide" is deducible These common characteristics, along with evidlence, prove. 
beyor11d reasonable doubt, remote orchestration of "Uifocide"from Home Minister, through 
Polic.:~-SULFA nexus using some SULF As as the striking anns or exec'tJitioners. The 
autholrity has to be held liable and be dealt with according to law. 

Tlhis conclusion is based on the similarities of aU the cases in almost all 1'1epects which 
could not be so, unless there was remote orchestration from the highest a01thority .. The 
remote was supposed to have been at Home Ministter level. 

The responsibility may reasonably be pinpointed on the then Sibsagar Olistrict Police 
administration,and, with them, the then Sibsagar SULFA leadership.menti•oned by the 
witne:sses.in this case. 

On the basis of evidence oa record, the responsibility of pei'S()•Ds involved 
dlredly or indirectly in killing of Sbri Uma Gogoi's family bas, ther•efore, to be 
reasonably pinpointed oo tbe thea protected Police-Sulfa ae~as led by Sulfas Shri 
Kush:al Duori @ Jayaats Hazarika and Sbri Mridul Phukan @ Sama1r Kakoti, of 
Sivuagar Town, aad the then Sivasagar District Police administration, in1cluding the 
thea O.C., Kakotibari P.S., and their assisten, facilitators aad accompllices, almost 
givint~ ao idea of State sponsorag. the killiag of Sbri Uma Gogoi's.family, garbing them 
as UI.F A; though there was oo evidence of their being Ulfas and oo proof w'as produced. 
That was nothing but a cool and calculated murder of the members of thee family The 
kiUers bad ao right to kill the members of Shri Uma Gogoi's family as they were not 
Ulfas,, nay, not even if tey were, which they were not. It is recorded thaat both Sbri 
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Kusball Duori @ Jayanta Hazari~ and Sbri Mridul Phukao @ Samar KJakoti have 
denied their involvement in the killing and state that they have been wrongly 
implicnted in the case. 

(E) Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 
\With its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such 

killings;, the Commission would Jike to make twofold recommendations, namdy, (I) the 
immed:iate, and {2) the Jong term. 

(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and the111 gradually 
dismantle the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory 
order, but only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding 
deployment and operation of the armed forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the 
Centrall Govt., "in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the 
State Govt. The Structure itself envisages its review after every three months, ~ 2md there is 
no limiit to the review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties com:emed may 
agree to dismantle it in the same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as 
to depf,oyment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union in a State has allready been 
discussed in para 14 of "Part I. fNTRODUCTOR Y ." of this report and is referre:d to in this 
context. The deployment of the armed forces and other forces of the Union .in the State of 
Assam has been "in aid of the civil power of the State.' 'ln case of the civil power of the State 
being sufficient enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi, there is no need of 
anned forces or other forces of the Union for the State .. The anned forces and other forces of 
the Un1ion were deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused 
by the activities of the banned outfrts disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a 
disturbed area under the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent 
been under control. The life in the State has become normal. The last Assembly election 
could be held without any disturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local ban.ned outfits. 
This may be an appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease fire. 
first fo1r a short period, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer periods. and for 
restoraltion of monnalcy and confinement of the anned forces and other forces of the Union 
to the banacks, and on continuation and assurance of normalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an 
assuraJ11Ce of peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans 
themselves. To achieve this, strenuous, but cordial. talks between the outfits. the State 
Govem~ment and the Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason wh:y such talks 
should not succeed. Restoration of normalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited 
the Un:ified Command Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that pc::ace will be 
mainta1ined and insurgent activities will be curbed and normalcy will be restored. If the 
public ,are serious in this restoration of nonnalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a 
situatio•n cannot be brought about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. 
Modalities may be worked out in consultation and cooperation.among the Government. the 
political parties, student organizations. the outfits and the general public. Re~;toration of 
normalcy will also effect economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there 
shoild be no witch hunting. Constututionally speaking, restoration of norm:alcy is the 
terminus of internal d1sturbances and anny deployment in the Stale. 

. The Anny Districts. In para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the Unified 
Comnnand Structure. In course of the Commission ' s hearing sessions in the Upper As~ 
distri(:t of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts ofTinsukia., Dibmgarh, Dhemaji • 
North Lakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Army districts and that, as a result. Army 
has b.::en operaing in those districts. rn so far as the declaration is concerned. tJhis Commission 
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has nothing to do. As the Commission has to enquire into some criminal cases of som.e of those 
UpperAssam districts, the Commission has to see whether this declaration had any tmpact on 
those <;ases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period from 1998 to 200 I 
also siimilar declaration could have been there in those districts, and the Unified Command 
Structure and the Anned Forces Special Power;s Act were necessarily in operration in those 
districtts. If that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Anny thereUinder would. be 
relevaJ:tt in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, includmg 
the leading case, in para 15. The Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Pm.vers Act, 1958 
was amended by the Armed Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Amendment) Act, 
1972; and it is now The Anned Forces in the State of Assam, ManipUir, Meghalaya, 
Nagaland,.Tripura. Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is extended to 
all these North Eastern States. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972. sc;:ction 3 of the 
principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

'"3. If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends, the 
Govenrunent of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central 
Govenrunent, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the use of 
armed forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of trult State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case maty be,, may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such :State or Union 
Territory to be a disturbed area.'' 

lrhe Armed Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to supplant or act 
as substitute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 of the Act. The 
power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised only where any 
persont is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force iin the disturbed 
area p1rohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapons or of things 
capable of being used as weapons or fireanns; ammunitions or explosive substances. In other 
words,. the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order issued under a 
law. e .. g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory orders can be issued only 
by the: civil authorities of the State.ln the ansence of such a prohibitory order, the power 
conferred under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly, under section 5 of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of 
the power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in-ch&~rge of the nearest police station with the least possible delay, together with a report of 
the ci!'1cumstances occasioning the arrest . 

Maintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, sei2:ure and arrests 
followed by registration of reports of offences {F,I,R,s), investigation, prosecution. trial, and in 
the event of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred under the Act only 
provide for cognition of offence, search, seizure and arrest and destruction of arms dumps and 
sheltef'S and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for anned gs1ngs. The other 
functions have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thus, the functions in aid of 
civil power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of th1e Armed forces 
of the Union in a State does not in any way deprive the people of the disturbed area of the State 
oftheir fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any violation of such rights under such provisions 
wouJd not countenance violation of Constitutional and human rights of the people by the Forces 
deployed in aid of c1vil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from beinjg murders, or a 
crime from being a crime, punishable under the law. 
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Throughout evidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in self defence. The 
idea varies, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake encounters 
are of\en reported in news papers. Almost always some obsolate weapons/amrmunitins and/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem justification of 
the killlings This will not stand on the way of the spade being called a spade ... 

(2) The long term measures are meticulous observation of the provisions of the 
Constitution and the laws in carrying out each and every function of the governmc~nt. All the 
departments of the Go~emment must function faithfully in accordance with the mandatory 
provisi•::>ns of the Constitution of India. In other words, the long term measures may include, 
in the Jlong run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, the Constitution and the 
laws of the country. The Centre-State relationship must also be in accordanc~e with the 
mandates of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission's report will be 
helpful in this regard. Manusmriti said ( Buller) VIII, 351. "By killing an assassin the slayer 
incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recoils upon 
fury." 386.''That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, no man guilty 
of viol•cnce and no committer of assaults attains the world of Sakra (lndra)";420. ''A king 
who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enumerated above, and removes all 
sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)'' Sukracbarya's Dandaniti is based «J•D danda , 
meaning, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya will prevail and 
the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows. Dando keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate g:oodness in 
them, but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the 
society. The norms and laws of today are not materially different . Secret killing amounts to 
denial •::>f all the constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violation of all these 
rights by the killer. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling ovf:r the oaths 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the 
people with such dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, 
fury ge:nerates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous dislturbance of 
the evcm keel of the society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be 
checked by equally harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully established 
Govemment in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional 
organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign, 
socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the peopJ,e to govern 
them, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of Indlia and the 
relevan1t laws. rules, and administrative instructions, and orders framed thereunder. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
against their State itself. Fundamental rights of citizens. including rights to liife, liberty, 
freedoms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have pTopensity to 
kill the citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. or of any sort 
whatever. At the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutely free from 
corruption in any form and manner .. While no training course will be snppropriate, 
considc~ring their exalted position and prestige, periodical periodical seminars and 
discuss,ions at government levels may refresh their knowledge.and experience. 

Tite Police department is the first resort of the people for protection of their life,liberty, 
property etc.Spreading disaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help police in restoring law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one ofthe best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed, 
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some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection and decision . in 
modem crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put iin the pollee 
trainiJ11g College. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
prese111t day crimes and crime prevention. 

Regarding the SULF As suspectecL it ma} be appropriate to observe that because of th.e 
position in which the SULF As found themselves between the devil and the deep sea .. thetr 

! 

erstwhile colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserved adequate 
peotec:tion, but using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and c:cllaborators 
in polke functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted out to the SULF As, far 
less tlheir being used as the striking arrn or the men in charge of execution. Let ~hem now be 
bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at least tbllowing the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start in life. How the 
erstwhile affected people will adore or avoid them will be a different matter 
altogether.However. the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So far as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political, the 
princijple of "respomdent superior'' will surely apply; and for all the lapses and misdeeds at 
the lower levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subject1ed to proper 
punistunents. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, the:: principle of 
collective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were forming Govtmment iJn the State at 
the relevant period. This principle of collective responsibility will find them out wherever 
they hiappen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional and lc:gal rights of 
the ci1tizens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and l~uman rights 
were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the crimimll cases, the 
insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be given fair field and 
no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any 
sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course. be an entirely 
diffen:nt matter. 

Tllis c:ue sllould be revived aad re-iavestigated. 

(Flt Any other matter related or relevant to the inquiry 

Ur11der this the Commission would like to deaJ with the question of compensation • ex gracia. or on 
some n::a.sonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. ln case: of any mishap or 
calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families , the welfare State conside~ it to its duty to offer 
rescue and relief to the atfected persons and families, as the case may be. It is more so wh1en the sufferer has 
reasons to feel that the State itself was the immediate or even remote cause of the misery . The rendering of 
rescue, rellief and recompense does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the: State. It is really 
praisewon:hy of the Chief Ministers of the States to have instantly announced such reliefs and rehabilitation 
packagew,, and of'fi:r in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible members of the families. 
inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. Even the u~gislature has now 
provided fbr payment of suitable "no-fault liability" irrespective of the claim for fault liabiility. In the instanl 
case the entire family of six have been bombed out of existence. Except a manied daughter none survives 
even to lament for the tragic extinction of the family. A foresighted alternative may be tCI create a befitting 
memorial in the fonn of a development centre at the family compound by granting an adequate amount to 
fonn the ,corpus of the !-BJTle.and to provide for its lawful management committee. Th11: Commission, as 
submitted by the teamed senior counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Govc:mment Advocate. 
Assam, and for the ends of distributive justice. doth hereby direct the State Government of Assam to pay to 
the Management Comm•ttee of Uma Gogoi Family Development Centre; headed by the Deputy 
Commiss(,oner. Sibsagar District, Sibsagar. ex~fficio, to form its curpus, a sum of . 
Rs.JO,OO,CIOO (Rupees Thtrty lakh) forthwith. The corpus will not be depleted . Only the income and and 
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grants and coUections be utilised for developmnt of Shri Uma Gogoi's family and the M21hmora ~a .Let 
there be fou~ other members of the Committee. namely, Smti Mor)i Gogoi (daughter), shri Ju,gal. Gogol (elder 
brother) Shln lndra Borgohain (prominnt person of the Borbil area) and one nominee of the Chamnan Deputy 
Commissioner. Let the Committee frame its own Rules of Business, and decide uts functlions consistently 
with its obju~ctives. . More than six years have already elapsed and it brooks no farther delay. 

(25) 

SHRI KHAGEN BARMAN KILLING CASE 

Hajo P.S. Case No. 4012000 

Date of Occurrence.l7 .3.2000 

By this Commission's order dated 23.6.2006, by virtue of the authority conferred on it by 
the Go•vemment of Assam's Notification No.PLA.331/2005/2 dated 3rd Septemlber 2005, in 
continuation of the earlier Notification No.PLA 33112005/1 dated 22.8.2995, afte1r hearing the 
applicant on his application dated 25.5.206 and the learned Senior Counsel for the 
Commission and the learned Senior Govt. Advocate, Assam, finding the killing to have been 
within 1the period 1998 to 2001, it has taken up this case for inquiry, with notice: to the State 
Government. Before taking up this apparently simple anti-extremist polic~e case, the 
Commiission noticed certain elements of encounter killing which,.it thou,ght, needed 
examination, in the interest of justice. 

By virtue of the aforesaid Notifications the Commiaain is to inquire into, in each case,. 
the folllowing tenns of reference, and any other matters with recommendations, if any, 
namely,: 

(a) Ci11cumstances, in each case, leading to the killing of the above mentioned vicltims. 

{b) Identity of the killer(s) and accomplice(s), if any. 

( c) To find out whether there was any conspiracy in targeting the victims and the motive 
behind such killings . 

( d ) Piinpoint responsibility on persons who were involved directly or indirectly in the 
commi:>sion of such killings 

( e )To make recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings 

( f) Any other matter related to or relevant to the purpose of this inquiry;" 

"(A) Circumstances leading to tbe killing of Sbri Kbagen Barman. 

P. W. 1 Shri Ganesh Bannan, aged about 45 years, father of deceased Khagen Barman, by 
profession a cultivator of Village Singimari, P.S. Hajo, District Karnrup, in his aftiidavit dated 
24.5.2006 stated that his eldest son ShriKhagen Bannan was aged about 22 years when he 
was bnttally killed on 17.3.2000 by Shri B.K.Nath coming in a group of 16 perso111s when he, 
with hi!> fiiend, Madha Bannan, was enjoying a television programme in his dralwing room 
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Describing the incident the deponent in para 8 of his affidavit states that on 117.3.2000 at 
about 6.30 P.M. the Officer-in-Charge of the Hajo P.S., Shri B.K.Nath. accompanied by 
about 
16 armed persons whose faces were tied with black cloths, entered into Ganesh Bannan's 
house,. took his son Khagen Bannan to the backside of his house and shot him dead by 
numbc::r of bullets. When he and his family registered protest at the Hajo P.S. they were 
tortumd by the Hajo police. The deponent states that tht> illegal killing has causedl serious 
sorrow, loss and deprivation to the family. 

The post-mortem report of Or. B.C. Roy Medhi Associate Professor of Fore:nsic 
Medidne, Gauhati Medical College, shows the following injuries: 
l . Om~ bullet entry wound 1 .5 em x 1 em with inverrted lacerated margin having a1brasion 
collar present on the lateral aspect of middle of right arm The bullet passed onliq1ilely 
downwards and medially through making an exit wound with everted lacderated margin. 3 x 
2 xm on lowermost part of right arm. 
2. Righe he·unerus bone found fractured . Legature mark on the neck not found. 
3. Ont~ bullet entry wound o.5cm x 0.6 em on uppermost part of right foreann wiith inverted 
lacerated margin and having abrasion collar. The bullet passed obliquely through the soft 
tissue~, making an exit wound measuring 3 x 2.5cm on lateral aspect of lower pa1rt of right 
ann. 
4. One~ bullet entry wound 0.5 x o.6 em on back of middle part right foreann. The bullet 
passed through soft tissues making an exit wound of 2.5 x 2 em with inverted la<;erated 
margiJn on medial aspect of upper part ofroght forearm .. 6. One bullet entry wownd 0.5 x 0.6 
em with inverted lacerated margin and having abrasion and contusion collar pre~mt on left 
lateral! front of abdomen 8 ems above the left ant. sup eliac spine and 10 ems left to midline. 
The blullet passed onliquely from left to right through the abdominal cavity and passed out 
ma.k.i11tg an exit wound 2 x I em on right lateral front of abdomen 3 em abive the right ant . 
Sup. iiliac spine and 9 ems right to midline. 
5 One: bullet entry wound 0.5 x 0.6 em on left lateral chest wall9 ems left to nipple and 6 
ems below axilla. The bullet passd through into chest cavity towards right little obliquely 
down wards and passed out by making an exit wound, 2 x I em on right latteral c:hest wall, 9 
em below and right from right nipple. 
6. One: bullet entry wound 0.5 x 0.6 em on left latteral chest wall along posterir nxillary line 
I 0 ems below left shoulder tip. The bullet passed obliquely upwards through lett chest 
cavity and passed out by making on left ide of back of chest I em left to mid vertibralline 
and 7 ems below of left from seventh cervical spine. 
7. One: bullet entry wound 0.5 x 0.6 em on antero medial aspect of upper part of left ann. 
The btullet passed through soft tissues and bones towards lateral side and passed out making 
an exit wound on lateral side of left arm. 

All injuries are ante mortem and caused by rifled fire armed weapons and homicidan in 
nature:. Immediate death resukted from the injuries sustained on the body P.M. report is dated 
18.3.2000. 

The report of the Annourer on the seized iems One .22 bore country made revolver 
serviceable fireann . 3 Nos of A.K. 47. 

A sheet of letter pas of Ulfa of Saraighat Anchalic Parisgad addressed to Ramesh 
Bannun ofCillage Singimari signed by Tarik Ali along with seal and stamp of Finance 
Secretary, Saraighat Ancjalik Parishad ofULFA, dated 25.11 .99. One sheet of letter pad of 
Sarai@:hat Anchalik Parishad, ULF A Madhyamandal addressed to" Dangaria with neither 
signature of sender nor seal and stamp. 
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Before the Commission, in his Examination-in Chief Shri Ganesh Bannan. P · W · 1, said 
that he bad a potato cultivation in a field about half a kiloneter from his house wh~:re he dug 
some potatoes on 17.3.2000 afternoon and with his son, Khagen Bannan, carried the potatoes 
to thek Singimari home in a 'the Ia' when Khagen suggested that his father should take the 
thela a:nd he himself drove the cattle home. Reaching home and preserving the potato, Ganesh 
was pfleparing his plough for next morning. Meanwhile Khagen 's friend Madha arrived and 
sat in the drawing room T. V and Khagen joined him shortly after keeping the cattl1e. When 
the cattle started running helter skelter Ganesh Bannan tried to see what happened!, and he 
described: 

" I. found 15/ 16 persons in police dress accompanied by Shri B.K.Nath, perhaps O.C., 
Hajo P'olice Station, with their faces covered or wrapped by black cloths and having A.K. 47 
rifles i1n hand ~arne and surrounded my house. Few of them entered the house and asked who 
was Khagen Barman and my son, who was sitting there, said, ' I am Khagen Barman'. The 
moment he told that he was Khagen Barman, by about four of them dragged him out by the 
neck. Seeing this sight I made an entreiy that my son should not be taken that way but should 
be askc~d w~at was to be asked. Before I could finish my entreaty, Shri B.K.Nath, perhaps 
O.C. of Hajo Police Station, with his pistol knocked me between my left eye and left ear 
injuring me. I fell down and became almost senseless. I saw my wife approaching her son 
then some of the policemen pushed me inside a room and pressed the door ha:rd so that 1 
could not come out. while my wife was still with her son. Then I fell down inside the room 
and became unconscious." 

P .. W. 3 Smti Nilima Bannan , mother of Khagen Bannan corroborated her husband Shri 
Ganesh Bannan in all material particulars saying that when Khagen Barman a111d his friend 
Madhalb Bannan were together, she saw from her kitchen that policemen were hastening to 
their bouse, by the time she could see them, they already took her son out of the room, one 
policeman holding his neck and ruMing towards her son, she saw 4/5 policemen 
surrou111ding her son outside her house and she requested them not to take her s.on, but they 
threw her on the ground saying if I talked, I would be shot dead. Thereafter 213 rnen dragged 
him bc~hind the house and closed her behind threatening her with dire consequences if she 
spoke. She could not see who shot her son but heard repeated sounds "Thereafb:r the police 
emptied one potato gunny bag and put her son' s body inside it and tied the mouth of the bag 
snatchiing a hanging piece of cloth and took the bag to their vehicle. She did 1not see how 
many police vehicles were there ... 

P .. W. 2 Shri Premeswar Bannan. said that he was in his room at about 5.30 P.M. and heard 
some running sound from his gate and coming out he saw about 15/ 16 persons in police uniform 
and covering their faces with black cloths were hastening towards his house and Shi B.K.Nath 
Second Officer of Hajo P.S. in civil dress . in civil dress, with Y· other persons entered their room 
and asked who was Khagen Barman and Khagen Barman who was viewing a T.V. stood up 
saying he was Khagen Barman and immediately those persons took him out of the room and 
dragged him to the backside of his house and being asked by Nath, Khagen Barman to raised his 
hands and prayed that his life be spared, but B.K.Nath shot at him and orden:d others to fire 
which they did by long rifles and 'shorter a:rms' till Khagen Barman fell down. He 
corroblorated other witnesses that the parents, this witness and the neighbour woman were pushe 
inside the room and pressed the dooe behind us and that later they empried a potato gunny bag, 
put the dead body in it and drove away. 
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P. 'W. 4 Ssmti Padumi Bannan said that on 17.3.2000 in the evening they heard firing 
sounds and wanted to go out and see what had happened, but the policemen on the street 
ordered that they all should remain indoors and not come out, and she remained intdoors 

(B:) Tbe identity of tbe killers, aod tbeir accomplices, if aoy 
TI1e killing of Shri Khagen Bannan was secret not as to time and place of killing, but as t? 

the identity of the killers and their accomplices, if any.The identity of the killers and the1r 
accomplices, if any, has. to be determined on the basis of evidence on record .. lt is a developed 
principle of law that accomplices are the parties to the crime. On the basis of degrees of 
complicity to the crime, accomplices are divided into perpetrators and accessories. An accessory 
is one who excites or helps the commission of a crime by the perpetrator. Perpetrator is 
exclusi·vely the person who in law performs the crime. More precisely, the perpetrator is the 
person who.being directly struck at by the criminal prohibition, offends against it with the 
necesscnry mens rea or negligence. Thus, accomplices include, while accessori,es exclude, the 
perpetr:ator of the crime. However, often they are used as synonymous. 

We db cussed the meaning ot "secret'' .In para 7 of the rntroductory Part 1. ldientification 
of the !killers has to proceed on the basis of investigation and evidence. which were scanty 
herein ... 

G.W I Shri B.K. Nath deposed that on 17.3.2000 he was serving at Hajo P,S. as 
W.P.(\Vatch Post) in- Charge At that time Shri Ajmal Ali was the O.C, but on 1that date be 
was not there.at the P.S. and Shri Suresh Nath 2nd. Officer was the In-Charge. At about 
1/1.30 p.m. (that day) when he (Mr.B.K.Nath) was at his quarter, and at that moment 
suffering from fever, a constable came to his quarter and informed him that the then S.P Shri 
B.K. Misra wanted him over the phone At first Shri Nath told that he was unable to go.as he 
was sufffering from fever for the past three days, but when the same constable came and said 
S.P. w;mted him, Shri Nath came to the telephone when the S,P asked him to come to 
Guwahati despite his plea of sickness. B.K.Nath came to Guwahati residence of S.P. arriving 
by abolllt 3;30 p.m. Asked why he came in civil dress, Nath explained his obedience to the 
order despite illness,. S.P. with staff, all in uniform, got ready by 5.30 p.m.and with Nath on 
the same vehicle proceeded without disclosing the destination, but after crossing the 
Brahmaputra bridge took the road to Hajo and arriving there straight drove to a house, left the 
vehicle leaving Nath and the driver in the vehicle, S.P entered the house .. Shrii B.K. Nath 
then heard a fuing sound which could be from backside of the house. 

N. W.2, S.P.Shri B.K.Missra deposed that on 17.3.2000 he was the S.P. of Kamrup 
district,. and he collected the deposition of Shri B.K.Nath, who was the SI attaclhed to Hajo 
P.S. ont the date of occurrence, involving him. On 7.3.2000 at about 6.30 p.m.he ( Mr 
Misra))1visited the Hajo P.S. and after half an hour an information came, as the Thana staff 
infomu~ him, that some meeting was going on in the house of ULF A extremist Shri Khagen 
Bannan at Singimari, and police immediately proceeded thereto, led by Shri B.K.Nath and he 
also accompanied them. Reaching the house at 7 p.m. they entered the house and! some boys 
ran towards the rear side of the house and went near the bamboo grooves and then they 
started firing at the police party who also retaliated After 5/6 minutes when firing ended 
police :searched the area and found one dead body which was identified as that of Khagen 
Bannan.ULFA extremist, while the others escaped. The case was accordingly registered and 
investigated. "In course of further investigation of the Hajo P.S. case No. 40/2000 it was 
revealed that Shri Khagen Barman was earlier arrested on 6.12.98 in connection with the 
Baihatn P.S. case. He did not know what was the fate of the case as he was trans1ferred out in 
August 2000. . . . 
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N.W.l Shri Suresh Ch, Nath deposed that on 17.3.2000 he was the Second Officer of 
Hajo lP.S. and the O.C. Shri Ajmal Ali being on Sick leave, he was functioning as the Officer
in-Chiarge that day. At about 19,30 p.m. S.l Shri B.K.Nath ofHajo P.S. lodged an FJR. He 
was bringing a dead body of one Khagen Barman of Singimari village under Hajo P.S .. ~o the 
effect that "On receipt of infonnation from reliable sources that a group of UL.F A ~ahtant~ 
arme<Jt with sophisticated weapons were holding a meeting in the house o f e:rtremtst Shrt 
Khagcm Barman of Singimari. self along with a police party left immediately and re~ched at 
that p1lace at around 7 p.m. on 17.3.2000. On seeing the police party the e'dremtsts ran 
towards bamboo grooves on the rear side of the house and started indiscriminate tiring on the 
police: party. The exchange of tiring continued for about 10 minutes After firing was over ~e 
area vvas thoroughly searched and the bullet ridden body of Khagen Barman was found lymg 
there. Po lice also found one country made revolver and some ULFA related documents along 
with s:ome empty cases near the dead body and after discharging of all fonnalitic:s those were 
duly ·seized. The remaining ULFA militants managed to flee away.ta.king advantage of 
da.rkn~ess and thick bamboo bushes. On further inquiry it was learnt that it consis.ted of ULF A 
militants. namely,( 1) Shri Dhiren Oas. of village Oadara, (2) Shri Rupjyoti Boro of 
Kalitalkuchi,(3)Shri Bhaba Kalita ofSesarnukh, and (4) Shri Kashyap Baishya 01fBansor and 
(5) Shri Madhab Kumar of Kumarpara, both under Sualkuchi P.S.and others .. The operation 
was supervised by the S.P .Kamrup locally.". 
Mr.S'uresh Nath, receiving the Fl~ registered Hajo P.S. Case No. 40!2000, adopted the 
investigations made by Shri B .K.Nath and himself investigated the case and searched the 
houses of the alleged extremists but neither found them nor any objectionable material. He 
does not say that he visited the place of occurrence. 

N .W.3 Shri Ajmal Ali, O.C. Hajo P.S. deposed that on 16.3.2000 he took e~asualleave to 
enjoy the Bakr Id and so was not on duty on 17.3.2000 and the next day, . on his joining on 
19.3.2!000 he found the case was nvestigated by Shri Suresh Nath which he allowed to 
contitlue. 

Shri B.K.Misra. then S.P .• was on his request. permitted to cross examine Shri B.K.Nath 
on 
l0.3J!007. Most of the questions put tin cross-examination were irrelevant for the purpose. 
The S~cenario of the operation remained the same. Shri Misra asked Shri Nath as to why he 
violat1ed his oath taken in the name of the Constitution of India, thereby indicating that Shri 
Nath having submitted the FIR in the case why he later said that he was mad•c to write the 
FIR BJnd do the rest in the case by the S.P Shri Misra himself. Shri Nath reiterak:d that he was 
compelled to do so by MisraThis, however, did not amount to denying that Shri Misra did 
not direct Shri Nath to write the FIR and submit it at the Police Station .. Misra then asled Shri 
Nath whether he complained to higher authprities, Nath replied that he compla·ined to Misra 
himse:lf and not to higher authorities.as he did not know to whom he was to complain. Asked 
whether he applied for medical leave on that date of the incident, Nath replied that he was 
ta.kin~: medicine from the phannacy and was to consult the doctor. meanwhile ltle was called 
to Guwahati headquarters by Misra. Shri Misra asked Shri Nath as to why he did not keep the 
Thanlll ULF A list by including the name of Shri Khagen Bannan after the Baiihata incident 
wherc:in Khagen Barman was arrested. Nath replied that he was only Watch Post S.l . arad 
neithc:r the O.C. not the Second officer. and it was not his duty to revise the lULFA list by 
including Khagen Bannara' s name. moreover he did not know the fate of the aLse. This gave 

the Commission the impression that Khagen Bannan ' s name did not figure in 1thc ULFA list 
of H~jo P.S. at the relevant time. To contradict Nath' s statement in Ananta Kalita's case. 
Misra asked: 

.. Q. Did you see me carrying aray small arm during the operation ? 
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A. Yes, there was a small arm with you. 
Q. ~id you also see me firing with my weapon or did you receive any empty case of 9 

mm pastol or revolver from the place of occurrence? 
A. No. 

Q. Can you say the Hon' ble Commission whether any SULFA member w~1s involved in 
this case? 

A. I do not know ." 
Shri Misra then held in' his hand what he called the record of arms and ammunitions on 
19.11.98 by Armourer of Kamrup district , which , he said, remmained intact when he was 
translferred and deposited the arms and ammunitions on 5.8.2000 and asked Nath how it 
could! be so, Nath replied that he did not know. It was explained by Misra 1that the 9mm 
revolver and the 12 rounds of ammunition issued to him remained the satme when he 
deposited the same on his transfer after the Khagen Bannan killing case, imp,lying thereby 
that he did not kill Khagen Barman, and, according to hum, this clearly showed that no shot 
was ·fired from his revolver/pistol at alJ and Nath 's evidence that he shot down Khagen 
Barman was not correct. The paper was to be delivered to the Commission in the next day 
heari1ng, bul Misra could not be present on that date. No question was put to show that Shri 
B.K.Nath was not called by the S,P. to Guwahati that afternoon, on the other hand Nath 
repea.ted the whole story as to how he was sick at his quater, a constable came and informed 
that Nath was wanted at the phone by S.P, Nath first refused to move to the phone as he was 
ill and asked the constable to tell S.P., how second time the caonstable came and said again 
S,P. wanted him over phone and how this time over phone S.P. called him to Guwahati, how 
he w'ent there in civil dress, and how in S.P.' s vahicle he and few other persons came to 
Khag;en Bannan's house. It is noted that when asked whether he could inform the 
CoDllrnission whether there was any SULFA involved in this operation, Nath replied that he 
did not know. It was not denied .. All these showed that Nath' s version so far was correct and 
not denied. No doubt was created on the versions of Ganesh Barman and other public 
witnc:sses in the case. In fact those were not challenged in the cross examination by Misra. 
All these are being considered appropriately 

From the above evidence, in the police version itself, some questions arise, namely, 
what was the precise information received and by whom so as to make the poli•::e party move 
to Simgimari. Who received the information, how the S,P happened to move from Guwahati 
and with whom, how many vehicles and how many people were there in the: party, where 
were Shri Khagen Bannan and with whom,. where Khagen Barman was sho1t dead and by 
whonn, and how many people, why the lodging of FIR was so late, whether th1e empty cases 
and 1the factory made pistol examined by forensic/ballistic exoperts, etc.Over and above 
these,the question whether the version of Shri B.K. Nath, or that of the S.P. Shri B.K Misra 
was the true version?. 

We may take the last questions first According to B.K.Natb, despite his illness and 
relucttance, he was called by the S.P to Guwahati wherefrom he, though ill and in civil dress, 
had tto accompany the S.P to Khagen Barman' s house and when he remained o•n the vehicle, 
while: the S.P went to the house and he heard firing from the rear side of t:he house. He 
ment1ioned of firing shot.. There is no mention of any encounter. B.K.Nath in lhis deposition 
mentioned firing shot. The police party is said to have arrived later. In the S,F•, 's version he 
him~:lf happened to come from Guwahati to the Hajo P.S where the information of some 
ULFA extremists holding a meeting in the house of Khagen Barman was received and 
accordingly B.K.Nath arranged to proceed with police pany to Khagen Bannan's house, and 
the S,P, also accompanied the party. This discrepancy, to speak frankly, is sutspicious, Shri 
B.K.Nath did not deny that the FIR and early writings of the case were in his handwriting, but 
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he clarified in cross-examination that it was as per order of higher authority, perhtaps meaning 
the S.P. ~ho~ presence and supervision of the operation has not been doubted .. The regular 
O.C. Sbri Ajmal Ali being on leave, Shri Suresh Nath was functioning as the O.C. on 
17.3.2:000, but he did not direct Shri B. K. Nath to lead the party. so the order mlJist have been 
from the S,P. himself. Shri B.K.Nath proceeded with the investigative step5i which pre
regist:J:-ation steps later Shri Suresh Nath adopted. Those steps must have been on direction of 
the S.P .. According to B.K. Nath the S,P. was not guided by him to the Singimari house of 
Khagc:n Bannan. It could not be presumed that the S.P himself knew the house earlier. 
Therefore, the possibility of someone guiding the Maruti Gypsy of S.P could not be ruled out. 
Of course, in the S .P, 's version this problem might have been there. The question as to who 
received the infonnation from the reliable source may not be difficult. That Slllri B.K.Nath 
did not receive is clear. Ajmal Ali was on leave. Shri Suresh Nath who was officiating O.C. 
did not say that he received it or made any entry to that effect. By process of elemination it 
was the S.P. to have received it. B.K. Nath's version is consistent with it. This also leads to 
the cc.nclusion that the S.P. himself made the party to move. According to S.P'. he came to 
hajo P.S. at about 6 P.M. and sometime thereafter Hajo P.S. staff told him of d1e infonnatio 
about the extremis~.The question who were in the party is not clear, B.K. Nath siaid After the 
firing shot was heard from the rear side of Khagen Bannan' s house. a police party anived 
there. Nothing is stated as to who and how many were there in the party. E:Kactly where 
Khag1:n Bannan was, is not clear, only thing Siaid is the extremists ran to the backside 
bamboo grooves may imply they were near the house or even inside it. The total number of 
extremists. according to police version was 6, Khagen Bannan and 5 others namc~d above. 

lrhe confusion is worse confounded when the police version is compared with the 
versio1n of inmates of the house. mainly the parents of Khagen Bannan.(P. W. I) saw 15/16 
persotr'IS with their faces covered with black cloths.. according to him led lby B.K.Nath 
(pcrtmps O .C. Hajo) whom he knew. The state of things raises many questi1ons. Khagen 
Barmlan was inside their drawing room with his friend Madhab Bannan. Police first brought 
him (Khagen) out by the neck and then took him to backside of the house where he was 
repeat!edly shot and killed. At that time both the parents were pushed inside a room of the 
house and the door pressed hard so that they could not come out. Before thlllt they made 
reque.!itS not to take their son out and to the backsid. The vivid description makes their story 
credible.as those are studded with vivid detaHs.As against these. both Shri B .K. Nath and the 
S.P. "~ere present at the place of occurrence, of course, Mr Nath in the S.P. 's pllrked vehicle 
and ~«:cording to S.P. Nath led the operation and S.P. supervised it locally .. 

J\bout the encounter. Shri B.K.Nath's version docs not mention it. Only firing sound 
was heard. Accord ing to the FIR. admitttedly written by Shri B.K.Nath, then: was mutual 
firing" the boys from the bamboo grooves. and the police pa.r1)' from near the house facing 
them .. However the weapons of extremists have not been stated. Only one !factory made 
revolver is shown lo have been found near the dead body of Khagen Bannan. The police 
party is said to have been using A.K. 47 rifles. The encounter is said to have corutinued for 10 
minutes. Only two empty cartridges have been shown to have been recovered tfrom near the 
dead lbody. No bullet marks at all have been found on the walls and other parts of Khagen 
Bannu1n's house. Nor were any bullet marks seen on the banboo grooves used as shield by the 
six extremists. There is. therefore. reasonable doubt in the police version. 

It is seen that the security fon:es had been having a tough time in controlling extremist 
activitties. It may also be height of blasphemy to call them unreliable. But the· fundamental 
rights to life and liberty of the cit.zens stand above all other rights. Any allegJation of their 
violation has. therefore. to be looked into with cart' md caution. The ruler is abc:we everyone. 
but under the Constitution and the law. The alleged encounter of the police par1ty against the 
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said t!xtremists is, therefore, not beyond scrutiny. A fake encounter may amoun1t to murder in 
the e:ye of law .. 

Encounter vis-a-vis Murder. 
In early Norman times (in England) murder and manslaughter were not distinguished. 

Every homicide was felonious, unless it was justified, or within the limits described above, 
excu:sable. Among the Germanic peoples on the continent a distinction had! been ~rawn 
betwceen an open killing which was emendable (emend= to remove faults cor blemishes. 
perhaps because it partook of the nature of a fair combat) and a secret killing which was not. 
Case:s of secret killing were classed as morth and it is from this that our word 'murder' has 
come::. Under the law of William the Conqueror if a Norman was slain and the slayer was not 
produced, the district (the hundred) had to pay a fine, and the name mardrum was given .~th 
to th•~ homicide and to the fine in such a case. But in the twentieth century ev'ery homac1de 
that was grave, whether secret or not became unemenable, and the term mard1-um gradually 
came: to be used to describe a homicide of the most heinous kind. But it is in connection with 
the a1ncient view that a secret and treacherous killing especially when it was effected by lying 
in ambush for the victim .was unemenable that, as it would seem, the alleg:ation that the 
homicide was done with malice aforethought, or malice prepense had it:s origin .. This 
devellopment was assisted by the policy of the courts in quite early times of !tempering the 
severity of the law for a man who, inflamed by the sting of a sudden pro·vocation, had 
forthwith slain his attacker. 

"~1urder then is the most grave kind of felonious homicide Its essential ellements have 
neve1r been defined by statute (in England) but it is traditionally said to be, when a person, 
of sOtund memory and discretion unlawfully killed any reasonable creature in being, and 
unde1r the King' s peace , with malice aforethought , either express or implied" (Keaoy, 
Crinlioal Law, pp 116-117) 

101 England, since murder is a crime at common law mens rea is required. In India the 
Indian Penal Code 1860, the ingredients of murder have been dealt with differc:nt sections of 
Chaptter XVI as "Of Offences affecting Life." in sections 299 and 300 and 301, and their 
punishemnts in sections 302 to 304. 

"S. 299. Culpable homicide. Whoever causes death by doing an act with the intention of 
causing death, or with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to cause death, 
or wiith the knowledge that he is likely by such act to cause death, commits the offence of 
culp2tble homicide. 

S. 300. Murder. Except in cases hereinafter excepted, culpable homicide is nnurder. if the 
act by which the death is caused is done with the intention of causing death, or·· 

2ndly.- if it is done with the intention of causing such vbodily injury as the offender 
knows to be likely to cause death of the person to whom the hann is caused, or-

3rdly,-If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury to any pc;:rson, and the 
bodily injury intended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause 
deattn, or-

4thly,-lf the person committing the act knows that it is so imminently dangerous that it 
must, in all probability , cause death. or such bodily injury as is likely to cause death , and 
commits such act without any excuse of incuring the risk of causing death or such injury as 
aforesaid 

The English law excuses a person who has been forced to commit an offence by fear of 
death or of grievous bodily hann, except in cases of treason or homicide. 

S. 96 Things done in private defence. Nothing is an offence which is done in exercise of the 
right of private defence. 
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S.97.The right of private defence of the body and property.Every person has a right, subject 
to the restrictions contained in sedtion 99, to defend-

First, his own body and body of any other person against any offence affecti1r1g the human 
body; 

Secoondly, the property whether movable or immovable of himself or of any other person, 
against any act which is an offence falling under the definitio of theft , robber:y, mischief or 
criminal trespass, or which is an attempt to commit . theft, robbery, mischief, or criminal 
trespatS 

S.99.Acts against which there is no right of private defence.-There is no ri;ght of private 
defen1ce against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of 
grievous hurt, if done or attempted to be done by a public servant. There is no night of private 
defen1ce against an act which does not reasonably cause the apprehension of death or of 
grievous hurt, if done attempted to be done by the direction of a public servan1t. There is no 
right of private defence in cases in which there is time to have recourse to the protection of the 
publi': authorities .. 

Extent to wbicb tbe right may be exercised .. 
lbe right of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflicting of more ba.Jrm that it is 

necessary to inflict for the purpose of defence .. (The two Explanations are not apti>licable to 
this eiase).Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable ~11pprehension 
of denth or grievous hun.and not otherwise. The imminence of the danger, and 
reasolt>ableness of the apprehension, and the proof thereof have to be considered. Glanville 
Willi2uns discussing how imminent must be the danger says: 

.. lit is sometimes thought that defence is allowed only against immediat•ely threatened 
violence.Ciauly force may not be used to meet a threat of violence in the rfutiure, because it 
cannot be said that the force is necessary at the present moment. But if there is a present 
hostHe demonstration that violence is about to be used the defender need not wait till his 
assailant comes within striking dfistance, or put his finger on the trigger. To this extent the 
"pre~mptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a case where the attacker i,s going off to 

summon reinforcements and the defender realises that if he does not shoot hinn now, he will 
be lm;t; in such circumstances shooting should be justified" Imminence is implied. It is not 
rea.souu1ble to use force until the occasion arises.Discussing the question whether a mistaken 
belief would be enough. the author says 'Nearly all the authorities require it to· be reasonable 
They take the "objective" view that the defendant's honest belief is no defence. to the 
charg~e if it was unreasonably arrived at .. The right of private defence or self ddfence has to be 
exerdsed reasonably and even circumspcctively, particularly when its result is the death of a 
perso1n. In fact, the right is, in a sense. denied whem it results in death of the person against 
whom it has been exercised . .. 

Formidable Problem of Proof. Glanville William. in his Textbook ofCriominal Law. 
asks. If two men fight, and one says he was acting in self-defence. is not then! a formidable 
problc!m of proof? Yes, and. in particular. a person kills in what he conceives to appear to be 
self defence is subject to the serious risk that the emergency will not appear to the jury in the 
same light that it appeared to him. When looking back at the incident, the fact likely to make 
the situation impression that a man has been killed. the transitory fear felt by the accused 
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person has left no memorial to compare with the tragic reality of the co~se .. If there .is a 
survivor of the incident on the other side his account of what has happened IS hkely to differ 
essentitidly from that of the accused. Ev~n impartial spectators are unreliable wiitnesses to a 
sudden affray that is over in a few minutes or seconds. When the issue is one of !self~efenc~. 
everything depends on which side was the aggressor, and the temporal order o~ events IS 

therefore of high importance But, experiments indicate that it is difficult to estalbhsh by o~l 
evidence. rn particular, witnesses have been shown to have been unable to .recall! words. ~tth 
accurat;y. Hence, there arise two dangers in the administration of the law, unjust convtctton 
and unwarrented acquital after a concocted defence. Of the two risks, the fonner ~a~ to be 
taken the more seriously, and for this reason the law casts the burden of ne:gattvmg the 
defenc1: of self-defence upon the prosecution, only the evidential burden being rested on the 
defendant. If the case is clearly one of self defence. the Judge will not even allow the case to 
go to the jury."(P. 449) .. 

In the context of the secret killing cases it would be necessary to ascertai1r1 the correct 
attitudinaVlegal approach to the killing of the victim on the part of the 
annymen/policemen/SULF A To be precise, seeing one person, whether he was to kill him or 
to capture him which he could do even by chasing and if required maiming and diisabling him. 
ln othe:r words, did the victim already has reached the end to his right to life and liberty, so 
that he could be killed or shot .at sight?. If the person was already known for certain to have 
been a.Jn Ulfa, could he be shot and killed, and if it was not certain whether he w1as an Ulfa or 
not, was it not the killer' s duty first to ascertain and then deal with him accordingly? Usually, 
in this part of the country, what is being seen is that the annymen,and the (militarised) 
policemen, perhaps for being in the same Unified Copmmand Structure, assume themselves to 
have b~n required or authorised to kiill the suspected Ulfaslextrremists straiglhtway .. Very 
often some make-belief posthumous evidence is laid near the dead body to show or prove that 
the vic:tim was an Ulfa or in Ulfa mission. This perhaps shows in what casual manner the 
human right to life and liberty is often being dealt with/ defrauded by these State agencies 
personnei .. These quesTions have to be considered in the prevailing backgrow1d situations, 
namely, the state of Assam has been declared a disturbed area under the As~m Disturbed 
Areas Act/ The Anned forces Special Powers Act, 1958 since extended to the North Eastern 
States ... 

Encounter killing by encounter specialists or extra- judicial killings have been reported 
frequerntly and one can say that the act of extra- judicial killing , which is a gross violation of the 
Justice system, the very basis of our Constitution by denying the fundamental right to li:fe,and liberty , 
the civ:il liberties and the human rights. Encounter and extra judicial killings tend to abound in the 
State .. 

More than two centuries ago, Blackstone, the best known of the expositors c•f the English 
common law, taught that "all homicide is malicious, and of course, amounts to murder, unless . 
justified by the command or pennission of the law; excused on the account of acddent or self
preservation; or alleviated into manslaughter, by being either the involuntary consequence of some act 
not st:Jrictly lwful, or (if voluntary) occasioned by some sudden and sufficiently violent 
provocation. Tucked within this greatly capsulized scheme of the common law of h•r>micide is the 
branch of law, of course as codified in the Indian Penal Code. we are called upon to adiiTlinister today. 
No issue of justifiable homicide. within Blackstone's defmition is involved.in this case:. On the other 
hand, tl~e police version is that the killings were in an encounter between il and the deceased persons. 
Was it really an encounters or an extra judicial killing that has to be detennined Law will not 
countenance an .act of extra judicial killing, which is a gross violation of the Justice system, the very 
basis of our Constitution as it amounts to denial of the victim's fundamental right to live, the civil 
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liberties and the human rights, and violation of the rule of law. It is all the more dangerous if it is done 
by thos~e whose duty is to protect the lives and liberties of the citizens under the law. We have t~ see 
why thte . police did not try to catch the person alive before shooting him dead, and whc;:the~ he dad so 
for pleasing his employers or for betterment of his prospects in service .. or it is due to lllegllgence and 
indiscipline in the Service .. In fact in all the cases where there appeared to be some semblance. of 811 

encounter, the Noticee witnesses were asked as to under what provision of law they could k1ll the 
Ulfa ? The reply was' the taw of private defence '' What exactJy is that law has, tlherefore to be 
seen.hc: Indian Penal C~ provides: 

Exteat to wbicb tbe rigbt may be exercised .. 
The right of private dsefence in no case extends to the inflicting of more hann that it is 

necessary to inflict for the purpose of defence .. (The two Explanations are not applicable t~ 
this case).Thus, the right of private defence arises on the moment of reasonable apprehensiOn 
of dea1th or grievous hurt.and not otherwise. The imminence of the danger, and 
reasobableness of the apprehension, and the proofthereofhave to be considered. Glanville 
Williams discussing how imminent must be the danger says: 

" lt. is sometimes thought that defence is allowed only against immediately threatened 
violemce.Clearly force may not be used to meet a threat of violence in the rfuture, because it 
cannot' be said that the force is necessary at the present moment But if the~: is a present 
hostile: demonstration that violence is about to be used the defender need not: wait till his 
assailant comes within striking dfistance, or put his finger on the trigger. To tl~is extent the 
" pre-emptive strike" is lawful. One can imagine a case where the attacker is going ofT to 

summt:>n reinforcements and the defender realises that if he does not shoot him now, he will 
be lost; in such circumstances shooting should be justified'' Imminence is impLied. It is not 
reasonable to use force until the occasion arises.Discussing the question whethtcr a mistaken 
belief would be enough, the author says 'Nearly all the authorities require it to lbe reasonable 
Tbey ltake the "objective" view that the defendant' s honest belief is no defence. to the 
charge if it was unreasonably arrived at.. The right of private defence or self def~:nce has to be 
exerci:ied reasonably and even circumspectively, particularly when its result is t.he death of a 
person .. In fact, the right is, in a sense, denied whem it results in death of the person against 
whom it has been exercised ... 

ln the instant case, there is no evidence of there having been firing from the side of the 
alleged extremists. The five extremists alleged to have fled away were not av11lilable when 
Shri S1uresh Nath visited their huses. Their weapons were not described, At any rate the two 
empty cartridges of A.K.47 rifles. whicch were recoverd from the place of occwrrence, could 
not have been fired by the extremists, inasmuch as K.hagen Bannan was not tJlken to have 
been k.illed by the other alleged extremists. Nor could Khagen Bannan challeng:e the police 
party with the pistol ( said to have been found near his dead body) with its limit.=d range.The 
most important fact is that not a single bullet ma,rl( has been recorded anywhere: at the place 
of occturrence. The statement of P. W .s that the men covered their faces with black cloths has 
gone Lmchallenged in evidenc. This makes the killing even more curious. Shri B.K.Nath. 
when cross examined by Shri B.K.Misra did not deny the involvement of Sulfas in the 
opcratiion.The killing of Shri Khagen Bannan, under the facts and circumstancdc:s of the case 
could 1not be taken to have been in encounter, as alleBCd. but a cool and calculated murder. 
On thte basis of the above evidence the identification of the killers may n::asonably be 
confintcd at least to Shri B.K.Nath, the S,P Shri B.K.Misra. and the policemen and the 
concerned Sulfas who were with the party as on record of the Hajo Police Station and 
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otherwise .. The staff in the vehicle of S,P. has not been stated to have played any role .. So 
also the Hajo Police party in Nath 's version. The source was also not stated. 

( C)Whether tbere was any conspiracy in targeting Kbagen Bar1nan and the 
motiive behind such killing. 

This, term is replied in two parts, namely, I..Conspiracy in targeting, and II .. Motive behind 
killi1ng. 

I.Conspiracy in T.argeting the Victim. Conspiracy.in the context of the instant inquiry, 
will mean criminal conspiracy which is defined in Section 126A of IPC as follows:. 

"When two or more persons agree to do or cause to be done
( 1) An illegal Act, or 

(2) An act which is not illegal by illegal means, such an agreement is; designated a 
criminal conspiracy: 

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount. to 
a criiminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parttes 
to such agreement in pursuance thereof. 

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the material Act is the ultima1e object of such 
agreement or is merely incidental to that object 

Abetment of a thing. As defined in Section 1 07 of the Indian Penal Code ~(I PC) 
" A person abets the doing of a thing . who-
First- instigates any person to do that thing; or 
Secondly- engages with one or more other person or person or pe!rsons in any 

conspiracy for the doing of that thing. if an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance 
of that conspiracy , and in order to the doing of that thing; or 

Thirdly, institutionally aids, by any act or illegal omission, the doing of that thing. 
Expiation -l .A person who, by wilful misrepresentation, or by wilful concealment of a 

mau:rial fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily causes or procures. or attempts to 
cause or procure, a thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of 1that thing; or 
(Illustration omitted) . ... · ~· 

Expiation -2 Whoever either prior to or at the the time of commission of an act, does 
anything in order to facilitate the commission of that act, and thereby facilitates the 
commission thereof. is said to aid the doing of that act". 

The law and jurisprudence of conspiracy has been discussed in pa.ra 1 0 of the 
Introductory Part I of the First report and the same is referred to ... The question whether 
ther•: was any conspiracy or not in the killing of Khagen Bannan has to be decided on the 
basi:s of the law, and facts in evidence on record. In case the answer is in the affinnative, 
then also the question will be as to who were the conspirators? 

We have already discussed that as conspiracies are often hatched in secrey, these 
circumstantial evidence will be relevant and admissible. In the killing of Khtagen Bannan 
then: were 15/16 persons in the act of killing.But there was a course of condluct involving 
the deciders of the course of action culminating in the killing. Considering the facts of this 
case in light of definition of conspiracy, it can surely be held that there was a long drawn 
course of action amounting to conspiracy. The manner of planning and execultion of the act 
of killing show that there must also have been some authoritative institutional assurance of 
safe1ty to the killers after the act was completed. Therefore, it is held that there was 
com;piracy of the worst kind, being among the protectors against the victims they were 
bound to protect.under the law, in this case. 
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II. IMotive.behind the killing may be analysed as direct or immediate; and the ultimate. 
Regarding the ultimate motive, there is evidence of P. W 1 that there could be nOt other reason 
for kil.ling of his son Khagen Bannan. who was not in the ULF A. This statement was not 
chaJler1ged in cross-examination. On the other hand from cross-examination of B.K.Nath by 
B,K.,M isra it could be inferred that Khagen Bannan' s name was not there in the ULF A list 
of H~jo P.S. Nobody could say what was the fate of the Baihata P.S. case wh•erein Khagen 
Bannan was said to have been arrested. Therefore, there could be no doubt that the: killing party 
was a part of the conspiracy .It has also beeen seen that there was constant pF!essure on the 
police authorities from above to apprehend ULFAs, and consequently capturing/kill~ng U~fas 
came to be linked with prospects of better posting and promotion in service The way .'" wh1~h, 
Khage1n Bannan has been killed leaves no doubt that the killers expected complete ammunsty 
for their act of killing, as it was supposed to have been in perfonnance of du1ties , and law 
protects them jn lawful cases. However, in this case wrecklessness is staring at the face .. The 
way in which in this case, as in all other cases. under inquiry, the investigations were made to 
fi:ule out and the F .R. (Final Reports submitted shows that the police has beten situational 
killers. All these also prove that the entire scheme is being remote- orchestrated from the top 
of the department ... 

II . Motive. The immediate motive of the killers could be any reward or satisfaction 
emanating from those who harboured the ultimate motive and engaged the kille1rs. The desire 
of a C<llnsequence is the motive for an action. Khagen Bannan had been killed g;arbing him as 
ULFA. Yjr fact that in cross examination asked B.K.Nath as to why he did not update the 
ULFA list of Hajo P.S. by including the name of Khagen Bannaan therein showed that hi 
sname was not there in the list and nobody knew the fate of the Bauhata P.S. '::ase in which 
Khagen Bannan was allegedly a.rrested and let off. and yet Khagen Barman was suspected and 
brutal! y killed. as was evident, in the case, .in blatant violation of the victim's Legal, 
Constitutional and Human rights. Intention and motive are often used S)(nonymously. 
PertlaptS.the motive was the perpetuatgion of the AGP rule in the State of Assarn by villainy. 
treachc:ry and monsterous cruelty and dangerous propensity. In Criminal law ttne question of 
motive: is not matenal where there is direct evidence of the acts of the accused and the acts 
themsc:Jves are sufficient to disclose the intention of the actor. In such cases while.motive is 
immatu:rial, intention is material.. In the Explanation to section 161 IPC .. a motive or reward 
for doi1ng is illustrated as - a person who receives a gratification as a motive for doing what he 
does not intend to do, or as a reward for doing what he has not done. In this sense. motive of 
the kil'ling will mean that for which the killer has committed the killing, and wid1out which he 
would not have done it. We have to ascertain from the circwm;tances. anteri01r. present and 
posteri1or to the incident.of killing. The anterior circumstances were that Khagen Bannan was 
garbed as an ULF A. a banned outfit. without producing any proof. thereof Life of citizens will 
be precarious indeed where one could be killed on suspicion without produciutg any proof. 
Justice:, Democracy and Republicanism seem to have deserted the State .. 

(1[)) Piapoiatiag rcspouibility o• pcno•s iavolved directly o~r Indirectly 
co•• issioa of kiUing. 

U1ader oe pec•liar fK11 •ad circ• .. ta•ca of t~e cue, t~e Co•miufioll refraiMCI 
illdf fro• pi•poi•d•l respouibUity o• penou ial'olved directly or i•dlrectty i• 
coiDaaisaioa of tfle killiag. 

(E)t Recommendations to prevent recurrence of such killings. 
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Wi1th its limited knowledge, experience and wisdom, to prevent recurrence of such 
killings1, the Commission would like to make twofold recommendations, namdy, (I) the 
immedi:ate, and (2) the long tenn. 

(I) The immediate measure is, first to try to keep in abeyance, and then gradually dismantle 
the existing Unified Command structure. which is neither a statute nor a statutory order, but 
only an arrangement agreed to by the Centre and the State Govt. regarding deployment and 
operation of the anned forces and other forces of the Union deployed by the Central Govt, 
"in aid of civil power" of the State of Assam, on request/ requisition by the State Govt. The 
Structure itself envisages its review after every three months,; and there is no limit to the 
review and may even envisage its dismantling. The parties concerned may agree to dismantle 
it in the: same way they agreed to create it. The constitutional position as to deployment of 
the anned forces and other forces of the Union in a State has already been discussed in para 
14 of "Part I. fNTRODUCTORY." of this report and is referred to in this context. The 
deployment of the anned forces and other forces of the Union. in the State of Assa11n has been 
"in aid of the civil power of the State."ln case of the civil power of the State being: sufficient 
enough to cope with its civil problems, ex hypothesi. there is no need of annedl forces or 
other forces of the Union for the State .. The anned forces and other forces of the Union were 
deployed to cope with the internal disturbance thought to have been caused by the activities 
of the banned outfits disturbing the area leading to its declaration as a disturbed :area under 
the Disturbed Areas Act. However, the disturbance has to a great extent been under control. 
The life: in the State has become nonnal. The last Assembly election could be held without 
31\Y disrturbance, thanks to the co-operation of the local banned outfits. This may be an 
appropriate time for effective talks with the local outfits to observe cease fire. first for a short 
period, say six months, and for gradually longer and longer periods, and for res1toration of 
monnalcy and confinement of the armed forces and other forces of the Union to th1e barracks, 
and on continuation and assurance of nonnalcy, ultimately withdraw, on an assurance of 
peace on the part of the banned outfits and ultimately lifting of their bans themselves. To 
achieve this, strenuous, but cordial, talks between the outfits, the State Governme:nt and the 
Central Govt would be necessary; and there is no reason why such talks should not succeed. 
Restoraltion ofnonnalcy. Disturbance and insurgent activities invited the Unified Command 
Structure. It is in the hands of the people to assure that peace will be main1rained and 
insurgent activities will be curbed and nonnalcy will be restored. If the public are serious in 
this restoration of nonnalcy, there can be no earthly reason why such a situation cannot be 
brought about by mutual co-operation of the State and its people. Modalities may be worked 
out in cmnsultation and cooperation.among the Government. the political partic~s. student 
organizations, the outfits and the general public. Restoration of nonnalcy will :also effect 
economy .. Meanwhile, in the interest of peace and tranquility, there shoild be no witch 
hunting.. Constututionally speaking, restoration of nonnalcy is the tenninus of internal 
disturbances and army deployment in the State . 

. Th~~ Army Districts. ln para 15 we discussed the structure and functioning of the Unified 
Command Structure. In course of the Commission's hearing sessions in the Upper Assam 
district. of Sibsagar it was learnt that the Upper Assam districts ofTinsukia, Dibmgarh, Dhemaji, 
North ILakhimpur and Sibsagar have been declared as Anny districts and that, as a result, Army 
has beten operaing in those districts. In so far as the declaration is concerned, this Commission 
has no\thing to do. As the Commission has to enquire into some criminal cases of some of those 
UpperAssam districts, the Commission has to see whether this declaration had any impact on 
those c:ases. The Commission proceeds on the basis that during the period from 1998 to 2001 
also similar declaration could have been there in those districts, and the Unilfied Command 
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Structure and the Anned Forces Special Power;s Act were necessarily in operation in those 
districts. If that was so, what were the functions and powers of the Anny thereu1nder ~ould. be 
relevarnt in the context of prevention of such killings. We have already discussed this, mcludmg 
the leading case, in para 15. The Anned Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers Act, 1958 
was amended by the Anned Forces (Assam and Manipur) Special Powers (Amendment) Act, 
1972; and it is now The Anned Forces in the State of Assam, Manipwr, Meghalaya, 
Nagaland,.Tripura.. Arunachal Pradesh and Mizoram Special Powers Act, and it is extended to 
all these North Eastern· states. By section 4 of the Amendment Act 1972, section 3 of the 
principal Act stands substituted, namely, 

.. 3 . If in relation to any State or Union Territory to which this Act extends, the 
Govenunent of that State or the Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central 
Government, in either case, is of the opinion that the whole or any part of such State or Union 
Territory, as the case may be, is in such a disturbed or dangerous condition that the use of 
anned forces in aid of the civil power is necessary, the Governor of that State or the 
Administrator of that Union Territory or the Central Government, as the case may be,, may._by 
notification in the Official Gazette, declare the whole or such part of such State or Unaon 
Territory to be a d isturbed area." 

The Anned Forces Special Powers Act does not enable the Anned forces to supplant or act 
as su~ititute for civil power after a declaration has been made under section 3 <J•f the Act. The 
power conferred under Clause (a) of section 4 of the Act can be exercised o1nly where any 
person is acting in contravention of any law or order for the time being in force i1n the disturbed 
area prohibiting the assembly of five or more persons or the carrying of weapo1ns or of things 
capable: of being used as weapons or firearms; ammunitions or explosive substl!lRces. In other 
words, the said power is conditional upon the existence of a prohibitory order issued under a 
law, e.g. under the Cr.P.C. or the Arms Act, 1959. Such prohibitory orders can be issued only 
by the civil authorities of the State.Jn the ansence of such a prohibitory order, the power 
confen"ed under clause (a) of section 4 cannot be exercised .. Similarly. wnder section 5 of the 
Act, there is a requirement that any person who is arrested and taken into custody exercise of 
the power conferred by the clause (c) of section 4 of the Act shall be made over to the Officer
in~hal'ge of the nearest police station with the least possible de lay, together with a report of 
the cin:umstances occasioning the arrest . 

~rtaintenance of public order involves cognizance of offences, search, seizure and arrests 
followeed by registration of reports of offences (F.I,R,s). investigation, prosecution. trial, and in 
the evtent of conviction execution of sentences . The power conferred unde1r the Act only 
provide! for cognition of offence. search. seizure and arrest and destruction of 811ms dumps and 
shelter.s and structures used in training camps or as hide-outs for anned gangs. The other 
functio1ns have to be attended to by the criminal justice mnachinary. Thus. the functions in aid of 
civil power have been ruled by law and not by discretion. The deployment of the~ Anned forces 
of the !Union in a ~tate does not in any way deprive the people of the disturbed &Jrea of the State 
of thei1r fundamental rights to life and liberty. Any violation of such rights under such provisions 
would not countenance violation of Constitutional and human rights of the peopl1e by the Forces 
deploy,ed in aid of civil power, nor would it prevent fake encounters from being murders, or a 
crime from being a crime, pwnishable wnder the law. 

Throughout eidence the official witnesses say that they kill the boys in sellf defence. The 
idea v2aries, and some seem to be of the view that Ulfas are to be shot at sight. Fake encounters 
are often reported in news papers. Almost always some obsolate weaponslarnnnunitins and/or 
some Ulfa related papers are put near the dead bodies. obviously for post mortem justification of 
the kill!ings This wi II not stand on the way of the spade being caJled a spade ... 
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(2) The long tenn measures are meticulous observati~n of the prov•sJOns of the 
Consti1tution and the laws in carrying out each and every funct1on of the g~vemment. All the 
departments of the Government must function faithfully in accordance wtth the ma..r:'datory 
provisions of the Constitution of India. In other words, the loag term measur~' ~ay mclude, 
in the long run, the faithful obedience to, and implementation of, t~ Consttt!Utlon a.nd the 
laws of the country, The Centre-State relationship must also be m accorda.nce WI~ the 
mandattes of the Constitution. Guidance of the famous Sarkaria Commission' s 1report wtiJ be 
helpful in this regard. MID~usmriti said (Buller) VIII, 351. "By killing an assassin t~e slayer 
incurs no guilt, (whether) he does it in public or secretly; in that case, fury recotls u~n 
fury." 386."That king in whose town lives no thief, no adulterer no defamer, r110 man gu~lty 
of viollence and no committer of assaults attains the world o f Sakra (Indra)";420. "A kmg 
who thus brings to a conclusion all the legal business enwnerated above, and removes all 
sin, reaches the highest state (of bliss)" Sukracbarya's Dandaniti is based! oo danda , 
meanin1g, punishment. Ancient sages said that without danda matsyanyaya wii'l prevail and 
the strong will devour the week, even the sacred prasada of the yajna will be swooped at by 
crows. Danda keeps awake when the country is asleep. All people have innate:: goodness in 
them, but some do not. In the absence of punishment those will demoralize others in the 
society. The nonns and laws of today are not materially different. Secret killing amounts to 
denial of all the constitutional, legal and human rights to the killed, and violatiotn of all these 
rights by the killer. If killing is by public authorities, it also means trampling over the oaths 
taken by them on assumption of public offices. The society need be protected from the 
people with such dangerous propensities. It is trite learning that every action has a reaction, 
fury g•:nerates fury and that brutalities generate more brutalities. Continuous disturbance of 
the even keel of the society and some excesses commited by some elements had to be 
checkc:d by equally harsh measures, but that would not justify the lawfully established 
Govenr~ment in abdicating its powers, duties and responsibilities to extra-Constitutional 
organs zeopardizing the legal. fundamental and human rights of the citizens of soverign, 
socialist and democratic Republic of India .. Those who are entrusted by the people to govern 
them, ought to be well versed with the provisions of the Constitution of l'ndia and the 
relevant laws. rules. and administrative instructions, and orders framed then!under. They 
should be aware of the constitutional limitations as also the rights of the citizens of the State 
againstt their State it.sel( Fundamental rights of citizens, including rights to life, liberty, 
freedoms, non-discrimination etc. must not be violated. They must never have propensity to 
kill the: citizens they govern, secretly or openly. They must not harbour any kind of hatred or 
dislike on numerical, religious, communal, racial, ethnic, social, historical. o1r of any sort 
whatev~r. A.t the minimum they should be true to their oaths and be absolutc~ly free from 
co~p1ta~n an ~y fonn and manner .. While no training course will be appropriate, 
C?nsad•~nng thear exalted position and prestige, periodical periodical s.::minars and 
dascusmons at government levels may refresh their knowJedge.and experience. 

Tille Police dep~~nt is th.e frrst resort of the people for protection ofthelir life,liberty, 
propenty. etc:Spread1~g dasaffection towards police is an offence. Everyone has the duty to 
help pohce m restonng law and order in society. There is no doubt that our Police force is 
one of the best in the country.To make our police still more and more efficient and instructed 
some officers, by tum, may be sent for advanced training in detection andl decision in' 
m~~m crimes and criminal practices. Such trained police personnel may be put in the police 
trammf~ Colle~e. They should undergo a training course in human right and cyber and other 
present: day cr~mes and crime prevention. 
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Regarding the SULFAs suspected, it may be appropriate to ob~erve that bec:ause of th.e 
position in which the SULFAs found themselves. between the deval and the dee:p sea .. thetr 
erstwhil•e colleagues having been deserted by their act of surrender, they deserve:d adequate 
peotection, but using their services as "guides, "spotters". trouble-shooters and cdlaborators 
in police: functions could never be viewed as proper treatment meted o~t to the SULF As, far 
Jess their being used as the striking ann or the men in charge of execution. Let them ~ow be 
bereft of the hallowed positions, and give them fair field and no favour, at I~ ~o~lowmg the 
insolvency principle of allowing the declared insolvent to have a fresh start •.n hi'e. How the 
erstwhil~e affected peOple will adore or avoid them will be a dtffer1ent matter 
altogeth•er.However, the Insolvency principle is not applicable to criminal law. 

So tar as the Government wings, agencies, and authorities, both official and political, the 
principh: of "respomdent superior" will surely apply; and for all the lapses ~d misdeeds at 
the lowc~r levels, higher levels authorities shall be held liable and be subjected to proper 
punishments. So far as political and minister level authorities are concerned, th~ principle of 
collective resplonsibility may apply to all those who were fonning Govtmment m the State at 
the relevant period . This principle of collective responsibility will find them 01Llt wherever 
they hap•pen to be, during the period when the violation of Constitutional and legal rights of 
the citiz•ens was effected, and by those whose fundamental and other legal and human rights 
were violated during their governance. But even here, except in the crimina.! cases, the 
insolvency principle should be followed and the political persons also be given flair field and 
no favoue in the ensuing political process of the State. Let there be no witch hunting of any 
sort. How the same affected people will accept or reject them will, of course. be: an entirely 
different: matter. 

(F) Any otber matter related or relevant to tbe inquiry 

Under this the Commission would like to deal with the question of compensation , ex gracia, 
or on some reasonable basis. We are all proud to claim that our State is a welfare State. In case 
of any nnishap or calamity befalling any one or more of our citizens or families:, the welfare 
State co1nsiders it to its duty to offer rescue and relief to the affected persons and families, as 
the case may be. It is more so when the sufferer has reasons to feel that the State itself was the 
immedialte or even remote cause of the misery. The rendering of rescue, relief and recompense 
does not in any way amount to any fault on the part of the State. [tis really praiseworthy of the 
Chief tvlinisters of the States to have instantly announced such reliefs and 1rehabilitation 
packagew, and offer in appropriate cases employments to the surviving eligible members of 
the famiilies, inasmuch as sometimes the very bread earning patriarch is lost to the family. 
Even th~: Legislature has now provided for payment of suitable "no-fault liability"' irrespective 
of the cJ.aim for fault liability. In the instant case a bread earning youth of the family has been 
shot dead under the circumstances discussed in the case. The public prosecution may result in 
punishment of the culprit, but that itself will bring no financial and livelihood replenishment of 
the loss suffere_d by the survivors of the bereaved family. The Commission. as :submitted by 
the leamed semor counsel for the Commission and the learned Senior Govemme·nt Advocate, 
and for the ends of distributive justice, doth hereby direct the State Government: of Assam to 
pay to SJ~ri Ganesh Bannan, father of the victim Khagen Bannan, for the benefit of the family, 
a sum oi: Rs.5,00,000/-(Rupees Five Lakh) only .. More than six years have already elapsed, it 
brooks no farther delay .. 

==ooot== 
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